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E E E 

 

a a  c a  a a o a  pa o a oc e a a a  

o po a  o a x o e e  a p epe a pa ap e x 

ep . pe c a e oe cc e o a e oc o a o a o o e x 

o a o  c c   pa a , a a e a oc o x oc e x 

c ec o o a po e e .  

a  ec o, o a o  po ecc pe c a e  co o  o e  

op a e  e    o ee . E o e  e c  o ec e e e 

o a  op a , o opa  e c  pe e o  o e a, o ec  

coo e e . 

o e  o a  e c  a c pa , pe e   

pa ec  o pa e e  po ecco  o a , o opoe pa ae  

a oc  e  a peca o  ( .e. o a opo ), a peco , a peca o  

( .e. o a o ), a a a  o a   cpe c a  o a . 

A a oc  cc e e o  e  a ae c   o , o c ec e  

o o o a oe o ec o o e e  o a o o o po ecca, o  

 o op x e c  e ocpe c e o ep .  

a p ep  o oc c   oco o  p e o a o x 

o e e , a o ap  c oe  c e e.  c o a , ep  pe c a e  

co o  oco  a o ec  c pc, o a a  o  e   

ep o  e a .  

a o a e o e , o a p ep  e c  o o   a o ee 

e c o pa a xc  op  acco o  o a . e o o o  

o   pe c a e  epec  a e e o a a a  e .  

eope ec  oc o  a e o cc e o a  coc a  p  a x 

ec x o e ec e x e x, a  . . Ap o a, . . ep a, A. . 

xa c a , . . a   p., a a e  o pa c  a p  ap e x 

e x- cc e o a e e : . Cep , . Oc , . pa c  p e. 

     O e o  cc e o a  e c  ep , a pe e o  
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cc e o a  o a e o e   x o po a e. 

a ep a o  cc e o a  oc  40 e c o  ep , 

o o a x  pa x a x, cpe  o op x Vanity Fair, The 

Guardian, The Times, CNN, BBC  . ., a a e  ep e -pec pc ,  o  

c e eo- ep . 

e  cc e o a  c a o e e oc o x o e e  

o a o o o po ecca  x o po a  ( a p epe a pa 

ep ). 

 oc e  oc a e o  e  a  o e e o ec o o 

a a , o op e pe c   xo e cc e o a : 

1)  c oc  acco o  o a ; 

2) o pe e  o  o a o o o po ecca  pe e o o 

a o e c ; 

3)  e ocpe c e o o po a e a pa ep , e o 

c xo o  o e c . 

e o  cc e o a .  a o  pa o e a  c o o a c  o e 

e o .  x c e e o  o ca , a a a, o o e , o e c a  

 ep pe a o  e o , a a e o   e o  

e o . 

pa ec a  a oc . pe c a e   cc e o a  

pa ec   eope ec  a ep a  o e   c o o a   

eope ec x pcax o a c o  , eop  a o a , o o o, 

eop   pa e C . 

C p pa pa o . c a  a a o a  pa o a coc o   

e e , pex a   a e .  pa o e a e p a ae c  

o pa ec  c co , a  49   

  7 . 
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A A 1. O ЩA  XAPA EP C A PE E O O 

A O E C  

1.1. Oc o e apa e p  o ca  pe e o o a o e c  

a  ec o, pe  e c  oc o  c p e o  e o o  o  

 o ec e o  o e , o a e  epe a e op a .  c o a , 

pe e oe o e e e c  o po a   po ecco  

a o e c , a o ap  o opo , p  c o o a  o pe x o  

pe , o o epe a a  e e e e e c a o   pa oc opo e  

op e. 

 o e ec e o  o a  pe e oe o e e c a o pe e o   

o e o  cc e o a   pa o ax a x ec x e x, a  . . 

c , . . ep a, .C. o c , A.A. o a e . 

o a e   o o   c o x pa o  « oc   o e e», o pe e e  

pe e oe o e e a  o e e c o o  pe , a pa e oe a oc e e 

e  o a  op a a o e c  x  o ee e  

ocpe c o  a, a a  o e  op a e  o a a e o o  

a e o-o e o o o xapa epa Д o a e  2008, 24Ж.  

C e o a e o, a o e c e  o e  a ae c  o e  

po ecc,  o opo  p e c  e o o pe e e c a a , o  

e c   oc . a o e c e o e  e  op  o a a  

o a, co p ec a, ap epc a  o pe   po e. 

a o e c e o e   pe e   epe e . 

 – cpe c o pe e o o o e , pe  – e o c oco . a  pa o,  

cpe c a  epe e o o o e  o oc  pe e  ec , o op   

ec e  (oc a e, o o e, o e ). 

a  e  o a e   c oe  pa o e, eo xo  c o e  pe e o o 

o e  e c  a epeco a oc   o e   c oco oc   

a o o o  a o e c , o c o e a  oc  

xapa ep c a  o a o . e oc  o e  p  o  a c  
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o  a e e oc  o op e o a c a e , o  c oco oc  c a e  p  

o o   ap e  o op e o, e o c oco oc  po o po a  c c o oe 

pa e pe , ep o o oc c   pe e  e o e a  o op e o  

p ec  o e a   o a  co o p  

o e e  

 po ecce pe e o o o e  op ec  xapa ep ee  e o o 

e e oc  o op e o, o  e e oc  c a e o, o op  

o c p p e  a o , po o p  pe a  o a o o 

a o e c  Д o a e  2008, 24Ж.   

O e e - o c o  po ecc a o e c  e . po e a  

o e  a a c  pe c a e  pa x a : oco , c xo o , 

c , co o o , po o   p. cc e o a e  e   

o c a  oc o e e  pe e o o o e  - pe e  c a , pe e oe 

co e, pe e oe a o e c e. 

 Pe e a  c a , a  o e ae  a op, o pe e e c  o  

cc e o a e  a  o e c  c a a , o ec  o, o o o ae  e o 

o . ec o, o c a a e c po c   o pe e e o  ec e  

o pe e e oe pe   ee  o pe e e  a op ac o : o op   

c a . a  o pa o , coc a e pe e o  c a  – o 

o op , c a , pe   ec o c a a . 

O e o, o  pe e o  c a  a a e  o e , o ec  

pe a , o op  xo  o  a peca   a peca  o  c oe o o e . 

Pa a  e  p e  oc e e. o  p  e  o o o a  

epe a   o e e op a , c e e o , a poc e , 

o c e e po e , o c  c , pa e e , pa c e e, p   

p e. oc e a  e  o pa e ae  a oe a e pac o o e   

coc pa a  co ece a  a  a ee. 

Pe e a  c a  – o o, o o o ae  o  c c  coo e , 

o pe p e  a e e p a pa a ec x a e op , a p ep, 

a e op  pe e , ec o e x c o  a , , ce ac, ec , a , o   p. 
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O a o o e  a e pa o c o o a  c a a e, o  e o 

e e   ( po a, poc a, co e , pe o e a ),  

p e c  a o o c a a  c p  co   . . 

a  o e ae  A. . xa c a   c oe  e o  oco  «Oc o  

p op », pe e a  c a  e  pa a e e  pa o opa  o pe e e  

op  e o pa e  Д xa c a  2009, 46Ж. 

a p ep, e a o  a a e ax,  e e o opo o  acc , 

a p e e  pa a,  p ec o  o c a ; c e c e ece   oc x, a 

a e ax; e c cc . 

Oc o a  e a pe e o o o e  - pe e oe co e. 

o c o a  xa c o , pe e oe co e - o c oe o po a a o e oe 

e oe co c oe  op o , c p po , pa a . a p ep, o  po , 

po e c oe co pa e, ace a e, o epe , pa o op  o o ,  e po 

 . . o oc c   pe e  co . 

Pe e oe co e coc a  a a x o o e a: 

1) c o ec a  pe  ( o, o o op c , coo ae c )  o, o ee 

co po o ae  ( ec , a, e   p.); 

2) c o e, o c a o a,  o opo  po cxo  o e e (pe e a  

c a ). 

ep  coc a  pe e o o co , o ec   pe ,   

co o  ac e e,  co pe e o  c e a a  c pco  (o  

pa . НТЬМШЮЫЬ - pe ). c pc - o pe , « o p e a   ». c pc 

ae  apa c ec oe co po o e e pe  ( a, ec ). 

opa  coc a a  pe e o o co  pe c a e  co o  pe e  

c a , o opa  ae  e o ac o , x a oo o e , a a e 

o c o e c a,  o op x po cxo  o e e. 

Co ac o xa c o , pe e oe co e o o pe c a   e 

op : « o c pc c pe e a  c a » Д xa c a  2009, 46Ж. 
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a  o pa o , pe e oe co e ec  c a c pca  pe e o  

c a . o o a ae , o o  pe e  co e  c e e  o a  

po e a   o e c e pe e o  c a  c pc. 

o acae c  pe e o o a o e c , o, o e  xa c o , 

o o pe c a e  co o  o e  c o oe e e. C o o  c opo , o 

o ope e, opo e e pe  c e o , c p o  - oc p e pe  a peca o , 

ee e o po a e, o a e co ep a , o e a o e o  op a   

pea po a e ( ep a o, o , ec a , o e e e   . .). 

p  e oc o  a o e c  e e e  p  o o e a, 

c a x e  co o : 

1.  o o e a  o e e  o oc c  pe a  e c , pe e e 

a o e c   epe e e e c  ac o  o a , a a e 

a, a o a, ec   ce, o o o a a   po ecce o e . 

a a  a o e e e  o pe e e o o e o e a, o o o o a  e o 

e o e e ep , oco e oc  o e e , e epa e   

xapa ep. c o o a e e cpe c a o e  ( a  ec ) o o a  

e o e  po e  c pee c a a  epe a ae  op a . 

2. e  o o e o  c  ce exa , o op e 

o o pa a  o o a oe coc o e e o e a, o e ope e  

e o e ope e o  o e . 

3. o o e  op a oc  – o o a e e e   a a  o e , 

a a e c a  e o . 

a  ec o, cpe c o  pe e o o a o e c  e c  

c a a e  e c . 

c a a e pe c a e  co o  e  pe e o o o e , 

o a a  c c o , e oc oc , coo e c e  o op e oc   

c p po . o  o op e e  c a a  e c  pe o e e 

 e c .  

o  e c o , co ac o xa c o , o ae c  c o ec oe 

po e e e, o opoe o a ae  e o o c oc , o  a ep ё oc , 
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c ep a oc  pe e o o a c a, a e  o e a o e   ca oo e . 

Pa a  e c  x o ec e e, pa o op e, a e, c p e, 

op a o e, a a o e, pe a e, c ec e  p e.  

   a pa o e  oc o o o a c : o e a c  c  

 c a , o o ap a c  o co ec o  e e oc , pe oc a  

a - o o e  op a   a  co e  p  p   . . a , 

o o c a a , o a o e c e e   e c  pa oc opo  

po e e  co ec o  e e oc  e o e a, o opa  a o pe  

co ec o  pa o ,  o e  c p ,  a o  c cc   . . 

a o e c e e   p o o   op ec o  po ecce o pa e ae  

oc c e e cex po ecco , co ec  pa o  a  c pa e , x 

o e e , co ep e c o a e   peo pa o a e . 

a e c e  o e , o a o e c e e c  c o  

po ecco ,  o opo o oc o o  a a e  e c  a a a e o a o  

o pe  oc ec e  co ec x poe o .  c e o o o e  

eo xo o a e a  oc a o oe a e e pe . C o  pe  

c xo o   c ,  oc o  a  pe e o  e e oc  c e e  

o ec  c a e, o ope e, c o  e e.  

p  o pa e   e o e , eo xo o o a  e  o pa e   

xapa ep e c xo o ec e oco e oc  a peca a. e   po ecce 

o e , o  pacc a a  o e - o  e   e - o, a  p xo c  

o o a c  pa  c p e a  pe  p  pa o ope c pe e o   

poc  e o e o , c xopo  a o   c e a o e .  pe a e 

e o e  eo xo o a e   o a  e e  pe e o  .  

 

1.2. o e   pa a pe e o o a o e c  

a  o a ae  pa a,  po ecce pe e o o a o e c  

e oc a o o a  o o po o    xopo o a e  pe e o  

po . o o  a o o e , o c ec  o pe e e e 

c o , o op e eo xo   op a o o oc ec e  
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o a . Co ece  a e o  p ep a c  o pe e e x 

p o , pa  e e  pa o opa, o op e o o  oop po a  

x e c   c a a . a  pa o, e oc  pe e o o 

a o e c  pe e ce o a c  o  co a  o o o 

o a o o a a. e o o  o o ae  c a o  o a   

a oo o e e  po ecce o e . o o o o, ec  ac  

o a  co a  o pe e ё e p   pa a e e  

pa o opa, o op e o o a   oop po a  e c   c a a . 

ё e c op po a  e o op e p  op a a  pe e o  

o a .   o oc c  a e, a  p  oc e o a e oc , 

p  pe o e o  c p p , p  oo epa   p  

e oc . 

1. p  oc e o a e oc  pe o a ae  c c o oe 

coo e c e,  pe e a oc , o e o  pea : o poc o e  

o a  o e ; poc a – p e  o o e e; p e c e – 

p e c e  . . o  p  pe e  a o o ep o o a ep e  

pe e o o co . 

2. p  pe o e o  c p p  xapa ep e  

oco e oc  pe e x pa e o  c o ep a   o o  

pe a : co ac e a  e  po e e , a o o, c o, a eco ac e 

e o cpo e o a o , o pa ae c  o o a , op p e c  poc pa o 

 . . 

3. o  p o  oo epa  o pa e a  o o oc  

пap ёpo   co p ec . o  p  c a  c e e  a ep a c o o 

oco a ep ep a o a pa ca (HОЫЛОЫЭ PКЮХ GЫТМО). p  oo epa  

pe e , o  a   o a o  ( ac o  o e ) c apa c  

pe p  cё, o o o o o o  c e oc  o e  Д pa c 

1985].  

C e c   p a oo epa , o pa c , a a c  

a c a , o  o op  o a  o a e o a e c a 
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o op e o пo o o e   a peca . pa c e e  e pe a x 

a c : 

1. a c a o ec a – o op  o o o, o eo xo o. 

2. a c a a ec a – o op  pa . 

3. a c a coo e c  (o o e / pe e a oc ) – o op  

o o o, o o oc c   co ep a  a o o pa o opa. 

4. a c a c oco a ( a ep ) – o op  c o, oc e o a e o, o o, 

e o. 

1) a c a o ec a pe e , o  e o e  o op  e o e, o 

 e e e o o, e  o o, .e. e a  c o  a  ac o o 

op a , ac o o eo xo o. p epo  ap e  a c  

o ec a o e  c  c a a e . p o c o o: « o  

o e  o  e  o op !  c oco e  o a e a  a op e  – e 

a o  o a o.  a opa a  a .  x o a  a a  xopo  

pa » Д pa c 1985]. 

2) a c a a ec a o a ae  « o op  pa ». e o op  o o, o 

c ae  o . e o op  o o,  ё  co e ae c . e ep a  o o, 

e o e o e  o ep  o a a e c a .  c pe e , oc o  

a peca  o ae , o a  a  e  c pe , a e a . pa c 

a e ae , o ec  o  o poc  co , o o  e o ae , o e  o a  

caxap,  ec  o  poc  x e a, o  e ae  o  a e  Д pa c 1985]. 

3) a c a o o e ,  pe e a oc , p ae  e o o c  

o  e . o op  o o o, o o oc c   c  a o o pa o opa. a 

a o  a e co ec x e c  ec ec e o o a , o a  ap ёpa 

e  ec e  o o o e   e ocpe c e  e  a o o a a. 

o op  o o  ec .  pe e a . o op  o o o c ec . a  

ap ae c  oc a  o o e , o a ae  c e  p ep: o ё   

o. –  e  a pa a e  ( ec o « e o »).  c ae  eё pac o ? 

– O a xopo o o e ae c  ( e c ae , o e xo e  o op ) Д pa c 1985]. 
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4) a c a c oco a ( a ep ) pe e  oc e o a e oc , c oc , 

o oc , e oc . e a  e o x pa e .  e a  

c c e oc , eo o a x pa e .  pa o , e a  

e o o oc o .  oc e o a e e .  op a o a .  

a pa e , c c e a e . Ec ec e o o a , o ap ёp ac  o ,  

ё  coc o  e o a , o o  o  c o  e c  c o o  c opoc . 

. pa c o op : «  c op po a  oc a  a  o pa o , o 

e  o e  e c  a c a o e a  epe a a op a ; 

ec ec e o, o o pe e e e c o  o,  cё oc poe e o o  

o o e o  p e e   a  o  e , a  o e c e a p x 

e , pa e e x o e e e   . .» Д pa c 1985]. 

 a c  pa ca  pa o e p ep  pe e o  

p : pa oc , o oc , ec oc , pa e oc   

a o oc .  x a c ax e c  e o op e epe pёc , e  e e ee 

o  co a  a op pa , o op e o pe e , a  o o poxo  

o e e.  co a e , o  e a  e pe e e c a , o a 

eo xo o a  « o». o  coxpa  « o», o a  

pe e  ap ёp  p  pe o a . p  o  o  o aё  ce e o ё   o , 

o  ap ёpa a e e pe o a . o o op  o o , o « o» – o 

c opo  a e op : 1) « e a oe o» c pe o a  c o o  

e c   2) « o oe o» c pe o a   a ae , o a  

o o pe e oc a x.  o  c ae p  pa ca ec o o 

c a  p  e oc  e ep  a, o op  ac : «C o   

 ( p  po x pa x c o x) pa e e e e oc  e   

c e   o o  o a c a pa e e e x e   c e ». 

o  p  ce e o p a e  pe e o  e . p  e oc  

pe c a e  co o  co o oc  p a a c  ДLeech 1983]. 

o   пoc a o   (ЩШЬЭЮХКЭЮЦ a e o o  «co a e e, 

p ae oe e  o a a e c ) e oc  .  o ae  

o pe e ё  c pa e  o e , a pa e  a pe o pa e e 
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o o x o x c a .  c pa e  coc a  ec  

a c  ( oc a o ): 

-  a c a a a: «c o    e o c o  a peca a  

o o  o a c a o   a peca a; e c e e  a pa a  e , 

o e a o o ac x  co ece a. 

      - a c a e o  – e c e e  c a  ap ёpa 

o a e c a , o e a , e o pe e  e o. a a c a pe oxpa e  

co ece a o  o po a   xo e o a o o a a. Xopo  

o a  a  e o e   c o op   ac o  

o e . 

- a c a o o pe  – e oc a  p x; e c e, a e c  

e e. a a c a o oc   o e e p x. A oc epa,  o opo  

po cxo  pe e oe a o e c e, o pe e e c  e o o o  

co ece o  o o o e  p   p , o  o e  a o o o 

o o e   p . Ec  o e a pa e co a ae  c o e o  co ece a, 

o o c o a p e  pea a  co c e o  o a o  

c pa e . 

- a c a c po oc  – e e co o ep , e 

pea c   ca oo e e; «c o    ox a  ce e  o o  o 

a c a eo o pe e ce ». a a c a e p  ox a   

co c e  a pec. O   c o  c e o o pa ёp a  

o a o o a a e c  pea c ec a , o o o oc  

o e a  ca oo e a. C o a e e  c o a e e 

ca oo e  o  o p a e o o  a c a o e e o a a. 

- a c a co ac  – e a e o x c a , c apa ec  

e a  pa o ac   e a  co ac e. a a c a 

eo o o oc . O a pe o a ae  o a  o  o o  c a  o 

 pe e  o ee cep ё o  a a  – coxpa e  pe e a a o e c  

ё  a o  oppe  o a x a  co ece o . 
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-  a c a c a  – e o po e a e  o o o e   

ap ёp ; «c o    a a  e  co o   a peca o , o o  

c a  o a c a. a a c a a o e a e oc , o opa  co aё  

a o p  o   epc e o o pe e o o pa o opa. 

e a o e a e oc  e ae  pe e o  a  e o o . O pe e ё  

po e  co aё  a  a ae  e ac  o a , o a co ece  

e e o c p p  o po e a e oc  o o o e  p   p  ДLeech 

1983]. 

e  .  a e o e ae , o  po ecce o e  p  

oo epa  o a pa ca a o e c e  c e o p a  e oc   

e c  e o o o e e . O  o c ae  o o oc  pocc p o  

ap a oc , oc o   pa x pax pe o e e o e  

o a a c  pa  a c a . a p ep,  cpe e o opc o  p  

o ee a o  e c  a c a e oc ,  e po e c x c pa  – 

a c a a a, a  a a c o o e a e a – a c a c po oc . 

a c  a c oco c  coxpa e  co a o o a 

o a o , o op e a epeco a   coxpa e  a  c oe o a, a  

 a ap ёpa. p  o  coxpa e e a e e  o a , a 

a oe c o e, e  co e  o opo o op a oe o e e 

e o o o. 

p  oo epa  pa ca  p  e oc  a coc a  

oc o  a  a ae o o o a o o o e ca, pe c a e o 

co o  c o  c c e  p o , pe p x pe e oe o e e e 

o e x c opo   xo e o a o o a a  a p xc  a p e 

a e op   p ep e  Д op a , ep o a 2011].  

cxo   o o, p  pacc o pe  o a o o o e ca  

a a e o o oc e  e o c o o a   pa e pe e o o o e  

c e e  e   , o c op po a e a c  e e  

a co o o a e ,  o a  a c  ca a o ce e e o ec e ae  
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c e o o a o e c  co ece o , o ee o o, co e e o o  

a c  o e  p ec   ap e  p o . 

 

1.3. C e a ep  a  oco o o a pe e o o 

a o e c  

e e pe e x a po  e c  o   oc o x o xo o   

cc e o a  a o ec o  pe . Co pe e a  e c e oc  opo ae  

o oe o ec o pa oo pa x o a x c a . O o   

ca x p x op  « o  o a »  a   e c  

«  a o » ( ep  E. . o a o o ) Д o a o a, 2000Ж.  ep , 

a  o   ca x pac poc pa e x o  o o a o a, ae  

o o oc  e   a c po a  o e e e  pa  c o   

c e o  o  pe . e c  co pe e x ep  o pa a  

a e e e e   o x cax  pe e o  o e e  a e o 

co pe e a. 

 ep  co ece  – p a c  ( ep ep)  e o ap ep 

( ep p e ) – ac   op a o o  o e e  

op a o o o ac e  a o o, xo   e p o o, pe e o ac a 

o a  – a op ,  pe o a   o pe oc  o  o  

coo e c o a  Д e  2006Ж.  

C e e  p ec  e o op e o pe e e  a pa ep  co pe e x 

cc e o a e e . 

 p ep , . . e o , . . , A. . po c  o pe e  

ep  a  a p c , pe c a  co o  pa o op 

p a c a c co a o a o  oc  o a a  o poca . p  

o pa e   ce a e a c o o c o a « ep » o, o c o o 

coc o   pe ca ТЧЭОЫ, o a  – a o e c e,  c o a view, o o  

a e  o opo o – . a  o pa o , a a p  ce a  c o a 

« ep », a op  a  e e o o o pe e e e – « ep  – o e  
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e , a , a a , c e e » Д e o . , po c  

2002]. 

. . a po , P.A. ope   pe c a  ep  a  ece   op e 

o poco   o e o . « ep  – o a o , po cxo  e  

p a c o , o a  op a ,  a - o oc e e  

op a , p  o oc opo e  ac  a op » Д a po , ope  

1987]. 

a o ee o oe, a a  , o pe e e e ep  a  a 

p a c c o o op ec a a   c oe  e C. . e o: « ep  – 

e oc  a  o a , pe o a a  a o ec oe o e e 

p a c a c ep p e   c a  oc e o a e o o epe o a  

o poco   o e o  c e  o e  op a , e   c e , 

pe c a x o ec e  epec» Д e o 2003]. 

o a , o a p ep  – o op a o e  p a c o  

o pe e e o  op a  o  pec o e a, .e. co ece a, c o o  

o poco ;  c o a , a o  – ca oe ec ec e oe cpe c o o e . 

a pa e  o poc o-o e  a o   C , oc o a  a a a 

o opo o a ae c   c e  o e x a o , o   o  

pec o e a, e c  p  p epo  ac e p o o o e  c e  

pac pe e e e  o a x po e   ec o  pe a e a e  pa   

o a oc e  o a o .  a e c p p po a  pe e o o 

a o e c  o p e  p a c , e o poc e c   e o 

oc o  cpe c o  op a a   a pa e  pa o opa  oe p c o. 

o  a e co ep a   e a  po , a  pa o, p a e  pec o e    

[Andrц-Larochebouvy 1984, 11-12; Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1990, 120].  

 c  c a  pac pe e e e  po e  c e e  o e , o  c ae 

co e  o oc e o o o   ( p  o c c  

o poc e x ap epo ), c a a e p a c a o o 

oc p ae c  pec o e o  a  o poc, a e ec  o o po oc c  c 
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o ec o a e o  o a e  ДKerbrat-Orecchioni 1991, 94; Fontaney 1991, 

130]. 

p a  a a  oco e oc  a o o a o ec o o a pa coc o   

o , o ac o  a peca o  a a o a  c  pe  a, 

c e o a e o,  p a c   pec o e  o  co p a   

o e ope  epeco  c oe  a op . c e c e op e a  a o a 

a a op , p a c  ac o a ae  o poc , a o op e o  e ae  o e  

[Andrц-Larochebouvy 1984, 11]. 

a  o pa o , a oe a a e e a pa ep  coc o   o , 

o  op po a  o ec e oc  o a e o  co , a o  

a a , p e  a e  a a o  po e e, a  a op e oe 

e e o o   o  c ec e o  o poc . 

C  ep  – e e a pa e oe, a o oe o e e op a , 

eo xo o   pea a  o pe e e x e e . 

C e a ep  a ae c   o , o,  o  o  cex p x 

a po  c , o o pe c a e  co o  pe a  co p ec a 

p a c a  co ece a. ep  o a ae  oco o  c o  e e oc , 

pa oc .  o  c c e ep  pae  e a o a  po   

op po a  o ec e o o e . 

ep  o a ae  o o oc  o o a o o o e c  a 

a e , . . o o e  a  pe c a e e o oc  co ece a, o  

o c a o e,  o opo  po e a  pa o op. o  a p o o e  

oxapa ep o a  pe  p e o e a, epe a  e o c  Д e  2008, 

9]. 

c ex ep  ep e c  o ec o   a ec o  op a , 

o e o  a pe  e o po e e . o poc  - e ca o e  p a c c o o 

ep . Pa ee c , o o po o c  pa  o e o . O a o o e  e 

po a c  ca  o ce e, x ae  o poc. 
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O  O A E  

a  o pa o ,  ep o  a e cc e o a e c o  pa o    

 pe e o o a o e c ,     eo xo e 

c o   c e o o oc e  o a x e e   a e pa a, 

o op e c e e  a   co a  o o e o o o a o o 

a a.   ,      

 .        

. ,    ,    

  . p  eco e  a x pa   

p o , o a  o  o ep e  o a  e a .  

a e       o ca  a p ep .   

     -  .  

  –      .  , 

    ,  o opo  a o ee e o 

poc e ae c  p e e e  co e e e o x pa   

o e  o e .  
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A A 2. O E P E   CPE C AX ACCO O  

OP A  

2.1. o e cpe c  acco o  op a , x o o  

Co ac o a e , o op  a a c  cc e o a e  

c ec x o e e  o a , C  pe c a  co o  

pe e , co a e  o p o , o  epe a  c o o  

c e a o o ex ec o o c p e ap  pa x c e e   

a  – o o oc e o  c c e a,     

  : co ep a e, c o c a, op , e o  

o pe e e  po  op a a  (  c pa e,  pe o e, a po o c e  

. .).  o e   C ,   , 

  : oc , .e. eo pa e   

o o a e e ; a e c e a x ex ec x , a apa p ; 

e oc o  o e  a op ,    a c oc  o  , 

  epe a , coo e   c a    

[ a e  1999: 205]. 

    cpe c  acco o  

op a ,   a a e (  ), a a e 

(pa o), a o a e ( e e e e, o e a oe o).  

a e.    C  o oc  e a   ( a e , 

e e e e , p a , a a ax , ).    

oco oe ec o  c c e e   .   

 e a o o c a a po     op a   e 

a e a a o o e o o e c a, o o pa , p c o , a a o , cxe , 

pa o   p x o pa e o- pa ec x op ,  

a e e  e   a x- o o o e x cpe c  (    

a   o e  pa o-  e e o o  op a    

e e op, pa o p e , a o o   . .) [ К О  1999]. 

A a e. Pa o e a e     
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a a  C     . a o ee xapa ep o  e o 

  o  , o   М КО oc e e  

op a   o o  (     a ). Pa oc   

   (        

 ),    (       

).     o e o epe a a  

op a  a  pacc o , p e  o e e c a a po cxo   

o e  epe a  (    ,  ,   

 ,  ).   o epa oc  

pa o e a , o a coo e e     ,  

 ,       . 

 ,  ,      , 

         . 

        

 ,       

       – 

,  ,  .     

   ,   

    [ К О  1999]. 

A o a e.       

 .      30-    

,    60-          

    .     

 ,    ,   , 

        . 

   ,      

    ,   .   , 

       

 .   ,      

 ,   ,       
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      ,     ,   

. .      ,       

   ,     

   [ К О  1999]. 

      ,  

    ,  , 

, ,    .    

     : 

- po o c e o- o o ec ; 

- pe p ; 

- xo o- eo o ec ; 

- op a o o- o a . 

       

  : 

- a ap e  C  – op po a e , 

o pa o a e, pa e e e,   . .; 

- o ec e  C  – op po a e acco o o 

o ec e o o co a  /  a pa e oe e a o e e p  

ace e . 

a  e   c o x cc e o a x Po e a , o p a  ( acco a ) 

pecca     ,  ,   

, ,      ,  p a  

xpo , po p  o epe   p o .    

« o ee o » pecc   op  op .     

    15  50%,    , ee 

Ш ОМ Ш a c pa ax         

     [Po e a  1981: 59]. 

         

  .  ,      

   .   ,  
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 ,       ,  

,   ,    ,  

    . «  

»       

,  [ К ЩК Ш  2002: 58].  

       

-,    ,      

 .  1953     ,  

    .    1965    

     ,    

   500 000       

,    [ К ЩК Ш  2002: 185]. 

 

2.2. o e cpe c a  C    ac oc   ep  

         

– Ш ЩО О М ОМ О МЩО М К  Ш Ш Ш О Щ О .  

         

, , .   –    

 О М ОМ О, М М ОМ О, ШЩ Ш Ш ОМ О, 

М К М ОМ О ,   , 

      . ё  

 –    ,    

. 

         

 .  ,   ,   

         

  .  

Cpe  oc o x cpe c , o op e,   ,  

epc a oc  c pca    p e e  a  p e   
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  p , o o e : 

1) « ep a e ce ca », .e. c o a  e ce ,   

 p e : ЬЭЮЧЧТЧР ( o p ca ), ПЮЫв ( poc ), ШЮЭЫКРО 

( o e e), ЩЫШЬЭТЭЮЭОЬ ( poc ), РТКЧЭ, РТКЧЭ ЦШЧЬЭОЫ аКЯО (o po a -

peo po a  o a- o c p), crack smoking video (c oe a eo pe e 

o a a); o a e e pe o e  a “вШЮ’ЯО РШЭ ЭШ ЬОО ЭСТЬ ЯТНОШ ЭШ ЛОХТОЯО 

ТЭ” («  e o ep e, o a e e o eo»); 

2) o e o e p a a e e ( opo  e  a o o ec o  a p ): 

ЭЫКРТМ ЬСШШЭТЧР ( pa ec oe c o), ЬЭЮЧЧТЧР ЬЭКЭОЦОЧЭ ( o p ee 

a e e), ЭОЫЫТЛХО ЭЫКРОНв ( ac a  pa e ); 

3) p e e a op : ЯОЫЛКХ ЬМКХЩОХ ( ep a  c a e ), ЩЫОЬМЫТЩЭТШЧ 

for disaster (pe e  e c ), МКЭМС К аКЯО ( o a  o ); 

4) p  pe : pa a   ЭКЫРОЭОН, ТЧУЮЫОН КЧН ОЯОЧ ФТХХОН ( e a 

p e , pa e e  a e e), o c opo  К ХТЭЭХО ЭШШ ЦЮМС ( e o o 

c o ). 

  ОЩ О Щ  Щ       

.    , Ш О К  О  К О 

О К  Щ К б М ШЩ , , М б б О М   . . 

  ,    Ш Ш К Ш-

М ЩОММ О О МО ,     Щ  Ш О ,    

  .     

    Щ б  ОЩО ШМ б 

К О .  ,     , 

         

  . 

,          

   ,   ё  .    

  ,     .   

,       , 

        ,  
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  ё   .  ,  

,    “К ХТЭЭХО ЭШШ ЦЮМС ЭТЦО” ( e o o 

c o  o o pe e )  a a a ac c  pe o e : “АСТХО ЭСО 

government is talking military spending cuts, the military is expected to extend 

benefits to ЬКЦО ЬОб ЩКЫЭЧОЫЬ” ( o a pa e c o o op  o co pa e x 

oe o o e a, oe e o  pac poc pa  co a  a e  a 

o o o e pa ) [The Guardian 2008]. 

a ee  pacc o p  op o o ec e cpe c a p e e  

a , o op e, a  o a a o cc e o a e, pa  o o o a  po  

a   ep , a    p x  C . 

a  o pa o ,  e  c e e op o o ec e cpe c a: 

1) o e e oe a o e e a o a: a o ee o p  

o c p  a ЭКФО К ХШШФ КЭ/ХШШФ КЭ ( oc o p e a...), look at this thing 

( oc o p e a o), watch this (c o p e o), stay with us (oc a a ec  c a ); 

2) ac o ee pe  a o a  a e  po e e o: СОКЫ аСКЭ СО’Ь 

ЬКвТЧР ( a e, o o  o op ) o  ep , o opoe e coc o oc ; 

3) p oe o pa e e  p e  c o o  o o ec o e  
you ( / ), p a e o o вШЮЫ ( o / a ); 

4) pe ocxo a   cpa e a  c e e  p a a e x: the 

largest storm in the world tonight (ca  o o  o   pe a a  

o e ), ЭСО ЛОЬЭ ЯТНОШ ШП ЭСО НКв ( ee eo ), ЭСО ХКЫРОЬЭ ЭЫШЩТМКХ МвМХШЧО 

ever (ca  o o   c op  po ec  o ); 

5) ape , c o o o oc e a   « a e op  
ce ca o oc »: o  o ep a  c oc  pe a ae o o 

a ep a a (“ШЧХв ШЧ CNN” ( o o a C - - )), co  c e e  

ac a oc   pe oc  po cxo e o (“ЭСО ПТЫО <...> ЬШ ХКЫРО ТЭ МКЧ ЛО 

ЬООЧ ПЫШЦ ЬЩКМО” ( o ap ac o o o o , o e o o  oc oca), "the 

ХКЫРОЬЭ ОЯОЫ” (ca  o o   c op )), e epo oc , ce ca o oc  

po cxo e o (“МШЦЩХОЭОХв МЫКгв'(co ep e o e pacc o), “ОЯОЧ ЦШЫО 

ЭЫКРТМ” (e e o ee pa o)). 
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a ee  pe c a  c a c ec e cpe c a, o op e a o ee ac o 

c o c  p a c a , oco e o  ep , e c e oc  pe e o o 

a o e c  a c  e o o o  pa o oc poe o o a o ec o o 

xo a, o  o  o  o poco   o  o o, a  o pa o  o   a a . 

a ,  e : 

1) op o  c o . ec  a o o e , o o  e c  

c o o a e  cpe c o   c o e c   c e  p x 

c p e o  o e c ; 

2) o poc e e o c p . a  ec o, o poc e e 

o c p  c  coc a e  o poc o-pe e o o xo a. 

C e o a e o, o  pa  a  po . C a o oc c  e o o o e  

ac e o poc , o  p op ec e, o poc - a a , e  o op x 

a p o a  p e   c a e . a p ep: “SШ, аСШ ТЧ ЭСО КНЦТЧТЬЭЫКЭТШЧ 

ФЧОа аСКЭ КЧН аСОЧ?” ( o  a c pa  a  o  o a?)  “AЦОЫТМК’Ь 

ЮЧОЦЩХШвЦОЧЭ ЫКЭО НЫШЩЬ, ЛЮЭ аТХХ ЭСО МШЧЬОЫЯКЭТЯОЬ РТЯО ЩЫОЬТНОЧЭ OЛКЦК МЫОНТЭ?” 

(  A ep e a ae  po e  e pa o , o ox a   a o o cep a op  

pe e a O a ?) [Times 2011]; 

3) o poc e e p a o e  po  ca oc o e x 

o ec o a e x pe o e .    

  o ec o a e e, o op e a a c  c o poc e x 

c o  (why, how, what, how much).  pa     

e o  pe o e . O   c p a o   coc a e 

c o o o e o o c e o o pe o e , a a  ac  o opo o 

occ a a ae c  o o  a o ca: «  pacc a e /  po pa e e  

pacc a a o»  o o e. o e c   a x c a x ce a a a  pe  

pe o e e .  p ep , “HШа a 17-year-ШХН аКЬ ЬКЯОН Лв К ЧОТРСЛШЫ” ( a  

17- e  o poc o   c ace  coce o )  o e c e c pe ec : 

“ e was locked up in a basement for months and treated like a prisoner in his very 

ШаЧ СШЦО” ( o e ec  e o ep a   o a e co c e o o o a  

o pa a c  a  c o .) [Times 2007]. 
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        , 

    .     

     .   

 ШМ , .О. ОШ ЩК О  Щ  Ш Ш К О О ; К О 

М О К б Об ОМ б Щ ШЩШ , К КЩК Щ ; О ШМ Ш  Ш О  

К ШЩ , О О М   К М ШМ  Ш  ЩШ О Ш Ш ОЩОМК  Ш   

Ш  ОЩО К О, МШШ О   М К О.  

     ,    

 .        -  ,  

.  ,       . 

    ,       

 ,    ,      

   ,   ,    

   - ,  - .   

      , 

, ,   –  .    

,        

 ,  . 
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A A 3. O E CPE C A, C O E E  
PEA A  O A X C PA E   A PE 

EP . 
3.1. o a e c pa e   pa a ec o  ac e e. 

o po a e o opo   ep . 
a  ec o, a p ep  o pa ae  o  a o o ep oc  e e  

a o a. o a , o co ece  e poc o epe c  

o a  po  a peca a  a peca a coo e , o ca  

po ecc  o ope   c a  co p e  c coxpa e e   o e p e o  

pe e o  c a  oco e oc e  o o o co a  ac o  ece . 

O pa c  a cc e o a e ax a, o e , o  po ecce opo e  

c a a  co ece  c pe c  a e a e  a a oe  x 

pa a ec oe co ep a e, o ec  oc  c c . a  e  a op, 

pa e e oc o o c c a pe c a e  co o  e  poe  

co c e x c oco o  o e c  a o pe x pea x e   

pa x o a x c a x o e . A op c ae , o pa e e 

oc o o c c a o  e o o o e  o o pe e o o op po a   

a o o  co ece o  e a e  o ap epe o a o ec o  

o e . a  o pa o ,  a o  ac e e po ecc c a  pe c ae  

a o  o a o  c a o o , o opa  pe e  ep pe a , 

a e a  a  po ecca o ope , o op ,  c o  o epe , 

o o pe e o e e  a co o  poe  a a c a   ep ax e  . 

ax a, o x c a o o  c o o a  a  a o ec o  c pce 

Д ax  1997Ж. 

o c o cc e o a e e , cpe  o op x . . Ap o a, O. . 

apa a   C. A. op a , o ep a  a  po  c a e o  

ep pe a   po po a  c pca o op e o. Ap o a  c oe  

pa o e e , o  a o  o o e  a a  o a ae c  o  a , o 

a peca  coo e  o pe e e  a e e p e  pe , a 
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o a oe o e e e c a e o o a ae  e a o  

o op e o. a  o pa o ,  a , o o a  

pa a ec  pe a o  o o o o c pca, c oco oc  o e po a  

c oe ac e  a o e a  a po e o e o ac   ece e, a   a po e 

a e  o e o o c a a  pe c ae  o a a  c pa e  

a o o o e e  co ece a  a o ec oe a o e c e. 

o e e c  ep  pe a a e   a   o p x 

c p po a x p a ax, c e o a e o, c pa e  a o o 

o e e  co ece a  c o a  ece  pac poc pa  c oe 

pa a ec oe e c e e o o a ep p e oe o, o  a 

oc e x a e e .  c o a , a e c pa e  – epe  o e  

a  c c a – a a  a   c o o, a   c e o o c pca. a  

ep p e  o e ae c   o c p po a e c o a o o a o a epe  

o  coc a , a a e c a  a op  – epe  c c o  

coc a . Pe o c p p  a e , o op e oc a  o pa  

a a a , ep p e   a e   pa o  c e e  c a o c  

ac a  a o ec o o c pca. cxo   o o, c e ae  o , o 

a e  a o o o e e  co ece a  a o  c  

eo xo  c o  pea a  ep  a  a pa,  o opo o 

xapa epe  o c e  co ece  Д apa  2010, 123Ж. 

Pe  ep epa  po ecce o c p po a  c o a o o 

ep  p o pe a  e o o p  xapa ep, o a e 

pe c a  pea  a pe ec ee c a a e ep p e o o 

Д apa  2010, 123Ж. A op cc e o a  o e ae , o oc a o o 

ac o   a x pe ax ep epa c  o op . Cpe c a 

o o  a a o  o o  a op  ece ,  oc e c  

oppecпo e , a a a  apa  a o ec o o o e , 

a o po a  ac  c o   o e  o o e o  – a a o  

 pe x  – op a , pe  o opo  a a  pe ec e  

pe o  ep p e o o, .e. pecпo e a: 
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(1) P: «…Once вou feel like вou have something that has a good foundation, 

that’s when вou take it into the studio. That’s where вou open the door to some chaos 

and improvisation and chemistry with your friends and fellow musicians. That, more 

often than not, is where the atmosphere is created. It comes in the latter half of 

production for me.» 

: «A production of you?» … ДVanity Fair, 2009]. 

 a o  c ae o ec a  ex a o x o opo  ae  

a a a  c p x c c o , acco a e c , a o e e  pe  

a  cpe c o co a e o o a po a  o o  a o  

c c e a  p  c a  x  o ee po  o e c , o o o e  

ep ep   pa oo pa e o o x o a  c a , 

a a po a o   pe ec e  c a a  a  cpe c o co a  

c pecc oc  ece  [ a a 2007, 50].   c  c , o o c e a  

o , o, c o  o op , ep ep pa o ae  e o o c 

ep p e , o, a  o pa o ,  a pe x  – a , 

e ocpe c e o o e a  ee  po cxo ee.  

 o c p p e o  c pce o ap ae c  co ec oe ac e  

c c o po o c e, a o  op o  o opo o c ae  opo e e 

o pa o : a  ep p e , o op  o e , o o e  pa ee 

o o a e  c a  – o a a c  c pa e  a o o o e e   

ece , a   a e e / p e e , o op  co ae  co c e  o pa  a 

oc o e pe o e o o ep p e  o pa a. C a o pa a, epe a e o 

c c   o , a ae c   e o c oco oc  e a po a  

a a po a  c a  [ p o  2005, 240].  

a  o a ae  cc e o a e, a po e e c a ece  e o 

o o pe e oe o c p po a e c a   o o  co a  

ep p e o o  a e  opo ae  po ecc x co ec o o ac   

c c o po o c e. a opo  a o o po ecca c ae  pe a 

ep epa, co ep a a  o op.  a o  c ae, o a  a a o  

c oco c e  opo e  co ec x o pa o , ocpe c o  o op x 
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oc ec e c  o a  e  ep p e   o , 

o a ae c  o o  x a o o a e. a  o pa o , co ae c  

e oe c c o oe poc pa c o o e , o opoe e ae  o o  

o e e e   oc oe poc pa c o ep p e o o,  

« op e e» ep epa  oc oe poc pa c o  [ p o  

2005, 240]. 

 pa ax x o ec e o o  pa o op o o c pca o op 

pa o o pacc a p ae c   ac e e a co o  cpe c  o e  e c a. 

cc e o a e  o e ae c  e o pe epe a a   c a   

[ e c a  2003, 311]. ecc op o, a a   a a a  o opa   

a pe ep . O  e  o  a , a  po cxo  c e a a o ec o  

pe  ep epa c pe ec  c pco , a  e , 

a a o a e  c o a o  c pce, coo oc c  p  c p o . ec e c 

e  cpe c a o o  a a o   o o e e ep epa  

c a a o , o pe e  e o e  po   o c p po a  a e  

c o a o o c pca  e o .  ep ax e   pe  o op pe c ae  

pa a ec  pe e a  c oco o  op po a  pe  c pca. p  

o  pe a c ae  a  o e a e e oc  ep p e o o, a o opo  

e ae c  o ec  a e . 

(2) P: «People just had this strong, visceral reaction to it... And people were 

thinking about Gollum’s performance when he talks himself. »…«And people 

were saying he should get an Oscar. » 

: «It’s animated character and people were talking about an Oscar for 

this!» [Vanity Fair, 2009]. 

o op ce e a and people …  pe e ep epa c ae  a  

pe  c pe  ( a e co ep a  a  ce e ), c ae  

a opo  o o, o e c  coo oc c  c o   e  e c e o , a 

o op  pe c a e c , c p ae c  o pa  ca o o a e   p e  

ep ). a e o op a ae  o pe e e  p  c o a o  a o , 

a  o pa o , co a a  e a e e e o o c c a e c  
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p e e - a e e , o e a x op ec  a oc  ep p e o o 

(  a o  c ae a opa a «A a ap»).  

o o c a a , o  ep  o op c ae   a ec e cpe c a 

o c p po a  oc e o o c c a, o opoe a a ae c   o oe 

co a e   o e c e e e  ece .  c o a , o op e 

o o c ae  ac  c pca, o  c oco c e  a a a  a o a 

e  ac a  ep   pe  a   c c o o  poc pa c e, 

a a o  ep epo . Cpe c a o o  a a o  oc e o 

ce a p  a  c c o  epc e   o o   

ep p e o o c e e.   

 po ecce pa ep a  ece  o op c o e c  ep epo  

p  o ca  o epe x pa e  xapa epa ep epa, e x  

c o e c  c a .  pa  a a p c   pe ax ac o  

ep  a e op e  o c pa e : oppec o e  xapa ep e  co ece a 

a   co c opo , a a  « a a», o o o e ,  a o  c ae,  

a  xapa ep c a ,  o op e o a ae  pec o e   xo e c oe  

op ec o  e e oc . 

 pe epe o  o o e  o op o pa ae  o o e e a ec a 

pec o e a, o a ae  o e c  o e a o , o o o a o opo o 

coo ae  e  o o e , pe  pac po  co c opo  

pe x  op a . 

(3) : «What was your favorite scene to shoot? » 

P: «… Mв ПКЯШЫТЭО ЬМОЧО ЭСКЭ аО ОЧНОН ЮЩ ЬСШШЭТЧР аКЬ ЭСТЬ ХТЭЭХО ЫКЧНШЦ ШЧО 

ЧОКЫ ЭСО ЛОРТЧЧТЧР… There was a person over there who intimidated Bella by being 

a scarв vampire and she doesn’t back down at all. » 

: «And you played that person…» 

P: «And I couldn’t put together the fact there was someone intimidating Bella 

and I played that person…» [Vanity Fair 2008]. ep p e  c o ep o  

pe -pea  ep epa o ec e  o c o x e a e x o pe  

c e o  a   a a  oc opo e o p e . 
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3. 2. ep  a  c o  o o e  o o a x 

c a a   c ec o  a pe. 

a  ec o, o e cpe c a pa e  o o a oc , 

c o e e o a a , pea  c o  o  c   

c a a . o ec  «oc ec e c  o o-op e po a a  c pa e  

pe e o o o e c , o opo  p c a e e   e e  

( o a ), a p ep, p  e e   c o o a  o e o  c c a» 

[P a o a, 2004: 148]. 

 c ec x a pax a o ee o e o c o  a ec a 

o o a oc  po e   ep , . . a o ec a  pe , c  

e ocpe c e o  xapa ep c o  o o a pa, pac o a ae  

coo e c e  c c e o  cpe c  co a  o o a o o a e . 

op o pe o  o o  e  a c  o  xapa epa o c ae o o 

e o a a, c a , a oo o e  o a o , ac o  ep . 

a o ec a  pe  ec  - e o o a o ee a o p a  cpe a  

pea a  o o   a, o  c o  o o e  o x 

pa e x cpe c .  op po a  o oc  p a  ac e 

e  pa x po e . a o ec a  pe , a  o pa o , pe c a e  

co o  « o a  c c e ,  o opo  xapa ep a c oc  

pe e po o c a, c po a  e ocpe c e oc  po ecca o pa e  

e   c a  o e o o pa, a oc  o op x  o o e  

pa e  c oe o a o o o o e   a a , o e 

o o a x pea » Д axo , 1979: 121]. o e acae c  ep , o 

o  a p pacc a  a op po a e o ec e o o e , a  

co a e  e , o pe e  o p o  a ec a  o o a o  o e  

a o  o p a e  e c e oc . 

O ec o  c  e  ep   a o o  o op  o  a , o  

e o op x cc e o a x, oc e x ep , o pe e c  ep  

« a o » a  c o  ep   e o . a p ep , o e a  
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cc e o a e , pa o o xo   p  op a o x a po  

c  [ o a o , e c , 1971:265]. a o ec oe e c o  

ep  coc o   x, pex, e pex  o ee pe , a oc a x 

p  c p o  e o o  c p p o- o o o o , o   c c o o   

o a o  o o e . « e  pe a  a o ec o o e c a 

c a a a c  o o e  «c  -pea ». o o a ae , o a a  

cxo a  pe a opo ae  op  o e  pe   . . e   

c ec e , a  pa o, « a a » c » Д apo , 2001: 168]. 

a  o pa o , e c  e o a e (c p e, 

pa e) pe  ( o poc),  pea e, a  a ae e a c e, 

pea p e (o e ). ec  o o po ec  apa e  c o  o  

a o ec o  pe , e « e o o e a  pe a, c p p o a ep a  

cxo , op p e  e oc  ce a ec  a  a o ec o o 

e c a, a op opo  pe  op p e  pea , c a   epepa o a  

o  oe o e c e ap epa o o a .  pe a e o o ca o 

a o ec oe e c o xapa ep e c  c p p o   c c o o  

a oc a oc  xo x  e o pe , ce a ec o  a oc   

o a o  a ep e oc » ДA a o a, 2003: 32]. 

o o a e o c p , o p e  ep , o  

xo   coc a  a  c p e , a   pea p e  pe . 

o o a e c a a , xo e  o e e pe  o o 

pa e  a e p : o a e  e o a e. o a  

a a c  o o a e c a a , o op e c  

e ocpe c e o  pea e  a pe ec  pe  co ece a  

c e  cpa  a e . e o a e c a a , xo   coc a  ep a o  

pea , e c e  e ocpe c e o a p e  pe o . e  

p e   o e o  o o a o-o e o o  pe o  axo c  

o o  a c a a , e co ep a x o o a o  o e  (A a o a 

C. ., pe a . ., E cee a .A., ee a - .E.). 

 a ec e o e x pe  po o c o c  o poc e e  
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o p a e e pe o e . o poc e e o c p pe, o   

ac o o  o a   a poca op a .  

a o  e o poc e x pe o e  a  pa c o p e c   

a poc o ep e  c a ae o  o e . a ep  a  ae c  

e  pa e  co c e o o o o a o o o o e   pe e  

pa o opa. o  c oco c e  o o e e a x o c p   o poc o-

o e o  e c e  a ec e pea p e  pe . 

 

3. 3. o e cpe c a o o a o  c pecc   ep  

 pa ax o o- pa a ec o o a pa e   co pe e o  

c e, op e po a o o a a a  pe e x a o   o pe x 

co a o- c xo o ec x c o x x opo e , o a ae c  

o o  o- o o   a ce a ec e xapa ep c  o x 

e   x o o a o- c pecc o   [ a a 2006: 71, 

ac op o a 2005: 123, pa e o 2008: 7]. oc e   a e  cc e o a  

a a p e c   o o e  o c a o o pe e o o a a, o op , co ac o 

a e , ac o o o pe e c  e o o  a ec e c p e , 

o  p e  pe   pa ax ep . a a  e e  

xapa ep a,  ac oc ,  op a o  o a  a a c o  e, 

o e  c e e c e  a a  p a c x  a ep a c x a , 

c e a p xc  a a  ep .  p cc o x 

a a o x a x o o o  e e  e o e ae c . 

a o ap  cc e o a  o x cpe c   c o x e op a o  

o a  a a c o  e,  c a o , o o o   

xapa ep x oco e oc e  co ep a  a o o o o pa a  c o a o  

o o a o o pa e o  pe  pe c ae  o  a , o eope ec  a  

a a  e a  o pe e e o  o e c e o e  c a  oc e e  

o o a o o ap a [ o e o a 1985: 514].  po ecce c o a o o 

opo e  e  a  o o a o o pa e o  pe  e op a o  

o a  o o pe e o c a   a o  c  ac o  
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ep ,  p a o  x c xo o ec x epe a , xo x  

a epe e a opa ep , o op e o o ocpe c o  o c a o o 

pe e o o a a. A a p e e o e e  xapa ep c  

o c e o  pe epe a o    o ece oc , pe pe e p  o oe 

e e  o o a e epe a  ac o  ep , 

pe o a a x c e  o e  a o   ac e e o o , o 

c a o c  o o oc   c e o  pea a  e op a o  

o a  [ ap a 2003: 65]. 

O e o  oco e oc  o o a x epe a  

a opa ep   po ecce c o a o o o c p po a  a o a 

pe c ae  x c  c o a o o- o pe oc o  c epo , o o  

cc e o a e o o a o  pe  o o e  o e c o  

o a o  coc a  e op a o  o a , 

pe c a  oco  epec  co pe e o  c . 

Oco e oc  ce a  e c ec x e   o o o a e  

pe pe e p x x pe e x a o  o pe e e c  e , o  o o a o 

o pa e o  pe  oc a o o  ac o oc  o e ae c  « xo » o e  

pe  o e x e e  c p e  pe  co c p po  

o c a o o pe e o o a a,  o x c o x, pe c a e x  o 

pe e  pe   o o  e oc x  a e . a e e  

c a  pa a ec  cpe c o  co a  c xo o ec o o o a a 

e  ac a  a o ec o o o e , a e a  ep p e o o 

a epexo  o  pe e o- e o a x op  o pa e  e o o  

e c e oc    a e o-c a o  op a .  

pe a e c p a c  e ec e a   ac o   

ep p e o o, o e a o a o  oc e e o a e c o o c exa 

a  ep   pecce [ a 2014: 115].  

(4) - Your use of lyrics often has a wonderful meandering aspect to it, with 

lots of wordplay and double meaning. Take “Fisher of Man” from this album: 

“He’s a fisher of man… he’s got a lot of the line.” You seem to be sitting there 
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with a thesaurus when you’re writing tunes… - When I hear that song, I think about 

the movie The Mission a bit. It might be about a missionary. And a missionary has 

a lot on the line. It happens subconsciously. Sometimes you will find yourself when 

вou’re writing and plaвing guitar chords, вou will be mumbling something that turns 

into words [The guardian 2009]. 

 p e e o  e o e c e a op ep  cocpe o o ae  

c oe a e a op ec o  po ecce a ca  ece  ep p e . 

O a  a e ap a a  c c o a  e a pe e  po pa  

pe  ( e o a o  o opo  c ae  co ep a e ece ) pea o a a  pe  

a opa ep  pa  e ce a : wordplay, double meaning, thesaurus. 

O  epe a  o  o e a  c c , o op  ece oe op ec o 

ep p e o o p o pe ae   a opa ep  o  e  

a e o  c a  a o ec o o o e . e e e c o a  

a a o  o e c e o a  o a o a  o ec  o o a , 

oc o  pe c a  pe a  a p e o o op ec a 

ep p e o o, o o ep ae c  oc e  c a a e  pe -

c a ep ,  o opo  a a p e c  po ecc a oc , 

ec pec a a  e oc  e c . a e  p a o o  pe e  (...when 

you’re writing tunes...) o pe e c  Present Continuous Tense, o 

c o c e o pe  p  o ep a  o e a a p e oc   

ec pec a oc  e c  [ a 2003]. p  o  a op ep  

p e ae  e  o poc e o , a o c a o  pe e, .e. e a pa ae  o 

o o oc  o a  p e e x a o , e  ca  c p  

ep p e o o  a e e  o ee e a o  a e o-c a o o  

a e op a  pe c a e x a o ,  pe a e e o c c  o ee 

o e o o e , a a p e c  e ec a  op a , o a c  

o e  c poco  a e e .  

epec o a e , o a po pa po a a  a opo  ep  

a e e oc  a o a a c e  o e  xapa epa op ec a 

ep p e o o o  o  pe  o o  c e o pea e c   
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pea p e  c a a  oc e e o. o c a  pe e o  a   

pe e-c e o pe e   pa a  pa a ec o  « a o » 

a e o-c a o o  a e op a  a o   co c e o  ac o  

  pe e ep p e o o,  o opo   a e c pe ae  Present 

Continuous Tense  o  e a e , o  pe e-pea . p  c o a , 

o c a  pe e o  a  a  pe a-c  a po e ep   

pa a ec o  a e o a ae c  e e ee e c e , e  o ee 

pa o  eppo a  pe e o  a   o  e  [ a 

2014: 116].  

a oe pe e oe o e c e oc po o  o a  

c pa e  ep epa a o ep a e a e c o o epeca  a  

ep   a pe e c  a  co ep a e oe oc o a e  a o o  

pe ep  oo e [ a 2014: 116].  

Co ac o a e , ap  c e c ec  e a , 

o a a  o o a o  o o e o   e a o  o o a e , 

epexo  ep p e o o a  o o a  po e  o e  

c po a c   e ce a , co ep a   c oe  pe e  op e  

a e  a a e e o ee o pe o o c o a, o opoe ep p e  

a p e c  o epa o pa . o o a  e c a  o e  c e e  

coo oc c  c , pa  a a  c c o o  op a a  

pe , e  o o a o o pa e e e c ec e e . 

(5) - It was a clever way of dealing with the history, to incorporate it into the 

show and make the characters obsessive fans of those movies. - Well, we did more 

riffing on The Godfather, only because I think the real wise guys – or connected guys 

– mu impression is, it is more of a trip for them, because it’s a period piece, and it’s 

more operatic and… [Vanity Fair 2007]. 

 a o  o e c e ap a a  c c o a  e a pe e  

po pa  pe -pea  ep p e o o ( e o a o  o opo  

pe c ae  ) pe c a e a co e a  it is more of a trip for them, it’s 

more operatic, oc poe  o p  apa e a. o o pa ae  o c  
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ep p e  ec o o o pe e e  o , o e a o a o o 

 pe -c a. a a e co e a   c o x a a po a o o  

ep  o e c a e o a a  e o  o o   e a o  

o o a e . Pea p  co ece   oc ec e  o c  a o  

o o a , o a  c o  pe  pe . a o epx oc  xo  

«c c o o  c a c c». p e  xapa ep o o a  a   e   a e , 

oc o  a   e o a e o ec oe o pe e e e o , a a o  

pe o -c o , o o pa e o e ocpe c e o o o o e   o e 

pea p e o c a a . ce o e c  pe a o  c o a oc  

pe ,  o opo  xapa ep o o e e e epe po a o , o o  

o x ep ax c o  cxe  co ep a , o a oe, o epo oe e o 

c e e, po eec  o  oc e e o , po pecc o  pa ep a  

e o, o  pe pecc o  opa o e  e a a  e o [Declerk 2006, 363]. 

a  a e  c e e c , o e a ep e oc , 

o o a a  e pa oc  pe -pea  ep p e o o ee  

ec o  o  c ae, ec  pe  a opa ep  co c p po  

o c a o o pe e o o a a o ae c  c c o o  o o o . Ec  e 

pe a-c  pe c ae  e a ep e o , ep p e , o  pa o, 

c ae   a o  pe o , ap po a o   o o a o  a e  

a ep e o   c c o o  o o e .  

(6) – But you found working in journalism to be more of … - A funny thing. 

I was on my high school newspaper and on my college radio station as a 

sportscaster. However, it was never something I thought I would do for a career. I 

was a theater guy – and not a writer … [Vanity Fair 2008]. a a  a  

o a a  c a  o ep ae  e o « o oe a opc o» 

c o a o opo ae o o e c a ep . 

e op a oe ep  a  o pa o , a  o a o  

po ecc pe c ae  po ecco  pa c op a  o a o o 

poc pa c a  o a  cpe , .e. po o c o o a o o 

e c   c o  o o e c  ( oc poe e o a o  cpe  
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o oc e o o a o o poc pa c a  op o a e a o o 

poc pa c a o oc e o o a o  cpe ). Xapa ep o o 

op o a  a ae c  cxo o  pe o  ep epa, oc poe o  o 

o e  o c a o o pe e o o a a.  o , o, c e e  c a  

o c e e ac o o o o pe e  a o o pe e o o a a  a ec e 

p e  pe   pa ax e op a o o ep . 

o o a a  c pecc  o c a o    p e  

pe  a po e e op a o o ep  a e e a e o o a 

ep p e o o, o  a e o a, a o oc p a e o  

o e a e o e c  ep  p  x a   coo e c x 

a x.  a o o  e a- c pce a e  c ae  o o pa x 

c e o  ep , o e a  o a oe o e e e p x 

ac o  o e  [ a 2014: 117]. 

 

3. 4. C oco  pe e o o o e c   a o o ax  e c ax 

ep  

a  ec o, pe e oe o e c e e c  eo e e o  ac  

c ec o o c pca. o c o c o  cxo c  o e , 

o  o  a e pe e o o o e  o a  pec e  o pe e e e 

epe e e e , o op e  o e o  c e e pe p  e e oc  

co ece a [ ccepc 2009: 20]. p  o , pe e oe o e c e o pe e e c  

a  « o e c e e o e a a p o o e o e a  p   p  o o  

pe   co po o a x pe  e ep a x cpe c   oc e  

oc a e o  o op  e » ДC ep  2001: 54].  

pe e ce o c e e  o e , o o e c e a a e e   e a  

oc ec e c  e o o ocpe c o  co c e o o x pec pco , o  c 

o o  pa x pa ec x cpe c . Pe e oe o e c e  ep  

o o pa e  a a a: a pa e oe a acco o o a peca a  

a pa e oe a co ece a. o e e e ec a c o o, a  a  

o c o p e o  pe e o o a po a  o pa e o o o pe e o  
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a a e e ,  a ep p e o o ( a p ep, c e  e a  c p  

op a ) [ a o a 2009]. 

ep oe, a o  o pa ae  a e, o a epe   p  a e , - o 

a o o . pa e e, a o a ec  a o o  c a  c oe o po a 

pe a o  e c a, cpe c o  p e e  a  a e e . O   

a o ee e x c oco o  o e c   a o o ax e c  o a  

pa. Ee e  – e epe a a op a , a « a p e e o a e, 

p o ee  o e pa  a  ac o  c a  o e  a 

ca o  o o  pa e , a pa ax  o o oc x o o o 

o o e  c c a» Д p c  2005]. 

ep  o a  pa ep e  pe o e  . e e o , o  

o op  o  o ae  e e , o a o op  « pae » c op o  pe , 

o a c o o oe o o e e  op e pe  o ae  c e ec oe a a e, 

c  a e ca oe c po oe. o o e    e a e a  a,  o ee 

 e ee a a  oc po a,  a a p,  pa e  po o  (cpa e , 

e a op , ep pa   . .) [ e c a  1983: 172]. o a  pa  C  

e c  oc a o o e  cpe c o  op ec o o ca o pa e  

a opa. Co a e oe ap e e o x op , pa  pe e o o o e , 

pe e e c a e  o o  p a  coo e  o  c pecc  

c   p e a e oc   a e  [ c o a 2016: 102].  

e o e  o o  p  pe c a e  a pa x po x a: 

o e ec o , ce a ec o , pa eo o ec o , c o oo pa o a e o , 

pa ec o   . . O a c o e c   pa e  o o a o  

o e o oc , oc   e c  o ec  o , pac p a  o pa  a opa, 

c  ca o o o e . 

o e ec a  o a  pa a p e c  a co  pa x o c oe  

a e  e ce , o o  p a  po ec  o pac  e c . o oe 

oc poe e e c a e c  o   a opo , x a e o oc p e 

a e .  

a  p epo  e c  a o o o  a e o  c a   ep  
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“Friends fur-ever and feather”. e ce  fur-ever  feather c o c  ec o 

e ce  forever, a  o pa o  pa c op po a oe c o oe 

c o oco e a e friends forever epe ae  op a  o o , o a  

p  c  co ep e o pa e pe c a e  a .  

 p o  a o o e “Tears and tiaras” c o o a  p e  acco a ca, 

oc o a  a o ope  ac x o ,  p e  a epa , oc o a  

a o ope  co ac x o . a o ap   p e a  co a  o o  

p  a o o o   p e a e   poc   e  ca o  ce e 

co ep  a e  a co ep a e c a . 

E e o  epec  o e  a ae c   o , o o e ec a  pa 

o e   pa e a p  o o  p : “Everybody else should go home and 

pet their solitary cat”.  a c o  c a a  p c  e e ce  pet 

 cat. a oe pe o e e – a e oe  o pa e e c a  , 

c e o a e o, o  p e  o ec  pac o a ep ae  o ec o a e. 

po e o o, e ce a pet ee  ec o o a e : 1) to touch and move your 

hand gently over someone, especially an animal or a child; 2) an animal such as a 

cat or a dog which you keep and care for at home [Longman Dictionary of 

Contemporary English 2015]. A op  c a e e , pa  c o a . a  

o pa o , c o o a e o e ec o  o o  p  e poc o e ae  pa  

epec o   e o , o  o o e  e  p o pec  o o a oc .  

o a  pa a ce a ec o  po e e c  o o   ca x 

c o x  o x o  o o  p   e C   pea e c  a 

c o o a  o o a x c o . a o ee p  p ep ec  

pe c a e  a a p. a a p – o a, oc o a a  a o ec o  

c o o a  cxo o a x, o pa x o a e  c o  [O e o  1970: 

900].  

o  c c ec  o opo , oc o a  a pe o pac x 

a e , p ae  o ec  o e o  coo e . 

a , a p ep, o a o o o  c a  “Whitewashing Obama” ee  

o  c c . e ce a Whitewash o a ae  to cover something with whitewash, 
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o  a o  c o oco e a  c  a e o  a e  o  pe e a 

A ep . Ee p oe o pe e e e to hide the facts about a serious accident or 

illegal action. a  o pa o , a op c a , pa a  c oe e e, ae  o , 

o O a a e c o o  o .  

p o  p ep: “Bears are still roaming the streets of Russia”. a oe 

pe o e e a ep ae  c pc,  o opo  o c a oc  o e e o o 

o o o a ax opo a. Oc o  a e e  e ce  Bear e c  a 

large strong animal with thick fur that eats flesh, ftuit and insects. O a o  

c o oco e a   Be like a bear  a oe c o o a e ee  epe oc oe a e e 

to be rude to people. Coo e c e o a op po o  a a o  e  

e e   p cc  , c a , o p cc e a e e p e  

e p e e, a  e e .  

A a p  p e e e p ep , o o p   o , o 

ce a ec a  o a  pa e a a o ap  a o e c  

a e  o o a x e ce , o o  o e   o   p  o e  

o o o , o a ee  a c  o  a oc a o o co o  po e 

[ c o a 2016: 103].  

o a  pa a c o oo pa o a e o  po e a e ce o 

pa ae c  p  o o  o a o a o . o  o a o a a  

o a c  o oo pa o a   pe , o op e c a  «  pa e  

c c a, eo xo o o  a o  c ae,  co a c   e e oc   

c p pe o o o a ep a a o pe  c o e c  epa p o  op e» 

[ e o  2003: 283]. O a o a  c  epec  a ep a o  

 cc e o a , a  a  o pa a  c e o-o e o  o e a  

c o oo pa o a   p o e o c p p  o e a  o o  p  a  

cpe c a o e c  a a e .  

C ec  pa e c oco  o pa o a  o a o a x c o . 

a p ep,  c e e  pe e ep epa “It’s not double standards 

because some witches are witchier that others”. C o o witchier o pa o a o p  

o o  c ca –er, o op  c   pa e  cpa e o  c e e  
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p a a e x  a e e  c o o worse. C o o  a o o p e a a op 

p e ae  a e a e   po e e, p a a  c oe  c a a  

o ee p  o pac .  a o  c ae c o o o pa o a o o e po o  

o e   o o  c o o a o o o  o  o e c e. 

p  p  p epo  o oo pa o a  c  a o o o  ep , 

po e e o o c ec  e - o apo : “The city is setting up a new sport - 

pelmening”. e ce a pelmeni p cc o o po cxo e   e ee  a o o 

o o e   c op . o  a opc  o a o a  po ope  o o  

op e  e o o pa o a e o o e c  o  p x c oco o  o pa o a  c o . 

a  o pa o  o ep a e o o oc  cope o a  o 

p o o e  e e e  [ o a 2016: 104]. 

ce o e e e , co a ae  c a epe  ap e e  

a o o  c o oo pa o a   o pe e e o  c a   o pe e e o  

e a . 

o a  pa a pa eo o ec o  po e pea e c  a c e  

pa c op a  pa eo o o , oc o , o o opo , c o x 

c o oco e a , a   ec x po e e . Co a e oe e e e 

ec o  pa eo o ec o  e   ape  o o e  c e a  

c a a e o ee p . a e ce o a e e c  o   ec o o 

o o e o  pa eo o a,  o pa c  co ep e o p e 

pe o e  o o pa  a o o- o c o o o c o oco e a . 

“Forgive your enemies, but never forget their names.” a oe 

c a a e, o pe e oe o op  o  po ax a ep a c o  a   

c o x o oc pe  e apo x o o e , co ae  o  p , 

o opa  c po c  a c o o e  x a po : o opa,  o opo  

o oc c  p e e a  oc o a,  o ec o o appa a ( o po ee o 

o ec o  appa e, o op  o pe ec  pe c a e   e c e 

ep  c pe e o ). o a  pa (a e o, pa c pe e  a pa ) 

c  ec  cpe c o  ca o pe e a  a opa c a a  a  e o e a, 

a e o  e o apo oe c o ec oe op ec o , a  o pa o , 
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o o  o o o o c  c a x. 

“Whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies, 

justice will be done.”  o , o op  o c pa e oc  o e , 

o p ae  c o o justice, ec o o pa  o pe  e o  pa o  

o e c e.  a o  c ae o e c  ap e e  o o o  oc a o  

o e  pa ca, o op  ac  o o , o a o o op  o o 

eo xo oe. o o pa  o op c o a  o o  pe o e  o e 

o oc c   o a o  eo xo oc , o a o c o e c  o e 

a epe o c e  a e po a  a e c a x a eo pa oc  

o e  pa a  a ep a c o  a . pa, oc o a a  a ap e  

pe e x op , o c o ae  c pa e  ca o pe e a : opa op o e ae  

e  a o  epeco  a   apa o  c pa e oc   pe. 

 c e e  c a a  a ae  e e o  epec  ap a  

o o  p : “When I was young and irresistible, I was young and irresistible.” 

o a  pa o ae  ec  a oc o e a o o . c a a e o a 

oc  a o o ec  xapa ep, a  a  a oe pe o e e, p a oe 

o c  p a o oe, o opoe a ae  a  o , ec o 

o c e  oc o o o op e  e o. 

 c e e  p epe ep ep epec c  e e  co ece a o 

e a x o ec x co x a e p e ae   o o  pe: “In that 

case I would say that no better gift than a dead terrorist.” ec  c o o a o 

c o oe pa e e no better gift than oc e o opo o ce a o pe e c  

e ce a, e a  o  o o a  o pac .  a o  e c ae 

c o e c  c o oco e a e a dead terrorist. o o a  a opc a  

pa c op a  o o e  e  a e c  a op   pa oc  

p ae x pa e c o  o ec x pe e .  

“If this is war, then I am Greta Garbo” – a o  o e ap  ae  

ep ep a pe  co ece a o oe x co x, po o e x  

o o   C p c o  ec oc .  o  p epe ec a  c o a  pa a if 

this is…, then I am… ee  po ec  o pac   p e e a  a ec e 
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p  o pe e e o  o .  

“But gays, being people, come in all shapes and sizes, and many take good 

care of their bodies”-  c o oe pa e e all shapes and sizes c o e c  

 o ca  a x- o eo e e x pe e o .  a o  p epe 

ep ep pa ae  c oe e a oe o o e e   e pa o o  

op e a , o o ec  x c pe e a . 

a o o e , o  co a  pa eo o ec o  o o  p  

o pe e ee a e e ee  o e c . p  e e  pa eo o o  

pa c op a  o ep ae c  e o o x e  op a, o  ce a a 

[  2016: 105]. 

o a  pa a pa ec o  po e a o ee ac o o pe e c   

a ec e o o e o o cpe c a, o o e o p a  o ec o a  

o ee c pecc  xapa ep. a o ee pac poc pa e  cpe c a  

pa ec o  c a  c  p o oe e e e, c o o a e 

a a x  ec o c po x, a a e a e e c o a  pa   

a  c e  a a  ecoo e c  a e  o o c o a  o  

pa  e c e oc . a p ep, pa ec  e e oe c o o MORE  

a o o e “Stranded in Sharm for 10 MORE days”  e o  c ae  

c c o  a p  a o o pe o e . A op e c  c a e  

c o  e o o a e , a a  a e oc  a x e c . 

 c e e  pe o e  c o e c  pa ec oe e e e p  

o o  a e : “But as photos of the ribbon-cutting ceremony show, the «stop» 

is just two slabs of concrete on the ground”. e  ep ep a op c ee c  a  

o e oc   e c e oc  e o e a a e o co .  

 p e e o  a ee p epe pa oc  pe c a e a c o o  

c o o   pe: “The list of offenses that will bring the police on you and your 

bellowed includes things like shooting in the air (make sense) and being drunk 

(well…), but also starting to dance before your elders do, inviting a girl to dance, 

dressing up in “clothes not fitting the Chechen mentality” and – wait for it – 

cutting the cake”. ec  a op c o o  c o , a e x  c o   
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o pa e x pe, pa ae  c oe oe co ac e  eco ac e c 

o c ae  co . pa ec oe e e e o o ae  e   o  

 e p e o  op e p e  a e a e   o ec o a .  

C e e  o e , o o a e pa ec x p e o  o o  p  

e o o o e  p e o o oc p . O a o, ec o p  a p op e oc  

a a , e  ep a o o oc p  e o o o e c o oe 

o a e c a a  [  2016: 105].  
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a  o pa o , a  o pacc o pe o  oc o x p e o  

pea a  o o  p , c o e x  a o x C . C x 

o o  a op ee  o o oc  p ec   c o  e c    c o  pe  

op a oc , p a  e  a o  p e a e oc , o  c o  

o epe , o o e  c a o  c a e e  e ocpe c e  o a . 

C e e  o e , o o a  pa o ep e a  o o  o . 

a , a p ep, ec o o pa ee e o c  o c o o a e c e a  

poc ope x c o   ep    C   e o .  co pe e x ep  

o o a  e c a pe c a e a oc a o o po o, o o o e  

ce o e  a op  c o o oc  oc p a  pe a ae  a opa  

op a . po e o o, p e e e o o  p  p ae  e c  

e oc , o o e   a o e  c e e  pac p  o o oc  a, 

e ae  e o o ee epec   .  

o a  pa, a  pa o,  co e a  c oc c ec  

pa   p e a  c oco c e  op po a   e c e o pe e e x 

o a x c pa e : ca o pe e a , a  o e , 

po , o o a oc . 

p e e e p ep  o a a , o p a c  c apa c  ce 

a e o e c o a  a a e , c o  o e e e o e 

e , oco e o  e a- a ep a ax, c a x c o o , o o o  

 po .  o c e p epo  o o e , a  a op pa ae  
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c oe e e o o   o  e e, pea  a  o pa o  o  

 a. o e cpe c a, op   a p , o op e c o c  

 oc e  eo xo o o e a, ec a pa oo pa . a ,  p ep , 

e c  a a p , ca pa, pac a  a e  pa eo o o , c a e  

po o e , e e a op , cpa e , , a , p o , 

a epe e ap e  o x op , po . Д ox  201 
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a ,  К  ММ К   a a ,    a  

c y c    c   a a ,  a 

y . a a   a    a   

c a .  c a    c c   c , 

 c c  a   a a y  a a .  

a  a a  a a,  a   c  

c a y c  c c  c ,   a a  – 

a a  c c a,    c y c    

c ,    c c a c .  

  c  c c   c , a a  

 c  a  C   c c  ( a ,  c  

c   ,  a c  ).   c c   

c c , c y  y   a   a a   a a. 

         

 . 
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Unthinkable: The Alzheimer's Epidemic 
 
Aired May 7, 2011 - 20:00   ET 
 
THIS IS A RUSH TRANSCRIPT. THIS COPY MAY NOT BE IN ITS FINAL 
FORM AND MAY BE UPDATED. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LARRY KING, HOST: Tonight, Alzheimer's. A fatal disease that destroys your mind 
and your memory.  
 
MARIA SHRIVER, FATHER DIES OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: It's really 
challenging to look at your father or your mother and have them not know who you 
are.  
 
TERRELL OWENS, NFL STAR, GRANDMOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: I'm trying to hold it together now.  
 
KING: A looming epidemic.  
 
RON REAGAN., PRESIDENT REAGAN'S SON: It's basically a coin flip as to 
whether or not you will have Alzheimer's.  
 
KING: More than five million Americans have it. And the numbers are rising.  
 
SETH ROGEN, ACTOR, FIANCEE'S MOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: 
More and more people in our generation are going to have to deal with it.  
 
KING: There is no cure.  
 
DR. RONALD PETERSEN, DIRECTOR, MAYO CLINIC ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE RESEARCH CENTER: This is the disease entity that is going to cripple 
the system.  
 
KING: But there is hope.  
 
LEEZA GIBBONS, MOTHER, GRANDMOTHER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: We will be victorious. We have to be.  
 
ROGEN: We felt so --  
 
KING: Seth Rogen, Angie Dickinson, Terrell Owens, Maria Shriver, Laura Bush, 
Leeza Gibbons open up about their own experiences with the disease.  



 
Plus, Ron Reagan and I travel to a cutting-edge facility to see how people are 
diagnosed. One of us will take an Alzheimer's evaluation. One of us will not.  
 
It's UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Tonight's show is an important topic. According to the Alzheimer's 
Association, every 69 seconds another person is diagnosed with this horrifying 
disease.  
 
It's the sixth leading cause of death in the United States. It has no known cure, which 
is why new guidelines have just been released to include people who have no 
symptoms yet or are only showing mild symptoms of it.  
 
Tonight those who've experienced Alzheimer's firsthand share their stories.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
ROGEN: We felt so alone in this.  
 
ANGIE DICKINSON, ACTRESS, SISTER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: It 
was horrible.  
 
OWENS: You know I just hold on to the good memories.  
 
KING (voice-over): These are the faces and voices of those touched by Alzheimer's 
disease. They are actors.  
 
ROGEN: No one we knew had experienced anything like this at this age.  
 
DICKINSON: It was horrible to watch her be afflicted. You know. I would just 
sometimes just break down crying.  
 
KING: And athletes.  
 
OWENS: You know for me to sit here and talk, I get emotional. But I just -- I just 
enjoy the moment, you know, that I had with her.  
 
KING: They are from famed political families.  
 
SHRIVER: I think anybody who's not concerned about Alzheimer's is in denial.  
 
LAURA BUSH, FORMER FIRST LADY, FATHER DIES OF ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: I call Alzheimer's the sad good-bye.  



 
KING: And they're from families just like yours.  
 
JACKIE SINGER, PARENTS HAVE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: We were so 
overwhelmed.  
 
KING: Rich or poor, famous or anonymous, Alzheimer's can strike anyone and the 
outcome is always the same.  
 
GIBBONS: There is nothing more helpless and nothing more alone than knowing that 
someone you love has this diagnosis.  
 
PETERSEN: Alzheimer's disease is probably the looming epidemic on the horizon for 
the United States as well as perhaps the world in general. KING: Dr. Ronald Petersen 
is director of the Mayo Clinic Alzheimer's Disease Research Center.  
 
PETERSEN: There are probably 5.4 million people with Alzheimer's disease in the 
U.S. right now. And with the baby boomers, aging into the period of risk, this number 
is going to skyrocket.  
 
This is the disease entity that is going to cripple the system in the next decade if we 
don't address it head-on at this point in time.  
 
KING: For years the disease did not get the attention it deserved but in 1994, Ronald 
Reagan announced to the world that it had been diagnosed in him. The president put a 
very public face on what was often a very private matter.  
 
Dr. Petersen was Ronald Reagan's Alzheimer's doctor.  
 
PETERSEN: If he can get Alzheimer's disease, I can get Alzheimer's disease, so I 
think that opened up some doors for us and increased the public awareness of the 
frequency of individuals with Alzheimer's disease.  
 
REAGAN: This is something that affects all of us, really.  
 
KING: Ron Reagan Jr. says his interest in Alzheimer's began with his father's 
diagnosis.  
 
REAGAN: I mean, if you think about the fact that by the age of 85, it's basically a 
coin flip as to whether or not you will have Alzheimer's or not. You know the chances 
of either getting the disease or having to be a caretaker for someone who has the 
disease is -- the odds are pretty good.  
 
KING: We asked the president's son to share his story to help others understand what 
it's like for a family to experience it.  
 



(On camera): So what was life like when you would visit it?  
 
REAGAN: His personality remained really until the end. He was this very sort of 
warm presence in the room, even when he couldn't really express himself, which is, of 
course, a tragic irony for somebody who's known as the great communicator.  
 
DR. JEFFREY CUMMINGS, DIRECTOR, CLEVELAND CLINIC LOU RUVO 
CENTER FOR BRAIN HEALTH: This is really a terrible disease. It undermines 
human dignity. It undermines that sense of self, you know, who we know we are is 
because of our memory and who we have been until this moment in our lives. And 
now that is beginning to be erased by the disease.  
 
KING (voice-over): This diagnosis, Alzheimer's, was named after the German doctor 
who first discovered it in 1906 in the brain tissue of a woman in her 50s. What we 
know about the disease hasn't changed much. Doctors still do not have a cure. And 
only a few effective therapies exist.  
 
It tends to strike people in their 60s and 70s, but it can even surface earlier. 
Essentially erasing their memories. Destroying their brain cells. Leaving them as a 
shell of who they once were. Until it eventually kills them. And helpless family 
members are left to watch it happen before their eyes.  
 
And with warnings that the number of cases will triple by 2050 as the population 
ages, it's a growing disease that has doctors sounding an alarm.  
 
CUMMINGS: We have not somehow impressed on people how common it is, how 
terrible it is and how much we need to combat it.  
 
KING: Dr. Jeffrey Cummings of the Cleveland Clinic says the medical community is 
far behind where it needs to be.  
 
CUMMINGS: We spend $6 billion a year on cancer. We spend $3 billion a year on 
HIV/AIDS research. We spend $500 million a year only on Alzheimer's disease 
research. And it is just as much of a killer as HIV or cancer is.  
 
REAGAN: Imagine your own mind, which is really how you relate to the world, your 
mind creates the world for you in a sense, and now it's betraying you.  
 
KING (on camera): During the failing years, I saw your mother a lot, quite a bit. How 
do you -- how do you assess how she handled it and how did you deal with it?  
 
REAGAN: Well, she, of course, bore a much greater burden than I did. She was there, 
you know, every day, day in, day out. This is her spouse. This is the person she's been 
married to for, you know, 50- some odd years ultimately. And you know, the pain, the 
agony of seeing somebody you love that deeply fading away like that.  
 



KING (voice-over): Ten years after his diagnosis, President Reagan died. For the 
Reagan family, it was both a relief and an unbearable loss.  
 
REAGAN: I was with him when he died. Yes, he opened his eyes, looked at his wife 
for the last time.  
 
KING (on camera): Was there a sign in the eyes?  
 
REAGAN: Yes, yes. He looked at his wife -- he looked at my mother remarkably. I 
mean, it was -- it was something. It was something to see.  
 
KING: Do you think his death helped Alzheimer's?  
 
REAGAN: I would like to think so and I think he would like to think so. I know that 
he felt that way. Felt important. It was important that he write that letter to the 
American public.  
 
KING (voice-over): President Reagan wanted to use that letter to tell the American 
people of his fate.  
 
REAGAN: "My fellow Americans, I have recently been told I'm one the millions of 
Americans who will be afflicted with Alzheimer's disease."  
 
KING: And to help the millions of others who would also share it.  
 
REAGAN: "I now begin the journey that will lead me into the sunset of my life. I 
know that for America, there will always be a bright dawn ahead. Thank you, my 
friends. Sincerely, Ronald Reagan."  
 
Sorry. I can never get through that.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Seventeen years after President Reagan put a public face on Alzheimer's, are 
we closer to finding a cure?  
 
Ron Reagan and I learn about Alzheimer's testing and how doctors determine if you're 
at risk. One of us took a brain scan. One of us did not. Find out who did and didn't and 
why.  
 
But first, actor Seth Rogen and football star Terrell Owens open up on their own 
Alzheimer's battles.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 



ROGEN: We had turned on the TV and seen someone else who was around our age 
talking about it, it would have made us feel a lot better.  
 
OWENS: To this day she's never, you know, seen me play a football game.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Up next, on a Larry King special UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S 
EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Alzheimer's is often thought of as an older person's problem, but each year 
younger people are finding themselves face to face with the issue in a very real way.  
 
NFL star Terrell Owens is helping take care of the grandmother who helped raise him. 
He'll tell us how devastating it is when he visits her. And she doesn't know who he is. 
Or what he's accomplished.  
 
But first, actor Seth Rogen and his fiancee Lauren Miller open up about their story. 
Both are in their late 20s. And like most young, had not thought much about 
Alzheimer's until Lauren's mom was diagnosed a few years ago.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LAUREN MILLER, MOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: She was diagnosed 
at 55. And now she's 59. She was a teacher her whole life and had to retire at 57. My 
dad, who retired also to take care of her. And now they, you know, just deal with it 
every day. ROGEN: It's terrible to see it happen. And I feel so bad for her father just 
to see -- I mean, I've seen a few times here or there she clearly doesn't really know 
who he is and why he's trying so hard to take care of her.  
 
KING: Lauren's dad has become one of the estimated 15 million unpaid caregivers 
who give up so much of their own lives to now care for their loved ones.  
 
MILLER: He does her hair. I mean, he takes her shopping if she needs something to 
wear. And my dad does not like shopping. And he's just amazing. You know I don't 
think you are 62 years old and, you know, one day out of retirement think that you're 
going to be taking care of your spouse with Alzheimer's.  
 
KING (on camera): Are you angry about it?  
 
MILLER: Very. It's pretty unfair. But, you know, I think the things that make me 
angry are that, unfortunately, this disease gets very little attention, especially with 
people, you know, that are our age. They know very little about it.  
 



ROGEN: If there's one thing that like, you know, we represent it is that more and 
more people in our generation are going to have to deal with it, you know. We're 
dealing with it before most people will have to, but as you get older and you see it 
happening to your parents and ultimately realize it could happen to yourself and your 
friends, it becomes much more real and not some imaginary old person problem, you 
know?  
 
KING: Why have you decided to be public about it?  
 
MILLER: It's just become much more important to us to bring an awareness to it 
because we've seen firsthand how terrible it is.  
 
ROGEN: We felt so alone in this. You know, no one we knew had experienced 
anything like this at this age. And I just know that if we had turned on the TV and 
seen someone else who was around our age talking about it, it would have made us 
feel a lot better.  
 
OWENS: I grew up with my grandmother, lived with her, and pretty much she's the 
reason, you know, why I am who I am today.  
 
KING (voice-over): Terrell Owens, the flamboyant wide receiver of the Cincinnati 
Bengals is also speaking out for his grandmother who helped raise the football star 
after his parents split up.  
 
(On camera): Did she go to your high school games?  
 
OWENS: Not much. Not much. My grandmother was very, very strict and she really 
didn't care for the sports world. You know, too much.  
 
KING: No?  
 
OWENS: She saw that as an avenue of me getting out of the house and getting in 
trouble. She just didn't really understand. KING (voice-over): T.O., a college athlete, 
was drafted into the NFL in 1996. The same year his grandmother was diagnosed with 
Alzheimer's.  
 
OWENS: It got to a point where, you know, she was kind of starting to wander off a 
little bit. She'd start misplacing, you know, her purse and things of that nature. My 
rookie season I remember exactly where I was when I got a phone call from my mom.  
 
And that's when they said she had early stages of dementia, or what have you. And so, 
put her on the phone and she started talking. And her voice sounded pretty much like -
- like a battery going dead? You know?  
 
KING (on camera): Really?  
 



OWENS: And -- yes. So I knew there was something wrong.  
 
KING: When you went home to see her, what was it like?  
 
OWENS: It got to the point where she didn't really notice or realize what I had 
become, you know as --  
 
KING: Or you were playing?  
 
OWENS: Right. Exactly. So to this day she's never, you know, seen me play a 
football game and really be conscious of --  
 
KING: Does she still know who you are?  
 
OWENS: Not anymore.  
 
KING: Now here's a woman who helped raise you, right? A important part of your 
life. What is it like when you're with her and she don't know who you are? What's it 
like for you?  
 
OWENS: You know, I'm -- it's -- I'm trying to hold it together now, but it's -- you 
know, I just hold on to the good memories.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Coming up next, Maria Shriver speaks out publicly fort first time since her 
father's death from Alzheimer's disease earlier this year.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
SHRIVER: It's just one of those diseases that there is no coming back from.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: And later, if you were at risk for Alzheimer's in the future, would you want to 
know? Ron Reagan and I traveled to the Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las 
Vegas. One of us agrees to an evaluation, one of us does not. Find out what happened 
as Larry King special UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Three incredible women open up about their personal stories of dealing with 
Alzheimer's disease. Former First Lady Laura Bush's father died of Alzheimer's in 
1995. Actress Angie Dickinson's sister was diagnosed in 1984. She was only 55 years 
old. And Maria Shriver, speaking out tonight for the first time since her father, Sarge 
Shriver, died of Alzheimer's in January.  



 
Maria opens up about her dad, her thoughts on Alzheimer's research, and why the 
disease is especially hard on women.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING (on camera): How's the family doing?  
 
SHRIVER: Well, it's a lot of changes. I'd say I've lost both my parents and my uncle 
in the last year and a half, so it's an adjustment period.  
 
KING: You called Alzheimer's a defining challenge.  
 
SHRIVER: Mm-hmm.  
 
KING: Explain.  
 
SHRIVER: Well, I think it is the defining challenge of our era and certainly of the 
baby boom era. The numbers are staggering. The costs to the nation are staggering. 
The costs to individual families are staggering. And it is -- I call it a mind-blowing 
disease because not only does it blow the mind of the person who gets it, but it blows 
the mind of everybody who loves that person.  
 
KING (voice-over): Sergeant Shriver was another Kennedy family politician, the 
driving force behind the Peace Corps and the 1972 Democratic vice presidential 
candidate.  
 
(On camera): Your dad was such an amazing guy.  
 
SHRIVER: Yes.  
 
KING: Did it come on quickly?  
 
SHRIVER: Well, I don't think it might have for him, but for us, it was -- and I think 
from everybody I've spoken to, you slowly begin to notice or you think maybe but 
maybe not. And I think there's a lot of denial before you actually accept that a loved 
one has Alzheimer's.  
 
KING: Was there a moment for you?  
 
SHRIVER: No. There was no moment. There was just a slow realization and then a 
really long journey.  
 
KING: Long good-bye. SHRIVER: Well, I think it's -- or a new hello every day. 
That's what I say, because you're meeting that person and that person's meeting you 
anew every day.  



 
KING: What's it like, though, to have a father you love not know you?  
 
SHRIVER: It's challenging. It's really challenging to look at your father or your 
mother and have them not know who you are and have to introduce yourself to them 
over and over again. Even though they look like your parent, they're not your parent. 
They become really your child.  
 
KING (voice-over): As her dad's condition worsened, Maria took action. She used her 
training as a journalist and her position as California's first lady to bring attention to 
the disease, publishing a ground-breaking study looking at how Alzheimer's affects 
the economy, families and especially American women.  
 
SHRIVER: "The Shriver Report" was the first report to really place Alzheimer's as a 
women's disease. It took on redefining it, saying that, for example, you know, the 
majority of people with it were women, the majority of people doing the caretaking 
were women.  
 
We looked at the policies that were in place. We look at how women were able now 
to or not able to be primary breadwinners, primary parents and primary caretakers, 
and how society and institutions have not kept up with where women find themselves.  
 
KING: Are you concerned for yourself?  
 
SHRIVER: Absolutely. I think anybody who's not concerned about Alzheimer's is in 
denial. Everybody I've talked to who has a parent with Alzheimer's or a brother or 
sister is scared to death.  
 
KING (voice-over): Laura Bush's father started showing signs of memory loss in the 
'90s.  
 
BUSH: My dad really started to get sick. And I think we didn't know then that it was 
Alzheimer's. And it was really when my dad couldn't fill out bank deposit slips 
anymore that my mother sort of realized something was the matter. Slowly we saw 
him start to fail. And forget things.  
 
His Alzheimer's never got so bad that he didn't know me. But he did on the very last 
Thanksgiving that we spent with him, after George had been elected governor, but 
before he'd been inaugurated.  
 
We were in their living room and my dad said, who's that over there? And I said, well, 
dad, that's my husband, George Bush. And he said, you married George Bush? And I 
said, yes. And he laughed and said, I think I'll ask him for a loan. He never lost his 
sense of humor.  
 



KING: Mrs. Bush says that her dad's disease progressed slowly but it became a 
burden for her mother who took care of him. She says the most important thing for 
families is to make sure they don't do this alone. BUSH: It's very important for 
caregivers to be sure they get help. Start to ask for help, look around for ways your 
family can come in and give you a little bit of a respite or friends can.  
 
And that's, I think, the really hard part of caring for somebody. And I want to urge 
people to look around and see how you can help. For family members, for myself, I 
should have -- I felt like I should have been there more often for my mother.  
 
KING: Angie Dickinson's been speaking out about Alzheimer's for decades.  
 
DICKINSON: You don't do well with Alzheimer's. You just get worse and worse.  
 
KING: She first talked about it on our show in 1991 after her sister was diagnosed at 
age 55.  
 
DICKINSON: Everything is memory.  
 
Mary Lou was absolutely wonderful. She was gorgeous. She was loving. She was 
gentle. She was a tender soul.  
 
KING (on camera): You've spoken about her publicly for more than 20 years. Why?  
 
DICKINSON: I want everyone to know, so that they can help and be helped.  
 
KING (voice-over): Like many others, Dickinson noticed her sister's memory failing. 
She'd get lost driving, forget words, even holidays.  
 
DICKINSON: I opened her drunk of her car and Christmas presents were in there. 
And it was spring or summer. That she had never took out. So I started to watch for 
the signs.  
 
KING (on camera): Did it deteriorate fast?  
 
DICKINSON: Yes. She went down fast.  
 
KING: Did she lose recognition of you?  
 
DICKINSON: Oh, yes. Oh, sure.  
 
KING: What was it like for you?  
 
DICKINSON: Well, I knew that was coming. I -- I was only sad for her. I wasn't sad 
for myself.  
 



KING: But it is the long good-byes.  
 
DICKINSON: Yes, it is. Yes. But you pray for the good-bye to come as soon as 
possible.  
 
KING: You do?  
 
DICKINSON: Absolutely.  
 
KING: What would you say to people who are about to confront it as a family 
member?  
 
DICKINSON: Well, I would say love them and I don't mean just love them with your 
soul and your head, love them with your arms and your company and your touch and 
whatever pleasure still might be there for them. And don't ever let up. Just stay as 
close as possible. Comforting them all the way because they're lost.  
 
KING: And what would you say to someone diagnosed with it?  
 
DICKINSON: I would say, oh, shit.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: When we come back, Leeza Gibbons on the pain of being a caregiver and 
watching the person you love slowly fade away.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
GIBBONS: It is a stab to the heart the likes of which I have never experienced before.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: We'll be back with more right after this.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
DON LEMON, CNN ANCHOR: I'm Don Lemon at the CNN world headquarter 
headquarters. Here are your headlines this hour.  
 
A day of prayer for victims of the devastating tornadoes in the south. The death toll 
across six states now stands at 339.  
 
Alabama took the hardest hit losing 250 people to the twisters. Senior administration 
officials today toured some of the worst hit places. Their primary message was to 
reassure survivors they will not be forgotten and the federal government will provide 
needed assistance.  



 
Flooding is the problem in other places. A tiny Illinois town of Cairo facing pressure 
from rising waters on both the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. The Army Corps of 
Engineers is considering blowing up a levee in Missouri to ease the pressure.  
 
That might save the town but it would send floodwaters pouring across thousands of 
acres of Missouri farmland. Missouri has already lost one court case to stop that 
demolition. It's now asking the U.S. Supreme Court to step in.  
 
Those are your headlines this hour. "UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S 
EPIDEMIC" continues right now.  
 
KING: Alzheimer's affects more than just the person with the disease. Millions of 
family members suddenly find themselves as caregivers, having to drop everything to 
deal with the illness.  
 
According to the Alzheimer's Association, some 15 million people, family members 
and friends, provided 17 billion hours or $202 billion of unpaid care to those with 
Alzheimer's disease last year.  
 
Leeza Gibbons has made caring for the caregiver her cause after losing both her 
grandmother and her mother to the disease.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
GIBBONS: No matter how smart you think you are, how educated you might be, how 
much money you might have, there is nothing more helpless and nothing more alone 
than knowing that someone you love has this diagnosis.  
 
My mom started showing symptoms in her late 50s. By the time she was 63, Larry, 
we had a diagnosis. Ten years later she was gone.  
 
KING (on camera): What was it like for you when she didn't know you?  
 
GIBBONS: That's the cruelest moment. I'm sure everyone would tell you the same 
thing. And after she was diagnosed and I was home in South Carolina helping her 
make the bed and I said, mom, I can never get the corner of the bed as great as you do. 
And she said, you're such a nice lady. What's your name?  
 
It is a stab to the heart, the likes of which I have never experienced before.  
 
KING (voice-over): Leeza helped her father care for her mom while trying to 
maintain her own life and career. She knows what a burden it was for her family and 
millions of others.  
 



GIBBONS: Many times the caregivers, because of what we call compassion fatigue, 
are sicker than their diagnosed loved ones. They're under assault. And my dad was 
under assault. We all were.  
 
KING: After feeling that assault firsthand, Leeza started a memory foundation and 
opened Leeza's Place. There are eight locations around the country. It's a facility for 
people to get help and bond with others in similar situations. It's a place for caretakers 
to catch their breath.  
 
GIBBONS: We care for the people who care for people. It's all about knowing that 
this is a journey that you cannot take by yourself.  
 
KING: Being a caregiver for an Alzheimer's patient is often an emotionally, 
spiritually, and physically and exhausting experience.  
 
GIBBONS: The caregivers have to know that the best way to love their diagnosed 
family member is to nourish themselves, mind, body, soul and spirit. And that's 
counterintuitive. These caregivers will give everything they have, but it's hard to get 
them to focus on their own needs.  
 
KING: Molly Miller and Jackie Singer know too well the burden of being a caregiver. 
The twin sisters from Las Vegas are caring for their parents. Both diagnosed with 
Alzheimer's disease just six weeks apart from each other last summer.  
 
SINGER: We weren't -- I can honestly say that we weren't familiar with many of the 
symptoms of Alzheimer's. Actually, all we had ever seen as far as the media was 
concerned and what we had read about Alzheimer's was apparently a later stage in 
Alzheimer's, which is a serious memory deficit.  
 
We didn't know about what we later discovered were symptoms of Alzheimer's. We 
didn't know that things like maybe slight paranoia, maybe losing interest in things.  
 
KING: Their parents had been married 69 years. As the disease took hold, their 
mother had trouble recognizing their father.  
 
MOLLY MILLER, PARENTS HAVE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: He's right here, 
mom. Right here.  
 
She wanted that man out of her house. She didn't know who he was. And she's strong 
enough that she was able to convince him that he wasn't her husband. And he --  
 
So got so confused.  
 
M. MILLER: He would ask us, where's my first wife?  
 



KING: Their father responded to medication but their mother did not. Both parents 
who are independent up until a few months ago now need constant supervision.  
 
M. MILLER: It's heartbreaking.  
 
SINGER: We were -- we were so overwhelmed. It happened -- it happened very fast. 
When we realized -- it caught us off guard. We were so overwhelmed that all we 
wanted to do was try and get them help as fast as we could.  
 
KING: Between Molly, Jackie and Jackie's twin daughters, the family has set up 
round-the-clock shifts, tending to their parents' every need.  
 
SINGER: At this point right now we really have no life of our own. A typical day for 
us involves 24/7 care for them, just figuring out who's doing what.  
 
In three weeks she went from feeding her own dog, like she said, dressing herself to 
being able to do nothing. Nothing. Not lift a comb, not wash your face, not hold a 
toothbrush, nothing.  
 
M. MILLER: Toothbrush was very foreign.  
 
SINGER: Right. And also questioning, what were these things. She'll turn around and 
say to me, this is so humiliating.  
 
M. MILLER: She knows that. SINGER: She knows.  
 
M. MILLER: This is so degrading.  
 
SINGER: These are things I used to do myself.  
 
M. MILLER: You shouldn't have to help me.  
 
KING: Molly and Jackie are watching their parents slowly fade away.  
 
M. MILLER: She asked me this morning, do you have a mother? I said, yes. That's 
good. You're a nice girl.  
 
SINGER: Those are the things that can be difficult, yet we know that that's not really 
her.  
 
M. MILLER: No.  
 
SINGER: We've always had such a close relationship with her that we know that it's 
not her. You know, it tears you up. But it's not her.  
 
M. MILLER: We feel like we've lost her already.  



 
SINGER: We have. And we know it. So all we can do is make her life as comfortable 
and as peaceful and as joyful as possible. We may be crying now. It's been -- it's for 
us. It's for the loss that we know we're experiencing already.  
 
But the truth is, there's also a lot of humor in this sometimes. There's a lot of times 
where we just laugh and she laughs with us. So even though it's hard for us, if we can 
bring her comfort and we can be there for them, that's what it's about.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Molly and Jackie's mom passed away last month. The family continues to care 
for their father. We offer them our heartfelt condolences.  
 
Ron Reagan and I visit the Cleveland Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las 
Vegas to see how doctors are treating the disease. One of us will be evaluated. The 
other will not. That's next.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Would you want to know if you were at risk for Alzheimer's?  
 
To learn more about the disease and how doctors diagnose it, I went to the Cleveland 
Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las Vegas. We asked Ron Reagan to 
come along with me to see how testing and treatments have changed since his father 
was diagnosed.  
 
Well, one of us decided to take an evaluation to see if we were at risk. The other did 
not. We'll show you that in just a moment. But first, Larry Ruvo is the man behind 
this amazing center after his father died of it. He decided to do something to make 
sure others didn't go through the same frustrations his family experienced.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LARRY RUVO, FATHER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: He was showing 
signs but we didn't know it was Alzheimer's and had no idea at that time that much 
about the disease. We were on the way back to the airport and he -- just the two of us 
were in the car and he looked at me and he says, how long do you think I have? And I 
said, I don't know about this disease to tell you but we're going to sure investigate it 
and look.  
 
I was angry that there wasn't information that -- I knew other people had this disease 
in their families and why wasn't there information readily available in.  
 
KING: So Larry Ruvo, a famed Las Vegas businessman, started making calls, 
gathering information, raising money. His self-described Alzheimer's obsession led to 



the building of this $80 million medical facility in downtown Las Vegas, designed, by 
the way, by world famous architect Frank Gerry.  
 
To many people, it looks as if it's a giant stainless steel covered brain. Ruvo, a 
quintessential marketers, says the high profile project was all about getting people's 
attention.  
 
RUVO: We knew that the world was going to know, we were going to build 
something in Las Vegas that was going to change the course of the disease.  
 
KING: This state-of-the-art facility treats Alzheimer's and other diseases of the brain. 
Larry drew upon his own family's experiences to make sure patients here are treated 
with dignity and respect.  
 
RUVO: There are no waiting rooms in our facility. And when my father went down 
for his original diagnosis he was in a waiting room with three other patients who are -- 
had been in stage three of the disease. I said that if I ever had an opportunity to help 
anybody at all, I would never commingle stage one with stage two with stage three of 
the disease.  
 
KING: Larry partnered with the Cleveland Clinic and brought in some of the best 
brain doctors in the United States to work here.  
 
Dr. Jeff Cummings heads up Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health.  
 
(On camera): The first signs people say, the -- I don't know if it's a joke, if you forget 
where you lost your key, that's not Alzheimer's. If you forget what the key is for, that 
is Alzheimer's, is it that simple?  
 
CUMMINGS: Well, that's not a bad -- not a bad way of thinking about it. Certainly 
memory loss is the first thing that occurs in the huge majority of cases.  
 
KING: But everybody getting older loses memory. CUMMINGS: But it's the repeated 
not learning that's important. So, if you ask me, when are we going to the show 
tonight, and I tell you, you're likely to remember that. If you keep asking that question 
and don't lay down that memory, that's Alzheimer's disease.  
 
KING (voice-over): The exact cause of Alzheimer's is still unknown but protein 
deposits called plaques and tangles are believed to play a big role in the destruction of 
brain cells, causing symptoms of the disease.  
 
CNN's Dr. Sanjay Gupta explains.  
 
DR. SANJAY GUPTA, CNN CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT: When you 
look deep inside the brain, what you're looking for typically are neurons. People 



typically know that word. That's the brain cells, so to speak. And they're conducting 
signals all the time. This is what makes --  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
KING (on camera): Goes through the body, right?  
 
GUPTA: Yes. They go to each other and they go to the rest of the body. Then all of a 
sudden you can see what's happened here, Larry.  
 
Two things. First of all you've got these proteins. They're called plaques and tangles, 
and those cells in there, not only do they stop working well but they actually start to 
die. So part of your brain actually is shrinking away in addition to not working well.  
 
KING: Is that the memory part?  
 
GUPTA: The memory part is often affected first. But what people often don't realize 
about Alzheimer's is that it really does affect the whole brain so people start having all 
sorts of different problems with movements --  
 
KING: Headaches?  
 
GUPTA: They can have headaches. But their movement, their swallowing, their 
ability to have -- you know, normal respirations, control their heart rate, their 
heartbeat, all of that. So that's why Alzheimer's is typically fatal.  
 
KING (voice-over): Back at the Ruvo Center, Ron Reagan and I wanted to see how 
doctors make their diagnosis.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Right this way.  
 
KING: Between the two of us, only one decided to be tested to see if we were at risk. 
That's me getting ready for an MRI. It's just one part of the evaluation. Ron Reagan 
decided not to participate.  
 
First step was taking a scan of my brain. It's a 40-minute process as the technicians 
search for any signs that brain shrinkage has occurred. CUMMINGS: The MRI is one 
way of our looking at the structure of the brain. And we know that when Alzheimer's 
strikes, it strikes the memory portions of the brain first. So we can look at those 
memory portions and see if they're shrunken. And if they are, that's important 
evidence that the person has Alzheimer's.  
 
KING: This is a scan of my brain. Later we'll tell you what Dr. Cummings saw.  
 



Another part of the exam is memory testing. Since Alzheimer's affects the ability to 
learn and remember new information, Dr. Cummings is looking at my memory and 
recall skills.  
 
KING (on camera): Grass. Engine.  
 
CUMMINGS: Good. Now, tell me as many of those words as you can remember.  
 
KING: Butter, arm, short --  
 
CUMMINGS: Brain controls everything we are, Larry. Our memory, our thinking, 
our emotions, our movement, everything we are as human beings is controlled by the 
brain and that is eroded in the course of Alzheimer's.  
 
KING (voice-over): There is no official test to tell if you will get the disease. Only if 
you're showing symptoms. And for now, the brain scan is only effective on people 
over age 60. Doctors are not ready to use these tests as screening tools like, say, a 
mammogram, just yet.  
 
Ron Reagan watched me take the tests on this day, decided he didn't want to take any 
of his own.  
 
(On camera): You don't want to know if you'll get it?  
 
REAGAN: Until they come up with a cure or a real definite treatment, I'd just as soon 
remain blissfully ignorant.  
 
KING: How well is our understanding of it improving?  
 
CUMMINGS: I think we've made enormous strides in terms of understanding 
Alzheimer's disease. We know that there are several proteins involved. We know the 
cells are dying. We know that the clearance of the protein is reduced.  
 
We have new tests that can show us the protein abnormalities in the brain. We're 
making definite strides in terms of the new therapeutics that are emerging. We don't 
know enough. We need a lot more research. But we're really making progress.  
 
KING (voice-over): To change that researchers are studying segments of the 
population to see how they age, hoping to uncover clues as to what causes 
Alzheimer's in some but not others.  
 
Dr. Petersen of the Mayo Clinic. PETERSEN: A great deal of research right now on 
Alzheimer's disease is focusing on imaging tests such as MRI scans, PET scans, even 
PET scans that can pick up the protein in the brain that's thought to be responsible for 
the disease as well as other biomarkers.  
 



KING: The idea is to isolate early signs of Alzheimer's in patients with enough time to 
treat it before symptoms affect the individual.  
 
PETERSEN: It's like we did with heart disease. So we don't wait for people to have 
heart attacks to address their cardiovascular problems. We look at people who have 
elevated cholesterol, people who have diabetes, people who have been smokers in the 
past to try and develop a prediction picture as to who's going to develop the disease.  
 
Again, intervening as soon as possible to try to forestall those clinical events.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: So now we know more about what Alzheimer's is, how it affects you and what 
it does to your family. But can you prevent it? Or at least decrease the risk of getting 
it?  
 
Plus, we'll go over my Alzheimer's results next on a Larry King special 
UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Doctors are suggesting ways for people to begin protecting themselves from 
Alzheimer's. There are a number of steps you can take that may decrease your chance 
of getting it later in life. You do not have to wait for symptoms to appear before 
taking action.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SANDY PARKER, RICHARD PARKER'S WIFE: That was at Barbara's wedding.  
 
KING (voice-over): Richard Parker was diagnosed with memory problems several 
years ago which could eventually lead to Alzheimer's. He is a former child actor who 
starred in movies with Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney. He says he had a 
photographic memory.  
 
RICHARD PARKER, PARTICIPATING IN ALZHEIMER'S CLINICAL TRIAL: 
When you can remember things that -- and you remember them well, it just becomes 
natural but all of a sudden when you can't remember things and remember them as 
well as you used to, then it becomes a concern.  
 
KING: His wife, Sandy, convinced him to see a doctor when she noticed him having 
some memory difficulty. He's been on medication for several years, which he says has 
helped slow down his loss. But more than anything, he's kept his mind and body 
active.  
 



PARKER: I've always worked out. I just like it. It's just become a part of me. I do it 
every day. I try to walk my five miles. And when I do, I'd normally stop each mile 
around and I do 25 pushups until I've done 150. PETERSEN: What's become apparent 
in the last few years is that the development of Alzheimer's disease need not be a 
passive process. That is, let's just wait and see what happens down the road. But rather 
through lifestyle changes we can have an impact on our individual likelihood of 
developing cognitive impairment in the future.  
 
So research is showing us now that lifestyle modifications such as aerobic exercise, 
staying active intellectually, engaging in a heart- healthy diet and staying involved in 
your social networks may very well postpone the likelihood of your developing 
cognitive impairment and maybe even Alzheimer's disease in the future.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: So what can you do? If you or your family have any concerns, talk to your 
doctor so you can be tested. Also, doctors suggest keeping your mind and body active, 
exercise, go on hikes, take up gardening, consume a low-fat diet, eat foods high in 
antioxidants like blueberries and other darkly colored fruits and vegetables. Engage 
your mind and memory, challenge yourself with crossword puzzles and games, keep 
yourself socially and mentally stimulated. Attend lectures or plays.  
 
As someone in the age range of risk, I try to follow all of these practices.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
CUMMINGS: There's no atrophy specific to those areas of the brain that are affected 
in Alzheimer's disease.  
 
KING: And Dr. Cummings tells me my brain scan shows no visible symptoms of 
Alzheimer's disease or early memory loss. But for the millions of people who 
currently have the disease, for the millions about to be diagnosed and for the millions 
of family members caring for their loved ones, there is hope.  
 
Research facilities around the world like the Mayo Clinic and the Cleveland Clinic are 
collaborating to find a cure.  
 
With attention and activism, science is working to one day stop the UNTHINKABLE: 
THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: If you're concerned about your memory or the memory of someone you know, 
talk to your doctor. The earlier a professional can make a diagnosis, the better the 
possibility of effective treatment.  
 



If you're a family member or someone with the disease, there are organizations that 
can help you. The Alzheimer's Association is a pretty good place to start.  
 
We'd like to think everyone who opened up their lives to share these stories tonight. 
We thank you for watching. Good night, good health. 
 
  
  



ABC NОws’ chiОП anchor 
ABC NОws’ chiОП anchor GОorРО StОphanopoulos’ intОrviОwОН ПormОr FBI НirОctor 
JamОs ComОy Пor a spОcial ОНition oП “20/20” that airОН on SunНay, April 15, 2018 
ahead of the release of Comey's book, "A Higher Loyalty." The following is the 
transcript of the interview: 
 
Interested in James Comey? 
Add James Comey as an interest to stay up to date on the latest James Comey news, 
video, and analysis from ABC News. 
James Comey Add Interest 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Thank you for doing this. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, it's my pleasure. Thanks for coming. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Simple start. Why did you write this book? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I r-- I was never going to write a book. But I decided I had to write 
this one to try and be useful. That was my goal after I was fired, to be useful. And it 
occurred to me maybe I can be useful by offering a view to people, especially to 
young people, of what leadership should look like and how it should be centered on 
values. And so-- 
 
PHOTO: A Higher Loyalty: Truth, Lies, and Leadership by James ComeyFlatiron 
Books 
A Higher Loyalty: Truth, Lies, and Leadership by James Comeymore + 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You lay out qualities of an ethical leader. What are 
they? 
 
JAMES COMEY: First and foremost, it's someone who realizes that lasting values 
have to be at the center of their leadership. Whether they're in government or in the 
private sector or leading a university, they have to focus on things like fairness and 
integrity and, most of all, the truth. That the truth matters. 
 
James Comey gives first interview since President Trump fired him 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And you have-- there's almost a sense of-- of alarm 
underneath the whole book. You say it's a dangerous time in our country? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think it is. And-- I chose those words carefully. I was worried 
when I chose the word, "Dangerous" first. I thought, "Is that an overstatement?" And I 
don't think it is because-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I worry that the norms at the center of this country-- we can fight 
as Americans about guns or taxes or immigration, and we always have. But what we 
have in common is a set of norms. Most importantly, the truth. "We hold these truths 



to be self-evident," right? Truth is the fourth word of that sentence. That's what we 
are. And if we lose that, if we lose tethering of our leaders to that truth, what are we? 
And so I started to worry. Actually, the foundation of this country is in jeopardy when 
we stop measuring our leaders against that central value of the truth. 
 
Comey defends his handling of the Clinton email saga in bombshell interview 
ComОy says Trump prОsiНОncy is a ‘ПorОst ПirО’ that can causО ‘trОmОnНous НamaРО’ 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Are we losing it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think we are in part. But I think the strength of this country is that 
we're going to outlast it. That there will be damage to that norm. But I liken President 
Trump in the book to a forest fire. Going to do tremendous damage. Going to damage 
those important norms. But a forest fire gives healthy things a chance to grow that had 
no chance before that fire. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How do we put it out? 
 
JAMES COMEY: We put it out in two ways. We put it out first by not becoming 
numb to the fact that the truth is being assailed every day. By not deciding that it's just 
too much to pay attention to because that's the path to losing truth as the central value 
in this country. So all of us have to constantly be involved and call it out when we see 
the truth endangered, when we see lying. And then next, we need to get involved. The 
American people need to stand up in the public square and in the voting booth and 
say, "Look, we disagree about an awful lot. But we have in common something that 
matters enormously to this country. And our leaders must reflect those values." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And-- anН why thО titlО, “A HiРhОr Loyalty?” 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, in part, the title comes from a bizarre conversation I had with 
the president in dinner at the White House in January of last year, where he asked for 
my loyalty personally as the F.B.I. director. My loyalty's supposed to be to the 
American people and to the institution. But more than that, it grows out of a lifetime 
of my trying to be a better leader and figure out what matters in a leader, and realizing 
from a whole lot better leaders than I, that there must be a loyalty to something above 
the urgent, above the political, above the popular. We have to think, "What are the 
values that matter in the institution I'm involved with and in the country that I care a 
lot about?" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You look at your career over the last four decades, 
you're like the Zelig of modern law enforcement? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I stick out 'cause I'm so tall. I appear in every picture-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Y-- that's only part of it. You've taken on the mob, 
Martha Stewart, right in the middle of huge controversies over government 
surveillance, over torture. What are the big lessons you take away from that? 



 
JAMES COMEY: The big lesson from that-- and I've had a strange and wonderful 
career. And I don't know how I've ended up in all these spots. But the lesson I've 
learned is that it's important when you're involved in a difficult situation with loud 
voices to in your mind, rise above it and ask, "So what matters in the long run? What 
does this institution stand for? What does my country stand for?" 
 
It helps you see things more clearly and realize things like truth matters, integrity 
matters. Those ethical values are what are going to last. And when you have to 
explain what you've done someday to your grandchildren, that's what will matter. 
Your grandkids won't understand that people-- angry at me, or the vice president of 
the United States was telling me people were going to die because of me. 
 
What they'll want to know is, "What was your North Star? Why did you make the 
decision you made?" And I hope your answer's going to be, "'Cause I took the time to 
think about what matters. What my institution stands for and what my country stands 
for." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Right at the beginning of your career, you're 
involved in prosecution of major mafia figures. How does that form you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, it's a tremendous education to get-- a view inside La Cosa 
Nostra, the mafia, both in the United States and in Sicily. And to realize that the mafia 
is an organization like any other organization. Has a leader, has underlings, has 
values, has principles. They're entirely corrupt. And it is the antithesis of ethical 
leadership. 
 
But I didn't know it at the time. But it was forming my view that the truth has to be 
central to our lives and that leadership has to be focused on important and ethical 
values. And not what's good for the boss, how do I accomplish what's good for the 
boss and get the boss what he wants. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Truth at the center of our lives. That's the-- at the 
center of the Martha Stewart case as well? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. The Martha Stewart case was a case that I initially hated. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: And didn't want any part of. We had a lot of big cases going on at 
that point in time. WorldCom, Adelphia. Enron was going on. We were trying to 
investigate corporate fraud, massive corporate fraud, and send a message to the 
American people that the system isn't rigged, the rich aren't going to get away with 
frauds, and that's really hard and important work. 
 



And in the middle of this, walks on this case involving a famous person who appears 
to have lied during an investigation of insider trading. And my initial reaction was, 
"You know, that's kind of a small thing. That'll be a big distraction. People will throw 
rocks at me. But more than that, it'll take away from this other work we're doing." 
 
And folks don't realize this, but I almost hesitated and almost didn't bring the case 
against Martha Stewart, in hindsight, because she was rich and famous. And decided 
that if she were anybody else, any other ordinary person, she would be prosecuted. 
And what helped me come to that conclusion was I remembered a case I'd been 
involved in against an African American minister in Richmond when I was a federal 
prosecutor there, who had lied to us during an investigation. 
 
And I begged this minister, "Please don't lie to us because if you do, we're going to 
have to prosecute you." He lied. And at the end of the day, we had to prosecute him. 
And he went to jail for over a year. And as I stood in my office in Manhattan, I'm 
looking out at the Brooklyn Bridge, I remember this moment. And I'm thinking, "You 
know, nobody in New York knows that guy's name except me. 
 
"Why would I treat Martha Stewart differently than that guy?" And the reason would 
only be because she's rich and famous and because I'll be criticized for it. The truth 
matters in the criminal justice system. And if it's going to matter, we must prosecute 
people who lie in the middle of an investigation. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You don't lie to investigators, you don't lie under 
oath? 
 
JAMES COMEY: You can't or the rule of law breaks down. And there once was a day 
when people were afraid of going to hell if they took an oath in the name of God and 
violated it. We've drifted away from that day. And so in its place has to be a fear that 
if you lie and the government can prove it beyond a reasonable doubt, they will 
prosecute you in order to send a message to all the others who might be called upon to 
give evidence. You must tell the truth. It matters enormously. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You mentioned that Vice President Cheney-- at one 
point said, "People are going to die because of what you're doing right now." Take us 
inside that room? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It was the chief of staff's room in the West Wing of the White 
House. And we were engaged-- I was at the Justice Department, the number two 
person at the Justice Department then, the deputy attorney general. And we were in a 
dispute with the White House about whether there was a lawful basis for surveillance 
activities that the president had authorized the NSA to engage in in the United States. 
 
And we had concluded, very smart lawyers working for me had concluded and I 
agreed, that there wasn't a lawful basis for a big part of these activities. And so we 
were not going to sign onto it. And there was a meeting to pressure me to change my 



view. And Vice President Cheney presided at the meeting. He sat at the head of the 
table. 
 
I sat just to his left. And he looked me in the eye and said, "Thousands of people are 
going to die because of what you're doing." W-- what he meant was, "Because you are 
making us stop this surveillance program," because there was no lawful basis for it, 
"people are going to die 'cause of what you're doing." 
 
And my reaction was, and I said it to him, "That's not helping me. That makes me feel 
badly. I don't want people to die. I've devoted my life to trying to protect innocent 
people. But I have to say what the Justice Department can certify to, what we find 
lawful. And that you really want it or that it's important doesn't change the law. And 
so I-- I can't my view." And so it was thick with tension and it was-- I felt like I was 
going to be crushed like a grape, frankly. But in a way, there was no other way I could 
act. The law was clear. And so how could I possibly, as the leader of the Justice 
Department, sign up to something that we had no lawful basis for. And so we stood 
our ground. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That same issue led to a now famous confrontation 
in the hospital room of the attorney general at the time, John Ashcroft. You sped to 
that room. Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I did. I think it was the next day after the meeting with Vice 
President Cheney when I was on the way home, driving along Constitution Avenue. 
So on my left, I could see the Washington Monument. On the right, we're coming up 
on the ellipse where you can see the White House. And the phone rang. 
 
It was-- the attorney general, my boss was John Ashcroft. He was in intensive care. 
Very, very seriously ill at George Washington Hospital. And his chief of staff was on 
the phone, telling me that although we had told the White House we can't certify to 
this, I'm the acting attorney general, we can't certify to its lawfulness. And so it has to 
stop. 
 
He was calling to alert me that the president was sending two of his top people, the 
White House counsel and the chief of staff, to the intensive care unit at George 
Washington Hospital to see the attorney general. And so I hung up the phone, told the 
driver, "Ed, I have to get to George Washington Hospital immediately." 
 
And he didn't need to hear more than the tone in my voice. And so he turned on the 
lights and siren and drove this armored vehicle like it was a NASCAR race to George 
Washington Hospital. We pulled up in front. I jumped out with my security detail. 
And I ran into the hospital and ran up the stairs. Didn't wait for the elevator to get to 
that floor because I needed to be there to make sure a desperately ill man wasn't asked 
to sign something when he wasn't competent to sign it and I was the acting attorney 
general. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And in the end, he didn't sign it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: In the end, he was remarkable. I went into that hospital room and 
got there before they did. And I tried to orient Attorney General Ashcroft as to time 
and place. And he didn't seem to be following me. He looked gravely ill, gray and 
lying in his bed, barely conscious. And I then sat down next to him as close to him as 
I am to you. 
 
His wife stood on the other side of the bed the entire time and never let go of his arm. 
And I waited. And two of my staff members stood behind me. I didn't know that one 
of them was taking notes the whole time. But in came the White House chief of staff 
and the-- the-- the White House counsel. And they were carrying an envelope. And 
they were going to try and get John Ashcroft to sign off on this program that we had 
said couldn't continue because it didn't have a lawful basis. 
 
And they started speaking to him. And he shocked me by pushing himself up on his 
elbows and blasting them. And telling them he had been misled, he hadn't understood 
what they were doing. They had deprived him of the legal advice he needed. And then 
exhausted, he fell back. And as he fell back, he said, "But that doesn't matter because 
I'm not the attorney general." And then he pointed at me and said, "There's the 
attorney general." And the two men didn't acknowledge me. They just turned. One 
said, "Be well" to the attorney general, and then they walked out. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And in the book, you describe an incident after 
that, a tender moment between Robert Mueller and Mr. Ashcroft? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. I called Bob Mueller-- as the armored vehicle was being 
driven like it was a NASCAR race to the hospital, I called Bob Mueller, then the 
F.B.I. director. He was out at dinner with his family. And I told him what was 
happening. He had been following the conflict with the White House. The F.B.I. was 
a key participant in the program. 
 
And so Bob Mueller's view was, "If the F-- if the Justice Department can't find a 
lawful basis for this, there's no way the F.B.I. is participating." The F.B.I., as folks 
may know, is a separate organization, but it sits within the Justice Department. And so 
I called Bob and told him what was happening. And I wanted him to know about it 
because of his stature and his ability. He and I weren't close, we weren't friends in any 
social sense. But I knew he saw it the way I did. And I knew that his gravitas, his-- his 
experience, his weight, would be important. And he said, "I'll be right there." 
 
And then he started a race to the hospital. He didn't get to the hospital until after the 
two senior White House officials had turned and left. But he came in moments later 
and he stood and s-- leaned down and spoke to the desperately ill attorney general and 
told him that, in every man's life, there comes a time when the good Lord tests him. 
And then he said, "You've passed your test tonight." 
 



And I was-- it was a really hard time. And I was overcome with emotion, hearing that. 
And-- had this sense that the law held. The law held. It-- it felt like a dream to me, 
that we were in a hospital room with senior officials trying to get the desperately ill 
attorney general to sign something. But it wasn't a dream. And the law held. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: In that same administration-- you had the 
controversy over torture, whether or not it could be justified and legal. And there's-- a 
remarkable moment with your wife, Patrice. She doesn't know all the details of what 
you're going through, but she says? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, that was remark-- it actually irritated me a little bit. I love 
her desperately. But she's great at giving me feedback. And she had seen on the news-
- didn't know what I was working on, but had seen on the news all the controversy 
around the treatment of prisoners at a U.S. prison in Iraq called Abu Ghraib. 
 
And there was a great deal of news and debate about whether the American 
government was engaged in torture. She knew that and she also knew I was under 
some sorta great stress. This is after the stress of the surveillance battle. And she said 
to me one evening, "Don't be the torture guy." And I said, "Wha-- you know I can't 
talk to you about that kinda stuff." 
 
And she said, "I don't want to talk about it. Just don't be the torture guy." And she 
repeated that periodically thereafter. And I've since told her, "Look, that was not 
helpful except your voice echoed around my head an awful lot during that." What she 
meant was, "Rise above and remember, someday you're going to explain to your 
grandchildren how you conducted yourself." 
 
James Comey's wife warned him: 'Don't be the torture guy' 
The former FBI director said his wife, Patrice, gave him the warning when he was 
deputy attorney general for George W. Bush.Play 
Comey's wife warned him: 'Don't be the torture guy' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You still think it wasn't helpful? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, it was helpful. In the moment-- it w-- it was helpful. In-- in the 
moment, it was irritating because I wanted to say, "You have no idea how hard these 
legal issues are. You have no idea that Congress defined torture in American criminal 
law differently than you and I would understand it. So saying, 'Don't be the torture 
guy,' I don't want to be. But my job as a lawyer is to say, 'Here's what the statute 
means.'" And there's a whole lot that would pass muster under the statute, that I would 
think that any normal person would think is torture. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Explain that to-- to everybody watching at home 
because I think that it would be hard for people to understand. You really can't talk to 
your wife about the things you're working on? 
 



JAMES COMEY: Yeah. It adds to your level of stress. The-- the way the rule works-- 
the rules are, if you're dealing with a classified matter, you may only discuss it with 
someone who has a need to know it, a work related need, and the appropriate 
clearance. Well, your spouse has neither-- I guess unless your spouse works with you 
in the government, on that particular matter. 
 
But as much as I loved her and as important as an advisor she's been to me my whole 
life, she didn't have a need to know anything about the classified topics I worked on. 
And she didn't have the appropriate clearance. She's an extraordinarily trustworthy 
person, but she doesn't have the appropriate clearance. 
 
And so she would know, during surveillance and during torture, something was 
disturbing my sleep. Something was making me come home very late at night, leave 
very early in the morning. But she could only guess what it was. In the surveillance 
fight she couldn't guess 'cause it was totally secret. In the torture battle, she could 
have some idea 'cause she could see it on the news. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Right at the top of the book, y-- you write that 
you're aware that it could be seen as an exercise in vanity. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What are you worried about there? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, that's why I was never going to write a book. It always felt 
like an exercise in ego. And one of the things I've struggled with my whole life is my 
ego and-- and a sense that I-- I have to be careful not to fall in love with my own view 
of things. And so that battle with ego and my sense that memoirs are an exercise in 
ego convinced me I was never going to write a book. 
 
And I'm sure friends of mine from college and law school are out there laughing right 
now, saying, "Ah-ha, he wrote a book." I never wanted to write a memoir. And I hope 
folks will read the book 'cause my goal was to be useful. It's not a memoir. Lots of 
stories about my life that aren't in there, important stories. But I tried to pick stories 
that relate to leadership to try and explain, including mistakes I've made, how I think 
about ethical leadership and what I think it ought to be. 
 
I'm not a perfect leader. There-- I don't think there are any perfect leaders. But I've 
learned from working with great people, from making a lot of mistakes, and from 
working for people who aren't effective leaders, here's what I think it should be. And 
so that's what I'm trying to offer in the book. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: As you say, no one's perfect. What's James 
Comey's rap on James Comey? 
 



JAMES COMEY: How much time do you have? Yeah. My rap on myself is that-- is 
that ego focus. That I-- since I was a kid, I've had a sense of confidence. That I know 
I'm good at certain things. And there's a danger that that will bleed over into pride, 
into not being open minded to the fact that I could be wrong and other people could 
have a better view of it. 
 
And so I think that's my primary worry about myself, is an overconfidence that can 
lead to that-- that pride, that closed mindedness. I've tried to guardrail that my whole 
life. First of all, by marrying someone who will tell me anything at any time. But then 
also surrounding myself with people who will cut through that and say-- "No, no, no, 
no. Slow down. Have you thought about this? Have you thought about that?" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you don't mind-- and you write this as well, the 
uncomfortable questions? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I have to have them because, again, if what I worry about myself 
most is that I'll be-- convince myself that I'm doing the right thing, if I don't have 
people who will push through that, who will try and pierce whatever certainty I'm 
feeling, I may make a bad decision. I may make a big mistake. 
 
And part of that is just aging and getting to realize that doubt is not a weakness. Doubt 
is a strength. Always remembering I could be wrong until the moment you make a 
decision is important. And that's great to tell yourself. But it's also important to have 
people around you who will poke at you, poke at you, poke at you. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Another short chapter in your career, you were part 
of the Senate Whitewater investigation of the Clintons. Wha-- what exactly did you 
do? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I worked for five months as a staff lawyer on the banking 
committee's special committee I think they called it on the Whitewater investigation. 
My role was to focus on the suicide of a White House official who was the deputy 
White House counsel-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Vince Foster? 
 
JAMES COMEY: --named Vincent Foster, yeah. And whether any documents were 
taken from his office and mishandled. I was only there five months. Patrice and I had 
a personal tragedy. We had a healthy baby boy, Collin Comey. Was born after I'd 
been there five months and died unfortunately of a infection that was preventable. 
And so I never went back. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And later, you also were involved in-- the 
prosecution or at least investigating whether Bill Clinton as president did anything 
improper in the pardon of Marc Rich? 
 



JAMES COMEY: That's right. When I became U.S. attorney in Manhattan after 9/11, 
I inherited from my predecessor, Mary Jo White, an investigation into whether there 
was any corruption associated with a pardon that President Clinton had given to a 
fugitive named Marc Rich and his codefendant, Pincus Green. 
 
These were guys who had been charged with a massive tax fraud case and-- and 
trading with the enemy and had fled to Switzerland and had been there for many 
years. And President Clinton, on his way out the door, pardoned them, which was 
extraordinary. 
 
Actually, I've never heard of another case where a fugitive from justice was pardoned. 
And so the F.B.I. and the U.S. attorney's office were investigating were there 
promised contributions made to the Clinton Library or something else to secure that 
pardon. And so as the new boss in Manhattan, I oversaw that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what you found? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Concluded there was not sufficient evidence to bring any charges 
in that case. And so we closed it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you draw any conclusions about the Clintons, 
about Hillary Clinton, from those experiences? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: None at all? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I had-- first of all, I've never met her. And my engagement was 
very limited. The five months on the Whitewater case was focused on Vince Foster 
and his office. One of the questions was had the-- the then first lady, Hillary Clinton, 
caused anyone to go remove documents from his office. I don't remember what the 
conclusion was, but I didn't re-- reach any conclusion about her. 
 
And same with the pardon business. President Clinton's pardon of Marc Rich took my 
breath away. Th-- the notion that the president of the United States would pardon a 
fugitive without asking the prosecutors or the investigators, "What do you think," was 
shocking to me. But it didn't give me any view of Hillary Clinton. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So what did you think of Hillary Clinton before the 
email investigation began? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Seemed like a smart person, very hardworking. Had been 
obviously a U.S. senator and had a reputation-- again, I get only this-- I get this from 
the media, as a very hardworking person. Had worked very hard as secretary of state. 
That was really about it. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And then on July 6th, 2015, there's a referral about 
her email case. What do you do? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, in early July the inspector general for the intelligence 
community, which is an-- an organization that looks for fraud, waste and abuse or 
violation of standards in the intelligence community, sent a referral that was public 
actually to the Department of Justice and the F.B.I., raising concern that there 
might've been mishandling of classified information on Hillary Clinton's email server, 
which was a personal email server device she had in her basement. And that came in 
in early July. I didn't focus on it. Shortly thereafter, the F.B.I. opened a criminal 
investigation. And I didn't know when we'd opened it. I was b-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So this was far below your level? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. F.B.I.'s an enormous organization. It was opened in the 
ordinary course in our counterintelligence division. Then eventually, it got briefed up 
to me by the deputy director, who's the senior agent in the organization, telling me 
that we've opened this criminal investigation of Secretary Clinton. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But that's the kinda thing that gets briefed up pretty 
quickly, doesn't it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, yeah. I'm just saying, I didn't know-- I didn't know bef-- as I 
recall, I didn't know before they opened it that they were opening it, but nothing 
untoward about that-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And it wasn't your order to open the investigation-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Correct. Correct. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And describe what exactly was at issue, what you 
were looking at? 
 
JAMES COMEY: The question was, was classified information mishandled. And 
what that means is did anybody talk about classified information outside of a system 
that you're supposed to talk about classified information on? Did anybody give 
classified documents to someone who shouldn't have them? 
 
What it centered on there was Secretary Clinton used this personal email domain to 
conduct all her business as secretary of state. She didn't use government email. And 
what the inspector general raised was in emailing, in doing her work on that 
unclassified system, did she and those around her talk about classified topics? 
 
Classified information is either the lowest level confidential, the next level secret, the 
top level top secret. And there's rules about how you can email about that information 



and where you should talk about it. And the question was did they talk about topics on 
an unclassified system that shouldn't have been on an unclassified system? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And this had come right on the heels of a very 
famous case-- involving General David Petraeus for his mishandling of classified 
information. Something that was-- prosecuted. He eventually had a plea. As you 
know, many of your conservative critics-- say that the David Petraeus case was far 
[less] serious than the Hillary Clinton case. Yet, you chose not to prosecute. Answer 
that. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, the David Petraeus case was, to my mind, not a close case at 
all. He was the director of the C.I.A. He was having a romantic relationship with a 
woman who was also an author, going to write a book about him. He had taken home 
and stored in a backpack notebooks full of notes about some of the government's most 
sensitive secrets. Classified at the top level in the government, including 
conversations with President Obama about special access programs, some of our-- our 
most closely guarded secrets. 
 
And he had given these notebooks to this person who had neither a need to know, nor 
the appropriate clearance. And he'd actually allowed her to photograph pages 
containing top secret information. And then, when the F.B.I. interviewed him about it, 
he lied about it. And so you had clearly intentional misconduct by a guy who's in 
charge of the country's secrets as the director of the C.I.A., involving huge trove of 
our top level classified information. And then obstruction of justice. 
 
It was not a close call. In fact, I thought David Petraeus should've been prosecuted not 
just for the mishandling of the classified information, but also for lying to the F.B.I. 
because lying is-- strikes at the heart of our rule of law in this country. And in the end, 
the attorney general at the time, Eric Holder, decided he would be charged only with 
the misdemeanor mishandling of classified information. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Y-- you also write that you-- you knew from the 
start that the Clinton case was unlikely to be prosecuted. Some of your critics, 
including President Trump, think that-- that you brought a prejudgment to the case? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. There's wrong-- what-- what the F.B.I. brought to the case-- 
folks forget I didn't actually do this investigation. I supervised an organization that did 
it, is a knowledge about how these cases are handled in the counterespionage world. 
That's the world where mishandling of classified information is investigated. And so 
we have a 50 year history of knowing what will the Department of Justice prosecute? 
 
They'll prosecute cases like David Petraeus'. But they're very unlikely to prosecute a 
case unless you can show the person, like Petraeus, clearly knew they were doing 
something they shouldn't do. There's evidence of obstruction of justice or disloyalty to 
the United States, spy-- indications. 
 



But without those, sloppiness, even extreme sloppiness, is handled through 
administrative discipline. Somebody is not prosecuted. And I've gone through 50 
years of cases. I don't know of a case where anyone has ever been prosecuted for just 
being careless, even extremely careless. And so when the case was open, we know 
that history. 
 
And so the investigators knew that, unless they found something that was a smoking 
gun, where someone told Secretary Clinton, "You know, you shouldn't be doing this," 
or where she acknowledged it or where somehow there's an indication of her 
obstructing justice, the case was unlikely to be prosecuted. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: One of the things that President Trump and his 
allies bring up is that at some point, her staff smashed Blackberries, also whitewashed 
the server? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. There was evidence that old Blackberries, after she was 
finished with them, they destroyed them, which I think a fair number of people do to 
make sure that if it's resold, someone doesn't end up with your information. And that 
after they produced information back to the d-- to the Department of State, they used-- 
a software program to clean the server to make sure there was nothing on it, or clean 
laptops to make sure there's nothing on them. 
 
They did that. But as investigators, our question is, when they did that, are they trying 
to obstruct justice in some ways? And we could never establish, develop the evidence-
- evidence is a different thing from what people say. Evidence that anybody who did 
that did it with a corrupt intent. And most importantly, any indication that Secretary 
Clinton knew that was happening and knew that it was an effort to obstruct justice. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You did know from the start that this case was 
going to be trouble for you. You tell of a scene with your deputy director? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. I knew this was a no-win situation, this case. America is in 
an unusually polarized state. We've just opened a criminal investigation of one of the 
people who will likely be candidate for president of the United States in the middle of 
that viciously partisan atmosphere. One half of the partisan divide is going to be angry 
at us no matter what we do. 
 
Of course, at the time, I had no idea that I could make both halves angry at us, but 
we'll come to that later. But the deputy director who was a great deputy director and a 
longtime special agent, looked at me and said, "You know you're totally screwed, 
right?" And I smiled. And I said, "Yup. Nobody gets out alive." And, of course, it was 
gallows humor. And it was funny because it was an actual gallows. 
 
If we decide there is no criminal case there and we recommend no prosecution, the 
Republicans will be screaming that we let, you know, the greatest crime go since the 
Rosenbergs were executed for selling our nuclear secrets. And if we prosecute her, the 



Democrats will scream that we're just doing it out of some sort of partisan bias 
because I'm a former Republican appointee and so the system is rigged against Hillary 
Clinton. Either way, we were going to be attacked. 
 
And this may sound strange, that's kind of freeing. If you know you're totally screwed 
and you know that people are going to be angry at you no matter what you do, y-- you 
can't do anything about it. And so you just put your f-- head down and you do your 
job. And you let the facts and the law decide what you should do. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: First big controversy comes up-- late that summer, 
September, 2015. You have a meeting with the attorney general Loretta Lynch 
because you've decided to say publicly there is a criminal investigation-- of Hillary 
Clinton, which many considered a break with precedent? 
 
Comey describes how Loretta Lynch's credibility gap propelled him into Clinton 
email 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, it was not a break with precedent, but y-- you're right. In the 
late summer after the investigation had been opened for three months and the whole 
world was talking about it, 'cause you remember, it began with a public referral from 
the inspector general. So the candidates were talking about it. Congress was talking 
about it. The people we were out there interviewing were talking about it. 
 
I went to the attorney general and said, "You and I are both going to have public 
events coming in the next--" I think it was a few days later. "Do you think it's time to 
do what the Department of Justice policy permits, in the appropriate case where 
there's a public interest that justifies it, confirming that you have an investigation?" 
And she agreed. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: She-- but-- she agreed. But you write that she didn't 
want to call it an investigation? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's right. She agreed. Loretta Lynch I had a great relationship 
with and still have a lot of respect for. And she said, "I agree. But call it a matter." 
And I said, "Why would I do that?" And she said, "Just call it a matter." And I didn't 
know exactly why she was doing that, but I decided in that moment that the whole 
world would miss the distinction between investigation and matter. And so I dropped 
it at that point. At my press event, I said-- used the term matter, and I was right, the 
press missed it and said we'd confirmed an investigation. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did-- did you think she was doing that to protect 
Hillary Clinton? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I didn't know. It worried me. It gave me an uncomfortable feeling 
because the Clinton campaign, since the matter had come in, the investigation had 
started in July, had been trying to come up with other words to describe it. They had 
used "Review" I think, "Security referral," things like that. And it did worry me that 



the attorney general's direction was tracking that effort to avoid using the word 
"investigation." And so, to be honest, it gave me a bad feeling. And maybe I should've 
pushed harder in the moment. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Yeah, did you push her on it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I didn't because I've known Loretta for a long time. We worked a 
case together in the early 1990s. And she's a very smart person. And if she'd had a 
reason that I couldn't see in Justice Department policy or something, she'da given it to 
me. But her answer, "Just do it," told me this is an order from the attorney general. So 
it's not improper, it's a little bit off axis from the actual facts. But people are going to 
miss the distinction. And so I'm not going to fight this new attorney general. This is 
not going to be our first battle. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You think you should have? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I probably should have. Given that I respect Loretta, I 
probably should've pushed harder in the moment. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The investigation proceeds. And your initial 
instinct-- is confirmed by the investigation. So that by-- I guess it is by spring, 2016, 
you're pretty clear you're not going to prosecute-- Hillary Clinton. And you say you 
took one weekend, I think it was in May, 2016, and began to draft-- a statement 
explaining the decision. Again, President Trump looks at that and says you were 
"Writing the r-- the conclusion even before you interviewed Hillary Clinton. That is 
just wrong." 
 
Comey says his assumption Clinton would win was 'a factor' in the email 
investigation 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I've heard that an awful lot, not just from President Trump, 
but from a lot of former prosecutors and former government people saying, "This 
shows that you had prejudged the matter." Here's my reaction. And the reason I smile 
a little bit is anybody who's actually done investigations knows that if you've been 
investigating something for almost a year and you don't have a general sense of where 
it's likely to end up, you should be fired because you're incompetent. 
 
If you've been investigating for a year, you know that, unless things change, we're 
going to head in this direction. Prosecutors and investigators all the time draft 
indictments before they finish the investigation. Their mind is open that if they find 
something that changes their view, they won't bring an indictment. But they know 
where it's headed after a year of investigation. Same thing here. 
 
We had looked all around and scrubbed thousands and thousands and thousands of 
Hillary Clinton's emails. We had a very clear picture after nine or ten months of 
investigation of this case. Our mind was open to a couple of facts. Maybe something 
will change in the final month of the investigation. Or maybe she'll lie to us during the 



intОrviОw, which is a wholО ‘nothОr kОttlО oП Пish. Or maybО wО'll need to do 
additional investigation. 
 
But after nine or ten months of investigating, it looked like on the current course and 
speed, this is going to end without charges. And so what will we do? Smart people, 
competent people plan ahead. If you're going to charge, you plan ahead. If you're not 
going to charge, you plan ahead. And the hard part about this investigation was going 
to be not charging because the Obama Justice Department could bring charges against 
Hillary Clinton without claim of bias, political bias, because they're Democrats. 
 
What would be hard for the Obama Justice Department for a bunch of reasons is not 
to bring charges about Hillary Clinton. That will be hard to do without jeopardizing 
the reputation of the institutions of justice. So it required thought to think about, "So 
how will we end this in a way that maximizes confidence that we did it in the right 
way, that the system was not rigged?" So that's what I'm doing in the beginning of 
May, is trying to think through, "So how will this end if it continues on this course 
that it's on now?" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And to those who say you should've brought 
Hillary Clinton before a grand jury? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Look, I understand why people ask that. We would actually prefer-
- most people haven't been in front of a grand jury. We would prefer with a subject of 
an investigation to do an informal interview. Lot more flexibility there. You can bring 
a lot more people and have a lot more people involved in the questioning. And it 
offers us an opportunity in a less formal setting to poke at someone. They're still 
required to tell the truth. That's another thing that gets lost-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Well, President Trump says you should've put her 
under oath. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. President Trump's not-- I'm-- I'm sure his lawyers, given his 
situation, are focusing him on this. It's still a crime to lie to the F.B.I. and federal 
prosecutors, whether or not you're under oath. It doesn't matter. If you knowingly tell 
a false statement to the F.B.I., as Martha Stewart did, as David Petraeus did, as so 
many others have, you will be prosecuted for it. It doesn't matter whether you're under 
oath or not. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You interview Hillary Clinton I guess it was July 
2nd-- 2016. But actually, you're not there? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No 'cause I'm the dir-- at that point, the director of the F.B.I. Only 
on TV is the director jumping out of helicopters and conducting interviews. My job is 
to make the final decisions. The pros will do the interview, the agents who had 
actually been investigating her and crawling all around her life for a year. And that's 
the way it should be. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And after the interview, what did you learn? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Spent a lotta time on the phone with the team that afternoon and 
learned that we didn't find anything, the team didn't, that changed their view of the 
case. That this was a case that the Department of Justice would never prosecute. And, 
most importantly, they didn't want to do additional investigation. 
 
There was nothing she said that they believed we could prove was false. And there 
was nothing else they needed to run down to see if she was testifying to us falsely. 
And so the view of the team was, "We're done here. Our view of this case is firm. No 
prosecutor would prosecute this case." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So if no prosecutor would prosecute this case, why 
not put out a one line statement, "We decline to prosecute"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. It's a great question and a reasonable question. And the 
reason I thought that would be inappropriate is the faith and confidence of the 
American people in the Department of Justice and the F.B.I. are at the core of those 
organizations. If they're not believed to be honest, independent and competent, they're 
done. 
 
If you issue a one liner from the Obama Justice Department about one of the two 
candidates for president of the United States, in this case the Democratic nominee for 
president of the United States, and say, "We're done here," in the absence of any kind 
of transparency, corrosive doubt creeps in that the system is rigged somehow. And so 
my view was-- and this is a longstanding practice of the Department of Justice, that in 
rare cases, you should offer transparency so the American people can take a look at 
what you did and know that it was done in an honest, competent, independent way. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The Department of Justice, but not the F.B.I. 
director? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's right. What was unusual about this, in fact unprecedented in 
my experience, is that I decided it was important that I speak separately from the 
attorney general. In the-- in the ordinary case, what we'd do is what I said publicly, 
we'd have sent that to the Department of Justice. And the attorney general could 
announce it in any way the attorney general chose. 
 
What was different here is I decided, given some things that had happened, that to 
protect the institutions, we actually had to step away from the Department of Justice 
and tell the American people, "Look, here's what we did. Here's what we found. 
Here's what we think. You can count on the fact this was done in an apolitical way. 
Your organization of justice acted the way you'd want it to be. And that if I'd done the 
normal thing, that wouldn't have happened and the institutions would've been 
damaged." 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Your critics say this is where your ego got the best 
of you. This was your original sin? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I hear that. And, look, there's always a risk that I'm blind to 
how I'm acting. I don't think so. I knew this would be terrible for me personally. So if 
it was about ego, why would I step out in front of the organization and get shot a 
thousand times? 
 
I actually thought, as bad as this'll be for me personally, this is my obligation, to 
protect the F.B.I. and the Justice Department. Given all that had gone on, the attorney 
general of the United States could not credibly announce this result. And if she did, it 
would do corrosive damage to the institutions of justice. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Dig into that. Why could the attorney general not 
credibly announce the results of this investigation? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, for a bunch of reasons. And it sort of built over the course of 
the investigation. First of all, we had the problem that President Obama had twice 
publicly basically said, "There's no there, there." In an interview with-- on Fox, an 
interview on 60 Minutes I think, both times he said that. So that's his Justice 
Department. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did that surprise you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It really did surprise me. He's a very smart man and a lawyer. And 
so it surprised me. He shouldn't have done it. It was inappropriate-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you think he was trying to color the case? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I don't think so. He didn't have any insight into the 
case, at least as far as I know, more than anybody reading the newspaper did, which 
was zero 'cause there were no leaks. I think he felt a pressure in the political 
environment because he wanted Hillary Clinton to be elected, to give her a shot in the 
arm. And so he spoke about an investigation. And he shouldn't have done that. But 
that, as you can imagine, created this drumbeat that the Obama Justice Department, 
the fix is in because the president has told them what result they should reach. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So that's one reason that the Justice Department is 
compromised. What's reason number two? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Reason number two. And I have to talk about it very carefully. 
Classified information came into the possession of the U.S. intelligence community in 
the early part of 2016 that indicated there was material out there that raised the 
question of whether Loretta Lynch was controlling me and the F.B.I. and keeping the 
Clinton campaign informed about our investigation. 



 
Now, I don't believe that. And I don't believe that's true. But there was material that I 
knew someday, when it's declassified, and I thought that would be decades in the 
future, would cause historians to wonder, "Hmm, was there some strange business 
going on there? Was Loretta Lynch somehow in -- carrying water for the campaign 
and controlling what the F.B.I. did?" 
 
Loretta Lynch, the former attorney general, could not credibly take the lead on 
announcements about the Clinton email investigation, Comey told ABC News George 
Stephanopoulos.Play 
Lynch lacked credibility to announce details of Clinton inquiry: Comey 
Again, it wasn't true. But there was material that would allow that to come out 
someday in the long future when it's declassified. That all changed when someday, in 
my mind, became maybe tomorrow. That was in the middle of June, when the Russian 
government, using some fronts, started dumping stolen material that had been hacked 
from organizations associated with the Democratic party in the United States. And all 
of a sudden, it dawned on me that that someday decades from now when this material 
comes out actually may be now, tomorrow. And again, even though I didn't believe it, 
the material was real. Whether what it said was true or not, I didn't know. But it would 
allow people, partisans and even people who were partisans, to strongly argue that 
something was wrong with the way the investigation-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you investigate it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: We did. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what did you find? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Found no indication that it was true. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Boy. So-- so-- so you find no indication this is true. 
And yet-- you write that this is the reason you went out on your own-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: One of the reasons. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: One of the reasons. Doesn't that cast a cloud over 
the attorney general, an unjustified cloud over the attorney general? 
 
JAMES COMEY: In a way, yeah. I mean, I like Loretta. As I said, I respect her even 
today. And so in a way, it's unfair to her. But when you're in the business of running a 
Justice Department institution, what people think matters. Public faith and confidence 
is everything to the Justice Department. 
 
And so whether or not it was true, the fact that it would be out there and allow people 
to argue that something terrible was going on in this investigation cut in favor of more 
transparency. I'm not saying it's true. But because it will undermine confidence in our 



work, the way to react to that is show people your work. And again, Justice 
Department policy allows for this. What made it different was the separation between 
the F.B.I. and the Justice Department. Now, that-- of course, that material-- so-- I'm 
talking about it carefully because it's still classified, that was just one brick in the load. 
The-- the major brick in the load happened just before-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: H-- how-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: --the Clinton email-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --yeah, and I want to get to that-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: --entered. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --in a second. But I know you can't talk about it, 
but I've read about it. I think a lotta the country has read about it as well. These are 
emails or memos released by the Russians. The F.B.I. knows they're junk. How can 
you then allow that to influence this decision? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, that's tricky for me 'cause-- 'cause the F.B.I.'s told me that I 
have to be very careful speaking about this 'cause it's still classified. What I can say is 
the material is legitimate. It-- it is real. The content is real. Now, whether the content 
is true is a different question. And again, to my mind, I believed it was not true. 
 
I-- I didn't see any indication that Loretta Lynch was trying to cover this investigation 
for the Clinton campaign or direct me in any way. She stayed away from it as far as I 
could tell. But the point of it is I knew there was material that might hit the public 
square any moment, that would allow people to argue powerfully that there was 
monkey business going on-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But then wouldn't-- your obligation then be you get 
up and say, "No, there's no monkey business. I know that. I've investigated it. I've 
looked into it. It's not true"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, sure, if I could do that, given the rules of classified 
information, but I couldn't. But what I could do instead is offer unusual transparency 
to the American people about the investigation. Tell them, "Here's what we did, here's 
what we found, here's what we think about it. You can trust us because we're showing 
you our work." Again, which Department of Justice policy permits in an unusual case. 
 
And so, it was frustrating. I'm sure it's frustrating to Loretta Lynch that-- that this 
material was out there. But it-- to my mind, it added to the case that we need to do 
something unusual to offer the American people transparency. And then the capper 
happened at the end of June. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Yeah, I want to get to that in one second. One final 
point on this. The New York Times quoted former dus-- Department of Justice 
officials saying, "The F.B.I. never uncovered evidence tying Ms. Lynch and the 
document's author and are convinced that Mr. Comey wanted an exers-- wanted an 
excuse to put himself in the spotlight." 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Look, I-- I understand why people say that. That's just not 
true. I'm telling you how we evaluated the information. We didn't have any reason to 
believe that what the document said was accurate. That is, that Loretta Lynch was a 
channel to the Clinton campaign and controlling us. But there's no doubt that it 
would've allowed people to argue strongly that that was the case. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Di-- d-- did you tell-- Congressional officials in a 
classified setting that this was not true? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That what was not true? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That thi-- that this information was not true? That 
you'd investigated, looked into it and it was not-- it was-- it was not valid? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I c-- I can't say what I said in a classified setting, so let's set 
that aside. I can tell you right now-- we looked into it and found no evidence to 
support its truth. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Third brick. The tarmac meeting. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, the biggest brick of all. Loretta Lynch and Bill Clinton had a 
conversation on an F.B.I. plane which transported the attorney general in Phoenix in 
late June. And I didn't pay much attention to it. I saw news accounts of it early on. 
And it quickly blossomed into a very big deal the last week of June. 
 
I don't know what they talked about. I credit Loretta Lynch 'cause I think she's an 
honest person, saying, "We talked about grandchildren and other things." I find it hard 
to believe that Bill Clinton would've tried to obstruct justice by walking across the 
tarmac in front of-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Kind of public. 
 
JAMES COMEY: --in front of a bunch of F.B.I. agents up the s-- up the stairs and 
onto an F.B.I. plane. And so, look, I-- I credit Loretta's account that-- what they talked 
about. I think she's telling the truth about that. But again, the confidence of people that 
the system is working in a fair way, that Lady Justice has kept her blindfold on, 
matters. 
 
And so what happened the last week of June is a big storm blew up about what was 
going on there. And the attorney general did something that, to my mind, was strange. 



At the end of that week-- so I think Friday, July the 1st, she put out a public statement 
which I didn't know was coming, saying, "I'm not going to remove myself from the 
investigation." "Recuse" is the official word. "I'm not going to step outta the 
investigation. But I will accept Jim Comey's recommendation and that of the career 
prosecutors." And at that moment, I decided I have to step-- as much as I like her, I 
have to step away from her and show the American people the F.B.I.'s work 
separately. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Wasn't there another route? Couldn't you have just 
gone to her privately, personally and said, "You've gotta recuse. You've gotta get out 
of this completely"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Maybe. But she's my boss, one. Two, w-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You've stood up to bosses before. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, yeah, yeah. And so that's why there's a two. Two, she 
announced publicly what she was doing before talking to me. And so I really didn't 
think there was a prospect that, having announced publicly, she would accept my 
recommendation and that of the career prosecutors, that I would be able to convince 
her to recuse. 
 
Now, what I did think about was, "Should I call for the appointment of a special 
prosecutor?" Someone outside the normal chain of command who can then take our 
work and announce it separately from-- so I don't have to do this, can do it separately 
from me. And I decided that would be brutally unfair to the subject of the 
investigation, Hillary Clinton. And that's not a political judgment, that's an ethical 
judgment. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: No, but there's a third route. You-- you-- you push 
her to recuse and then it goes through the normal Justice Department channels. The 
deputy AG, Sally Yates, makes the decision, makes the announcement? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Sure, maybe. Maybe. And-- and I-- I suppose a reasonable person 
might have done that. But my judgment was she's just announced publicly that she's 
not going to recuse herself. And she'll accept my recommendation that of the career 
prosecutors. And so what more is there to do at that point? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Well, you make the decision to make a public 
statement-- July 5th. Take us inside your head. Tell us what you were thinking. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, my goal was to try to offer as much transparency as I could, 
consistent with the law and policy, to the American people, with the goal of 
convincing them, first of all, that we're not on anybody's side. We're not on the 
Democrat side or the Republican side. That we did this in a competent way, an honest 
way, an independent way. 



 
James Comey says Robert Mueller is 'not on anybody's side' 
And there's no there, there. That no reasonable prosecutor would prosecute this case. 
And you can rely upon that 'cause we did this well and in an apolitical way. And so 
we crafted a statement that we worked on endlessly to get it right. And I decided that I 
would read it, say it out loud, so that people could hear the tone in my voice. But that 
I wouldn't take any questions. And that was the goal, to give a report to the American 
people and then step away from it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You even thought about the tie you'd wear that 
day? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I did. We're in such-- we're still in such a vicious partisan time. I 
don't know whether folks notice this, but in Washington Democrats tend to wear blue-
- men tend to wear blue ties. Republicans tend to wear red ties. And so I chose a gold 
tie that morning 'cause I didn't want to wear either of the normal gang colors. 
 
Which seems crazy that I have to think about that, but given the times we were 
operating in and we're still in, I was hoping the American people would see us as apart 
from this craziness. That these are people I can trust. And part of that was not just the 
way I dressed. But by offering them a lot of information. Sh-- let me show you my 
work so you can understand we did this in the way you would want us to do it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Your critics say you offered way too much 
information. The way they put it, "Listen, in the F.B.I. we simply do not bloody up 
people we choose not to prosecute." 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, and I get that. Look, that's fair criticism. But here-- here's my 
response to it. The Department of Justice has long done that in the appropriate case, 
where it's necessary to the credibility of the work. There was controversy for the first 
couple years of my time as director over whether the IRS had targeted Tea Party 
groups. 
 
And the Department of Justice and the F.B.I. did a criminal investigation and in a 
detailed report that was public as to what we had done-- the department did this, they 
criticized people but said no criminal case was warranted. This is just consistent with 
that practice. What I'd ask those people is would the work really have been credible if 
I wasn't honest? That-- that Hillary Clinton's c-- conduct on that personal email server 
was extremely careless. It just was. And if I wasn't honest about that, how am I 
achieving the goal of showing the American people this is your justice system 
working in the right way? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Y-- you-- you cited her for extreme carelessness. In 
an original draft of your statement-- the words, "Gross negligence" were there instead 
of "Extreme carelessness." And-- and President Trump's allies say that's a sign that 
you personally went easy on her. 



 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't. All these allies who think I went easy on her have a 
hard time explaining so why did I do what I did in October, but I'll stay in July. I 
wasn't trying to go easy on her or hard on her. I was trying to be honest and clear with 
the American people. What she did was really sloppy. 
 
Comey admits 'mistakes' in describing Clinton's 'really sloppy' handling of info 
The former FBI director said Hillary Clintons email use were out of the ordinary, but 
not something anybody would prosecute.Play 
Comey: Clinton's actions with the email server were 'really sloppy' 
Not-- you know, there's all the time people mishandle a classified document or maybe 
have one conversation on email that they shouldn't. This was over the course of four 
years, dozens of conversations on email about secret topics. And I think eight about 
top secret topics. So this is more than just ordinary sloppiness. 
 
So if I'm going to be honest, I have to say somehow it's more than ordinary 
sloppiness. So my first draft, which I wrote myself, said, "Gross negligence." It's a 
lawyer term. And the reason I used that term is I wanted to also explain that I don't 
mean that in the sense that a statute passed 100 years ago means it. And then my staff 
convinced me that that's just going to confuse all kinds of people, if you start talking 
about statutes and what the words mean. What's a colloquial way to explain it? And 
elsewhere in my statement I had said, "Extremely careless." And so they said, "Just 
use that." And so that's what I went with. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And to Hillary Clinton supporters, that sounded 
like you're accusing her of a crime even though you don't prosecute. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I get that. And then the other said saying, "You're admitting 
she committed a crime, you didn't prosecute her." The goal was-- and-- and one of the 
mistakes I made is I don't know what it would be. I should've worked harder to find a 
way to convey that it's more than just the ordinary mistake, but it's not criminal 
behavior, and find different words to-- to describe that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Even your family had some criticism of that press 
conference? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, they did. They did. God love them, they have criticism of 
nearly every press conference. But this one, their feedback was, "You Seacrested it, 
Dad," which I-- they explained to me was a reference to Ryan Seacrest, the TV host, 
who I guess will frequently say-- he's about to announce a result and then say, "But 
first, this commercial." And what they meant was I made people wait till the very end 
to say what the conclusion was we were reaching, when folks wanted to hear that at 
the beginning. 
 



And I actually think that's fair feedback. And I-- I think that's an example of my ego 
sneaking through. That-- that I thought I knew the best way to present this was not to 
give them the headline up front 'cause I thought then they won't listen to the rest of it-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You wanted people to listen. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. But-- I think I was wrong about that. In fact, I know I was 
wrong about that 'cause it led to a lotta confusion. "Where is he going?" And people 
thinking that I was somehow burying the lead for dramatic purposes or-- or 
something. So that feedback from my family, as usually is, was accurate. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And you also would not use the words, "Extreme 
carelessness" today? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I'd find some-- I don't know what it would be, sitting here. 
Find some other way to convey, 'cause I wanted to be honest and transparent. This 
wasn't your ordinary bureaucrat who just mishandles one document. This was 
something more than that. But not something that anybody would prosecute. 
 
And-- and that's one of the things about the criticism that drives me crazy. Nobody 
who has done counterespionage work would think this is a case that's been prosecute-- 
would be prosecuted, ever. And so I needed to find a way to both convey that and to 
capture that it was more than just ordinary carelessness. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But do you think that the F.B.I. would be in better 
shape today, the institution you love, would be in better shape today if you had simply 
put out that one line statement, "We decline to prosecute"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I've asked myself that a million times. It's hard-- 
hindsight is a wonderful thing. I'm not sure that it would have. And-- here's why I say 
that. Because we would've taken a tremendous amount of criticism for being fixed. 
The system fixed, no detail. And I still would've been dragged up to Capitol Hill all 
that summer to justify the F.B.I.'s work. 
 
And so surely, I would've said something about how we did the work. And so I-- I'd 
kinda be in the same place, except I'd be playing defense like a cornerback 
backpedaling. There'd be this tremendous hit the institution would take. I'd be trying 
to explain to people, "No, no, we did it in a good way. We did it in a good way." And 
none of it, by the way, would change what I faced in late October. Even if we'd just 
done the one liner, we'd still have the nightmare of late October. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Y-- you laid out a series of reasons that led you to 
do-- do the July press conference-- even going back to Loretta Lynch calling this a 
matter not an investigation. President Obama weighing in. The classified information 
about Loretta Lynch, the tarmac meeting. Can you assure people today-- can you 
assure them that the Obama Justice Department was not protecting Hillary Clinton? 



 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. And if there were people who were secretly trying to protect 
Hillary Clinton, we didn't know about it. The FBI drove this investigation and we did 
it in a competent and independent way. I would bet my life on that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: While this is all going on in July of 2016, the FBI 
also opens an investigation into the Trump campaign. Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well-- to be more clear, we opened an investigation into whether 
there were any Americans associated in any way with the Trump campaign who were 
working with Russia as part of Russia's effort to influence our election. And so in late 
July, the FBI got information that there was somebody who had had-- was a foreign 
policy advisor named Papadopoulos to the Trump campaign. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: George Papadopoulos. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Right, who had been talking to someone in London about getting 
dirt that the Russians had on Hillary Clinton as part of their effort to influence our 
campaign-- the-- our election. And the reason that was important was that was long 
before the-- there was any public indication that the Russians had material they were 
going to dump, which they started dumping in mid-June. 
 
And so we opened, our counterintelligence division, in late July, an investigation to 
try and figure out-- we know the Russians are trying to mess with our election. Are 
any Americans working with them, trying to help them? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You also had had your eye on Carter Page, who 
had also been working with the Trump campaign. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Correct. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what was your concern there? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Similarly, trying to figure out is he in any way coordinating with 
the Russians, as part of their effort to influence our-- our election? We hear the word 
"collusion" all the time. "Collusion" is not a word that's familiar to me from my work. 
The question is, is anybody conspiring or aiding and abetting, helping, the Russians 
accomplish their goal of interfering in the American election? That's what the 
counterintelligence investigation was about. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: S-- so what impact did the Steele-- the so-called 
Steele dossier have on the FBI investigation? Did that trigger the FBI investigation in 
any way? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. No, in fact, as I said, the information that triggered it was the 
Papadopoulos information that came in late July. The FBI didn't get any information 



that's part of the so-called Steele dossier, as I understand it, until after that. And so the 
investigation was triggered entirely separately from the Steele dossier. 
 
Comey says Trump asked if he could disprove salacious allegations in 'dossier' 
VIDEO: Comey says Trump asked him to investigate dossierPlay 
Comey says Trump asked him to investigate 'dossier' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So the FBI is investigating Russian interference in 
our campaign, and whether or not any individuals associated with President Trump 
are cooperating with that interference. What are you thinking then? As you see 
President Trump invite the Russians to release Hillary Clinton's emails, as you see 
him refuse to criticize Vladimir Putin? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I'm thinking the questions that we're asking ourselves, which is, is 
anybody-- is the Trump campaign in any way working directly with the Russians? Is 
there-- because the-- the fact that the president is calling for the release of the emails 
could cut both ways. 
 
You could argue it's an indication that they don't have a secret channel with the 
Russians, or you could argue it means they're in bed with the Russians and there must 
be connections that we can find. And so it was obviously of interest to us, but we 
already had the investigation underway. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And the refusal to criticize Vladimir Putin? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know what's behind that. I mean, that's-- that mystified me 
even after President Trump became president 'cause I discovered that he wouldn't 
criticize him even in private, which-- I can understand a president making a 
geopolitical decision that, "I ought not to criticize an adversary country's leader for 
some reason publicly." But I discovered President Trump wouldn't even do it 
privately, and I don't know why that is. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You first were briefed on the Steele dossier in 
August of 2015. What did you make of it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That it, at its core, was consistent with the other information we'd 
gathered during the intelligence investigation. That there was a massive Russian effort 
underway to interfere with our election with three goals: to dirty up the American 
democracy so it's not a shining light for others around the world; to hurt Hillary 
Clinton, who Vladimir Putin personally hated; and to help Donald Trump become 
elected president. 
 
Th-- those allegations are at the core of the Steele dossier, and we already knew that 
was true from totally separate information. And so at its core, it said something that 
was consistent with what we believed. It was coming from a credible source, someone 
with a track record, someone who was a credible and respected member of an allied 



intelligence service during his career. And so it was important that we try to 
understand it, and see what could we verify, what could we rule in or rule out? 
 
ComОy says hО bОliОvОs thО sourcО oП thО StООlО ‘НossiОr’ to bО 'crОНiblО' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you think it was a credible document? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, certainly the source was credible. There's no doubt that he 
had a network of sources and sub-sources in a position to report on these kinds of 
things. But we tend to approach these things with a bit of a blank slate, trying to figure 
out, "So what can we replicate?" This guy, who's credible, says these things are true. 
Okay. That means we should try and replicate that work to see if we can develop the 
same sources. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: A-- and at the time, did you know it had been 
financed at the beginning from President Trump's-- by President Trump's political 
opponents? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, I-- I was told at some point that it was-- the effort had 
originally been financed by a Republican source to develop-- material-- opposition 
research on Donald Trump. Then after the Republican nominating process ended, the 
effort was taken up and funded by a Democratic aligned group trying to get 
opposition research on Trump. I never knew which-- who the groups were, but I knew 
it started with Republicans paying for it and then Democrats were paying for it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And-- and all through August and September-- 
there's a great debate going on inside the Obama administration: What to reveal about 
Russia (SIC) was doing, what to reveal about your investigation. Describe that. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Not the second part. Y-- actually was not a hard question 
about whether to talk publicly about the fact that we'd opened in-- counterintelligence 
investigations on a small number of Americans because it was far too early. We didn't 
know what we had, and we didn't want to tip them off that we were looking at them. 
 
So consistent with our policy-- again, very different than the Hillary Clinton case, 
which began with a public referral. Everybody knew we were looking at her emails. 
So when we confirmed it three months later, there's no jeopardy at all to the 
investigation. 
 
This was very different. We did not want these Americans to know that we had reason 
to believe they might be working with the Russians 'cause we gotta run this down and 
investigate it. So actually what was debated was a different and harder question which 
is what should we tell the American people about the fact that the Russians are 
messing with our election? 
 
Trying to hurt our democracy, hurt Hillary Clinton and help Donald Trump. What 
should we do about that? And one of the options debated was should we inoculate the 



American people in some way by telling them, "The Russians are trying to mess with 
you. You should know that so you can take that into account when you see news or 
see particular approaches to things." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: W-- we-- we know that-- there were s-- there were 
strong objections in-- by Republicans in the Senate to being public about this. But at 
one point, you actually volunteered to put it all on paper? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah-- I think it was in August, I volunteered that-- that I would 
be-- I remember saying that I'm a little bit tired of being the independent voice on 
things, after the beating I'd taken after the July 5th announcement. But I said in a 
meeting with the president, "I'm willing to be the voice on this and help inoculate the 
American people. 
 
But I also recognize why this is such a hard question, because if you announce that the 
Russians are trying to mess with our election, do you accomplish their goal for them? 
Do you undermine confidence in our election by having the president of the United 
States, or one of his senior people, say this publicly? 
 
Will the Russians be happy that you did that?" And so I-- I wrote an op-ed, was going 
to go in a major newspaper that laid out what was going on. Not the investigation, 
'cause that was too sensitive to reveal, but that, "The Russians are here and they're 
screwing with us. And this is consistent with what they've done in the past," and they 
never took me up on it. The Obama administration deliberated until the beginning of 
October. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And-- and one of the things you write that was 
influencing the president and his administration was the assumption that Hillary 
Clinton would win. 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think so. In fact, I heard the president say, as-- as I recount in the 
book, "Putin backed the wrong horse." That is, all of us were operating in a world 
where the polls were showing that Donald Trump had no chance. So I think what the 
president meant by that was the Russian effort is wasted, and so why should we help 
them by announcing what they're doing when their work is not going to achieve their 
goal? 
 
Comey says everyone – himself included – thought Clinton would win 2016 election 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And it would give people reason to question the 
outcome of the election. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Right. Donald Trump was already saying, "If I lose, that means the 
system is rigged." And so if the Obama administration comes out saying, "The 
Russians are trying to help elect Donald Trump," that walks right into his narrative 
that's, "See, I told ya," that the whole system is fixed and you can't trust the American 
democratic process. And the Russians would have accomplished their goal. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Eventually the-- administration does announce-- 
that they've found that Russia is interfering-- yet, and this is-- this confounds me. I-- 
I'm-- I'm puzzled by this. Yet, when they decide to come out with a joint statement of 
the intelligence committees, you as the FBI director refused to sign it. Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Because of the way we approach action in the run-up to an 
election. The-- it's not written down, despite what you might have heard, but there's an 
important norm that I've lived my whole government career-- obeying. If you can 
avoid it, you should not take any action in the run-up to an election that could have an 
impact on the election. 
 
By that, I mean the FBI or the Department of Justice. And so we were being asked, in 
October, to sign onto a statement that says, "The Russians are messing with our 
election." In my view and the view of the FBI leadership was it's too late. And we can 
avoid action here. 
 
Because the goal's already been accomplished. The American people already know 
this because lots of government officials have been on background talking to the press 
about this, members of Congress have been talking about it, the candidates are talking 
about it. So the inoculation has already been achieved, and it's October. So we can 
avoid action here consistent with our policy that, whenever possible, we try and avoid 
action. So we won't sign this. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But doesn't that undercut the weight of the 
statement? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't think so. I mean, coming from the director of National 
Intelligence, I don't think anybody noticed at the time that the FBI wasn't on the 
statement. It was the secondly of Homeland Security, and the director of National 
Intelligence, my boss. I reported to the attorney general and the director of National 
Intelligence. 
 
And so I don't think it un-- undercut the statement. But it allowed us to be consistent 
with our standard which is, if possible, we should avoid action in the run-up to an 
election that might have an impact. Here, it is possible because the goal's been 
achieved already. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did anybody try to convince you to sign it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think I was asked to sign it-- by the director of National 
Intelligence, Jim Clapper. And I think I explained why-- I thought the FBI shouldn't 
sign up at this point. I don't remember any pushback on that. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: At the same time, the Hillary Clinton email 
investigation comes back. When did you first know you were going to have to deal 
with this again? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Really, October 27th. Somebody earlier in October, the b-- in the 
beginning of October sometime, mentioned to me that there may be a connection 
between emails found on Anthony Weiner's laptop and the Clinton email 
investigation. I don't remember. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Was this Andrew McCabe? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think it was Andy McCabe, but I'm not certain. I didn't store that 
in any prominent place in my brain 'cause how could that possibly be true? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But how could that not be something you 
remember? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's a great question. I think the answer is because how could 
that possibly be true? How could there be a connection between Anthony Weiner's 
laptop and Hillary Clinton's emails? And so I think it was sort of a passing comment 
to me, and I'm sure I stored it away thinking, "Okay, well, that doesn't make any 
sense, but I'm sure they'll tell me if it does." And they did. They c-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: It's l-- it's led your critics to say that the FBI, for 
several weeks, sat on the knowledge that they had several thousand Hillary Clinton 
emails. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, more than several thousand, hundreds-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Hundreds of thousands. 
 
JAMES COMEY: --of thousands on Anthony Weiner's laptop. And I don't know the 
answer to that criticism. I don't know whether the Bureau team could have moved 
faster to-- to bring it to me for a decision. All I know is that they did bring it to me on 
the morning of October 27th. And so, there's an inspector general investigation going 
on-- about our work on that investigation. I'm sure they'll say, which I think is great. 
But I don't know the answer to that now-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So th-- and-- and-- and-- and to be clear, between 
that first mention and October 27th, you didn't hear anything about Hillary Clinton's-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --emails? 
 



JAMES COMEY: --remember hearing anything else about it until I walked into a 
conference room early in the morning on October 27th. So we're now less than two 
weeks from the election. The deputy director emailed me at about 5:30 in the morning 
and said, "The midyear team," which was the code name for the Clinton email 
investigation, "needs to meet with you." 
 
And it's unusual to email me at 5:30 in the morning. And so I m-- arranged to meet 
with the team. And I walked in with a stupid smile on my face, I think, and said, "The 
band is back together." 'Cause they were sitting in the same seats they'd sat in so many 
times. 
 
And I didn't smile again for a long time like that-- after that. And what they told me 
was, "We have found, for reasons we can't explain, hundreds of thousands of Hillary 
Clinton's emails on Anthony Weiner's laptop. And something much more important 
than that. Thousands of emails from Hillary Clinton's Blackberry domain." 
 
She used a Blackberry for the first three months or so of her tenure as secretary of 
State before setting up the personal server in the basement. And the reason that 
matters so much is, if there was gonna be a smoking gun, where Hillary Clinton was 
told, "Don't do this," or, "This is improper," it's highly likely to be at the beginning. 
 
And we never found those emails. And so now they're telling me, "For reasons we 
can't explain, thousands of those Blackberry emails are on Anthony Weiner's laptop." 
And so I saiН, "Okay. WО Рotta Рo РОt ‘Оm. How Пast can you rОviОw thОsО?" AnН thО 
answer was, "We can't possibly finish before the election because we have to read 
tens of thousands of emails. 
 
We can't ask recruits to come in and review them because you have to know the 
context." And so I'm sitting there on the morning of October 27th, they're telling me 
there's material that may change the conclusion in this case. We all agree, including 
the Department of Justice, we've gotta get a search warrant to go get these. 
 
And then the question for me now is, "So what do we do now?" Remember the-- the 
standard is, the norm is, "If you can avoid it, you take no action that might have an 
impact on an election." And I'm sitting there, on the morning of October 27th, and I 
can't see a door that's labeled, "No action here." I can only see two doors, and they're 
both actions. One says, "Speak," the other says, "Conceal"-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Well, no. You-- you c-- you could you f-- try to 
find out first whether or not they were indeed relevant. Whether they-- there was 
evidence there of a crime. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, maybe. And maybe another director might have done that. 
My view is that would be a potentially deeply irresponsible and dangerous thing to do, 
to gamble-- remember, the team is telling you, "We cannot evaluate this material 
before the election." 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But we don't know what's in it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, we know there are hundreds of thousands of Hillary Clinton's 
emails there, including Blackberry emails. And so there is reason to believe that this is 
evidence in our case, and may change the result. And so maybe what you do is 
gamble and say, "I'll be quiet about it," but that comes back to my doors. 
 
That's an affirmative act of concealment, right? Because I've told Congress and the 
American people-- the whole point of July 5th was transparency. "Look, American 
people, what we've done. We did it carefully, we did it well. There's no there there. 
 
You can take that to the bank. You can rely on the FBI. We're done. Everybody can 
get on with their lives." It's October 27th, that's not true anymore, in potentially a 
huge way. So you could speak about it, or you could not speak about it. But the not 
speaking about it is an action. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Senior Justice officials weren't convinced that you 
actually had an obligation to tell Congress that at that time. What was their argument, 
what was your response? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Their argument was that it was not consistent with our policy, and 
that we don't normally comment on investigations, all of which I agree with. And that 
they would advise against it. Actually never spoke to me about it personally. I had my 
chief of staff call over to the leadership's chief of s-- staffs of th-- the attorney general 
and the deputy and say, "The director thinks that is between speaking and concealing. 
 
Speaking is really bad; concealing is catastrophic. If you conceal the fact that you 
have restarted the Hillary Clinton email investigation, not in some silly way but in a 
very, very important way that may lead to a different conclusion, what will happen to 
the institutions of justice when that comes out? 
 
Especially, given the world we're operating in, when Hillary Clinton's elected 
president? She'll be an illegitimate president, but these organizations will never 
recover from that. You hid from the American people something you knew gave the 
lie to what you told them in Congress repeatedly. And so the director thinks that we 
have to speak. And he would be happy to talk to you about it. Let him know." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Even though you didn't know what was in-- what 
was in those emails, you could have predicted what President Trump and his allies 
would do with it once you released this information. It's exactly what happened. 
Everyone says, "This must be significant. This must be real." 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I totally get that, and-- which is why we worked so hard. 
And although they didn't want to talk to me about the decision, the leadership of the 
Department of Justice did give input on what I should say to Congress. And the goal 



was to say as little as possible, because we didn't know, "Is this going to change our 
result or not?" 
 
But j-- of course I know what's going to happen. It's going to be distorted one way, 
just as if it-- when the later thing came out, it would be distorted the other way. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That concern, when it dealt with the classified 
information about Loretta Lynch, something you didn't believe but were worried 
about how it would be used, didn't seem to affect you here. Here you know that 
President Trump is going to say-- that candidate Trump at the time is going to say, 
"This proves everything I've been saying about Hillary Clinton is right." 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. And the question is so what do I do? Given that that's going 
to happen, what do I do? Does-- does that mean I conceal? And my judgment, and 
reasonable people can disagree about this-- my point is not to tell people-- "You 
should believe I'm right." But I want people to know where the decision came from. 
That's between speaking and concealing. It would destroy the Department of Justice 
and the FBI to conceal that information from the American people. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That's the judgment you made. Boy, you seem to 
be alone in that judgment. You look at previous attorney generals for President Bush, 
for President Ford, for President Obama, Justice Department officials for President 
Clinton; they all disagree with you. They say this crossed a line. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I've-- I've heard a lot of that. And in fact, all that was put 
together allegedly to be the reason for my firing. What I would hope is that they 
would, by reading the book, come with me to October 28th. Come with me, and sit 
there with me. 
 
Not knowing the future. And sit there with me, look at the doors I looked at, and tell 
me then what you would do. Tell me which you would pick? And th-- that's what I 
would, in my mind's eye, scream at the television. I wouldn't scream at the television, 
but I'd say, "Tell me what you would do. Tell me which door you would pick." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: They have a pretty clear answer. You say you don't 
break with longstanding Justice Department norms, you don't reveal information like 
this? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Okay. And so that means-- and first of all, the Justice 
Department norms allow you, in appropriate cases, to comment on an investigation, to 
comment on the facts you found in an investigation, all the things we talk-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But there's no-- there's-- there's no precedent for-- 
putting out information like this at the end of a campaign? 
 



JAMES COMEY: Oh, I've never heard of it before. I-- I-- as I say in the book, I-- I 
think I did it the way that it should have been done. I'm-- I'm not certain of that. Other 
people might have had a different view. I pray to God no future FBI director ever has 
to find out. 
 
I-- I hope so much this is just a 500-year flood we never see again. We have the FBI's 
criminally investigating one of the two candidates for president of the United States 
during the campaign. And-- and just over a week before the election, we find on 
Anthony Weiner's laptop-- and by the way, I-- I know this is obvious, but I didn't put 
the emails on Anthony Weiner's laptop. 
 
Right? I would so much rather Anthony Weiner had never had a laptop. I'd rather 
never have heard about this situation. But a week or so before the election, we find 
material on Anthony Weiner's laptop that may change the result, including the missing 
Blackberry emails. 
 
My question for all those op-ed pieces is, "So what do you do?" And maybe you 
would choose conceal, but you gotta explain to me why and how you think ab-- again, 
not with the benefit of hindsight. But how you think about the damage to the 
institutions-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: We just don't get involved two weeks before an 
election. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Right. To my mind, that is a narrow way to answer that question 
without considering the damage to the institutions you lead. I mean, "We don't get 
involved." We get involved if it is the least bad option, right? That's a terrible option, 
to speak. It made me sick to my stomach to speak. 
 
I've devoted my life in government to institutions that have no impact on elections. 
Speaking is going to have some impact, potentially. But concealing is going to destroy 
the institutions that I love. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Hillary Clinton's convinced that that letter defeated 
her. What do you say to her? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I hope not. I-- I don't know. I honestly don't know. I sure hope not. 
But-- the honest answer is, it wouldn't change the way I think about it. I mean, my 
hope-- I didn't write the book for this reason. But talking about leadership, it was 
important to tell the email story because it's me trying to figure out how to lead well. 
 
That people will read that story and try to put themselves in my shoes. Try to realize 
that I'm not trying to help a candidate or hurt a candidate; I'm trying to do the right 
thing. And you can come up with different conclusions. Reasonable people woulda 
chosen a different door for reasonable reasons. But it's just not fair to say we were 
doing it for some illegitimate reason. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If you knew that letter would elect Donald Trump, 
you'd still send it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I would. I would. In fact, that was a question asked by one of my 
best people-- a deputy general counsel in the FBI who is a very thoughtful and quiet 
person, who didn't speak a lot. And that-- that morning we were making that decision, 
she asked, "Should you consider that what you're about do to may help elect Donald 
Trump president?" 
 
And I paused, and then I said, "Thank you for asking that question. That's a great 
question. But the answer is not for a moment because down that path lies the death of 
the FBI as an independent force in American life. If I ever start considering whose 
political fortunes will be affected by a decision, we're done. We're no longer that 
group in America that is apart from the partisans, and that can be trusted. We're just 
another player in the-- in the tribal battle." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But-- but at some level, wasn't the decision to 
reveal influenced by your assumption that Hillary Clinton was going to win? And 
your concern that she wins, this comes out several weeks later, and then that's taken 
by her opponent as a sign that she's an illegitimate president? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It must have been. I don't remember consciously thinking about 
that, but it must have been. 'Cause I was operating in a world where Hillary Clinton 
was going to beat Donald Trump. And so I'm sure that it-- that it was a factor. Like I 
said, I don't remember spelling it out, but it had to have been. That-- that she's going 
to be elected president, and if I hide this from the American people, she'll be 
illegitimate the moment she's elected, the moment this comes out. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: An-- and doesn't that also explain, at some level, 
your decision to conceal the fact that you're investigating the Trump campaign for 
possible ties to Russia? You conceal it so you don't give him an excuse to say, "Hey, 
this thing is rigged." 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, no. Not with respect to the counterintelligence investigation 
of those small number of Americans. That-- that was actually not a hard call, given 
the sensitivity of the matter and that it was ongoing. We didn't want to tip anybody 
off. What-- you're right though, with respect to the decision by President Obama, as to 
how to talk about the Russian interference with the American people. 
 
I think it was-- I mean, he said it to me-- in that meeting I described, "Putin backed 
the wrong horse." He was clearly thinking, "I don't want to, given that Trump's going 
to lose, be-- look like I'm putting my finger on the scale." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You've said that a few times now. You think it's 
not a close call. Boy, your critics say this is a clear, clear, clear double standard. You 



revealed information about Hillary Clinton; you concealed information about Donald 
Trump. That elected Donald Trump. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I get that. I get that-- why they say that. But what I'd ask 
them to do is take a step back and stare at the two cases and the posture they were in. 
The Hillary Clinton email case, which began with a public referral, and so was public, 
th-- and we were actually investigating the candidate herself; and the 
counterintelligence investigations trying to figure out whether a small group of 
people, not Donald Trump-- we were not investigating Donald Trump. 
 
Whether this small group of Americans was coordinating anything with the Russians. 
We had just started the investigation. Didn't know whether we had anything. So it 
would have been brutally unfair to those people to talk about it. And it woulda 
jeopardized the investigation. 
 
As I said, the Department wouldn't agree to talk about that, and only in a general way, 
until the following March. So I hope those critics-- I get the initial reaction. It seems 
inconsistent. But if you take the time and look at the posture of the two cases, they're 
very, very different. And actually illustrate the rule that we're following. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If Attorney General Lynch had ordered you not to 
send the letter, would you have sent it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: No way? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No way. I-- I believe in the chain of command. I followed her 
instruction to call it a "matter," because she told me to call it a "matter." And I didn't 
believe it was unethical or illegal. And so, yes, I would have followed their 
instruction. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why do you think they didn't order you not to send 
it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I don't know. Part of me thinks-- given an encounter I 
had with Loretta after I sent it, that she may have understood what I was doing. And-- 
and so didn't want to be involved in the decision, didn't want to approve it, but didn't 
want to give me the instruction not to send it. Sorta let me take the hit for that. And I 
could be wrong about that, but-- but I think that's consistent with-- with-- an encounter 
I had with her privately. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did it feel like to be James Comey in the last 
ten days of that campaign after ya sent the letter? 
 



JAMES COMEY: It sucked. Yeah, it was-- it was a very painful period. Again, my 
whole life has been dedicated to institutions that work not to have an involvement in 
an election. I walked around vaguely sick to my stomach, feeling beaten down. I felt, 
when I went to the White House-- I don't want to spoil it for people, but there's a 
moviО callОН “ThО Sixth SОnsО” that I talk about in thО book whОrО BrucО Willis 
doesn't realize he's dead. 
 
That's the way I felt. I felt like I was totally alone, that everybody hated me. And that 
there wasn't a way out because it really was the right thing to do. And that-- that, in a 
way, I'm ruined. But that's what I have to do. I had to do it the way. 
 
Former FBI Director told ABC News George Stephanopoulos in an exclusive 
interview that felt he was ruined, but did what he had to do.Play 
Comey felt 'totally alone' after writing Clinton's emails letter 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And during that time, you actually talked about this 
encounter with Loretta Lynch. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, the Monday I sent the letter-- I learn about the emails, get 
briefed on the need for a search warrant on the 27th of October. We debated and 
debated and debated and decide on the 28th to send the letter. We had a regular 
meeting with Loretta on Monday, so that woulda been the 31st. 
 
And she emailed me the Sunday night before and said, "Hey, can I meet with you 
after our regular terrorism threat briefing on Monday morning?" Said, "Sure." And at 
the end of the meeting, she asked could she meet with me? Which of course we'd al-- 
I'd already agreed to meet. 
 
But our staffs were all there, and so they then knew the two of us were going to meet. 
And they all waited outside. And Loretta took me into an office in the FBI that's 
reserved for the attorney general, and I walked in first, and she walked in and closed 
the door and then turned and just walked towards me with her head down and her 
arms out. 
 
And I'm not a big hugger, but especially-- there was an awkward dis-- difference in 
our height, I guess as there is with me and most people. But she pressed her face 
against my chest and wrapped her arms around me and then I reached down, as I 
explain in the book, and kinda awkwardly hugged. 
 
And then we-- parted and she said, "I-- I thought you needed a hug." And she was 
right. I'm sure it showed on my face how beaten I felt. And then we sat down and she 
said, "How are you doing?" Loretta Lynch is a really good person and has known me 
a long time. 
 
She said, "How are you doing?" And I told her that I felt terrible, that I felt beaten, 
and-- but that I didn't see that I had a choice. And then she said something that floored 



me. She said, "Would they feel better if it leaked on November the 4th?" And my 
reaction was-- and I said to her, "Exactly, Loretta." 
 
And so, I don't know, was she telling me, "You've done the right thing?" And, in a 
way, hugging me because she feels badly I've taken this incredibly brutal hit? I don't 
know. But I interpreted that as, "First of all, I feel badly for you. And even if you 
hadn't made this decision, once you start going to get a search warrant for Anthony 
Weiner's laptop to look at hundreds of thousands of Hillary Clinton emails, it's likely 
to leak out anyway," she's telling me. 
 
And remember, the Department of Justice had thought, "We gotta go get a search 
warrant," in the week before the election. And so that's how I took it. Again, I-- I 
could be wrong about that, but that's how I took it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: One of the reasons it was-- you feared it was going 
to leak out is-- 'cause you were dealing with a rogue element of FBI agents and former 
FBI agents up in New York who were really pushing to get this out there. Were you 
aware of that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I knew that there were leaks coming-- or appeared to be leaks 
about criminal investigation of the Clintons coming out of New York. And I don't 
know exactly where that was coming from. I commissioned an investigation to find 
out. I don't know what the investigation found. 
 
But, yeah, I was worried about-- the-- the team that had done the investigation was in 
the counterintelligence division at headquarters, of the emails. And there were no 
leaks at all, very tight. But the criminal folks in New York were now involved in a 
major way, and I don't want to single anybody out 'cause I don't know where it was 
coming from. 
 
But there'd been enough up there that I thought there was a pretty reasonable 
likelihood that it would leak, and that's what Loretta was reflecting. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You had your-- your former boss, Rudy Giuliani, 
out there on television saying something big was coming. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, I saw that. And I don't know whether that was-- it's part of 
what I ordered investigated. I don't know whether that was part of a leak outta the-- 
FBI office in New York that knew about the search warrant. But that was my concern, 
that once you start seeking a search warrant, especially in a criminal case-- 
counterintelligence is different. 
 
They're so used to operating in a classified environment. They're much tighter. But 
once you start involving people whose tradition is criminal, and in New York which 
has a different culture, there is a reasonable likelihood it was going to get out anyway. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So were you gamed here by people who had 
political motives? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't think so. I mean, I-- I don't think anybody with political 
motives put hundreds of thousands of Hillary Clinton's emails on Anthony Weiner's 
laptop, for heaven sakes. And so I-- I don't think so. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Is one of the lessons here that, as hard as you tried 
to stay outta politics, it actually is unavoidable? That because you have to make 
political assumptions as ya-- as-- as you're closing in on an election, you're thrown 
into politics no matter which decision you make? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, I think that's right. And that-- that wasn't a new lesson. That 
was why Mark Giuliani said at the beginning, "You know you're totally screwed." The 
FBI's an independent organization, but it's operating in a very, very difficult partisan 
environment in the United States. 
 
And investigating one of the two candidates for president of the United States. That's 
what he meant, "You're totally screwed." And-- one of my kids-- I stayed off Twitter 
during that period of time. One of my kids shared with me a tweet that's become one 
of my favorites where someone said, "That Comey is such a political hack. 
 
I just can't figure out which party." And I took that as a compliment, but also an 
illustration of what I'm talking about. You're the FBI, you're supposed to be finding 
the facts. And you're finding the facts in a world where everybody's on a side, and 
can't possibly understand you're not on a side. And so you're inevitably going to get 
hammered from all points, and you're going to be involved in politics in some sense, 
because you're in the middle of it-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But does that-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: --trying to find out what's true. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --lead to the conclusion do what you're going to do, 
don't talk about it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, except that you're an institution that depends upon public 
trust. And so, again, those people who say, "You should have just closed the Clinton 
investigation without saying a word about it," I don't think you're thinking about the 
public trust in the institutions of justice, and the damage that would have done to 
people's faith and trust that the justice system is working. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But hasn't the public-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: It's the reason that you talk about cases-- again, cases of great 
interest you talk about all the time. It was really important that the Department of 



Justice put out a report about what happened in Ferguson, Missouri. An 80-some-page 
report. 
 
Now, they could have said, "We don't talk about our investigations," but folks wanted 
to know what happened in Ferguson, Missouri? For reasons I totally understand. And 
when you're the Justice Department, you've got to tell people, when you can, "This 
was done in the right way, and here's what you should know-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But aren't you concerned that that public trust has 
taken a hit because of the decisions you made? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, of course I am. Yeah, I've thought about it a lot. And I was 
going to say a million times. Probably haven't thought about it a million times, maybe 
a thousand or more, and asked myself, "So should I have done something 
differently?" And I think it's fair to say somebody else in my shoes might have done 
something differently. 
 
The honest answer is I screwed up a couple of things, but in the main, I think given 
what I knew at the time, these were the decisions that were best calculated to preserve 
the values of the institutions. It was terrible for me, terrible. But I still think it was the 
right thing to do. 
 
And my hope in this book is, not that people agree with me, y-- they may still walk 
outta this thinking I'm an idiot, but I'm an honest idiot. And I really was deliberative, 
and didn't do this alone. I had a team of very bright people who argued and fought and 
debated trying to figure out, "So what's the right thing to do?" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Your general counsel, I believe, thought you 
shouldn't release the letter, correct? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. There was o-- there was one senior executive who thought we 
shouldn't send the second letter, November the 8th, saying, "We have finished looking 
at these emails and it doesn't change our result." But other than that-- I mean, we 
debated a ton of different options. The senior team of the FBI, including the general 
counsel, thought we have to. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Election Day 2016. You didn't vote. 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I'm the director of the FBI. I'm trying to be outside of politics so 
intentionally tried not to follow it a lot. And that I shouldn't be choosing between the 
candidates. I'm trying to lead an institution that should be separate and other. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Were-- were you aware-- you say you try not to 
follow it, but you must have been aware of-- what the candidates were saying about 
the letter in those final ten days. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, I was. Yeah. Because, again, I'm leading an institution that 
public trust and confidence in that institution really matters. So I try to keep track of, 
"So what are-- what are folks saying about us and how we're conducting ourselves?" 
'Cause even though I was raised not to care what other people think, when you're the 
director of the FBI or the attorney general, you have to when it relates to the 
institution you lead. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And take us through that day. Where were you as 
the returns were coming in? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't even remember. I think I was home that day. Yeah, I think I 
was home that day, that night. 'Cause I think it was a fairly late evening. And I was 
surprised that Donald Trump was elected president, as I think most-- maybe Donald 
Trump was too, but as-- as a whole lotta people were. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what part of you is thinking, "I helped elect 
Donald Trump"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, no part of me, 'cause I don't know the answer to that. But a 
whole lot of me was thinking, "Oh my God, did we have some role in this? Did we 
have some impact on the election?" And it's an incredibly painful juxtaposition, but 
also thinking, "I really wouldn't-a done it any differently. 
 
God, I hope we had no impact. I hope we had no impact." But it-- I know-- I worry it 
sounds arrogant to say, but it-- it wouldn't change the result. It just makes it more 
painful to think that we might have had an-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: It wouldn't-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: --impact on the-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --change? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It wouldn't. I-- even if I had a time machine, I can't go back in time 
and as director of the FBI say, "I'm going to make this decision because I don't think 
Donald Trump will be a good president of the United States." That's not the FBI's 
role. And so I'm gl-- I'm glad for a lotta reasons I don't have a time machine, but that's 
what I mean when I say it doesn't-- it doesn't change the result. 
 
We-- we tried to, and I believe did, make these decisions without regard to political 
Russia. Without regard to how it would affect and who it would affect, based on, "So 



what's the right thing to do? Should we speak, or should we conceal? And given the 
values and traditions of the institutions of justice, which is the right thing to do?" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You said you hoped it didn't change the result, but 
what does your gut tell you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I really don't know. I've read a fair amount, 'cause-- 'cause I'm-- 
again, I hope very much. I'd love to have a group of academics establish it had 
absolutely no impact on the election. I've read people argue that it had. I don't know. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Nate Silver has a pretty persuasive-- analysis that 
suggests it made a huge difference. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I-- again, I don't know the answer. And in a way, I care 
about the answer, and in a way it doesn't matter at all. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And-- just take us inside your house at that point. 
You-- you've written about this. Your wife, Patrice, Hillary Clinton supporter. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh yeah. And-- and the-- the-- I didn't take a poll among all the 
kids, but I'm pretty sure that at least my four daughters, probably all five of my kids, 
wanted Hillary Clinton to be the first woman president. I know my amazing spouse 
did. My)-- my wife and girls marched in the women's march the day after President 
Trump's inauguration. 
 
There was a lotta passion in this house for Hillary Clinton. And I-- I get that. But 
again, I hope it illustrates to people that I really wasn't making decisions based on 
political fortunes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: S-- so what did she say to you? What did you say 
to her? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't-- I-- she knew enough, Patrice, the pain that I was in 
that-- and how hard these decisions were that I don't think she spent a lotta time-- I 
think she got actually where I was. I d-- she didn't spend-- she expressed frustration. 
 
She hated the fact that I had to make these decisions, and 'cause she loves me dearly, 
she hated the fact that I personally was stepping in front of the institutions to get shot 
repeatedly. She would say, "Look, I get what you're doing. I get that you're trying to 
protect the institutions. 
 
But why does it have to be you? Why do you have to be the one that everyone's going 
to hate?" And my answer was-- "'Cause I'm stuck. I would rather not." Like I said, I 
would rather Hillary Clinton have used the State Department for her email system. I 
would rather that Anthony Weiner have not had a laptop at all. 
 



I would rather have had-- I've still never met Hillary Clinton; I would rather never 
have been involved. But what am I going to do? We were involved. The inspector 
general sent us a referral, we had to open a case, and we were totally screwed. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If she were sitting right here today, what would 
you tell her? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Hillary Clinton? I-- I realize it sounds like I'm pumping my book, 
"I hope you'll read those chapters of the book. Not so that you walk away agreeing 
with my decisions, but that you understand better where they came from. And-- and 
frankly, the kinda person who was trying to make those decisions. 
 
Comey tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos he hopes both the Trump and 
Clinton camp see a deeply flawed human surrounded by other flawed humans trying 
to make decisions with an eye, not on politics, but on those higher values.Play 
What Comey says he would tell Hillary Clinton today 
Even you think they're wrong, that look at how we made those decisions and why." 
And I-- I think-- look, I haven't talked about this. I've gotten the daylights beat outta 
me-- this is the first time I've talked about this. And I'm sure a whole lotta people have 
a view of me based on that. 
 
And what I'd ask them to do is please try to come into those rooms. Read the book and 
come into those rooms and see how we tried to make these decisions. And if possible, 
ask yourselves, "What would I have done, and why?" And you may come out 
thinking, "I'dve done it differently," but I don't think you'll come out thinking that-- as 
Hillary Clinton wrote in her book, I shived her. 
 
I mean, that sounds like I was trying to knife somebody, I was out to get her. And it's 
illustration of our polarization here that you've got the Trump camp, which I guess 
thinks I was trying to save Hillary Clinton. They don't quite explain what I was doing 
in October. 
 
And then Clinton camp thinks I was trying to shiv Hillary Clinton. Both can't be true, 
but in our polarized world, people live in separate bubbles. I would hope both camps 
will read this and, I hope, see a deeply flawed human surrounded by other flawed 
humans trying to make decisions with an eye, not on politics, but on those higher 
values. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you wouldn't change the big decisions. What 
are you sorry about? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, I'm-- well, I'm sorry about a number of thing-- I'm sorry that 
Seacrest-ed the announcement. I'm sorry that I-- caused all kinds of confusion and 
pain with the way I described her conduct that led people into all kinds of side roads. 
I'm deeply sorry that I was involved at all, but-- that's something I can't avoid. 
 



And I'm sorry there wasn't an opportunity, especially with the second one, to explain 
more. To say, "Look, here's what we're doing." 'Cause I got that chance-- the only 
time I've actually gotten that chance was in a private setting with the whole U.S. 
Senate where Senator Franken-- we were th-- I was there to talk about Russia. 
 
But S-- then-Senator Franken stuck his hand up and said, "Can we talk about the 
elephant in the room? What you did to Hillary Clinton?" And so I turned to Senate 
Majority Leader McConnell, who was running the meeting, and said, "Can I answer 
that?" And he said, "Yeah, take all the time you need." 
 
And so I answered, and I laid out what we've laid out. "Look, here's where I was on 
July 5th and why. Here's October 28th." And-- and Senator Franken actually 
interrupted and yelled, "But you didn't find anything." And I said, "Senator, you have 
hindsight bias. 
 
I know now I didn't find anything. But you have to come with me to the 28th of 
October. Sit there with me. What would you do? I see two doors. I can't find a door 
that says, "No action." I see two actions: speak or conceal. Speaking would be terrible. 
Concealing would be catastrophic." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Not necessarily. Tough it out and take your lumps? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Take your lumps. I mean, y-- you lead the institutions of justice 
that would be maybe forever, but certainly for a generation or more, be unimaginably 
damaged by conspiring to conceal that you had lied to the American people. And you 
had restarted the Hillary Clinton investigation in secret in a way that you thought 
might change the result. 
 
Fair-minded people, and there are a lotta them in America, fair-minded people would 
look at that and say, I think, "How on earth could you do that? You told us we were 
done. You told us this was finished. And all of a sudden, it's not finished, and not just 
in a small way. 
 
You think the result could change. And you didn't tell us that?" And so, again, people 
can weigh that differently, but that's how I thought about it. And so again, in that-- in 
that session with the Senate, I got the chance to lay that out. And I was most struck 
that Senator Chuck Schumer came up to me afterwards, who had been a very, very 
vocal critic of my decisions, and took my hand, and he had tears in his eyes, and he 
started poking me in the center of the chest. 
 
He said, "I know you. I know you. You were in an impossible position." He wasn't 
telling me he agreed with my decisions, but I think once he came with me to October 
28th, he understood better. I think President Obama understood it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You met with President Obama after the election? 
 



JAMES COMEY: Yeah, he held me back after one of the very last meetings I had 
with him, after the election, and said he didn't want to talk to me about any particular 
case, 'cause he was very scrupulous about that. And he said, "But I want to just tell 
you something generally. 
 
I appointed you to be FBI director because of your integrity and your ability." And 
then he looked me in the eye and he said, "Nothing has happened, nothing, in the last 
year that has changed my view of that." And, look, he wasn't telling me, "I agree with 
what you did." 
 
The emotional moment Comey shared with Obama after the election 
The former FBI director talks about what the then-outgoing president told him after 
Donald Trump won.Play 
The emotional moment James Comey shared with President Obama after the 2016 
election 
He wasn't telling me, "You made the right decision." He was telling me, "I know 
where it came from. I know you're not a partisan hack. I know you're trying to do the 
right thing." And it meant a lot to me. I mean, I had not been a political supporter of 
President Obama's. 
 
I came to deeply respect him, and his higher loyalty to the values I care a lot about. 
And I g-- I almost got emotional in that moment 'cause, again, I'd been walking 
around like Bruce Willis in “ThО Sixth SОnsО.” AnН havО thО prОsiНОnt oП thО UnitОН 
States say, "I still respect you for the reasons I did originally," meant a lot to me. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That was a real, in some ways a very raw 
conversation, in your telling. What else did you tell him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I said to him-- "Mr. President," first of all, I said, "Thank 
you, Mr. President. It has been a nightmare. I'm just-- I've just tried to do the right 
thing." And he said, "I know. I know." And then I said, "I think my wife would kill 
me if I didn't take this chance to thank you, and to tell you how much I'm going to 
miss you. 
 
And-- and also to t--" I told him that, "I dread the next four years. But in many ways, I 
feel great pressure to stay to try and protect the institution I lead." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What were you dreading? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, I had some sense of the nature and character of the new 
president of the United States. And I worried very much that there would be an effort 
to erode the independence of the FBI. The FBI sits in the executive branch, it should. 
The FBI director reports to the attorney general and the director of National 
Intelligence, and they report to the president. 
 



They should. But the FBI always has to be a little bit alien to the executive branch 
'cause we have to investigate the executive branch. It's the reason Congress gave the 
FBI director a ten-year term, to signal that need for independence. Not-- not total 
independence, but independence of spirit. 
 
And I worried, given what I had seen during the campaign, that-- that that effort to 
remain apart-- might be challenged in-- in a Trump administration. And-- and I was 
right, but that's what I worried about. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Even your harshest critics will concede what you're 
just talking about right now-- you've lived your life trying to be a person of integrity, 
trying to live by honesty, trying to protect the institutions you serve. But in the words 
of Eric Holder, you're a good man; good men make mistakes. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh, they sure do. And I-- I've made a million of them. But again, I 
think, even with hindsight, that the process we used to make decisions in the email 
investigation, and the things we considered, and the ultimate decisions, were the best 
ones. I could be wrong about that; I don't have a monopoly on wisdom. 
 
But-- but I'm proud of the way we made those decisions. And I keep saying "we." 
Again, they were my decisions; I'm accountable for them. But we made them by 
insuring there was a buncha of people banging it around and arguing with each other. 
And came to a result that we all thought, "Okay, this is the best thing to do in a 
terrible circumstance." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did it cost you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: What did it cost me? Well, (SIGH) I'm sure the respect of a lotta 
people that-- who couldn't see what I was seeing, couldn't understand, couldn't 
possibly understand why I was doing what I've done. It-- in a way, I-- it didn't cost me 
much beyond that 'cause I don't want to be anything else. 
 
I-- never going to run for office. I wanted to be the FBI director for another six years. 
It had no impact on my awesome family who still thinks I'm a knucklehead but loves 
me dearly. And-- but I think that's what it cost me, that it caused a lotta people to 
question whether I was a political hack. 
 
Whether I was in some way-- acting in an unprincipled way. And that's painful. But at 
the end of the day, you have to make a decision and make it in a principled way. You 
can't control what people think about you. You'd like people to understand your 
reasoning, and I'd be lying if I said I don't hope people will come outta this thinking, 
"Oh, okay. I understand better." But the end of the day, you gotta look at yourself in 
the mirror. And you've got to make the decision-- the right decision, but most of all 
for the right reasons. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So-- so it's-- January 2017. The intelligence 
community and the F.B.I. have reached their conclusions about what-- what Russia 
did during the election and so you have to go tell the president-elect. But first, I guess, 
the day before-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --you brief President Obama. Take us inside that 
room. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Sure. It was right-- January 5th in the oval office. Director Clapper, 
the head of the-- the director of national intelligence, the head of the C.I.A., the head 
of the N.S.A., and myself met with President Obama, Vice President Biden, and their 
senior national security team in the oval office, sitting in the sitting area by the 
fireplace. 
 
The president and the vice president in arm chairs with their back to the fireplace and 
I was sitting slightly off to the right so the president would have to look slightly left to 
see me. Director Clapper was sitting in the center and he briefed them on the findings 
of the joint intelligence community assessment and the conclusions about what Russia 
had done. 
 
And there were a variety of questions, especially focused on, "So how do we stop it 
from happening in the future," questions about sources and whatnot and how certain 
we were. And he conveyed that it was a joint high-confidence assessment, which is 
very unusual. From analysts from the-- different agencies that the Russians had did 
this, their goals were to dirty up the American democracy, to hurt Hillary Clinton and 
to help elect Donald Trump. 
 
And we were going to brief it-- he explained that the next morning, to the gang of 
eight, the leaders of the House and Senate-- intelligence committees and the speaker 
and majority leader and minority leader on both sides. And then we were going to 
New York and brief the president-elect and his team. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You say high confidence. That means you're sure? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, that's the closest the intelligence community-- you never say 
you're sure in the intelligence business. The top level is high confidence. There's low 
confidence, medium confidence, high. This was the top of the chart. So you never say 
you're sure in the intelligence business because you-- you never want to be over-
confident. But this was-- their sense that given the variety of sources and methods we 
had, we had this nailed. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And in that meeting, that's what Russia did. You 
also discussed with the president this information you had about the president-elect 
contained in the Steele dossier? 



 
JAMES COMEY: Right. Director Clapper explained to the president and vice 
president that there was additional material that had-- came from a reliable source and 
that we had included as an annex in the report, that it was sufficiently separate, that 
we didn't integrate it into the report, but it was sufficiently reliable that we thought it 
oughta be part of the entire report. 
 
And there was a portion of it that was particularly salacious that related to allegations 
around sexual conduct of-- before-- President Trump was a candidate. And the 
president asked-- President Obama asked, "What's the plan for briefing that material?" 
 
And he explained that we had decided that Director Comey would meet with the 
president-elect privately after we briefed the president-elect and his team on the 
general findings so that he could review it-- in a more private, more sensitive setting 
with the president-elect. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That was James Clapper. How did President 
Obama respond to that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He didn't say a word. President Obama has a great poker face. But 
he simply turned-- so if I'm President Obama, he turned slightly to his left, looked at 
me, and went like this-- and looked back at Director Clapper. So kind of gave me a-- 
Groucho Marx is how I thought of it, double eyebrow raise. Didn't say a word, but 
communicated to me at least-- and I could be misreading it, 'cause I don't know 
President Obama's eyebrow raises, that sort of-- sympathy and concern. Like, "Good 
luck with that." And-- and that was it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Could it have been you again? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It's possible. But-- you know, again, I could be misreading it. But I 
read it as, "You poor bastard." And almost like, "Whoa," and-- but, you know, he 
didn't explain it and so, like I said, I-- I might be misinterpreting it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Was there any choice there? Why-- if this was 
salacious and this particular part of the dossier-- unverified-- still unverified by the 
way? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. So far-- when I got fired, it was unverified. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why tell him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Because we, the intelligence community, including the F.B.I., 
knew this information about allegations around prostitutes in Russia. We had been 
told by the press that they were about to run with it. And then two specific reasons. 
The-- the way we work in the counterintelligence business is if a adversary has 
compromising information on someone that they might use, one of the ways we defeat 



the adversary is tell the person who might be blackmailed, "We-- the government, we 
already know about this. 
 
So you're not going to be able to hide it so they don't have leverage on you." And then 
second, he's going to be president of the United States and the head of the entire 
executive branch. How could we, the leaders of the intelligence community, know 
something-- whether it's true or not about him personally, that's going to become 
public, that the Russians may have and not share it with him. And so the logic of it-- 
was powerful that we should share it. And the logic, frankly, was powerful that I 
should do it alone, although I didn't love the idea. And so we decided to do it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you all go up to New York the next day, 
January 6th, for the meeting in Trump Tower. You had-- one more warning-- from the 
secretary of Homeland Security. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Right, as I explained in the book, Jeh Johnson, who's been a friend 
of mine since we were federal prosecutors in Manhattan in the late '80s, called me 
after the meeting in the oval office with President Obama. Jay had been in the 
meeting-- and just to tell me that he was worried about this plan for me to brief the 
president-elect alone about this material. 
 
And I said, "Me too." And he said, "Have you ever met Donald Trump?" And I said, 
"No." And he said, "Be careful, Jim, be very careful." And it's one of those things that 
you appreciate a friend saying, it's not really helping me, except to make me feel even 
more nervous, the lump in my stomach bigger. But, yeah, Jay called me-- and I don't 
know whether he was calling at President Obama's request, but he seemed to be 
giving voice to the eyebrow raise. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So what does "be careful" mean in that context? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't know. That's why we-- thanks, bud. It's not really 
helping me. I-- I took it as, "Just choose your words carefully. Don't say more than 
you need to, less than you need to, try to get it just right, accomplish your goal, and 
then get outta there," is how I took it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So as you headed into Trump Tower that day, were 
you nervous? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What were you afraid of? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, I'm about to meet with a person who doesn't know me, who's 
just been elected president of the United States. By all accounts, and from my 
watching him during the-- the campaign, could be volatile. And I'm about to talk to 



him about allegations that he was involved with prostitutes in Moscow and that the 
Russians taped it and have leverage over him. 
 
And I was worried that I'm about to have a situation emerge where the president-elect 
thinks the F.B.I.'s out to get him somehow. People, in my experience, tend to project 
onto you their worldview. And even though I did not intend to jam Donald Trump 
with this, my thinking was, given his approach to the world, he may think I'm pulling 
a J. Edgar Hoover and assume that I'm trying to dangle this over him to get leverage 
on him. And so I worried-- I'm going to not only ruin any relationship I might have 
with the president, but more importantly, create a situation where the president and 
the-- and the F.B.I. are at war even before he becomes president. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you head up to the top of Trump Tower-- set the 
scene. 
 
JAMES COMEY: We went in through the back entrance through-- an entrance of-- 
residences. So we snuck around-- the press didn't see us going in. We went up and 
met in a conference room somewhere within the Trump Organization. It was a 
conference room with a glass wall and they'd hung a big thick curtain to block the 
wall from the hallway. 
 
And I walked in with the director of the C.I.A., the director of the N.S.A., and the 
director of National Intelligence. And we waited for the president-elect to come. A 
small conference room, looked kinda ordinary to me. And a few minutes later he 
walked in, President-elect Trump, along with the incoming vice president and their 
national security team. 
 
And a group of them sat at the table with us and a group sat at the wall behind me, 
against the curtain. And Director Clapper ran the meeting and did it exactly as he had 
done it with the gang of eight earlier that morning on Capitol Hill and with President 
Obama the day before. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: It was the first time you met Donald Trump. What 
was your impression? 
 
JAMES COMEY: My impression was he looked exactly like he did on television, 
except he looked shorter to me than he did on television, but otherwise exactly the 
same. And the reason I say that is most people look slightly different in person. I don't 
know whether that's bad or good, but he looked the way I'd seen him look on 
television. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Which was? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He had-- impressively coifed hair, it looks to be all his. I confess, I 
stared at it pretty closely and my reaction was, "It most take a heck of a lot of time in 
the morning, but it's impressively coifed." He looked-- his tie was too long, as it 



always is. He looked slightly orange up close with small white—half moons under his 
eyes, which I assume are from tanning googles. And otherwise looked as I had 
expected him to look from tele-- as I thought he looked on television. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You even clocked the size of his hands? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. I-- I say that in my book 'cause I'm trying to be honest, 
'cause that's the truth there had been all this controversy and mocking about hand size, 
I can't remember the details. But as I shook his hand I made a note to check the size 
and it seemed like he had average-sized hands. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Then comes the briefing. What did you tell them, 
what was their reaction? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Director Clapper laid out, as I said, exactly as he had for President 
Obama and the gang of eight. "Here's what the Russians tried to do. They tried to hurt 
our democracy, they tried to hurt Hillary Clinton, they tried to help elect you. We--" 
he-- was very specific about this, "We did no analysis, because the intelligence 
community doesn't, of American politics. 
 
We found no impact on the vote count but we didn't-- we don't have an opinion to 
offer on whether the Russian effort had an impact on the election." And he laid it all 
out and the-- the-- President Trump's first question-- President-elect Trump's first 
question was to confirm that it had no impact on the election. 
 
And-- and Director Clapper explained, as I think he already had, "No, we didn't do 
that analysis. We found no Russian manipulation of vote count. We didn't do an 
analysis of whether their work was effective in changing votes, changing the-- the 
sentiment of the electorate." 
 
And then the conversation, to my surprise, moved into a PR conversation about how 
the Trump team would position this and what they could say about this. They actually 
started talking about drafting a press release with us still sitting there. And the reason 
that was so striking to me is that-- that's just not done. 
 
That the intelligence community does intelligence, the White House does PR and 
spin, and the searing lesson, as I explained in the book, of the Iraq war is you don't 
mix the two. That we give you facts and then we leave and then you figure out what 
you're going to tell people about them, if anything. But it moved right into this, "Let's 
figure out what to say about it," kinda deal. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You also said you were struck by what they didn't 
ask? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Very much. No one, to my recollection, asked, "So what-- what's 
coming next from the Russians?" You're about to lead a country that has an adversary 



attacking it and I don't remember any questions about, "So what are they going to do 
next, how might we stop it? What's the future look like? Because we'll be custodians 
of the security of this country." There was none of that. It was all, "What can we say 
about what they did and how it affects the election that we just had." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You-- you said as this was happening, you had a 
flashback to your early days as a prosecutor? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Again, I-- put this in the book 'cause it's the truth. I had a 
flashback to my days investigating the Mafia, La Cosa Nostra. And-- and I couldn't 
figure out why when it first pushed into my head, so I pushed it away, saying, "That's 
crazy." And then it came back again. 
 
And I pushed it back and it came back again. And I think what it was was the nature 
of La Cosa Nostra is an effort to make everyone part of the family. There's an 
expression in the Mafia-- there's a distinction between a friend of yours and a friend of 
ours. A friend of yours is someone on the outside of the family, a friend of ours, a 
“amica nostra” is thО way thОy talkОН about it in Sicilian, is part oП thО Family, capital 
F. 
 
And I think the reason it was coming into my head was I felt this effort to make us all-
- and maybe this wasn't their intention, but it's the way it felt to me, to make us all 
“amica nostra.” WО'rО all part oП thО mОssaРinР, wО'rО all part oП thО ОППort. ThО boss is 
at the head of the table and we're going to figure out together how to do this. And I 
think that's why it brought that strange memory back into my head. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think you shoulda said something then? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Maybe. I mean, I-- I-- I think that's a reasonable question. I 
should've said, "Hey-- Mr. President-elect, the way it works is we in the intelligence 
community shouldn't be here for this." I-- I guess that's a reasonable question. I think 
the reason I didn't, I hope is obvious to folks, is that I was about to-- we had just 
delivered, "The Russians tried to help get you elected." 
 
And I was about to stay behind to talk about allegations of the president being 
involved with prostitutes in Moscow. And I thought, "That's gotta be my focus." And 
so I didn't-- I didn't know where it entered my mind consciously. I didn't spend a lot of 
time thinking, "Should I be giving them a lesson about how to interact with the 
intelligence community." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think that briefing convinced the president 
that the Russians did interfere in the election? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't-- I don't know. I don't think so, given things he's said 
thereafter and some of the things he's said about the intelligence community after that. 



I think it convinced members of his staff, but as to him, I-- given what he said 
afterwards, I don't think so. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did he say anything else about the broader 
briefing? 
 
JAMES COMEY: In that session? No. Not that I remember. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And then you went-- everybody else left the room-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah-- Director Clapper-- I call him General Clapper, 'cause he 
was a retired general. General Clapper said-- and-- "Mr. President-elect, there's some 
additional material that we think it makes sense of Director Comey to brief you on-- 
privately. And-- and we'll all excuse ourselves in a small group." 
 
And the president-elect then said to me, "Okay, how small." And I said, "Well, I was 
thinking just the two of us, sir." And then his incoming chief of staff, Reince Priebus, 
said, "How about me, Reince Priebus, and the vice president?" And I said, turning to 
President-elect Trump, "It's up to you, sir. I wanted it to be a small group, but it's 
entirely up to you." And then he said-- I don't know whether he knew what I was 
going to talk about it, but he said-- "No, no, just the two of us, just the two of us, 
thanks everybody." And then the group filed out. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Just the two of you. What do you tell him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I didn't tell him anything. First he began by telling me-- saying nice 
things to me about how he thought I'd conducted myself honorably during the Clinton 
e-mail investigation and that he knew that people at the F.B.I. thought very highly of 
me and he hoped very much that I was going to stay as F.B.I. director. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Unprompted? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Un-- oh, unprompted. And I didn't say, "Thank you," because my 
view was I already have the job. Congress states a ten year term in order to ensure 
continuity. And so I appreciate the nice words, but I didn't want to make it seem like I 
was applying for a job that I already had and intended to have for another six years. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So to be clear, at that point, he was happy with how 
you had handled the Clinton e-mail investigation? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, at that point, he said that. Now, whether-- whether that-- I 
came to conclude that a lot of times what he said was just kind of pleasantries to begin 
a conversation, so I don't know whether he really thought I had handled it well. But he 
said, in substance, "You handled it well, you conducted yourself honorably. 
 



And I know the people at the F.B.I. really like you. And I really hope you're going to 
stay as director." And that-- when that was finished, I then turned to the topic and 
said, "Sir, there's a portion of the material that we wanted to brief you privately to 
make sure you're aware of it because-- the-- we understand the media may be-- gonna 
publish it very soon." 
 
And then I started to tell him about the allegation was that he had been involved with 
prostitutes in a hotel in Moscow in 2013 during the visit for the Miss Universe 
pageant and that the Russians had-- filmed the episode. And he interrupted very 
defensively and started talking about it, you know, "Do I look like a guy who needs 
hookers?" 
 
And I assumed he was asking that rhetorically, I didn't answer that, and I just moved 
on and-- and explained, "Sir, I'm not saying that we credit this, I'm not saying we 
believe it. We just thought it very important that you know." And I explained, "One of 
the F.B.I.'s jobs is to protect presidency from coercion. And if there is any effort, one 
of the things we do is a defensive briefing to let the person who might be the target of 
that coercion know that this is out there, better equip us to defend ourselves against 
the adversary." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you tell him you thought it wasn't true or you 
didn't know if it was true or not? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I said, "We're not saying that-- I'm not saying that I believe the 
allegations, I'm not saying that I credit it." I never said, "I don't believe it," because I-- 
I couldn't say one way or another. But I said, "We are not-- I'm not saying we believe 
the allegations," or I might've used the word "credit the allegations." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How graphic did you get? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think as graphic as I needed to be. I did not go into the business 
about-- people peeing on each other, I just thought it was a weird enough experience 
for me to be talking to the incoming president of the United States about prostitutes in 
a hotel in Moscow. And so I left that part out. I thought I'd given enough to put him 
on notice as to what the essence of the material was. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What was the look on his face? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He was very defensive and started to launch into-- for reasons that 
I don't understand, started going into the list of people who had accused him of 
touching them improperly, sexual assault and how he hadn't done this, he hadn't done 
that, he hadn't done that. 
 
And I worried the conversation was about to crash, because I was reading that he was 
reacting like, "We're investigating you and we're going to go figure out whether you 
were with prostitutes in Moscow." And-- and so I said something in substance about 



how we don't-- it-- "We're not investigating you, sir. This is not something that we're-- 
we care about, except that you know that this is out there." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you believe his denial? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't-- I don't know. I don't-- the nature of an investigator is you 
don't believe or disbelieve. You ask, "What's my evidence? What is the evidence that 
establishes me whether someone's telling me the truth or not. And ask this allegation--
" I honestly never thought this words would come out of my mouth, but I don't know 
whether the-- the-- current president of the United States was with prostitutes peeing 
on each other in Moscow in 2013. It's possible, but I don't know. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How weird was that briefing? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Really weird. I mean, I don't know whether it was weird for 
President-elect Trump, but I-- it was almost an out-of-body experience for me. I was 
floating above myself, looking down, saying, "You're sitting here, briefing the 
incoming president of the United States about prostitutes in Moscow." And of course, 
Jeh Johnson's voice is banging around in my head. President Obama's eyebrow raise is 
banging around in my head. I just wanted to get it done and get out of there. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you tell him that the Steele Dossier had been 
financed by his political opponents? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I didn't-- I didn't think I used the term "Steele Dossier," I just 
talked about additional material. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did he-- but did he have a right to know that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That it'd been financed by his political opponents? I don't know the 
answer to that. I-- it wasn't necessary for my goal, which was to alert him that we had 
this information. Again, I was clear on whether it's true or not, it's important that you 
know, both because of the counterintelligence reason and so you know that this 
maybe going to hit the media. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So how did it end? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It ended not long after I said-- it only took a few minutes after I 
made clear to him, "We're not investigating you." And-- I think he asked something 
like, "Is there anything else?" And I said, "No, sir." And then we shook hands and I 
walked out. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You had been warned, at least by some people on 
your staff, not to tell him, "We're not investigating you." Was that a mistake? 
 



JAMES COMEY: It might have been-- a mistake. The general counsel of the F.B.I. 
had argued, "Look, it's literally true that we don't have a case open on President-elect 
Trump. We're looking at other people." And-- and-- but his argument was, "There's a 
problem with you saying that for two reasons. First, inevitably as we move along in 
the investigation as-- as to whether anyone was working with the Russians, the 
campaign's going to have to be a focus and the candidate's always the head of the 
campaign, so inevitably we're going to have to look at him. And second, you're going 
to create a duty to correct. But if you tell him he's under investigation and that 
changes, don't you have to go back and tell him-“ 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And you thought that was a reasonable prospect? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I didn't know at that point in time whether that would change or 
not. But-- and I said to the general counsel, look, I get that, that makes sense to me. 
But I'm very worried about beginning a new administration with the president 
thinking the F.B.I. is out to get him. 
 
Now in hindsight, given the challenges I had with President Trump and his 
frustrations that I wouldn't publicly say he's not under investigation, I think the better 
argument is it was a mistake, I should've listened to the general counsel. But anyhow, 
that's how I think about it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: President Trump thought you were shaking him 
down? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know that. But I-- it seems reasonable, given his view of the 
world. Remember, that was what I worried about is that he would think I was pulling 
a J. Edgar Hoover, to come in there and jam him by raising the prospect of salacious, 
compromising material. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But you felt you had no choice? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I thought the logic was too strong that-- how could we have 
this information and conceal it from the incoming president of the United States? And 
look, if it's true-- again, we don't know whether it's true or not. But if it's true, and as 
odd as it sounds, it could possibly be true, we have to protect him. We have to protect 
the presidency. And so part of our-- our role as the F.B.I. is let him know that they 
may come at you with this. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If it's true, how can you protect him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, if it's true-- if someone knows something bad about you that 
they're going to maybe use against you and you're in the government and-- and I'm the 
F.B.I., if I come to you and tell you, "We know all about this," it'll make it harder for 
them to get you to do stuff based on this secret. Because you know that we know. And 
so it makes-- it reduces the leverage of the adversary. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Sure enough, a few days later, it does become 
public. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Buzzfeed-- publishes the entire-- StООlО “НossiОr”-- 
as you all had feared it would happen. And that's when you get your first phone call 
from President Trump. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, that's right. So the following week, the-- as you said, the-- the 
media published the entire-- thing and President Trump called me at my office at the 
F.B.I. and he was very upset about the leak of this material and wanted to express his 
concern about it. 
 
And I explained to him that it wasn't-- that it wasn't government material. That it had 
been prepared by private parties, the F.B.I. hadn't paid for it, the F.B.I. hadn't 
commissioned it, and it was all over Washington. "And as you'll remember, sir, as we 
told we, the media has this and is close to reporting it. So we shouldn't think of it as a 
leak of-- of classified information. It wasn't classified and it-- that it wasn't 
government information." 
 
And then he launched into-- I didn't ask about the business with the prostitutes, but he 
launched into an explanation as to how I should know that wasn't true and that he 
remembered now, from talking to friends who had been with him, that he'd never 
stayed overnight at the hotel, he'd just changed clothes there and went to the Miss 
Universe pageant. 
 
I don't know whether any of this true, but this is what he said. And then went right 
back without staying overnight. And then he said, "Another reason you know it's not 
true is I'm a germaphobe. There's no way I'd let people pee on each other around me." 
And that me caught me so much by surprise I actually let out an audible laugh and-- 
'cause it was just one of those-- I was startled by it. 
 
And-- and I remember thinking, "Well, should I say that, 'As I understand the activity 
sir, it doesn't require an overnight stay. And given that it was allegedly the 
presidential suite at the Ritz Carlton, I would imagine you could be at a safe distance 
from the activity--'" all these things are bouncing around my head. But instead of 
saying it, it just led me to think, "The world's gone crazy. 
 
I'm the director of the F.B.I. and I'm standing at my window, looking out on the 
darkened Pennsylvania Avenue." And I remember this moment like it was yesterday. 
And I can see the lit-- Washington Monument that's rising from my vantage point of 
the F.B.I. just over the Trump-- new Trump hotel. And I just remember thinking, 
"Everything's gone mad." And then, having finished his explanation, which I hadn't 



asked for, he hung up. And I went to find my chief of staff to tell him that the world's 
gone crazy. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And in fact, he did stay overnight in Moscow. 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. But-- but again, I-- I-- I don't know those facts. But 
he told me he did not. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So-- so-- at-- at-- at this point, you've had-- two 
substantive conversations with the president. The bulk of it is about his alleged 
activities with prostitutes in Moscow. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And as you say, that seems a little crazy. 
 
JAMES COMEY: It did to me. You could've asked me, when I became F.B.I. 
director, if I could imagine those conversations. Like, it's hard to imagine them even 
sitting here. But-- it is-- it is reality today. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The president is inaugurated a week later. I want to 
try to get inside your head again at that moment, because now you've had these 
encounters with the president. He's taken the oath of office, you're thinking-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: I'm thinking I need to be very careful to protect the independence 
of the F.B.I. Because I now know-- I've had two one on one conversations with the 
president of the United States, which is a very unusual thing. Both of them touched on 
his conduct personally and implicated the F.B.I. 
 
I need to make sure to keep that distance to protect the F.B.I.'s independence, which 
had been built since Hoover. I mean, Hoover was always over having drinks with 
presidents and doing all kinds of stuff-- that was-- not appropriate. Gathering 
information, all that sort of thing on political figures. And the F.B.I., since Watergate, 
had created itself as an independent force in American life, so I need to be a guardian 
of that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And that affected you-- a couple of days later when 
you got invited to the White House. You'd been invited for a reception? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, the-- the-- the weekend of the inauguration, on Sunday, 
which was also the day of the National Football League Conference Championships. I 
remember that because of the time of the event. At 5:00, the president posted the law 
enforcement leaders of the agencies that had helped protect the inauguration, which is 
a really nice thing to do. And it was at 5:00 in the blue room at the White House. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You didn't want to go? 



 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I didn't want to go for two reasons. First, I worried very 
much about that independence of the F.B.I. And, remember-- and I'm sure everyone 
listening remembers, there were a whole lot of people who thought that I had helped 
elect Donald Trump by what I had done at the end of October. 
 
And so why would I want to go to a public reception-- a potentially public reception 
with the president two days after he takes office? And then second, I wanted to watch 
football and the championship games were on and 5:00 was right in the middle-- I'd 
miss the end of one game and the beginning of another. 
 
My staff said, "No, you have to go. You're the director of the F.B.I. It would be an 
insult to the other agencies-- secret service, park police, if you don't go. And you can 
tape the football games and just don't talk to people about them." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And so you-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: And so I went. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --you do go and you walk in. You're there as the 
president walks in. What happens next? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I walked into the blue room, which is a big blue oval room. And I 
quickly looked around, trying to figure out where-- which way the president would 
enter and I figured where the doors were. And so I went to the far opposite end, right 
at the window, where you can look out and see the Washington monument. And I-- so 
I was now as far away as physically possible without going out the window from the 
president. And I resolved to stay there and-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Hard for you to hide? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, and I almost got away it here though. And-- the-- you would 
think that you would notice me, this giraffe standing at the end of the room. But I was 
standing next to the head of the secret service, who is a normal sized person, and the 
president and vice president come in and the-- the staff has set up these klieg lights, so 
I know the media is coming. 
 
And then the media group comes in and the president starts speaking on camera and 
his eyes start sweeping the room. And I remember the movement of his eyes 'cause I 
was-- obviously, thought I was going to be spotted. And he went past me with his 
eyes and settled on the man right next to me, the head of the secret service. 
 
And I was relieved and surprised. And he called the director of the secret service 
forward, made a big-- display, hugged him, and then had him stand with him in front 
of the cameras. And then he began talking. And, I know this seems crazy to people, 
but I was sitting there thinking, "So how did he miss me?" 



 
I'm 6'8". And then I-- I look and right next to me is this blue curtain. And I'm wearing 
a blue suit the doesn't match perfectly, but close enough. So I'm thinking, "How great 
is that? I got a little camouflage." And so I start moving over and I pressed myself 
against the blue curtain, true story. 
 
Thinking -- this is my save. This will save me from having this public embrace with 
the president. And so then he starts speaking again and his eyes start going again. And 
my camouflage worked until the very moment it didn't and he sees me and says, "Jim, 
he's more famous than me," and then calls me forward. And I remember the walk, it 
seems like a thousand yards across the-- the-- the-- blue room-- the oval blue room. 
And my family's had a lot of fun watching my face as I walk across, 'cause they know 
that's my "oh no" face. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Well, that's not exactly what Patrice said, is it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, I didn't want to say it on television. She said, "That's Jim's 
'oh shit' face." And so I'm walking forward thinking that, thinking, "How could he 
think this is a good idea? That he's going to try to hug me, the guy that a whole lot of 
people think, although that's not true, but think I tried to get him elected president and 
did. Isn't he master of television, this is disastrous." 
 
And I'm thinking all this as I'm walking and I have this awkward look on my face. But 
I was determined there's not going to be a hug, 'cause I'm not a master of television 
but I knew that would be a real problem. And so I extend my hand and he grabs my 
hand and he pulls in and back. So he-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So he was going to hug you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He was going for the hug, going for the hug. And so I'm not an 
unusually strong person but I work out and so I tighten my abs and my core and I'm 
thinking, this-- "Unless he's a lot strong than he looks, he's not getting a hug." And so 
he pulls and he doesn't get the hug. 
 
Our arms are tense and he gets just far enough that I get something worse than a hug. 
Because he's just able to lean up to put his face by my right ear-- unfortunately, the 
cameras were on the left side of my face. And so the whole world saw him kiss me. 
And he didn't kiss me, he said, "I really look forward to working with you. But the 
whole world, including my beloved family, saw the president of the United States kiss 
the man who helped get him elected." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So-- and I know this is speculative, but what do 
you think is going through his mind? You've briefed him twice, you've spoken with 
him twice. We know what the subject has been. You've been talking to him about 
Moscow. Has he forgotten that? 
 



JAMES COMEY: I don't know. 'Cause I don't-- I worked with him for five months, I 
have some insight into the mind of Donald Trump. And so I'll give you my best guess 
as to it-- what I think it is. I think it's about establishing dominance and making 
everyone part of the family. 
 
And so, although there would be hits from embracing him, he would embrace me-- 
he's embracing me, making me his F.B.I. director. He had made the secret service 
director stay with him up there, almost on display. And after the alleged kiss, which 
wasn't a kiss, he tried to get me to stay as well, almost to show, "These are my 
people." 
 
And I backed off, like, "I'm not worthy, I'm not worthy," which inside my head, I was 
thinking, "I'm not suicidal." And so then I backed, backed, backed up to the end. But 
if I had to guess-- and I could be wrong. But-- my guess is it's about establishing, 
"These are my people." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: He follows up with an invitation on January 27th? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yup. I'm at lunch. I almost never went to lunch as F.B.I. director. I 
would walk up to the cafeteria and get a sandwich and eat it at my desk. So I'm at my 
desk, eating my lunch and working. And my assistant, Althea James, says, "There's a 
call-- coming from the White House." And they put it through and it's the president 
asking me if I want to come over for dinner that night. And I said-- I had a date with 
Patrice to get Thai food that night, but I didn't tell him that. I said, "Sure, sir." And he 
said-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not say no? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, it's the president of the United States calling to ask me to a 
dinner. And I was assuming it was a group dinner that-- 'cause it-- it actually didn't 
enter my mind that the president would meet alone, again, with the F.B.I. director. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Yeah, but you had been pretty scrupulous. You 
wouldn't play basketball with President Obama, you only met with him on a non-
policy issue once and that was before you were F.B.I. director. You really wanted to 
keep a wall-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yup. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --between the F.B.I. and the White House. Can't 
you just say no? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Maybe? Although, part of the environment was I had-- I remember, 
I had this concern about having a war with the president and I'd done the brief on 
hookers thing privately. And so I knew that there would be a worry about, "Where is 
the F.B.I.?" 



 
Plus, I assumed it would be a group event. And I had been to group events with 
President Obama. He would have a annual dinner for the senior appointees in the 
administration. I was one, the director of National Intelligent is another. So I had gone 
to those. 
 
And so it actually didn't occur to me to say no. I was uncomfortable, but it didn't 
occur to me. And so I just said to him, "Sir-- certainly, sir." And he said-- "6:00 or 
6:30?" And I said, "It's up to you, sir." And he actually say, "And if you're-- if you're 
busy tonight, I can do it tomorrow. I'm here all weekend." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you knew then it wasn't a group dinner? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well no, 'cause I assumed he must be having leaders over to get to 
know them in groups. And the-- and so I said, "Sir, whatever you-- whatever you 
like." And he said, "Well, why don't we make it 6:30?" And I said, "Sure." And then I 
called Patrice, broke our date, and-- as luck had it, I had-- an encounter with Clapper, 
who had left the government but we were giving him a recognition as honorary F.B.I. 
agent. 
 
And I told him about this invitation and he told-- comforted me by saying, "Yeah, I've 
heard lots of other people are getting calls to come for dinner." And so then in my 
head I was-- "Okay, so it's a group thing. He must be having a group thing tonight, a 
group thing tomorrow night. That's fine." And so I went over there expecting-- a 
crowd of people. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what did you find? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I stood in the entrance to the green room, which is next to the blue 
room, and chatted with two Navy stewards who were there. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: This is the residence? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, in the residence. And looked around the room and quickly 
saw that all the furniture had been moved in the-- in the center of the room. There was 
a small oval table and there were only two chairs and I could see two place cards. And 
I could see from where I was standing, one said, "Director Comey." I assume the other 
was the president. And so that's when I knew that it wasn't a group dinner to get to 
know the leaders of our different agencies, that it was just the two of us. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did you think was going on? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Something that made me uncomfortable and my best intuition at 
that point was it's part oП an ОППort to makО mО part oП thО tОam, to makО mО “amica 
nostra.” AnН that it maНО mО НООply uncomПortablО. AnН so I just waitОН. ThОrО was 
no-- there was no saying no at this point. 



 
And the president showed up and had me sit down and it turned out just to be the two 
of us and that the purpose of the meeting, the dinner was for him to extract from him a 
promise of loyalty. That instinct was right, it was to make me a friend of ours. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: As you were witting with him, he-- he was just 
getting used to the trappings of-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: --of the White House? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think he was. I think he was. He-- he was-- he took on-- on the 
plates was a card-- a calligraphy card, so-- very nice script. You always see these at 
the White House. And it listed the menu for the dinner we were about to have. 
 
And so he-- I remember, he held his up and said, "They write these by hand." And I 
said, "A calligrapher?" And he kind of gave me this look and he said, "They write 
them by hand." And so I-- I kinda let it go. And-- and then he talked about-- one of 
the things he said was how luxurious the White House was, the residence. And he 
said, "I-- and I know luxury." And-- which I credit. And-- he said, "It's-- it's really 
beautiful." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How long did it take to get down to business? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Not long. I think it was probably during the salad, before the 
shrimp scampi. He redirected the conversation-- I think we started talking about how 
the beautiful the White House was. He redirected the conversation by saying, "So 
what do you want to do?" 
 
And I kinda gave him this look and then he explained what he meant. And he said, 
"You know, a lot of people would want to be F.B.I. director and given all you've gone 
through, I would understand if you want to walk away but it would look like you'd 
done something wrong if you did that. But I figured I should meet with you and-- and 
see what you want to do," which was really odd because I think, by that point, at least 
three times, he had said he hoped I was staying and looked forward to working with 
me. But there was no acknowledgment of that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think he wanted you to walking away? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. No, I think he wanted me to say, "Sir, I'd very much like to 
continue to serve and be your F.B.I. director." And then he would say, "Okay, but I 
need loyalty, I expect loyalty," which is exactly what he did say, the-- the second part. 
So I think it was about-- again, this is just a guess but it's an educated guess, that 
someone had told him or he had concluded that he gave the F.B.I. director job away 
for free by telling this guy you hope he's going to stay. You oughta get him in front of 



you and make sure he's a friend of ours. And-- and have him promise he's going to be 
loyal, 'cause the F.B.I. is a dangerous organization. 
 
Comey tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos that during a private, one-on-one 
dinner with the president that Trump said, I need loyalty.Play 
Comey says Trump told him, 'I expect loyalty' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So he asks you what you want and says what he 
wants? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Correct. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Which was? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He said, "I expect loyalty, I need loyalty." And I did not reply. I 
just-- we're-- actually, the-- we were probably just about as close as you and I are 
now, probably exactly the same at this small table. And I just stared at him and had 
this little narrative with myself inside, saying, "Don't you move, don't you dare move. 
Don't even blink." Because I was so struck by-- caught by it, but I knew I couldn't say 
yes, I couldn't nod, and so I just froze and stared at him. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not say no? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's a fair question. I think because I was caught totally by 
surprise. And again, I'm operating in an environment where I don't want-- I'm going to 
be director for another six years. This man's the new president of the United States, I 
do not need a war with him. 
 
I have to find a way to work with this administration and protect the values of the 
F.B.I. And so-- and part of it was just sheer surprise. I couldn't think of a clever 
response. And by the second time he came back to it, he didn't respond at all. We just 
stared at each other and then he went on eating. And then he came back to-- he didn't-
- he noticed that I didn't answer. He came back to it later in the dinner. And by then, I 
had my wits about me and had a better answer. GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: 
What was the second time? 
 
JAMES COMEY: The second time was later in the conversation. He said, again, "I 
need loyalty." And I said, "You will always get honesty from me." And he paused and 
then he said, "Honest loyalty," as if he was proposing some compromise or a deal. 
And I paused and said, "You'll get that from me." And, of course, in between those 
two-- the loyalty sandwich, in between those two, I had-- I had an opportunity to 
explain to him the F.B.I.'s role and how important it was for the F.B.I. to be 
independent and how I thought about it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But did you cross a line there-- did you cross a line 
when you promised him honest loyalty? Did-- would it be fair for him to think, "Wait, 
I have a deal here." 



 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I-- I don't think so. Given the context and the other things I'd 
said, I thought-- and look, it was a compromise on my part to try and avoid a really 
awkward conversation, get out of an awkward conversation. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Was it a mistake? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't know. But-- maybe, maybe. And maybe I should've 
said in the moment, "Sir, as I told you, the F.B.I. has to be--" and then give him the 
speech again, maybe. But-- and so maybe I should've been-- yeah, that's fair feedback. 
Maybe I should've been tougher or more direct, especially given what I know now. 
 
At the time, I obviously couldn't see the future. But given what I know now, maybe it 
would've been better to give a more explicit-- say, "Sir, I can't promise you loyalty. 
Given the nature of my role, I can promise you I always tell you the truth," which I 
had already told him. "That's my role. And that I'm not part of it." 
 
I should've given that whole speech then. But in the moment, frankly, it didn't occur to 
me. And I-- maybe I didn't have the guts to do it. I wanted to get out of this 
conversation without compromising myself. And I felt like, given all I've told him 
already, he has to understand what I mean by honest loyalty and he's kidding himself 
if he thinks I just promised that I'm-- I'm “amica nostra.” But-- in hindsight, you're 
probably right. I probably should have done it differently. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How strange is it for you to sit here and compare 
the president to a mob boss? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Very strange. And I don't do it lightly. I-- and I'm not trying to that, 
by the way, suggest that President Trump is out breaking legs and-- you know, 
shaking down shopkeepers. But instead, what I'm talking about is that leadership 
culture constantly comes back to me when I think about my experience with the 
Trump administration. 
 
Comey tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos, What Im talking about is that 
leadership culture constantly comes back to me when I think about my experience 
with the Trump administration.Play 
Comey on comparing President Trump to a mob boss 
The-- the loyalty oaths, the boss as the dominant center of everything, it's all about 
how do you serve the boss, what's in the boss' interests. It's the family, the family, the 
family, the family. That's why it reminds me so much and not, "So what's the right 
thing for the country and what are the values of the institutions that we're dealing 
with?" It's all about here. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What was the rest of the able talk like? 
 



JAMES COMEY: I think I described it in the book as, like-- watching a jigsaw puzzle 
contest with a shot clock, that the president would-- it wasn't a conversation in any 
meaningful sense, 'cause a conversation's what we're having where you do some 
talking, I do some talking. 
 
It was him talking almost the entire time, which I've discovered is something he 
frequently does. And so it would be monologue in this direction, monologue in that 
direction, monologue in a different direction. And a constant series of assertions that-- 
about the inauguration crowd, about how great my inauguration speech was, about all 
the free media-- earned media, I think was his term, that I got during the campaign. 
 
On and on and on and on. Everyone agrees, everyone agrees, I did this, the-- I never 
assaulted these women, I never made fun of a reporter. And-- I'm sure you're 
wondering what question did I ask that would prompt those? None, zero. I didn't ask 
any questions that I recall. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You call them baffling, unnecessary lies. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, that's the things that's-- especially to someone who's-- who's 
been involved in investigation in the justice system my whole life, is-- to give you an 
example, he-- at the beginning of the meeting, he tells us-- tells me Reince Priebus, 
his chief of staff, does not know we're meeting, which I thought was st-- I remember it 
because I thought, "How could the chief of staff not know the president's meeting 
with the F.B.I. director?" 
 
And then later in the same meal, near the end, he says, "Reince knows we're having 
dinner, so follow-up with Reince." Just-- so one of those things is not true. One of 
those things is a lie, but it reminded me of the inauguration crowd thing. Right, that 
it's-- his inauguration crowd was bigger than that Barack Obama's first inauguration. 
 
That's just not true. That's not a perspective, that's not a view, that's just a lie. And-- 
and yet he would say it and, "Everyone agrees, everyone says, everyone believes," 
and the-- the danger sort of occurred to me is-- 'cause you don't have a chance to 
speak. That's washing over you, washing over you, washing over you. 
 
Did you just agree to that? Did you just agree that he didn't make fun of a disabled 
reporter because you-- because you didn't speak? Well, you did have a chance to 
speak because there was no gap at all in the words. But I-- I have an encounter with 
him two weeks later where I learn from that and try to interrupt him to tell him I don't 
agree with him. But in this conversation, my first detail conversation, he's just rolling 
on, talking about all kinds of things. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you're listening. Are you thinking, "President 
Trump's a liar?" 
 



JAMES COMEY: Yes, yeah. I-- and I-- and I had, obviously, concerns about that 
earlier, having watched him on the campaign that he is someone who is-- for whom 
the truth is not a high value. And-- and obviously, there were examples of that in the 
dinner. 
 
The Priebus thing is-- is an example of it. The-- the inauguration thing is an example 
of it. I'm sure there are others in the conversation. But yes, that he is-- that sometimes 
he's lying in ways that are obvious, sometimes he's saying things that we may not 
know are true or false and then there's a spectrum in between. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And then unprompted, he brings up the golden 
shower again. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Correct, yeah. He brings it up and says he may want me to 
investigate it to prove that it didn't happen. And then he says-- something that 
distracted me. 'Cause he said, you know, "If there's even a 1 percent chance my wife 
thinks that's true, that's terrible." 
 
And I-- and I remember thinking, "How could your wife think there's a 1 percent 
chance you were with prostitutes peeing on each other in Moscow?" I'm a flawed 
human being, but there is literally zero chance that my wife would think that was true. 
So what kind of marriage to what kind of man does your wife think there's only a 99 
percent chance you didn't do that? 
 
And the reason I'm recounting this is I remember-- I wasn't listening to him, 'cause I'm 
running this through my head, like, how could that possibly be true? And I said to 
him, "Sir--" when he started talking about it, "I may order you to investigate that," I 
said, "Sir, that's up to you. But you'd want to be careful about that, because it might 
create a narrative that we're investigating you personally. And second, it's very 
difficult to prove something didn't happen." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And did he accept that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He said he would think about it. And he said, "I hope you'll think 
about it too." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You notice something else-- during that dinner. 
You say the president didn't laugh. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, not at all. And I was struck by it. So struck by it, it stayed 
with me, that I've never seen him laugh. Not in public, not in private. And at a dinner 
with someone-- I mean, I'm not a comedian but I occasionally say something that's 
funny that people chuckle with each other. 
 
But I never saw anything that resembled a laugh. And I could over interpret that, I 
could be-- also we're missing something that-- that maybe he's-- he's breaking up in 



stitches with other people other than the F.B.I. director, but I also tried-- after I got 
fired, I thought-- that stayed with me. And so I went and tried to find examples of 
videos where he's laughing and I could only find that really wasn't a genuine laugh. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The dinner ends, you immediately write it up. 
Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Because I knew, given the nature of the conversation and the 
nature of the person I was talking to, that to protect the F.B.I. and to protect myself, I 
would need to remember very accurately what we talked about it. And as the F.B.I. 
director, you have thousands of conversations. 
 
And-- and so the detail can get lost over time. I knew that, given that I worried he 
might not tell the truth about our encounter and given that it touched on him 
personally, that I thought, "You know, I need to have a written record of this." And so 
I went home, on my personal computer, and created a memo and kept a copy of it in 
my personal safe at home and left another copy of it at the F.B.I. Because it was about 
both protecting the F.B.I. and protecting me. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think President Trump got what we wanted 
out of that dinner? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. And I think he knew that because it was a later point when he 
was frustrated with me that I wouldn't get out-- as he said, get out that I'm not under 
investigation, where he tried to recall the loyalty pledge, I think, from the context. 
Where he said, "You know, I've been very loyal to you, 'cause we had that thing." 
 
And I-- I think what he was doing was trying to recall our encounter at that dinner and 
it coming up in his memory as, "Actually, the guy didn't promise to be loyal to me. He 
promised me honest loyalty and-- and that's actually what he's giving me now by 
telling me, 'You oughta have your lawyer call the Department of Justice.'" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: About 10 days later you're back in the White 
House. You're-- meeting with Reince-- previously the chief of staff-- when he 
suggested you go meet with the president again. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. This was a follow-up meeting to the dinner from the 27th. 
And it's us talking about a variety of topics, some of which were classified, but one of 
which was, so how should it work? How does the F.B.I. appropriately interact with 
the White House. And I was explaining it has to be through the Justice Department, 
it's important that there be a regular channel, except for national security emergencies 
or national security policy issues. 
 
And at the end of that conversation, which was designed to explain-- and Priebus, to 
his credit, seemed to want to get it right. But at the end, he asked me whether I wanted 



to see the president. And I said, "No, that's okay. I'm sure he's got plenty to do." And 
he said, "I'm sure he'd love to see you." And I said, "No, n-- that's fine." 
 
He said, "Sit. Sit." And then he left and-- went down the hall, apparently to the Oval 
Office, and came back and said, "He's in the Oval. He'd love to see you." And I said, 
without expression, "Great." And then he takes me down to the Oval Office and the 
president was just finishing a conversation with the then-s-- Press Secretary Sean 
Spicer. And I came in and sat down. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Let me stop you there. You've been in the Oval 
Office several times in your career. You served several presidents. How is it different? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It was different-- well I noticed right away the curtains were 
different. He had hung bright, gold curtains, which I found out later were actually Bill 
Clinton's Oval Office curtains, excuse me, since changed. And-- but most striking was 
that he was sitting behind the resolute desk, the big-- the president's desk, which I had 
actually never seen Presidents Bush or Obama do during a meeting. 
 
They would be there sometimes for phone calls, I gather, but when I was there they 
always sat in the open sitting area, which made sense to me as someone who tries to 
get people as a leader to tell you the truth. It's much easier in an informal setting. But I 
noticed he was behind the desk with-- both arms on the table top, on the desktop. And 
so I sat-- so there's a gigantic block of wood between us, I sat in a little wooden chair 
right up against the desk. And the conversation started and-- and Reince was trying to 
steer it, in part, towards the Steele dossier, and the president wasn't interested in that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why did Reince want to talk about that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know for sure. I don't-- I don't know. He seemed to want to 
bring the topic up. I-- I don't-- I don't know exactly. I-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You know, you mentioned something about-- since 
you brought up the Steele dossier again, you mentioned that the parts about-- the 
prostitutes was-- unverified. You don't know whether they're true or not. What about 
the rest of the Steele dossier? Has it checked out? Is it a credible document? 
 
JAMES COMEY: The answer is, I don't know. When I left the F.B.I when I was fired 
in early May of last year, an effort was underway by the F.B.I. to try to verify as much 
as pos-- rule in or rule out what-- and that work was still ongoing. So I don't know 
what the answer is. It came from a credible source. 
 
And as I said, its central premise was corroborated, that there was an effort by the 
Russians to influence the election and that there had been some connections between 
people associated with the Trump campaign and the Russian effort, in particular the 
Papadopoulos information that started the F.B.I.'s investigation. 
 



GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So connections between the Trump campaign and 
Russia had been corroborated by the time you left the F.B.I.? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think all I can say is that-- the-- the work was still underway, the 
investigation began because of inf-- reliable information that George Papadopoulos 
was having conversations about obtaining information from the Russians. That's 
probably as far as I can go at this point. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So where did the conversation go? 
 
JAMES COMEY: The president was talking about something that had happened 
during an airing of a interview he did with Bill O'Reilly on Fox-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Oh the Super Bowl interview -- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. The Super Bowl pre-game show where-- and I hadn't asked 
any questions about this, but the president was just talking about it, he had given an 
answer to Bill O'Reilly that had been much criticized across the political spectrum 
when he had said, in response to a question, that he respected Vladimir Putin and said, 
"That doesn't mean I'm going to get along with him." 
 
And then O'Reilly responded, "But he's a killer." And the president responded, in 
substance, "But we're killers, too. You think our country's so innocent." I forget the 
exact words, but that's the gist of it. And that moral equivalence, between the people 
of our government and Putin's thugs, had generated a lot of controversy. 
 
And so the president was, as I said when I described the dinner, just in a monologue 
talking about how that was a great answer, what was he supposed to do, it was a hard 
question, he gave his best answer. And just going on and on and on. Basically we're 
all agreeing with this if we don't speak. 
 
And having seen it happen during the dinner I thought, "I can't let that happen," 'cause 
I don't think it was a hard question. I think the second part of his answer is terrible. 
And so he gave me an opening at some point by saying like, "Yeah, you agree it was a 
good answer--" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So the president wants you to say this was a good 
answer. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. In fact, he was telling me it was a good answer and then 
said-- gave me an opening by saying, "You think it was a great answer. You think it 
was a good answer." And then he was starting to move on. And I jumped in and I 
said, "Mr. President, the first part of the answer was fine, not the second part. We're 
not the kind of killers that Putin is." 
 



And when I said that, the weather changed in the room. And like a shadow crossed his 
face and his eyes got this strange, kinda hard look. And I thought in that moment, 
"I've just done something unusual maybe." And then (SNAP) it passed and the 
meeting was over. And, "Thanks for coming in," and-- and Priebus walked me out. It 
was like-- 
 
In an exclusive interview with ABC News George Stephanopoulos, the former FBI 
director said President Trumps eyes got this strange, kinda hard look after he 
interrupted and criticized the president.Play 
The moment Comey thinks Trump turned on him 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You had another mob flashback. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I did. Although in that moment I was thinking, "I just 
succeeded," although I hadn't intended to, in ending any personal relationship between 
me and the president by th-- by interrupting him and also criticizing him to his face. 
And I went back and told my staff that it happened, and then I thought-- and told 
them, "That's not a bad thing, because it will help us keep a distance that we need to 
keep from him." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You-- you saw it right there, and we talked about 
this earlier-- why is President Trump so reluctant to call out Vladimir Putin? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I'm struck by it and I'm struck by it both in public and 
in private. Because I can understand the arguments why the president of the United 
States might not want to criticize the leader of another country because there's always 
good reasons to try and build better relationships, I suppose, even when that other 
leader is someone who is killing his own citizens and engaging in-- in attacks against 
our country. But you would think that in private-- talking to the F.B.I. director, whose 
job it is to thwart Russian attacks, you might acknowledge that this enemy of ours is 
an enemy of ours. But I never saw. And so I don't know the reason. I really don't. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think the Russians have something on 
Donald Trump? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think it's possible. I don't know. These are more words I never 
thought I'd utter about a president of the United States, but it's possible. 
 
These are more words I never thought Id utter about a President of the United States, 
but its possible, the former FBI director told ABC News George Stephanopoulos in an 
exclusive interview.Play 
Comey: 'It's possible' the Russians have something on President Trump 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That's stunning. You can't say for certain that the 
president of the United States is not compromised by the Russians? 
 
JAMES COMEY: It is stunning and I wish I wasn't saying it, but it's just-- it's the 
truth. I cannot say that. It always struck me and still strikes me as unlikely, and I 



woulda been able to say with high confidence about any other president I dealt with, 
but I can't. It's possible. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: February 14th, you're back in the Oval Office? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Back again. Valentine's Day. For-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: We were there for a briefing, which was a very good idea, to give 
the new president an understanding of the terrorism threat in the United States, which 
is the F.B.I.'s primary responsibility. And so I was there was the vice president and 
leaders of the counter terrorism agencies in a horseshoe of chairs ar-- again, he's 
behind the desk, in a horseshoe of chairs around the desk to tell him, "Look, here's 
what we're worried about in the United States." 
 
And-- so I did most of the talking during that briefing and gave some, I thought, some 
pretty eye-opening insight into some threats that we don't talk about a lot, but the 
president was kind of quiet, which is unusual, and unengaged. And-- and then ended 
the meeting by thanking everybody and s-- and pointing at me saying, "I just want to 
talk to Jim." And excused everyone, including the vice president. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: They didn't want to leave. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well I know the attorney general didn't want to leave because-- he 
ac-- he was-- I'm sitting here, he was sitting off to my right and the door by the 
grandfather clock was off to my left. President was sitting where you are. And the 
attorney general came around and stood right by my chair and lingered. Clearly, his 
body language leads-- to my mind said he didn't want to leave. 
 
And then the president said, "Thanks, Jeff. I just want to talk to Jim. Thank you." And 
then he walked off. And then staff had been sitting on the couches and chairs behind 
us, and one of the people back there, been-- Jared Kushner, the president's son in law, 
and he came to my left elbow and stood after the attorney general left and started 
chatting with me about the e-mail investigation, just pleasantries about how hard that 
must have been, and lingering as well. And then the president said, "Thanks, Jared. 
Thank you. Just want to talk to Jim." And so-- he was excused. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You're alone in the Oval Office? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What happens next? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I didn't know what was going to happen next, but I knew that 
whatever it was, it was really, really important that I remember everything that was 



said, and as best I could the exact words that were said. Because why would you kick 
out the attorney general, who's my boss, and the vice president of the United States to 
speak to me? Something was going to happen that was going to be important to 
remember-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: He knows he's going to say something that others 
shouldn't hear. 
 
JAMES COMEY: That was my read, that it's-- it's so unusual that-- first of all, it's 
unusual for the attorney general-- excuse me, for the F.B.I. director and the president 
to be alone at all. But to kick out the vice president of the United States and the 
attorney general, who I work for, so you could talk to me alone, something was up 
that was really important. And that it might well be that he knew what everybody was 
going to talk about was something that he shouldn't be talking about with the others. 
And so my antennae were up and I just-- listened. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what he wanted to talk about was Mike Flynn. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. That's how he began it. "I want to talk about Mike Flynn." 
And he started explaining to me-- that Flynn was a good guy and that he had to be let 
go 'cause he was-- had lied to the vice president and he-- said he had other concerns 
about him, which he didn't in that meeting spell out. 
 
And then he-- got a little bit distracted, the conversation moved off to leaks a little bit. 
And he talked about how bad leaks were of classified information. And I agreed. And 
we talked about that for a bit. And while that conversation was going on, Reince 
Priebus opened the door to my left, by the grandfather clock, and I turned and I can 
see standing waiting was a big group of people, including the vice president. And the 
president-- waved him away and had him close the door. And then after the 
interruption came back to Flynn. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So that-- that prompted him to get back to business. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Get back to the point. He-- he had wandered off on an 
important topic of leaks and-- and urging me to talk to the attorney general about 
being more aggressive in pursuing leaks of classified information, all of which is fine. 
And then the interruption got him back to Mike Flynn, and that's when he asked me-- 
said he hopes I can let it go. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And when he said that, you thought? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He's asking me to drop the criminal investigation of his, now 
former, national security advisor. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Direction? 
 



JAMES COMEY: I took it as a direction. He's-- his words were, though, "I hope you 
can let it go." But the context where I've been-- where everyone's been kicked out, and 
it was just the two of us, the president of the United States, I took the expression of 
hope as, "This is what I want you to do." This-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The president says he didn't say that. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Well what am I going to do? He did. That's why I was-- 
when he tweeted that there might be tapes, I was-- I meant what I said when I said, 
"Lordy, I hope there are tapes because I know what happened in that-- in that 
meeting." And I testified about it under oath thinking there might be tapes. And so I'd 
be a crazy person to make it up. And I wrote it down immediately after that meeting. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: He-- he-- he later said there weren't tapes in a tweet 
several weeks later after it hung out there for a long, long time. Which statement do 
you believe? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I-- I mean, I would assume one of the reasons, 
although it was a delayed revelation, that I wanted to get out into public in-- that he 
had-- that we had had this encounter, he'd asked me to let it go, is that if there were 
tapes only a special prosecutor was going to go get 'em. And so I don't know. I have 
no insight into whether Former Director Mueller and his team subpoenaed the White 
House for tapes. I have no idea. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So he says, "I hope you can let it go." What do you 
say? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He had said, "He's a good guy, I hope you can let it go," I think 
those are the exact words. But he said-- and I just said, "I agree he's a good guy," or I 
said, "he's a good guy." And so then full-stop. And there was a brief pause. And then 
the meeting was over. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Should you have said more there? Should you have 
said, "Mr. President, I can't discuss this with you. You're doing something improper?" 
 
JAMES COMEY: Maybe. I mean, that-- that's also a fair criticism. Maybe I should 
have. Although, as I've thought about it since, if he didn't know he was doing 
something improper, why did he kick out the attorney general and the vice president 
of the United States and the leaders of the intelligence community? I mean, why am I 
alone if he's-- doesn't know the nature of the request? 
 
But it's possible that in the moment I shoulda-- you know, another person would have 
said, "Sir, you can't ask me that. That's a criminal investigation. That could be 
obstruction of justice." Again, it's one of these deals where I'm so-- even though I 
knew something important was going to happen, it didn't occur to me he was going to 
ask me to drop a criminal investigation. And so a little bit of it is the shock of it, and 



part of it is just from the environment I think I had a good gut sense that he knows 
what he's doing. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: With that direction, was President Trump 
obstructing justice? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Possibly. I mean, it's certainly some evidence of obstruction of 
justice. It would depend and-- and I'm just a witness in this case, not the investigator 
or prosecutor, it would depend upon other things that reflected on his intent. 
 
Comey tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos, Possibly. I mean its certainly some 
evidence of obstruction of justice.Play 
Comey interview: Was President Trump obstructing justice? 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: I wonder if you even should have agreed at that 
point that Flynn is a good guy. By February 14th, did you know that Mike Flynn had 
lied to the F.B.I.? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So was it a mistake to even agree with the 
president on that point? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Maybe. I mean, I-- I actually-- good people do lie, and my sense of 
Flynn was he was a good guy, that I sat with him and chatted with him when he was 
head of the Defense Intelligence Agency. And so the fact that someone lies doesn't 
necessarily make them a bad person. But I think mostly it was me trying to get outta 
the conversation, give him a piece of what he said that's harmless so that I cannot give 
him the rest. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But you knew at this point that Mike Flynn was in 
some jeopardy. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Serious jeopardy. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did the president know that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. That is obviously an area that a special prosecutor 
would want to investigate. I don't know the answer to that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: There's been some reporting that-- at-- at-- at one 
point you told the Congress that the agency who interviewed Mike Flynn didn't 
believe that he had lied. 



 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I saw that. And that-- I don't know where that's coming 
from. That-- unless I'm-- I-- I-- said something that people misunderstood, I don't 
remember even intending to say that. So my recollection is I never said that to 
anybody. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So at this point-- the president is now, given what 
you thought was a direction-- you didn't step in and say, "Listen, you shouldn't do 
that, Mr. President," at some point in your mind, as you're writing these notes, have 
you shifted to collecting evidence of a possible crime? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, yes, in a sense. I mean, I am recording it bec-- for the s-- 
same reason I recorded the earlier one, but it's even more important that I record this 
one because the conversation will likely come back some day and he may well lie 
about it. And so I need to remember exactly what was said there. It could be evidence 
of a crime. It was really important that it be well documented. 
 
I shared it with-- my colleagues at the F.B.I. But something else was true, it was 
important that we did not intend to abide his direction, we were not going to let it go, 
no matter what he said. And so it was really important that we not let the investigators 
yet know this had happened, because we worried it might chill them in some way if 
you hear the president wants your case to go away. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you're holding this evidence. You share it with 
your deputy, your general counsel. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Uh-huh (AFFIRM). 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You don't share it with the attorney general. 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not? 
 
JAMES COMEY: We thought-- rightly, he was about to recuse himself on anything 
related to Russia and so that didn't make sense. The harder question was, should we 
tell the person who is acting in the role as deputy attorney general, which was a U.S. 
attorney who was there temporarily? And decided that didn't make any sense either, 
that we would wait until we got a new-- there's nothing to be done, since there was no 
way to corroborate it, the idea of tapes didn't occur to us, that we would be getting 
new leadership a that deputy attorney general level. And then the department would 
figure out how they were going to supervise all the Russia stuff. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So at this point it's almost as if there's an 
investigation within the investigation. 
 



JAMES COMEY: Well there's a box within the investigation where we're holding a 
piece of information so that we can figure out what to do about it later. So it's-- we are 
walling it off, since we couldn't think-- the leaders of the F.B.I. couldn't think of what 
logical investigations you would do now, that you needed to do right now, so there 
would be no harm in holding it and then figuring out what to do with it as the 
investigation went on. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So i-- i-- i-- if the president hadn't fired you, would 
that information still be boxed up? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Oh no. No. 'Cause we'd have-- we'd have gotten guidance at some 
point as to how they were going to lead the Russia investigation and then have to 
figure out what investigation we could do to try to corroborate that. What would we 
do with that? But firing me certainly accelerated it, in a way it wouldn't have been 
accelerated before. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What were you thinking as you left the Oval Office 
that day? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That something really important just happened and that I was a 
little-- another one of those outta-body experiences, like, "Really? The president just 
kicked out the attorney general to ask me to drop a criminal investigation." Wow, the 
world s-- continues to go crazy. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Calls you been-- calls you back a couple weeks 
later. The next phone call was-- and that was just kind of a check-in. Right? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Said the world had gone crazy. I was about to get on a 
helicopter and the president called me just to, he didn't say this, but I heard it in my 
own head as just, "Hey, what's up?" And it was to find out, "So how are you doing?" I 
said, "Great, sir. How are you doing?" And it was just a check-in. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And that was March 1st. Did you ever look back-- 
at-- at the day and-- and-- get any sense of what might have prompted that phone call? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No, I never did. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: He then called you again-- it was actually a few 
weeks later-- March 30th. He's more agitated now-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think two reasons. M-- most prominently that there had been a 
hearing where, at the Department of Justice direction, I had confirmed for the first 



time that we had open-- counter intelligence investigation to understand whether any 
Americans associated with the Trump campaign were working with the Russians. 
And-- and so that obviously caught his attention. 
 
And then I think there continued to be a lotta stuff in the news about the Russia 
investigation. So he was calling me to tell me how frustrating he found that and it was 
getting in the way of his ability to make deals for the country. And he wanted to lift 
the cloud, he called it a cloud. And so wanted me to get out that he wasn't under 
investigation. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So if he's not under investigation, you've told him, 
why not tell the country? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well for-- for the reasons that the F.B.I. general counsel was 
concerned about me in the first instance telling then President-elect Trump he wasn't 
under investigation, it-- it was-- potentially misleading and also would create a duty to 
correct that. And there was a challenge also with, so what's the limiting principle? If 
they ask, "Is the vice president under investigation," do you answer that? 
 
And then if they say, "Is the attorney general under investigation," do you answer 
that? And-- where do you stop? And so the Department of Justice was thinking about 
it and had decided, in connection with my testimony, that they would only authorize 
me to say there was an investigation but not to comment on who was under 
investigation. But they did one other thing, they had me tell the leaders of the 
intelligence committees exactly who we were investigating, the-- which is unusual, 
the identities of the Americans which did not include the president. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What part of you is thinking also, "I am collecting 
evidence on the president"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well part of me is thinking that because of the obstruc-- potential 
obstruction issue, but also I continued to believe that there was force to the F.B.I. 
general counsel's argument that we're going to have to look at the president. I-- even if 
you-- even if you took the-- the f-- my conversation with him about Flynn as a 
potential obstruction, you put it off to the side and said, "Well that's different than the 
Russia investigation," even on the Russia investigation there was continuing s-- and 
stronger force to the argument that you're inevitably going to look at his conduct, 
'cause he's the head of the campaign. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And for at least a period of time they're trying to 
build a tower in Moscow. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: April 11th. Final phone call. 
 



JAMES COMEY: Yeah. This was a follow-up where he's-- I think it's the only phone 
call or contact that I had with him that involved no preamble talking about how 
awesome I am and how great it is-- or he just began by expressing his frustration-- no. 
His voice was frustrated, his-- he began by asking, "So what did you do with my 
request to get out that I'm not under investigation, to lift the cloud?" 
 
And I explained to him that I had referred it to the acting deputy attorney general and 
I hadn't heard back. And that-- that was frustrating to him. And then I explained to 
him how it should work. He should have the White House counsel contact the Justice 
Department if he wants to find out-- he has a request to make. And that was the last 
time I spoke to him. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But isn't that where he said, "We had that thing"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. He said, "'Cause I've been very good to you. I've been loyal 
to you," words like that. "We had that thing. You know?" And then he pulled up short, 
because the-- there was no pledge of loyalty. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: In his mind when he says, "We had that thing," 
does he think he made you F.B.I. director, kept you F.B.I. director, that's why you 
owe him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I-- I-- I could be wrong about this, but I'll tell you what my reaction 
was, he's reaching for the-- the goal of that loyalty dinner, that he's remembering that 
he had a dinner with me and he's starting to say, "I've been very loyal to you and you 
promised to be loyal to me." 
 
And then he pulls up short because if he's replaying the dinner in his head, he 
remembers the awkward stare and then he remembers that weird formulation about 
always be honest and then honest loyalty. And again, I could be wrong about that, but 
my gut told me that's what he's reaching for and he's pulling up short because, "We 
both know I never promised to be loyal to you, in the way you understand it." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And then on Friday, May 9th, your tenure as F.B.I. 
director-- excuse me-- then on May 9th your tenure as F.B.I. director ends. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. When I'm in Los Angeles at the-- F.B.I. field office in Los 
Angeles, about to go to a diversity recruiting event. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And what happened? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I was doing what I did many, many times visiting F.B.I. offices, I 
was walking around thanking everybody personally. And there was a group of 
employees who didn't have desks that I could visit, they were the custodial employees 
and then the communications room employee. And so they were all s-- in a group in a 
big, central room and I was standing talking to them. 



 
And the room had televisions on the wall at the very back. And I was in the middle of 
thanking them for being part of the F.B.I. and its mission and explaining everybody 
owns the mission, they are no support employees. And I saw, "Comey resigns," on the 
back screens. And one of the many great-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Resigns? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, it said, "Resigns." And one of the many great things about 
the F.B.I. is we have some hilarious pranksters in that organization, and so I thought it 
was a scam by someone on my staff. So I turn to the-- them and I said, "Someone put 
a lotta work into that." And then I continued talking. 
 
And then the-- that changed on the screens, which showed the different networks, 
changed to, "Comey fired." And the-- now I'm staring it and the-- the audience could 
see my face change, so they start turning around looking at the back. And I said, 
"Look, I don't know whether that's true or not. I'm going to go find out." 
 
"But what I want to say to you won't change whether or not-- that's true." And then I 
finished talking about the mission of the F.B.I., how everybody has to be part of it. 
And I thanked them for their work, I shook all their hands, then I went into a room to 
find out have I been fired, because I did not expect to be fired. 
 
Comey opens up about the shocking way he found out he was fired by Trump 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And who told you? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Eventually my assistant, Althea James-- there was an actual person 
down on Pennsylvania Avenue knocking on the front door of the F.B.I. with a letter 
from the president. And she somehow got the F.B.I. police to go down and get it, 
scanned it, e-mailed it to me. And this took probably a half hour or so. Said, "Yeah," 
I've been fired. "President of the United States, there's a letter from him saying I'm 
fired effective immediately." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you're looking at that letter, what's your first 
thought? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's crazy. How could that be? But they also, I think, s-- attached 
to it a letter from the attorney general and a letter from the-- the deputy attorney 
general, purporting to lay out the reasons I was fired. And so I think it at-- I think I 
saw those actually the same time, and my reaction was, "That makes no sense at all." 
 
And-- and then I took a call from Patrice who called saying the kids and she had seen 
it, "What's going on?" I said, "I don't know. We're trying to find out." My friend Pat 
Fitzgerald called from Chicago, I said the same thing. And then John Kelly, who was 
then the secretary of Homeland Security, called me. 
 



In an exclusive interview with ABC News George Stephanopoulos, Comey told Kelly 
We need you to stay and serve for the country.Play 
Comey says John Kelly intended to resign following his firing 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Now White House chief of staff. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Now White House chief of staff. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did he say? 
 
JAMES COMEY: He was very upset. He was very emotional and said he had seen the 
news and that he intended to resign because he wouldn't work for people who would 
treat someone like me in such a dishonorable way and that he was going to quit. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did you tell him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Please don't do that. Please don't do that, John. And I knew him 
well and still-- knew-- thought highly of him then, still think highly of him, and I said, 
"Please don't do that. This president needs people of character and principle around 
him, especially this president. Please don't do that." And I said, "We need you to stay 
and serve for the country." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If he called you today saying he intended to quit, 
what would you tell him? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I understand. I-- I think you've-- you've sacrificed as much as you 
really can of yourself for the country. And-- no one would begrudge you leaving. 
You've done your absolute best. It's-- it's come at a cost to you, but-- that no one can 
blame you. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: I want to get back to the story -- but one more 
question. I think it's to an important point that-- when you're talking about being an 
ethical leader, at what point do people serve in order to protect the institution, to 
protect the country, and at what point does it cross over into enabling bad behavior? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That is the question that people have to ask themselves. And-- and 
there's no easy way to define it in the abstract, that you-- the challenge of this 
president is that he will stain everyone around him. And the question is, how much 
stain is too much stain and how much stain eventually makes you unable to 
accomplish your goal of protecting the country and serving the country? So I don't 
know. And it-- it-- it would be hard for anybody to answer that. But everyone's gotta 
answer that individually. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Could you imagine if you hadn't been fired on May 
9th-- if you hadn't been fired on May 9th, would you still be working for President 
Trump? 
 



JAMES COMEY: Yes. I-- I would-- yes, I would. I-- as I told President Obama, I was 
dreading it and I-- I would be im-- an unhappy F.B.I. director, but in a way proud of 
the organization and in my role in trying to protect it. And the current F.B.I. director 
is a friend of mine, is an honorable person. 
 
I'm so glad that he's serving, 'cause I know he cares about the institutional values the 
way I do. It's hard, you gotta constantly worry about efforts to compromise you and 
compromise your institution. But in the end, to answer your question, that's-- that is 
question and that's one that everybody has to answer individually. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You say you were surprised as you read the letter. 
Weren't you angry? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I don't remember being angry. I remember just thinking, 
"This is a lie." The stuff about, you know, being fired because of the Hillary Clinton 
e-mail investigation, that makes no sense at all. And then, of course, I quickly saw on 
the news that, you know, the White House saying that the F.B.I. was in tatters and the 
workforce-- it was relieved that I was fired. More and more lies. And so I was worried 
about the organization, worried about the people-- who I'm supposed to meet with 
right after that and confused. I don't remember being angry in that moment. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Also had to find a way to get home. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. It-- 'cause I'm no longer F.B.I. director, so how do I get 
home? I-- I actually gave thought to renting a convertible and driving almost 3,000 
miles, something I've never done. I've had friends drive across country, but I'm not 
single or crazy so I didn't do it. And I left it to the-- who-- my deputy, who 
immediately had become the acting director of the F.B.I., to figure that out. 
 
And the-- the head of my security detail, who's an amazing person, said, "Sir, we're 
going to figure this out. But if I have to put you in handcuffs, we're taking you back 
on the F.B.I. plane." And I said, "Well look, I want to do whatever is appropriate 
under the law and the regulations, so you all figure that out." And they figured out that 
they had an obligation to protect me and so they would bring me back on the plane. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So you're in that private jet basically alone. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What did you do? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I broke F.B.I. rules. I was no longer an employee so I wasn't 
breaking the rules. So I took a bottle of red wine out of my suitcase that I was 
bringing back from California, a California pinot noir, and I drank red wine from a 
paper coffee cup and just looked out at the lights of the country I love so much as we 
flew home. 



 
And then I-- as-- we got close to the airport in Washington, I asked the pilots could I 
sit up with them, 'cause I'd never done it. Been all over the world with these pilots and 
sat in the passenger's seat. Hundreds of flights, I'd never sat up there and watched 
them do their work. So they put the headphones on me and I sat on a jump seat 
between the two pilots and watched them land along the Potomac. And-- and then we 
shook hands with tears in our eyes and then I left and get driven home. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: That's it. The pinnacle of your professional career, 
it's over-- 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Yeah. Over in a flash. Yeah. Makes no sense at all. But-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Did you-- realize then, or could you realize then, 
the consequences of you being fired? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I was a bit numb at the time. And I thought, "It's crazy to fire 
me." I'm leading the investigation of Russian influence and particularly whether the-- 
anyone in the Trump orbit had coordinated and conspired with the Russians. That 
makes no sense at all. And the reasons they've given make no sense at all, are clearly a 
pretense. 
 
But I was numb enough that I just thought, "Well that's the president's legal right to 
fire me and so I gotta figure out what I'm going to do with the rest of my life." And so 
I was trying to put it out of my mind and just sleep and exercise and hang out with my 
wife and kids. And it wasn't until the president tweeted at me that Friday morning 
after I was fired that, "James Comey better hope there aren't tapes of our 
conversations," that I sorta snapped back to the present. 
 
In fact, it wasn't even then. I snapped back three days later in the middle of the night. I 
woke up in the middle of the night and the thought hit me like a lightening bolt, like, 
"Wait a minute. If there are tapes, he will be heard on that tape in the Oval Office 
asking me to let it go. There is corroboration or could be corroboration for the thing 
we thought we'll never be able to corroborate." 
 
Comey tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos after he was fired, he realized if 
there were possible tapes it could prove obstruction of justice.Play 
Comey on Trump tweeting about possible 'tapes' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Of a possible crime. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. Of possible obstruction of justice. Somebody's gotta go get 
those tapes. I trust the F.B.I., right, 'cause they'll see what I see. But I don't trust the 
leadership of the Department of Justice to do it. And so-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not? 
 



JAMES COMEY: Well the attorney general was recused and the deputy attorney 
general, in my view, had acted dishonorably by putting out this pretext about why I 
was fired. So I thouРht, "WОll hО's ‘amica nostra.’ RiРht? HО's part oП thО Пamily now. 
I can't trust him." And so what can I do? I can do something now. 
 
I'm a private citizen and I have in my safe downstairs an unclassified memo about that 
conversation. And I'm a private citizen, I can tell people about conversations with the 
president that are unclassified. And so I'm going to do it. And so I asked a friend of 
mine to get it out to a reporter. And my goal was to prompt the Department of Justice 
to appoint a special prosecutor, go get the tapes. That's all I was thinking about was 
the tapes. Go get the tapes. Go get the tapes-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You-- you documented every encounter you had 
with President Trump going back to the time he was president-elect from the Trump 
Tower meeting. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. I think there's a written record of-- we-- and I've left it out, 
we-- he and I had one conversation on the phone, it was about a classified topic that 
was totally appropriate and-- and so I don't know whether I did a memo on that. But 
nearly every encounter I documented, either with a memo-- and some of them were 
classified-- memos and so I obviously created them at the F.B.I. and left them at the 
F.B.I. 
 
But for the unclassified encounters, I wrote them up on my personal computer, printed 
them on my printer, with my paper, and kept a copy here. But because I also want to 
protect the bureau, I left a copy at the F.B.I. But thank goodness I kept a copy here, 
because I was banned from the property. 
 
One of the orders that was issued is I was never to be allowed back on F.B.I. property, 
like I had killed somebody. So my staff had to box my stuff up and send it home. But 
I had the memo in my safe, my unclassified memo. And I thought, "If I get that out, 
that'll put tremendous pressure on the Department of Justice to have somebody go get 
the tapes before President Trump could destroy them--" 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And those tapes, in your mind, would be evidence 
of a possible crime. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. And I would be heard on those tapes in that conversation with 
the president, and he would be heard saying, "I hope you can let it go." And I would 
be heard saying, "I agree he's a good guy." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: President's tweeted innumerable times calling you 
a leaker-- because of that. First of all, what's your response to President Trump? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Look, it's true, I mean, I'm the one who testified about it, that's how 
people know about it, that I gave that unclassified-- this is a whole nother 



conversation about whether you can leak unclassified information, I don't want to get 
involved in that. I gave that unclassified memo to my mind, who was also acting as 
my lawyer, but this wasn't a lawyer task, and asked him to give it to a reporter. That is 
entirely appropriate. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why not do it yourself? Why not do it openly, 
transparently? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. For one very practical reason. At the end of my driveway 
was a horde or media and my thought was, "If I do it myself, it'll be like feeding 
seagulls at the beach." That if I give it to one reporter then what's my answer to all the 
others about why I won't answer their questions? How do I fence it off-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But-- but how do you-- how do you weight that 
inconvenience against the ethics of being more open? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I-- well I-- I guess that's fair criticism, but my reaction was, "I'm 
going to get the information out." I know the information is true and if I'm ever asked 
about it, of course I'll tell the truth about it. Which is-- the first time I was asked about 
it I did. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: President also-- several different tweets calls you a 
liar. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And? 
 
JAMES COMEY: What am I going to do? Yeah. People have to make their own 
judgments about other people. I would ask people-- when I-- whenever we would 
evaluate a witness you'd always say, "So what's their body of work? So what are they 
like? What's their pattern and practice? Is their story internally consistent? Did they 
document it?" All of those questions. But I'm not going to make that argument for 
myself. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: The day after you were fired-- president is meeting 
in the Oval Office with the Russian foreign minister. Calls you a nut job. Says the 
pressure's been relieved now, the pressure on him has been relieved. What did you 
think when you saw that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Wow, was my reaction. First of all, what are the Russians doing in 
the Oval Office? One, as a counter intelligence person I'm thinking, "That's crazy--" 
without any Americans being present, one. And, two, it-- the pretense is melting 
away, the bit about, "You were fired because of how you handled the e-mail 
investigation," is melting away. You were fired because of the Russia investigation. 
That's the substance of what I heard those words as. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And then that Lester Holt interview. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Right. Same thing. The pretense has now melted. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: So if there is evidence of a crime, you want it out 
there, you want there to be an investigation, you wanted a special counsel. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I did. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Why exactly? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Because I wanted someone without political conflict, someone who 
is not “amica nostra,” to ПinН thО Пacts. AnН I Нon't know what they'll find. I don't 
know whether Bob Mueller s-- and his people will conclude that President Trump 
committed a crime or not. I don't really care, so long as it's done in the right way, 
confidently, honestly and independently. 
 
And I know the F.B.I. would be that way, and now I know the prosecutors will be that 
way. And whatever they find, the American people can rely on because they will find 
the truth. Again, I don't sit here saying, "I hope the trust is that," or, "I hope the truth 
is this." I just want them to find the truth. And I'm confident that they will, unless he's 
interfered with in some way. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You've been interviewed by Robert Mueller? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I'm not going to talk about my contact with the special counsel. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You're free to do to that. Correct? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, but I also want to make sure that I-- don't-- I don't do anything 
that might get in the way of their ability to be effective. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think there's any chance that-- that writing 
this book will get in the way? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know. I hope not. I mean, because I've tried to be consistent. 
What you worry about with interviews or with-- with-- with a witness writing a book 
is, does their story change? And again, that's the virtue of the memos, is that I've tried 
to be true to the memos and not create inconsistent statements. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And you also had to testify to Congress about all 
that-- a few weeks later. That was a dramatic moment-- for the country, it appeared to 
be a powerful, personal moment for you. What were you trying to do there? 
 



JAMES COMEY: I was trying to speak at the beginning of that to the people of the 
F.B.I., because one of the things that happened with me being banned by the president 
from the property is I never got to say, "Goodbye," to those people. And when I said 
the stuff was lies about the F.B.I. being in tatters and being glad to get rid of me, I 
meant it. 
 
I was very, very close to that workforce and they were very close to me. And I know 
this 'cause of the boxes and boxes of letters and cards they've sent me. But I never got 
a chance to say, "Thank you," and to frame it and say, "keep up with your mission," 
those kinds of things. And so I thought, "This is the chance." 
 
And I wrote the substantive information that the Senate committee wanted in advance 
so that I could talk in my opening to the people of the F.B.I. And I wanted to do it 
from heart, and so I didn't use any notes. A s-- decision I was regretting standing there 
with butterflies in my stomach before walking out. And it was emotional for me 
because I love that organization, I love the mission, I love those people. 
 
And-- and so saying, "Goodbye," to them was an emotional thing for me. And I 
almost didn't get through it. I started to choke up talking about them. But I knew it 
would mean a lot to them, and I knew it would offer me a measure of closure. And it 
just really wasn't what the Senate committee wanted to hear, but I thought, "I have an 
opportunity now," and so I took it. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: It is so clear how much you love the F.B.I. Are you 
convince you didn't hurt it? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I'm convinced-- well I guess it's easy to convince yourself, but 
I'm convinced that it was hurt as little as possible by virtue of what I did and that it 
would have been hurt more in other ways. But no, I-- I think making the decisions I 
had to make hurt the organization. 
 
The F.B.I.-- you know, and the presidency of Donald Trump hurts the organization. 
The organization's not politicized, that stuff is all nonsense. It's an apolitical 
organization, but it's subject now to extraordinary attack. And I trace that all the way 
back to the beginning of the e-mail investigation. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And can it survive the attacks? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, it can survive the attacks. It'll take a while to recover, and 
damage will be done to the country, because the essence of the F.B.I. is a special 
agent knocking on a door and talking to a crime victim and convincing them to come 
forward or standing up in a courtroom and telling a jury, "I found this in the left-hand 
drawer of this fraudster's desk," and being believed at the door and in the courtroom. 
 
And the constant attacks, constant attacks, risks undermining that. And that's why-- 
my concern about the attacks on the F.B.I. is not a political thing, we all need that 



organization as a country. Everyone should want the F.B.I. to be that other in 
American life. And right now it's the Republicans who are attacking it. 
 
Democrats are doing a whole lot of attacking last year because the teams are on 
different sides. We have to recognize, we want an organization that is not on anyone's 
side. That's in the national interest. And I hope people can rise above, come back to 
the title of the book, have a higher loyalty above your tribe to the things that matter 
for the country. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Before we broke, you mentioned that they didn't 
trust the Justice Department. What do you make of the attorney general? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know what to make of him. I mean, I only worked with him 
very briefly before I was fired. My sense of him, maybe it's unfair to him, was that he 
was over matched for the job. And-- that the job was f-- much, much bigger than he 
was. And that he was going to struggle in it. That's my sense. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And you also said that the deputy attorney general, 
who's now running the Russia investigation, you said what he put out in support of 
your firing was just a pretext, and the pretense then fell away. So can the American 
people have confidence in the man who's supervising the Russia investigation? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes, in this sense. First of all, the American people can have 
complete confidence in Robert Mueller. As I said-- earlier, he and I are not close 
friends, but I've known him and watched his work-- 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You've had dinner, played golf? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah. I think we played golf once in our 25 years. And-- sorry, 
and-- and I've had dinner with him maybe once or twice. So I know him and I can s-- 
and I-- we're friendly. But I know his work most of all. And I've watched it closely. 
He's not on anybody's side. He does not care about anything except the truth. And so 
they can have great confidence if Bob Mueller is let-- left in place to do his job, he 
will find the truth. 
 
And again, I don't know what that will be. He may conclude that there is nothing that 
touches President Trump or any of his senior people. And that's fine, so long as he's 
able to find that truth. And so that's the most important thing. And I also think the 
deputy attorney general-- I don't know this, but has likely learned a painful lesson 
from the way he handled my firing. And so it gives him all the more reason to act 
honorably in overseeing Director Mueller. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: What will-- what will it mean if President Trump is 
tries to fire Robert Mueller? 
 



JAMES COMEY: It would, I hope, set off alarm bells that this is his most serious 
attack yet on the rule of law. And it would be something that our entire country-- 
again, Democrats and Republicans, that is higher than all the normal fights about 
policy. That is about the values of this country and the rule of law. And it would be to 
the everlasting shame of partisans if they were unable to see that higher level and to 
protect it. 
 
Comey told ABC News George Stephanopoulos in an exclusive interview that thinks 
the president would not fire special counsel Robert Mueller.Play 
Comey thinks firing Mueller would be an 'attack on the rule of law' 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Do you think the deputy attorney general'll carry 
out that order? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. I don't. I think, given his experience with me, that-- that he has 
an opportunity in overseeing Bob Mueller to restore some of his professional 
reputation. And I'm m-- highly confident that he would refuse to abide that order. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And if Robert Mueller decides to bring a case, 
would you be a witness for the prosecution? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Sure, if he asked me to be. I'm a fact witness. That relates to-- I'm 
sure, to an obstruction investigation. Where that's going to go, I don't know. But 
potentially, I'd be-- I'd be a witness. 
 
Comey Tells ABC News George Stephanopoulos that if Mueller did decide to bring a 
case, he would agree to be a witness.Play 
Would Comey be a witness for Robert Mueller? 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Are there things you don't know that you haven't 
said that could damage President Trump? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Things that I don't know that I haven't said? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Thing-- I'm sorry. Are there-- are there things that 
you know but haven't said that could damage President Trump? 
 
JAMES COMEY: That's a good question. I don't think so. I don't think I'm holding 
back on you. I'm not talking about the details of investigations. But I left a long time 
ago. And there's been a lotta work done since the day I was fired. And so I don't-- I 
have no idea what Bob Mueller has. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But you read the papers. You follow the 
investigation. Do you think people tied to President Trump colluded with the 
Russians? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't know is the honest answer. That-- that was th-- what we 
were trying to investigate at the time. Was anyone aiding the Russians, conspiring 



with the Russians? There's no doubt there was smoke around that. Whether there's 
fire, I-- I didn't stay long enough to know. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You write that President Trump is unethical, 
untethered to the truth. Is Donald Trump unfit to be president? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yes. But not in the way m-- I often hear people talk about it. I don't 
buy this stuff about him being mentally incompetent or early stages of dementia. He 
strikes me as a person of above average intelligence who's tracking conversations and 
knows what's going on. I don't think he's medically unfit to be president. I think he's 
morally unfit to be president. 
 
I think hes morally unfit to be president, said the former FBI director told ABC News 
George Stephanopoulos in an exclusive interview.Play 
Comey thinks Donald Trump is unfit to be president 
A person who sees moral equivalence in Charlottesville, who talks about and treats 
women like they're pieces of meat, who lies constantly about matters big and small 
and insists the American people believe it, that person's not fit to be president of the 
United States, on moral grounds. And that's not a policy statement. Again, I don't care 
what your views are on guns or immigration or taxes. 
 
There's something more important than that that should unite all of us, and that is our 
president must embody respect and adhere to the values that are at the core of this 
country. The most important being truth. This president is not able to do that. He is 
morally unfit to be president. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You're the former director of the F.B.I. You've 
served in senior positions in the Department of Justice for Republican and Democratic 
presidents. And you think Donald Trump is unfit-- s-- the bottom line standard, unfit 
to be president? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I do. I do. And I-- I-- I hope one of the things that comes outta the 
Trump administration his first term is a recognition that, as much as we fight about 
those policy issues in this country, what's at the core of this nation, we are just a 
collection of ideas. And at the core of those ideas is that there is a thing called truth. 
 
There is the rule of law. There is integrity. Those things matter before any fights about 
policies. And people who tell themselves, "Well, yes, Donald Trump is unethical but 
I'm getting the right Supreme Court justice or the right regulatory rollback," are 
kidding themselves because if we lose that tether to the truth, if that stops being the 
norm at the heart of our public life, what are we? 
 
Where are we as a country? So I worry sometimes people think I'm talking about 
politics. Not in the way we normally talk about in this country. But I hope in the most 
important way. Values matter. This president does not reflect the values of this 
country. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: If you are right, what is the remedy? Should 
Donald Trump be impeached? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Impeachment is-- is a question of law and fact and politics. And so 
that'll be determined by people gather-- 
 
Former FBI director James Comey gave ABC News chief anchor George 
Stephanopoulos a strange answer.Play 
Comey weighs in on if he thinks Trump will be impeached 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You're a citizen. You have a judgment. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Yeah, I'll tell you, I'll give you a strange answer. I hope not 
because I think impeaching and removing Donald Trump from office would let the 
American people off the hook and have something happen indirectly that I believe 
they're duty bound to do directly. People in this country need to stand up and go to the 
voting booth and vote their values. 
 
We'll fight about guns. We'll fight about taxes. We'll fight about all those other things 
down the road. But you cannot have, as president of the United States, someone who 
does not reflect the values that I believe Republicans treasure and Democrats treasure 
and Independents treasure. That is the core of this country. That's our foundation. And 
so impeachment, in a way, would short circuit that. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: But-- but if Robert Mueller finds evidence of 
obstruction of justice, what is the remedy? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Well, sure. Tha-- I-- I didn't mean to say that I want them to stop 
doing their investigation or whatever flows from that. But in a way, as a citizen, I 
think we owe it to each other to get off the couch and think about what unites us. I 
think about the people who supported Trump, and continue to support Trump. 
 
A lotta them come from families with a proud history of military service. And that's a 
wonderful thing. What did their fathers and grandfathers fight and die for? Not for 
immigration policy. Not for a tax policy. Not for Supreme Court justice. They fought 
and died for a set of ideas. The rule of law. Freedom of speech. Freedom of religion. 
The truth. 
 
That's what they fought and died for. And at some point, we have to focus on that and 
make sure that whoever's leading us embodies those and we judge that leader by their 
tether to those values. Then we'll go back to fighting like cats and dogs about all the 
things we normally fight about. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: I've talked to a lotta people who've watched you for 
a long time-- worked with you, admire you. And some of them come out with-- with 
this storyline on James Comey. "Here was a guy who loved being F.B.I. director. He 



wanted to keep that job more than anything else in the world. That's why he didn't 
speak up on several different occasions when he should've spoken up-- about 
President Trump. And that's why he's speaking out now. He got fired. He's angry." 
 
JAMES COMEY: I get that. I mean, I get why people would think that. That's just not 
right though. I mean, if all I cared about was getting the job and going along, getting 
along, it's hard to explain some of the things I did during 2016. My goal with 
President Trump was to try and find a way to work with a new administration and 
protect the integrity of the F.B.I. That was my goal. I'm sure I did it imperfectly. 
You've pointed out w-- I think reasonably ways in which I could've done it better or 
differently. That was my goal. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: At any point did you think, "I should resign"? 
 
JAMES COMEY: No. In fact, at any point I thought, "I have to stay to protect this 
institution." 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Are you braced for a s-- tweet storm from President 
Trump? 
 
JAMES COMEY: Sure. I don't follow him on Twitter, but I'm sure it's going to come. 
And that's okay. I mean, that's okay. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: You close the book with a very vivid image 
describing the Trump presidency. What is that? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think of it as a forest fire. That forest fires do tremendous 
damage. His presidency is doing, and will do, tremendous damage to our norms and 
our values, especially the truth. And so that's bad. And terrible things happen in forest 
fires. 
 
But I'm an optimistic person. And so I choose to see the opportunity in a forest fire 
'cause what forest fires do is allow things to grow that never could've grown. Were 
crowded out, didn't have the light or the water to grow. And so I see already things 
growing and flourishing that didn't before this fire. 
 
I see the kids marching in the streets, including my own kids, about guns. I see all 
kinds of civil society getting engaged. I see parents talking to their kids about truth 
telling and prejudice and bias and respect. That was not happening three or four years 
ago. And so there's a lot of good growing. 
 
And I also see the Courts and Congress getting involved in ways they hadn't before. 
So I choose to see opportunity. I think this forest fire will leave us better and stronger, 
as did the last forest fire. Watergate was a forest fire. It re-balanced power among the 
branches of government. I think we're going to see that. And I think we're going to be 
better for it. 



 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Couple years back, you gave a speech I think to the 
F.B.I. personnel saying, "If we fall in love with our own virtue, we can go sideways." 
At any point over the last two years, did you fall prey to that? Did you fall in love 
with your own virtue? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I don't think so. But I worried about it constantly. And-- and the 
guardrail for that, because that's a big worry I have about myself, was to surround 
myself with people who will hit that. Hit at the certainty. Hit at the pride to make sure 
I've thought about things well. 
 
I hope people read the book for a number of reasons. It's about leadership and shows 
the importance of surrounding yourself with people who will poke at you, who will 
insist that you see the truth about other stuff. But most of all, about yourself 'cause I 
have a lotta strengths, I have a lotta weaknesses. And I want to make sure the people 
around me know that and help me guardrail against those weaknesses. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: How does this end? 
 
JAMES COMEY: How does-- you mean m-- how does my involvement end? 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Let's say two th-- f-- first of all, for the country, 
how does this end? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I think most likely, in a very important presidential election-- the 
next presidential election, where I do hope people of all political stripes will realize 
what unites us is actually more important than what divides us. And that we have to 
choose a leader-- I don't care what party a leader's from. We have to choose a leader 
who will embody the s-- values-- the values of this country. That's how I hope it ends. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: And for James Comey? 
 
JAMES COMEY: I'm going to teach. I'm going to travel around and speak about 
leadership. I want to be useful, especially to young people. It's really fun to engage 
with young people. Talk about people who will poke and prod you. But I want to offer 
them a vision of here's what it should look like. 
 
I've never quite gotten there, but here's what it should look like. Don't withdraw. Get 
into the public square. Be part of the life of this country 'cause we need you so badly. 
And when you do it, think about what matters most of all. And that is the values 
involved in your institutions. 
 
GEORGE STEPHANOPOULOS: Thanks very much. 
 
JAMES COMEY: Thanks, George. 
  



President Donald Trump sat down for an interview Thursday morning with four 
reporters from The Wall Street Journal: Rebecca Ballhaus, Michael C. Bender, Peter 
Nicholas and Louise Radnofsky. White House attendees included Communications 
Director Hope Hicks, Press Secretary Sarah Huckabee Sanders and Director of the 
National Economic Council Gary Cohn. 
 
Here is the expedited transcript of that interview. Portions of the interview were off 
the record, and have been excluded from this transcript. 
 
The Wall Street Journal: Yes, actually that seems as good a place as any to start, 
maybО, in Davos… 
 
President Donald Trump: Sure. 
 
WSJ:…anН iП you coulН talk a littlО bit about your НОcision to Рo anН the message 
you’rО tryinР to sОnН thОrО anН iП you havО thouРhts about what you’rО РoinР to say. 
 
Mr. Trump: WОll, I think morО than anythinР ОlsО it’s thО РrОat succОss that wО’vО haН 
in the last year. And you know if you remember the first quarter was a very low GDP, 
whОn Obama’s last quartОr. It was thО slowОst РrowinР rОcovОry, a vОry minor 
rОcovОry, but it’s thО worst rОcovОry thОy’vО haН sincО thО GrОat DОprОssion. AnН our 
country was headed in the wrong direction. 
 
WSJ Interview: Trump Signals Openness to North Korea Diplomacy 
 
The Wall Street Journal interviewed President Trump in the Oval Office on Thursday. 
Mr. Trump spoke about his relationship with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un and 
signaled openness to diplomacy with North Korea. WSJ's Gerald F. Seib gives us 
more insight from the interview. Photo: Getty 
We were going down, we were going down a long way. I believe if the opposing party 
got in, I believe the stock market would have fallen 50 percent instead of gone up to 
thО numbОr it’s РonО up. The regulations were choking people, choking companies 
like never before. It was out of control and they were only going to get worse. 
 
ThО cuttinР oП rОРulation anН all oП thО many thinРs that wО’vО НonО, incluНinР bОinР 
a cheerleader for the country—and pОrhaps that’s part oП thО rОason I’m РoinР to 
Davos also—but being a cheerleader for the country. Yesterday it was announced that 
Toyota is cominР in with a vОry biР plant in Alabama. It’s РoinР to cost—thОy’rО 
going to spend billions of dollars, four thousand jobs, create 300,000 cars a year 
within the country, which is what I want. 
 
PrimО MinistОr AbО tolН mО about it, I prОssОН him vОry harН. I saiН, ‘WО Рot to РОt 
your companiОs builНinР hОrО. WО Нon’t want a builНinР in Japan; wО want to builН 
them here. We have a lot of plants opening, car plants opening; we have a lot of things 
happОninР that woulН’vО nОvОr happОnОН unНОr thО DОmocrats. 
 



 
AnН I just think I want to tОll thО story oП what’s happОninР in thО UnitОН StatОs. A lot 
of tremendous things are happening in the United States, including the fact that you 
can now live without being strangled by regulation. You people actually wrote one of 
thО bОst storiОs that I’vО ОvОr sООn on rОРulation; you saiН morО than any prОsiНОnt in 
history. 
 
That was the Пull paРОr, that wasn’t… 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump:…I mОan I actually rОaН it bОcausО I’vО nОvОr sООn a Пull paРО—it’s 
actually a full page article. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: But, it was a Пull paРОr anН ОssОntially saiН thОrО’s nОvОr bООn a prОsiНОnt 
that’s bООn anywhere close on regulation. And you know, just so we understand. We 
nООН rОРulation, but wО Нon’t nООН 19 НiППОrОnt roaНblocks РОttinР to thО samО placО 
anН that’s what wО haН. AnН wО havО a lonР way to Рo, wО’rО cuttinР actually quitО a 
bit of additional rОРulation. WО’rО lookinР at DoНН-Frank very strongly and I think 
wО’ll havО somОthinР on that. 
 
I think it’s РoinР to bО bipartisan anН wО’rО lookinР at othОr thinРs anН thО bottom linО 
is that the spirit in the country—you saw small business yesterday came out with the 
most Оnthusiastic thОy’vО ОvОr bООn in thО history oП thО rОport, which is a vОry olН 
report. 
 
Business, generally, manufacturing the same thing, but we have companies pouring 
back into this country and you saw that yesterday with Toyota. 
 
WSJ: Did you see the other economy news yesterday? The markets did dip a little bit 
after some news suggesting that you were going to maybe pull out of Nafta. I wonder 
whОrО you’rО at on NaПta anН iП you’rО concОrnОН about thО impact pullinР out anН 
renegotiating could have on the market. 
 
Mr. Trump: I’m not surО that markОts woulН Нip; I think that markОts woulН—I can 
tОll you I’m not surО about worlН markОts, but I can tОll you I think thО AmОrican 
market would go up if I terminated Nafta and renegotiated a new deal. 
 
We are—whОn I campaiРnОН I saiН wО’ll ОithОr rОnОРotiatО NaПta or I’ll tОrminatО it. 
 
AnН nothinР’s chanРОН, I havО ПulПillОН many oП my campaiРn promisОs. OnО oП thО 
promises that you know is being very seriously negotiated right now is the wall and 
the wall will happen. And if you look—point, after point, after point—now wО’vО haН 
somО turns. You always havО to havО ПlОxibility. As an ОxamplО, wО’vО bООn much 



tougher on China, but not nearly as tough as I would be, but they are helping us a lot 
with North Korea. 
 
AnН you sОО in North KorОa what’s happОninР with North KorОa all oП a suННОn. 
China’s bООn hОlpinР us a lot, so you can vООr a littlО bit НiППОrОntly, but Пor thО most 
part ОvОrythinР I’vО saiН I’vО НonО. 
 
WSJ: And a question on China for you, just to follow up on Nafta, withdrawal is still 
on the table for you? 
 
Mr. Trump: IП wО Нon’t makО thО riРht НОal, I will tОrminatО NaПta. OK? 
 
Now, Нo I want to? No, I’Н rathОr lОavО it, but I ПООl that iП that iП—you know, the 
United States has been treated very, very badly. That has been a terrible agreement for 
us, anН iП wО Нon’t makО a РooН НОal Пor our country—we lose $71 billion in trade 
НОПicits with MОxico. WО losО $17 billion with CanaНa. IП wО Нon’t makО a Пair НОal 
for the United States and the United States taxpayer, then I will terminate it. 
 
WSJ: Do you havО a timОtablО on that? I know thОrО’s anothОr rounН oП talks cominР 
up here this month. 
 
Mr. Trump: No, but, you know, I’m lОavinР it a littlО ПlОxiblО bОcausО thОy havО an 
election coming up. So I understand a lot of things are hard to negotiate prior to an 
election. They have an election coming up fairly shortly, and I understand that that 
makОs it a littlО bit НiППicult Пor thОm, anН I’m not lookinР to makО thО othОr siНО—so 
wО’ll ОithОr makО a НОal or—thОrО’s no rush, but I will say that iП wО Нon’t makО a Пair 
НОal Пor this country, a Trump НОal, thОn wО’rО not РoinР to havО—thОn wО’rО РoinР 
to have a—I will terminate. 
 
With that being said, I would rather be able to negotiatО. WО’vО maНО a lot oП 
hОaНway. WО’rО movinР alonР nicОly. Bob LiРhthizОr anН othОrs arО workinР vОry 
harН, anН wО’ll sОО what happОns. 
 
But tremendous numbers of, you talk about auto plants like yesterday, but how about 
all the plants that have been taken out of this country and moved to Mexico. Like 
takinР canНy Пrom a baby. No, I won’t lОt that happОn. 
 
WSJ: And you mentioned the link between China and North Korea. We talked about 
that a little bit the last time we were in here. 
 
Mr. Trump: Right. 
 
WSJ: Is that—НoОs that link still Оxist Пor you? Do you ПООl likО China’s bООn hОlpПul 
enough... 
 
(CROSSTALK) 



 
Mr. Trump: Not hОlpПul ОnouРh, but thОy’vО bООn vОry hОlpПul. LОt’s put it this way, 
thОy’vО НonО morО Пor mО than thОy ОvОr havО Пor any AmОrican president. They still 
havОn’t НonО ОnouРh. But thОy’vО НonО morО Пor mО than thОy havО, by Пar, Пor any—I 
have a very good relationship with President Xi. I like him. He likes me. We have a 
РrОat chОmistry toРОthОr. HО’s—China has done far more for us than they ever have 
Пor any AmОrican prОsiНОnt. With that bОinР saiН, it’s not ОnouРh. ThОy havО to Нo 
more. 
 
WSJ: So when it comes to some of the decisions you have this month on aluminum, 
steel, the 301 case, does that... 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
Mr. Trump: For instance, at the very beginning, you know Obama felt—President 
Obama felt it was his biggest problem is North Korea. He said that openly. He said 
that to me, but he said that openly. It is a big problem, and they should not have left 
me with that problem. That should have been a problem that was solved by Obama, or 
Bush, or Clinton or anybody, because the longer it went, the worse, the more difficult 
the problem got. This should not have been a problem left on my desk, but it is, and I 
get things solved. And one way or the other, that problem is going to be solved. 
 
China has been helping us, and I appreciate the help, but they can do much more. 
 
WSJ: Are you worried, Mr. President, that sending—delaying military exercises on 
the peninsula for the Olympics sends the wrong message to the North? 
 
Mr. Trump: Say it again? 
 
WSJ: Are you concerned that delaying military exercises on the Korean Peninsula for 
thО Olympics sОnНs thО wronР mОssaРО to thО North KorОans, that you’rО in somО way 
bending to them? 
 
Mr. Trump: You’rО thО Пirst onО that’s askОН that quОstion. No, I Нon’t think anyboНy 
thinks that I’m bОnНinР. I think that pОoplО that, iП anythinР, I’m bОinР too touРh. 
 
No, I think it’s inappropriatО to havО thО Olympics, havО millions oП pОoplО РoinР to 
the Olympics hopОПully, havО North KorОa РoinР to thО Olympics, anН wО’rО havinР 
ОxОrcisОs on thО bОach. No, I think that it НoОsn’t—I think it sends a good message to 
North Korea, not a bad message. I think it would be totally inappropriate to do that 
during the Olympics. 
 
WSJ: You think North Korea is trying to drive a wedge between the two countries, 
between you and President Moon? 
 
Mr. Trump: I’ll lОt you know in—within the next 12 months, OK, Mike? 



 
WSJ: Sure. 
 
Mr. Trump: I will let you know. But if I were them I would try. But the difference is 
I’m prОsiНОnt; othОr pОoplО arОn’t. AnН I know morО about wОНРОs than any human 
bОinР that’s ОvОr livОН, but I’ll lОt you know. But I’ll tОll you, you know, whОn you 
talk about driving a wedge, we also have a thing called trade. And South Korea—
brilliantly makes—we have a trade deficit with South Korea of $31 billion a year. 
That’s a prОtty stronР barРaininР chip to mО. 
 
With that bОinР saiН, PrОsiНОnt Xi has bООn ОxtrОmОly РОnОrous with what hО’s saiН, I 
like him a lot. I have a great relationship with him, as you know I have a great 
relationship with Prime Minister Abe of Japan and I probably have a very good 
relationship with Kim Jong Un of North Korea. 
 
I have relationships with people, I think you people are surprised. 
 
WSJ: Just to bО clОar, you havОn’t spokОn to thО North KorОan lОaНОr, I mОan whОn 
you say a relationship with Korea— 
 
Mr. Trump: I Нon’t want to commОnt on it—I Нon’t want to commОnt, I’m not sayinР 
I havО or I havОn’t. But I just Нon’t— 
 
WSJ: Some people would see your tweets, which are sometimes combative towards 
Kim Jong Un... 
 
Mr. Trump: SurО, you sОО that a lot with mО anН thОn all oП a suННОn somОboНy’s my 
bОst ПriОnН. I coulН РivО you 20 ОxamplОs. You РivО mО 30. I’m a vОry ПlОxiblО pОrson. 
 
WSJ: SpeakinР oП bОinР ПlОxiblО it sounНs as iП thОrО’s an immiРration НОal that has 
bООn struck amonРst sОnators on thО hill that’s bООn sОnt to thО WhitО HousО Пor 
approval? 
 
Mr. Trump: Getting close. 
 
WSJ: Have you—have you seen anything from the Senate yet? 
 
Mr. Trump: No but it’s РОttinР closО. ThОy—want, I feel, you know, I have great 
feeling for DACA. I think that we should be able to do something with DACA. I think 
it’s Пoolish iП wО Нon’t, thОy’vО bООn hОrО a lonР timО, thОy’rО no lonРОr chilНrОn, you 
know. People talk of them as children, I mean some are 41 years old and older. But 
some are in their teens, and late teens, but nevertheless I think we should do 
something with DACA and I think we should do something to help people. 
 
It wasn’t thОir Пault, thОir parОnts camО in, it wasn’t thОir Пault. So wО’rО in thО procОss 
oП tryinР to work somОthinР out. I hopО wО can Нo it. I Нon’t think it has to takО that 



long. The lottery system is a disaster, we have to get rid of the lottery system. The—as 
you know chain is—chain miРration is a horriblО situation. You’vО sООn thО aНs, 
you’vО sООn ОvОrythinР, you know all about chain. 
 
This person on the west side that killed eight people and badly, you heard me say 
yesterday, badly, badly wounded about 12. I mean people losing arms and legs—
noboНy ОvОn talks about that. But thОy say killОН ОiРht anН that’s it. I mОan you havО 
people—ones walking around without—missing two legs. And the person was 
runninР to stay in shapО anН now hО’s missinР two lОРs. Think oП it. 
 
But this pОrson, who shoulН’vО nОvОr bООn allowОН into this country, camО in throuРh 
thО lottОry. WhОn thОy intОrviОwОН his nОiРhborhooН, thОy say hО was horriblО. You’Н 
say РooН morninР to him anН hО’Н start cursinР at you. ThОy НiНn’t want him so thОy 
sent him through the lottery, you know, congratulations United States. 
 
So the lottery has to end, chain migration—he brought in they say 22 people through 
the chain. So we have 22 of his relatives, why? And I honestly think that the 
Democrats are with us on that. WО’ll ПinН out. I mОan who woulНn’t bО? Who 
woulНn’t bО? UnlОss it’s somОboНy that НiНn’t lovО our country, anН thО DОmocrats 
love our country. We have different views but the Democrats love our country. 
 
So yeah, I think, Michael, I think we have a good chance to make a deal. We have to 
havО a wall. WО Нon’t havО a wall, wО’rО not НoinР thО НОal. 
 
WSJ: Do you have to have a completely funded wall or—would $1.6 billion be 
enough? 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
Mr. Trump: Let me, let me tell you something about the wall. So I’vО always saiН wО 
havО to havО a wall. I’vО also saiН MОxico’s Рot to pay Пor it—sometimes you know 
on occasion, I’Н aНН who’s РoinР to pay Пor it? MОxico. WОll thОy will pay Пor it, OK? 
There are many forms of payment. I could name 10 right now. There are many forms 
oП paymОnt, I НiНn’t say how. 
 
WSJ: Could you give us an example? 
 
Mr. Trump: They can pay for it through, as an example, they can pay for it indirectly 
throuРh NaПta. OK? You know, wО makО a РooН НОal on NaПta, say I’m РoinР to takО 
a small pОrcОntaРО oП that monОy anН it’s РoinР to Рo towarН thО wall. GuОss what? 
MОxico’s payinР. Now MОxico may not want to makО thО NaПta НОal anН which is 
OK, thОn I’ll tОrminatО NaПta…which I think woulН bО Пrankly a positivО Пor our 
country. I Нon’t think it’s a positivО Пor MОxico, I Нon’t think it’s a positivО Пor thО 
worlН. But it’s a positivО Пor our country bОcausО I’Н makО a much bОttОr НОal. ThОrО 
is no НОal that I can makО on NaПta that’s as РooН as iП I tОrminatО NaПta anН makО a 



new deal. OK? But I feel that we have a chance of making a reasonable deal, the way 
it is now. 
 
WSJ: On immigration—coulН you sОО yoursОlП siРninР a bill…. 
 
Mr. Trump: ThО othОr thinР…so thО wall. ThО wall’s nОvОr mОant to bО 2,100 milОs 
long. We have mountains that are far better than a wall, we have violent rivers that 
nobody goes near, we have areas... 
 
But, you Нon’t nООН a wall whОrО you havО a natural barriОr that’s Пar РrОatОr than any 
wall you coulН builН, OK? BОcausО somОboНy saiН oh, hО’s РoinР to makО thО wall 
smallОr. I’m not РoinР to makО it smallОr. ThО wall was always РoinР to bО a wall 
where we needed it. And there are some areas that are far greater than any wall we 
could build. So, maybe someday somebody could make that clear, Sarah, will you 
make that clear please? 
 
I saw on tОlОvision, DonalН Trump is РoinР to makО thО wall smallОr; no, thО wall’s 
iНОntical. ThО othОr thinР about thО wall is wО’vО spОnt a РrОat НОal oП timО with thО 
Border Patrol and with the ICE agents and they know this stuff better than anybody, 
thОy’rО unbОliОvablО. 
 
ThОy both ОnНorsОН mО, thО only timО thОy’vО ОvОr ОnНorsОН a prОsiНОntial canНiНatО, 
OK? And they endorsed us unanimously. I had meetings with them, they need see-
through. So, we need a form of fence or window. I said why you need that—makes so 
much sОnsО? ThОy saiН bОcausО wО havО to sОО who’s on thО othОr siНО. 
 
IП you havО a wall this thick anН it’s soliН concrОtО Пrom РrounН to 32 ПООt hiРh which 
is a high wall, much higher than people planned. You go 32 feet up and you Нon’t 
know who’s ovОr hОrО. You’rО hОrО, you’vО Рot thО wall anН thОrО’s somО othОr 
people here. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: IП you Нon’t know who’s thОrО, you’vО Рot a problОm. 
 
WSJ: Well, the other day after your meeting when you talked about wanting to see a 
НОal Пrom ConРrОss. In particular, I’m thinkinР oП thО twООts Пrom Ann CoultОr. You 
know, a straight—I mean, they want a wall. Do you feel that you have some room to 
negotiate here with your own base, when it comes to the wall? 
 
Mr. Trump: I Нon’t havО to bОcausО thО wall is thО samО wall I’vО always talkОН 
about. I can understand why I have to have see-through. 
 
WSJ: OK. 
 



Mr. Trump: IП I’m stanНinР hОrО, I want to bО ablО to sОО 200 yarНs out. I want to bО 
ablО to sОО, I Нon’t want to havО a piОcО oП concrОtО that I can’t sОО. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: Now on the wall we have cameras and we have highly sophisticated 
equipment, but the wall—thО BorНОr Patrol tОlls mО thО othОr way’s morО ОxpОnsivО. 
It’s not lОss ОxpОnsivО. WО havО to havО vision throuРh thО wall. 
 
WSJ: But… 
 
Mr. Trump: This is going to be state of the art wall; this will be state of the art. But, I 
can Пully unНОrstanН why you’Н havО to havО vision. I’Н likО to bО ablО to sОО thrОО or 
Пour hunНrОН yarНs instОaН oП wО’rО at a wall wО havО no iНОa who’s on thО othОr siНО. 
Does this make sense or am I just wasting my time. 
 
HopО Hicks: It’s what you’vО always talkОН; it’s consistОnt with what you’vО always 
said. 
 
Mr. Trump: No, this is thО samО. I hopО I Нon’t rОaН tomorrow, Trump is РoinР to 
make the wall, I always said, we need a wall. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: I nОvОr saiН thО wall’s РoinР to bО two thousanН, but thОrО arО—there is a 
vast amount of territory where nobody comes through. 
 
WSJ: ThОrО’s this Пamous mОtaphor in politics about Nixon РoinР to China. 
 
Mr. Trump: Right. 
 
WSJ: Is there a possibility that Donald Trump could sign a comprehensive 
immigration bill which would provide a path to legal status, citizenship for 11 million 
people who are here illegally? 
 
Mr. Trump: WОll, I’m not talkinР amnОsty at all. I’m not talkinР amnОsty at all, that’s 
the other thing. No, I think my base is with me. My base feels that these 800 thousand 
young people should not be thrown out of the country, OK? My base is with me and 
now I you know; and I think my base actually gets bigger. 
 
AnН I’m not НoinР it bОcausО oП thО basО or anythinР ОlsО, I’m НoinР it Пrom thО 
stanНpoint oП hОart, I’m НoinР it Пrom thО stanНpoint oП common sОnsО. I’m НoinР it 
from another standpoint too. You have a lot of people of those 800, they work hard, 
they have jobs. We need workers in this country; we need people to come in and work 
because I have a lot of companies moving in. 
 



AnН I’m РОttinР a lot oП quОstions likО wО want to movО to Wisconsin, wО wantОН—
like Wisconsin, I have Foxconn cominР to Wisconsin; that’s my НОal. You know thО 
hОaН oП Foxconn, you know hО’s a ПriОnН oП minО. HО’s still only movinР thОrО 
because of me. And the governor has been fantastic. 
 
The governor of Wisconsin has been fantastic in their presentations and everything 
ОlsО. But I’m thО onО who Рot thОm to look at it. Now wО nООН pОoplО bОcausО thОy’rО 
РoinР to havО thousanНs oП pОoplО workinР it’s РoinР to bО a—you know—that’s—
that’s thО company that makОs thО ApplО iPhonО. 
 
WSJ: Yeah. 
 
Mr. Trump: Is that—thОy’rО РoinР to builН thОm hОrО, thОy’rО РoinР to builН othОr 
things here too. 
 
WО nООН pОoplО so wО havО to bО a littlО bit ПlОxiblО. I Нon’t want to bО so—I’vО haН 
anothОr plОНРО that I’m РoinР to movО companiОs back into this country. I Нon’t want 
to makО it so touРh that thОy can’t comО back in. 
 
WoulН you say that’s a corrОct statОmОnt, Gary, wО havО to havО pОoplО. 
 
Gary Cohn: Yeah. 
 
WSJ: So whОn you say you havО to havО pОoplО, clОarly thОrО’s thО 800,000 
‘DrОamОrs,’ but thОrО’s also thО larРОr Рroup of people who are currently in the 
country… 
 
Mr. Trump: That’s a НiППОrОnt Нiscussion. 
 
WSJ: So, you saiН on TuОsНay… 
 
Mr. Trump: That’s comprОhОnsivО—wОll, iП wО coulН Нo that, that’s ПinО. I Нon’t 
know that that’s РoinР to bО possiblО. 
 
ThОrО’s a lot oП—thОrО’s a lot oП—thОrО’s a biР НiППОrОncО—Пirst oП all, thОrО’s a biР 
difference between DACA and Dreamers, OK? 
 
Dreamers are different. And I want American kids to be Dreamers also, by the way. I 
want American kids to be Dreamers also. 
 
But thОrО’s a biР difference between DACA and Dreamers. And a lot of times when I 
was with cОrtain DОmocrats thОy kОpt usinР thО worН НrОamОr. I saiН, “PlОasО, usО thО 
worН DACA.” You know it’s a totally НiППОrОnt worН. 
 
WSJ: Sure. 
 



Mr. Trump: OK, pОoplО think thОy’rО intОrchanРОablО, but thОy’rО not. 
 
So—I—I think we have a very good chance of making a deal on DACA, I would like 
to be able to do it; I think that the people that are Trump supporters agree with me on 
it. I would never do it without a wall, the wall is the wall anН it’s thО samО wall that 
wО’rО always talkinР about. It’s—you know, whОrОvОr wО nООН, wО Нon’t nООН it 
whОrО you havО mountains; you Нon’t nООН it whОrО you havО rivОrs anН—you know, 
vicious rivers. 
 
So—so we have sort of natural barriers. 
 
WSJ: Barriers, yeah. 
 
Mr. Trump: And, obviously, we never intended (inaudible). 
 
WSJ: Just to bО rОally clОar, bОcausО I Нon’t want to havО any misunНОrstanНinР. 
 
Mr. Trump: YОah, bО rОally clОar, I’Н likО to—because I love The Wall Street Journal. 
I hope that you guys are clear. OK. 
 
WSJ: For sure. 
 
When—on Tuesday you said that you supported the idea of signing comprehensive 
immiРration rОПorm… 
 
Mr. Trump: No, no I support the idea of discussing it. 
 
WSJ: OK. 
 
Mr. Trump: AnН, maybО, it’s possiblО to РОt it. You know, that’s what I Нo, I makО 
deals. Despite what you read with—by thОsО pОoplО that Нon’t know mО, that wОrО 
never interviewed by—to me, you know. 
 
White House official: But first we have to (inaudible). 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
Mr. Trump: The man with the three hour interview, he spent three hours—the man 
who said he spent three hours in the Oval Office who I never met once in the White 
House. OK, you know—despite all these characters that are—that’s somОthinР you 
can talk about, is thО libОl laws, bОcausО wО’vО Рot to increase our libel laws so when 
people make misstatements, like yourselves, but when people make misstatements 
somebody has some, you know, recourse. 
 
WSJ: Do you have a plan for that, Mr. President? 
 



Mr. Trump: Yeah, I do, I would—I would say—I Нon’t know that I’ll bО ablО to РОt it 
though—but I think that when somebody makes false statements and libelous 
statОmОnts, whОthОr it’s in a book or a nОwspapОr or anythinР ОlsО. WhОn thОy havО 
phony sourcОs, whОn thО sourcОs Нon’t Оxist, yОah I think thОy should have a liability. 
 
WSJ: Do you think Congress needs to make new libel laws? 
 
Mr. Trump: I Нon’t know iП ConРrОss has thО Рuts to Нo that. 
 
WSJ: But do you want them to? 
 
Mr. Trump: I woulН likО to sОО that. YОah, I’Н likО to bО ablО to—look, nobody gets 
more false press than I do. Nobody—nobody gets—nobody comes close. In history—
in thО history oП this country noboНy’s РottОn morО ПalsО prОss anН you Рuys all know 
it. 
 
WSJ: Why—why do you think that is? 
 
Mr. Trump: They dislike me, the liberal media dislikes me. I mean I watch people—I 
was always the best at what I did, I was the—I was, you know, I went to the—I went 
to the Wharton School of Finance, did well. I went out, I—I started in Brooklyn, in a 
Brooklyn office with my father, I became one of the most successful real-estate 
developers, one of the most successful business people. I created maybe the greatest 
brand. 
 
I then go into, in addition to that, part-time, like five percent a week, I open up a 
television show. As you know, the Apprentice on many evenings was the number one 
show on all of television, a tremendous success. It went on for 12 years, a tremendous 
succОss. ThОy wantОН to siРn mО Пor anothОr thrОО yОars anН I saiН, no, I can’t Нo that. 
 
That’s onО oП thО rОasons NBC hatОs mО so much. NBC hates me so much they 
wanted—they were desperate to sign me for—for three more years. 
 
WSJ: Mr. PrОsiНОnt, you maНО rОПОrОncО to thО book. StОvО Bannon … 
 
Mr. Trump: Just—and so—so I was successful, successful, successful. I was always 
the best athlete, pОoplО Нon’t know that. But I was succОssПul at ОvОrythinР I ОvОr НiН 
and then I run for president, first time—first time, not three times, not six times. I ran 
for president first time and lo and behold, I win. And then people say oh, is he a smart 
person? I’m smartОr than all oП thОm put toРОthОr, but thОy can’t aНmit it. ThОy haН a 
bad year. 
 
WSJ: You mention the book—Steve Bannon was somebody important to your 
campaign, worked in the White House, was on the National Security Council for a 
while. Do you feel betrayed by him? 
 



Mr. Trump: YОs, I Нo. I ПООl bОtrayОН bОcausО you’rО not supposОН to Нo that, but I 
have many people that work for me who were far more important than Steve, right 
there. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: And others, I mean I could take you around to the back and I could show 
you many pОoplО, IП you Нon’t—anН somО oП thОm you woulНn’t know thОir namОs so 
(inaudible). Steve was—I always liked Steve, but Steve became very ineffective 
because he was such a lightning rod. 
 
And Steve, in the end I fired Steve. 
 
WSJ: Is that relationship permanently broken between you and Steve? 
 
Mr. Trump: You never know, you know again, the word—– I Нon’t know what thО 
worН pОrmanОnt mОans, OK? I nОvОr know what thО worН pОrmanОnt mОans. WО’ll 
see what happens, but Steve had nothing to do with my win. Well, certainly very little. 
 
StОvО’s РrОatОst assОt is hО was ablО to convincО a corrupt mОНia that hО was 
responsible for my win. Hope, just out of curiosity, you were there from day one. 
What do you think Steve in a percentage had to do with my victory? 
 
I mean he was there. Corey [Lewandowski] had more to do with it. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: David had more to do with it. Many people— I mean, there were many 
people—it’s a littlО bОПorО Sarah’s timО. IП you wОrО hОrО, you would have had more 
to Нo with it. No, I talkОН to StОvО vОry littlО; I НiНn’t know StОvО wОll, bОliОvО it or 
not. They made it sound like—I mean when that guy wrote the book about Steve. 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: Don’t ПorРОt, I haН vanquishОН 17 РovОrnors, senators plus a couple of 
very smart people, like Ben and Carly and others. I had vanquished them easily—
easily. I won every debate based on the polls. You know, they do polls—seven or 
eight polls. Time Magazine—TimО MaРazinО’s not a Пan oП minО. 
 
Drudge, TimО MaРazinО thОy havО sОvОn polls. I Нon’t think, I may bО wronР—I Нon’t 
think you’ll ПinН onО poll that I ОvОr lost in any oП thО 14, 15 НОbatОs. IncluНinР thО 
presidential debate, you know with her, the three. Steve Bannon, I just wish him 
wОll… 
 
WSJ: Sir can I ask you— 
 



Mr. Trump: …but hО haН nothinР to Нo with my—he was involved, but he had 
nothing to do with our victory. And he was there two months—what was it two 
months after? So, I beat 17 people, OK? So, Michael, you know politics, perhaps 
better than me. 
 
WSJ: Not better. 
 
Mr. Trump: You’vО bООn НoinР it lonРОr, OK? That’s thО othОr thinР I’vО only bООn 
НoinР this Пor two yОars, two anН a halП yОars, OK? You know, it’s prОtty РooН. WhОn 
they said Jeb Bush was off his game; Trump killed him in the debate. Jeb was off his 
РamО bОcausО hО hasn’t bООn РovОrnor now. HО’s bООn out oП politics Пor ОiРht yОars. 
Oh, rОally? I’vО bООn out oП politics Пor—I was never in politics. 
 
So, sort oП intОrОstinР, but whОn I won aРainst thО 17 pОoplО, you can’t thОn say that 
oh, gee, somebody comes in two months after I won, and he gives me new policy, 
nОw iНОa. I can’t chanРО thosО iНОas, thosО iНОas arО wОННОН. 
 
WSJ: What seemed like the most egregious thing that Steve said was that was some of 
the things about your son and the Russian meetings. 
 
Mr. Trump: What he said about my son is horrible. My son had a brief meeting based 
on the fact that he thought whatever he thought. And he—somebody said bad stuff on 
an opponОnt. I Нon’t know oП onО politician in WashinРton—iП you’rО a politician anН 
somebody called up that they have information on your opponent that might be 
negative. 
 
I’m not surО, but I Нon’t think thОrО’s onО politician in all oП WashinРton that woulН 
not take that would not take that meeting, number one. Number two, after the meeting 
was ovОr nothinР happОnОН. In othОr worНs, it wasn’t likО OK lОt’s mООt aРain in a 
month anН lОt’s plan out thО—nothing happened, it was a dead meeting. 
 
WSJ: Did you ever hear about the meeting during the campaign? 
 
Mr. Trump: No, I never did; I never knew about it. 
 
White House official: Excuse me, I just—we have about two or three minutes left and 
you’vО Рot to Рo to a mООtinР. 
 
Mr. Trump: Oh I do? 
 
White House official: Yes, you have an 11:15. So, I can push it about five minutes, 
but that’s all wО’vО Рot. So you’rО runninР out oП timО. 
 
WSJ: I’Н likО to ask a couplО oП quОstions about your twООts on thО Russia 
investigation. 
 



Mr. Trump: Yes. 
 
WSJ: You had tweeted yesterday that you wanted Republicans in Congress to take 
control of the investigations. They control Congress. Do you want them to shut down 
those investigations? 
 
Mr. Trump: No, I think—I just want them to—look, all I see of these Democrats, like 
Adam Schiff —it’s all hО НoОs, hО’ll havО a mООtinР, anН thОn hО’ll lОavО, anН hО’ll 
call up thО mООtinР, anН thОn I’ll havО a mООtinР anН thОn hО’ll lОavО. HО lОПt mООtinРs 
where people are being interviewed, and then all of a sudden they say a story about 
what’s РoinР on insiНО thО mООtinРs. 
 
It’s probably illОРal, what hО’s НoinР. But thО DОmocrats know it’s a hoax. It’s an 
ОxcusО Пor thОm havinР lost thО ОlОction. ThОy know it’s a hoax. AnН yОt, thОy arО 
milking it to a fare-thee-well and I think the Republicans— although I will say that 
over the last month the Republicans have started to get very tough. Because they 
rОalizО thОrО’s no collusion whatsoОvОr. ThОrО’s no collusion. 
 
WSJ: Do you think thОy’rО closО to ОnНinР thО probО? 
 
Mr. Trump: I hope so. Hey, look, I got elected president. I won easily, 306 or 304, 
depending on your definition, to 223. I won a race that should never be won by a 
RОpublican bОcausО it’s so stackОН in thО DОmocrats’ Пavor. I mОan, iП you ПiРurО 
California, New York, and Illinois, you start off with losing that—you have to run the 
entire East Coast and every— and the entire Midwest. 
 
I won an election that should never be won, because the Electoral College is far 
harder to win than the popular vote. The popular vote, for me, would have been much 
easier. 
 
WSJ: But just to bО clОar, you’rО not asking for them to shut those congressional 
investigations down? 
 
Mr. Trump: No, I just want them to be tough, be strong. I also think that primary 
collusion, because there was no collusion on our side, the collusion was on the 
Democrat side with the Russians. And what went on with the FBI, where a man is 
twООtinР to his lovОr that iП shО losОs, wО’ll ОssОntially Рo back to thО—wО’ll Рo to thО 
insurance policy, which is—iП thОy losО, wО’ll Рo to phasО 2, anН wО’ll РОt this Рuy 
out of office. 
 
I mean, this is thО FBI wО’rО talkinР about. I think that is—that is trОason. SОО, that’s 
treason right there. 
 
WSJ: Does any of that make you less... 
 



Mr. Trump: By thО way, that’s a trОasonous act. What hО twООtОН to his lovОr is a 
treasonous act. 
 
WSJ: Does any of that make you less likely or less inclined to testify before Mueller, 
or talk to MuОllОr’s pОoplО? 
 
Mr. Trump: Look, there has never been in the history of this country an administration 
that, number one, did nothing wrong, and number two, was more open with a special 
counsel. We have—my lawyers are very good people. We made a decision right at the 
bОРinninР. AnН it wasn’t thОir oriРinal iНОa. ThОy ПiРurОН, likО, wОll, wО’ll ПiРht this 
(inaudible). 
 
After they looked at all the letters, all the facts, every email, they saw nothing. They 
saiН, “WО shoulН bО opОn.” ThОrО has nОvОr bООn a morО— thОy saiН, “You nОvОr НiН 
anythinР wronР.” To bО honОst, thОy probably wОrО surprisОН, OK? As most lawyОrs 
woulН bО. ThОy saiН, “You nОvОr НiН anythinР wronР.” 
 
And they saiН, anН I aРrОО with thОm, “WО shoulН bО upПront, РivО thОm a”—we gave 
them everything. 
 
WSJ: So if asked if... 
 
Mr. Trump: There has never been, in the history—in the history of an administration 
anybody that was more open than we were. You understand that? 
 
WSJ: Yes. 
 
Mr. Trump: WО РavО thОm ОvОrythinР. WО НiНn’t Рo to court anН say, “You can’t 
havО this НocumОnt, you can’t havО”—and what we gave them showed—I never got a 
phonО call Пrom Russia. I НiНn’t havО a twООt. I НiНn’t havО a—I had nothing. I diНn’t 
havО an Оmail. I НiНn’t havО a mООtinР. I НiНn’t havО—did I have one meeting with—
about Russia? And... 
 
WSJ: WОll, MuОllОr’s also lookinР at somО othОr arОas, riРht? LikО obstruction oП 
justice... 
 
Mr. Trump: Well allow—let me—(inaudible). So, they make up a crime, and the 
crimО НoОsn’t Оxist. AnН thОn thОy say obstruction. AnН how coulН thОrО bО 
obstruction on ПirinР ComОy? WhОn thО man who’s in charРО oП it wrotО a lОttОr that 
was far stronger than anything I would have written. He was in charge—Deputy 
RosОnstОin. HО wrotО a lОttОr that’s Пar stronРОr than ОvОn what I say. 
 
AnН hОrО’s anothОr thinР. A ПriОnН oП minО brouРht this up thО othОr Нay. ComОy. 
Comey has proven to be a liar and a leaker. Proven. He tries to act like a choir boy. 
What he did with Hillary Clinton is outrageous. He saved her life, because all of those 



charges—I call it “ComОy onО, two, anН thrОО,” all oП thosО charРОs anН ComОy won, 
she was guilty of. She should have been taken out of the campaign and been on trial. 
 
HО НiНn’t Нo that. HО savОН hОr liПО. But hОrО’s thО way you look at ComОy. 
Everybody hated Comey, and Comey—by the way, the FBI, say what you want, go 
back to look at the day around Hillary—the FBI was in turmoil. Everybody hated 
Comey. The Democrats wanted him fired. Everybody wanted him out. You look at 
what Schumer said about him, you look at what everybody said. As soon as I fired 
him thОy saiН, “oh, hО’s wonНОrПul—hО’s wonНОrПul, how coulН you Нo that.” 
 
So thОrО’s no—you have a no-crime that was created, you have a phony crime and 
then they talk about obstruction. And how can they talk about obstruction when I was 
the most open person, in history, in terms of—thОrО’s nОvОr bООn a papОr wО НiНn’t 
РivО thОm, thОrО’s nОvОr bООn a quОstion wО НiНn’t answОr. 
 
Now, I coulН oП НonО it НiППОrОntly. I’vО bООn, you know, prОtty succОssПul in thО 
courts ovОr thО yОars, I’vО bООn a vОry succОssПul pОrson, you can chОck—USA Today 
saiН, “hО НoОs РrОat in thО courts,” OK? 
 
Unknown: Sorry to interrupt. We have to—you’rО latО Пor your meeting. No, I know, 
finish this thought and then if—I’Н lovО to РОt likО an inПrastructurО or tax quОstion in 
before you guys go—I know that was sort of the premise of the meeting. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
Mr. Trump: ThОy Нon’t want to talk about that—thОy Нon’t want to talk about the 
biggest tax bill (inaudible). 
 
Unknown: But, we just have about two minutes left, so— you finish, yeah. 
 
Mr. Trump: OK, all riРht, wОll wО’ll Нo as much as wО can. 
 
So, just to finish, everybody wanted Comey fired. And then, when I fired, I never 
ПorРОt, whОn I ПirОН, all thОsО pОoplО that haН just saiН, “You’vО Рot ПirО ComОy”, thОy 
saiН, “oh, hО just ПirОН ComОy.” WОll now thОy’rО—the—on thО othОr siНО, thОy’rО 
Democrats. So all of a sudden they change. 
 
All you have to do is take a look, seriously—take a look at all these people, they all 
wanted him fired. And the FBI was a mess. When he announced the Hillary Clinton 
fiasco where she was guilty, guilty, guilty, guilty and then where they did the 
interview with no tape recorder, with no swearing in, with no this, with no that—you 
know the story. 
 
But take a look at all of these people that became critics of my firing, they all wanted 
him ПirОН. AnН thОy wantОН him ПirОН until I saiН, “hО’s ПirОН.” But thО НОputy, 



Rosenstein, who is in charge, he wrote a letter that was possibly or probably stronger 
than anything I would have written or did write. 
 
WSJ: So you’rО sayinР thОrО was no obstruction, iП MuОllОr asks you to comО in anН 
talk about it, would you— 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
Mr. Trump: Of course there was no obstruction—excuse me. Of course there was no 
obstruction. But thОrО was no crimО. So now thОy’rО sayinР, coulН thОrО bО—now, I 
havОn’t ОvОn hОarН that thОy’rО lookinР at obstruct—I Нon’t know that thОy’rО lookinР 
at obstruction. 
 
But how can you—I’m sorry, this is thО most opОn НialoРuО ОvОr, I’vО РivОn 
ОvОrythinР, numbОr onО. That’s not obstruction. 
 
The other thing is, everybody wanted Comey fired. And, another thing, and this is just 
a few, Comey has proven to be a leaker and a liar and, if anything, I should get credit 
for firing him because it turned out I was right because many thing have been found 
out about Comey that—I mean, I should be given credit for having great insight 
because many things have been found out about Comey that would never have been 
ПounН out iП I НiНn’t ПirО him. 
 
WSJ: (Inaudible) infrastructure (inaudible). 
 
Mr. Trump: But just so you unНОrstanН… 
 
WSJ: Oh, sorry. 
 
Mr. Trump: …ThО НОputy attornОy РОnОral, who’s in charРО oП thО casО, wantОН—all 
you have to do is rОaН his lОttОr. So that’s— thОrО’s no obstruction thОrО. 
 
WSJ: How about a welfare and a tax question real quick before we wrap it up? 
 
Mr. Trump: Yeah, go ahead. 
 
Unknown: YОah, lОt’s Пinish on that anН thОn you rОally Нo havО to Рo, you’vО Рot a 
Roosevelt Room full of people waiting for you. So go ahead. 
 
Mr. Trump: I do? 
 
Unknown: Yes, you do. 
 
Mr. Trump: OK, get me a list of those people. 
 
Unknown: Yes, sir. 



 
Mr. Trump: I’ll sОО thО lОvОl oП it. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
I do enjoy this, actually. 
 
WSJ: Yeah, this is fun, thank you for taking the time. 
 
Mr. Trump: I do ask you this, treat me fairly. 
 
WSJ: We always do. 
 
Mr. Trump: WО’ll Нo it—ОvОry month wО’ll Нo onО oП thОsО. But—because I do 
respect and I love and I think [WSJ editor in chief] Gerard [Baker]—I always call him 
the most elegant debate—I thought it was the best debate, maybe because I like that 
one good from my standpoint. 
 
WSJ: Yeah. 
 
Mr. Trump: But I thouРht hО was vОry ОlОРant. I always say, “You’rО thО ОlОРant 
host.” 
 
I went through some that werОn’t so ОlОРant. But all I’m askinР is onО thinР, you 
know what I’m sayinР, it’s vОry Оasy, trОat mО Пairly. 
 
WSJ: We do. 
 
So I just want to bО crystal clОar about this, you’rО opОn to НiscussinР comprОhОnsivО 
immigration reform, are you open to discussing a path to citizenship as part of that? 
 
Mr. Trump: Ready? Comprehensive immigration reform is a far step from DACA. I 
am always opОn to НiscussinР ОvОrythinР but that НoОsn’t mОan wО’rО РoinР to РОt 
anywhere close to getting it done. 
 
I’Н lovО to РОt somОthinР НonО iП it’s appropriatО. But thОrО’s no—I think we will get 
DACA, I rОally bОliОvО wО’rО РОttinР closО to DACA anН I’m НОalinР with somО РrОat 
pОoplО on thО DОmocrat siНО. I’m НОalinР with somО pОoplО that I rОally havО РottОn 
to like. 
 
WSJ: Who? 
 
Mr. Trump: AnН I rОally bОliОvО thОy havО РooН intОntion. AПtОr wО’rО ПinishОН with 
DACA, assuming that gets done, I would certainly be open to discussing—you know, 
thО comprОhОnsivО immiРration. I Нon’t know that wО’ll bО ablО to makО a НОal on that 
one. 



 
WSJ: Got it. And so on this—this wОlПarО… 
 
Mr. Trump: You understand what I mean. 
 
WSJ: Yes, I now—I think wО’rО nicО anН clОar on that onО. 
 
Mr. Trump: So that’s a vОry НiППОrОnt—very different topic. 
 
WSJ: Yeah, do you think welfare reform or infrastructure is more feasible? 
 
Mr. Trump: WОll I think wО’rО РoinР to start with inПrastructurО. WО’rО vОry Пar Нown 
the line. Gary [Cohn] actually met with Elizabeth Warren yesterday and I heard, 
actually, had a very good conversation. My team met—Gary, you had a whole group 
of people—anН thОy haН a РooН convОrsation. WО’ll start with inПrastructurО anН wО’ll 
see. If we do infrastructure I think that has to be bipartisan—and I think it will be. I 
think wО’ll havО a lot oП DОmocrat support. 
 
And I think with welfare reform that will have to be bipartisan. You know, we only 
have a majority of one and unless we get more Republicans in the next election or the 
nОxt two ОlОctions wО won’t bО ablО to Нo that anН as RОpublicans wО’rО РoinР to havО 
to have a bipartisan. 
 
So, iП wО Нo wОlПarО rОПorm it’s РoinР to havО to bО bipartisan. 
 
WSJ: And just so we understand, what programs are welfare reform targets? 
 
Mr. Trump: WОll, I’Н rathОr talk to you about that latОr bОcausО honОstly, wО’rО НoinР 
infrastructure first; OK? We’ll Нo that aРain. 
 
WSJ: Infrastructure—would that be a trillion-dollar direct federal outlay? Or is that a 
public/private partnership? 
 
Mr. Trump: It’s РoinР to bО a combination oП public/privatО which is now thО nОw hot 
topic. WО’ll bО puttinР up approximately $200 billion. It could be as much as $1.8 
trillion spent. We have many, many, wealthy countries, some of whom our country 
made wealthy, but we have many countries, any people that really want to put up 
tremendous amounts of money for the infrastructure. That gets it built faster, gets it 
built bОttОr, РОts it built on timО, on buНРОt anН thО UnitОН StatОs won’t bО puttinР up 
all of the money. 
 
WSJ: Where does the federal share come from? 
 
Mr. Trump: The $200 billion? 
 
WSJ: Yes. 



 
Mr. Trump: Well, that’s not a larРО amount. I mОan—think of this—I hate to say it but 
it’s not my Пault anН I НiН not want to Рo into Iraq, by thО way. But as oП two months 
aРo wО’rО into thО MiННlО East Пor $7 trillion. WО maНО a lot oП hОaНway in thО 
Middle East, by the way. I’vО knockОН out ISIS anН Syria anН Iraq anН all but— and 
wО’rО НoinР wОll in AПРhanistan Пor thО Пirst timО ОvОr. But you’ll sОО thО rОsults ovОr 
thО nОxt thrОО or Пour months likО you won’t bОliОvО. 
 
WSJ: You’rО not talkinР about takinР it out oП thО military budget? 
 
Mr. Trump: No, never out of the military. No—no, no. Nothing comes out of the 
military. WО’rО makinР thО military stronР, aРain. Just thО oppositО—wО’rО builНinР 
the military budget very substantially; you know that. 
 
WSJ: I mean do you have to find cuts or is this new spending? Would you be willing 
to spend new money on this? 
 
Mr. Trump: No. This will be—this will bО monОy that wО will ПinН. ThОrО’s a lot oП 
places to find $200 billion. There are not a lot of places to find $1.8 trillion. I see Gary 
shaking his head, yes; correct? $200 billion sounds like a lot but relative to what 
wО’rО talkinР about it’s a numbОr that wО can Оasily hanНlО. 
 
Whereas again people will come in and put up vast amounts of money. They will 
supervise the projects, they will make sure they get built on time, on budget—or 
bОlow buНРОt which is ОvОn bОttОr. AnН so, what wО’rО talkinР about is about $200 
billion. And, Gary, am I right when I say $1.7 trillion to $1.8 trillion? 
 
Mr. Cohn: Exactly right, sir. 
 
Mr. Trump: Approximately—so it will be actually $1.8 trillion of investment in our 
infrastructure which will largely rebuild our infrastructure. 
 
That will include bridges, roadways, tunnels; it will include many things. One of the 
thinРs wО’rО НoinР sОparatО oП that will be air-traffic control. Our air-traffic control is 
Пrom a НiППОrОnt planОt. It’s horriblО. It’s a horriblО mОss. 
 
Our air-traППic control НoОsn’t work. ThОy havО spОnt billions anН billions oП Нollars 
on it over the last seven years. Billions and it’s worthlОss. ThОy haН many НiППОrОnt 
contractors doing many different locations using all different computers and computer 
companiОs. AnН whОn thОy hookОН it up it НiНn’t work. So, I’m РooН at that stuПП—
wО’ll Пix it. 
 
WSJ: One last quick question. 
 
Mr. Trump: Go ahead. 
 



WSJ: I just want to get a tax one in here too. 
 
Mr. Trump: The tax bill has turned out to be far greater than we ever anticipated. 
 
WSJ: Can you talk about it in a midterm framework here? Are you going to go out 
and sell this for the Republicans? 
 
Mr. Trump: It’s sОllinР itsОlП, MichaОl. MichaОl, it’s sОllinР itsОlП. 
 
WSJ: Do you plan to help in the midterms? 
 
Mr. Trump: One thing nobody anticipated was that these companies would come in 
and pay all of this money to the employees—to millions and millions of employees. 
And AT&T started it, but it was picked up by Comcast and another one. 
 
Many are announcing today—anН thО onОs that arОn’t announcinР you know what’s 
happening? The employees are going, what about us? Did you forget us—to the ones 
that—that was never anticipated. That was just one of the many benefits. You know 
this bill—and I said from the beginning this bill will be so good—and the Democrats 
arО vОry concОrnОН. ThОy’rО vОry concОrnОН. This bill has turnОН out to bО ОvОn bОttОr 
than wО thouРht. It’s rОally havinР a biР—anН I’m also hОarinР a lot oП pОoplО arО 
brinРinР monОy back in. You know, thО $4 trillion that wО’rО talkinР about or 
whatОvОr it may bО. NoboНy ОvОn knows what it is, but it’s a biР numbОr. 
 
WSJ: Just on the midterms, are there concrete steps that the administration is taking to 
makО surО Russia НoОsn’t intОrПОrО in thО 2018 ОlОctions? 
 
Mr. Trump: WО’rО РoinР to bО vОry carОПul. WО’rО РoinР to bО vОry, vОry, carОПul 
about Russia—and about anybody else, by the way. 
 
WSJ: What are you doing to make sure? 
 
Mr. Trump: We are absolutely—at thО appropriatО timО anН Пirst oП all wО’rО workinР 
on different solutions. 
 
And as you know the last election was not affected in terms of votes—and I think you 
do understand that everybody—even the Democrats agree to that—a lot of people 
Нon’t writО it. But wО arО lookinР at all sorts oП ПailsaПОs anН wО arО РoinР to makО 
sure that no country including Russia can have anything to do with the result of the 
midterms or any other election; OK? That’s what our country is all about. 
 
Unknown: Thank you, guys, so much. 
 
WSJ: Thank you, (inaudible). Thank you, Mr. President. 
 
WSJ: Mr. President, do you expect Rex Tillerson to stay on? 



 
Mr. Trump: Yeah, Rex and I are getting along very well. 
 
WSJ: AnН Gary Cohn, anН… 
 
Mr. Trump: I Нon’t know, Gary, arО you stayinР on? 
 
Unknown: Gary, are you staying? 
 
Mr. Cohn: Very happy. We were—wО’rО НoinР РrОat thinРs on thО Оconomy. 
 
WSJ: WОll usually, it’s—the New Year mark is a time when—when—when therО’s— 
 
Mr. Trump: Oh, I know it’s thО timО. But look, hОy, Gary may lОavО anН RОx may 
lОavО but I Нon’t anticipatО it. I hopО Gary stays anН wО’ll sОО. 
 
WSJ: H.R.—H.R. McMaster? 
 
Unknown: Guys, thank you— 
 
Mr. Trump: You know what? I like him. I like him. I like them all. 
 
WSJ: OK. 
 
Mr. Trump: WО’ll ПinН out. But pОoplО Нo lОavО. You Рuys may lОavО ThО Wall StrООt 
Journal, right? 
 
WSJ: Thank you very, very much. 
 
Mr. Trump: Thank you very much. 
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AM: You’vО lОt hОr oПП thО hook basically, havОn’t you? 
KS: No, wО’vО pushОН thО PrimО MinistОr all thО way on thО rОally 
big issues, and the two most important for this week are the 
customs union and a meaningful vote. And if – and I urge Tory 
MPs who care about this to vote for those amendments – if Tory 
MPs who do care about those amendments vote with us there is a 
real chance for parliament to change the course of the Brexit 
nОРotiation anН to brinР somО orНОr whОrО thОrО’s rОal chaos, 
because on this quОstion oП a customs union wО’rО РoinР 
backwarНs anН ПorwarНs Пor months on ОnН. ThО РovОrnmОnt’s no 
further forward. So on the really big vote, which is customs union, 
on the meaningful vote, which allows parliament to decide what 
happens if Article 50 is votОН Нown, thОy’rО thО rОally biР onОs toAM: 
You say thОy’rО thО rОally biР onОs but nОarly halП oП thО 
Labour peers voted for Britain to stay inside the European 
Economic Area, the EEA. 
KS: Yeah. 
AM: And many people saw that as an absolutely crunch vote, and 
you are ordering Labour MPs, many of whom agree with their, the 
peers, to abstain. Why? 
KS: WОll, I’m sympathОtic to thО arРumОnt that wО nООН a sinРlО 
market deal. I think a lot of discussion this morning has been 
about the Northern Ireland border. In order to make good on the 
solОmn commitmОnt that thОrО shoulНn’t bО a harН borНОr in 
Northern Ireland you need two things, you need to be in a 
customs union – 
AM: Which the EEA would give you. 
KS: - in a customs union and – wОll, I’ll comО back to that. You 
need to be in a customs union with the EU, and you need a single 
markОt НОal. AnН that’s why wО put Нown thО amОnНmОnt - 
AM: That the EEA would give you. 
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KS: - which is thО amОnНmОnt wО’rО - Well, you say that Andrew, 
but the EEA is the agreement hatched out in 1992 by Norway, 
IcОlanН anН LiОchtОnstОin, anН I wОnt to Norway. In Пact, iП you’rО 
in the EEA you are not in a customs union with the EU, and to test 
that proposition, because I think this is really important and you 
put it to me, to test that proposition I went to Norway and then I 
went to the Norway-Sweden border to see for myself what does a 
borНОr, what’s an EEA borНОr look likО? ThОrО is inПrastructurО 



there, there are checks there, you have to hand in your papers. It 
is totally incompatible with a solemn commitment to no hard 
border in Northern Ireland. 
AM: So you’rО РoinР to РОt lОss oП a borНОr than iП wО wОrО insiНО 
the EEA. 
KS: Well, the EEA – 
AM: I just Нon’t unНОrstanН how you arО РoinР to Нo it. 
KS: The EEA on its own is a group of countries that are outside of 
a customs union, so the amendment – 
AM: It’s a kinН oП annОxО to thО EU. 
KS: ThО amОnНmОnt that wО havО put Нown is onО which НoОsn’t 
tiО us to a moНОl that won’t work Пor Britain. ThО Norway moНОl 
works for Norway. I can see why people are attracted to it. But it 
won’t work Пor thО UnitОН KinРНom. So wО’vО put Нown onО that 
НoОsn’t tiО to onО, but НoОs answОr thО quОstion shoulН thОrО bО 
a single market deal, by saying yes, there should, and it needs to 
go together with the customs union arrangement that we put on 
the table some months ago. 
AM: ThО troublО with thО motion that you’vО put Нown is it says 
you want all those good things, you want frictionless access and 
jobs and so forth, but you also want an end to free movement, 
and again and again, almost everybody with any authority inside 
the EU, up to and including President Macron of France, has made 
it crystal clОar you can’t havО that.  
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KS: Well, what we say in our amendment is that we recognise 
there are going to have to be shared regulations and shared 
institutions. AnН aРain, in NorthОrn IrОlanН you can’t havО 
standards one side of the border with different standards the 
other side of the border. Everybody, I think, knows and 
understands that. So, wО’rО answОrinР that quОstion. On thО 
quОstion oП ПrООНom oП movОmОnt, oП coursО that’s РoinР to havО 
to be part of the negotiations. In our manifesto we made it clear 
that freedom of movement will end when we leave the EU. The 
question is what comes next. And we need to spell that out and it 
needs to be spelt out against a changing position in Europe. As 
Gordon Brown - 
AM: You’rО sayinР basically wО want all thО aНvantaРОs plus wО 
want no freedom of movement. 
KS: No, Andrew, Andrew, the obligations – 
AM: YОs, yОs, that’s what you’rО sayinР. 
KS: - the obligations of the single market are that you share 
regulations, you have common standards and that you have 
shared institutions. 
AM: AnН you’rО part oП thО Пour ПrООНoms, which incluНОs ПrООНom 



of movement. 
KS: Now, wО’rО ПacinР up to that. WО woulН havО to nОРotiatО on 
the four freedoms, freedom of movement. We need to set out 
what we want, because this conversation is in a vacuum at the 
moment. What is very likely, it seems to me, in the 21st century, 
that wО’rО РoinР to nООН an immiРration policy that НoОs allow 
people to cross borders across the UK – across the EU to work. 
We want people to be able to join their families. We want the best 
students to come to the UK. So we need to spell out what actually 
wО’rО askinР Пor, whilst nОРotiatinР with thО EU aРainst a 
chanРinР backНrop. As you hОarН ОarliОr on, in FrancО thОrО’s 
great concern that freedom of movement should change so far as 
workОrs arО concОrnОН across borНОrs. ThОrО’s lots oП work on 
labour market enforcement. If you talk to the EU 27, there is lots  
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of shared concern about what the future of freedom of movement 
is. That’s thО НОbatО that ouРht to bО РoinР on. That’s thО НОbatО 
that ought to have happened over the last 18 months. 
AM: Well, you mentioned the customs union. Do you accept that if 
the EU is a customs union there has to be a border somewhere? 
KS: Yes, around the customs union countries, at the edge of the 
customs - 
AM: So where should the border be? 
KS: Well, our proposal is that the UK as a whole is in a customs 
union with thО EU, anН that mОan thОrО woulНn’t bО a borНОr 
either in Northern Ireland or in the Irish Sea. 
AM: So, you say that, but we would also have to be part of the 
single market for that, for there to be no border, because of all 
the regulatory requirements. 
KS: Yes, I accept that. In other words – 
AM: So we would be inside the single market and inside the 
customs union. 
KS: Well, we would be – we would have a customs union with the 
EU. WО’rО РoinР to have to have a new agreement. We need a 
single market deal. At the moment both the customs union 
arrangements and the single market arrangements are hardwired 
into thО mОmbОrship aРrООmОnt. WО’rО lОavinР that, wО nООН to 
recreate the right agreement for the UK, which will be a new 
agreement. And that really is – that shoulН’vО bООn thО Пocus oП 
what wО’rО НiscussinР – 
AM: A lot of your own MPs have looked at this as well, very, very 
closely, and they still think that the EEA, this annexe agreement, 
is by far the best way of doing it. Neil Kinnock, former party 
lОaНОr, saiН this wООk, hО saiН, “not continuinР in thО EEA woulН 
mean endangering, sacrificing thousands of skilled and decently 



paid good jobs, and with them the life chances of countless 
families and communities. It would be a serious evasion of duty if 
Labour did not seize this chance to protect our country from the 
rocksliНО oП a harН BrОxit.” 
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KS: Well, I understand the concern that Neil Kinnock and others 
are expressing, because - 
AM: But you’rО not rОsponНinР to it. 
KS: the chaos - I mean, people are genuinely concerned, more 
than at any time I can remember in this process, about whether 
this government is actually capable now of bringing home a deal. 
Most pОoplО arО sayinР to wО, “wО recognise the EEA, the Norway 
moНОl, isn’t actually thО riРht moНОl.” Almost ОvОryboНy’s sayinР 
that. It’Н havО to bО massivОly chanРОН. It НoОsn’t havО a 
customs union. AРriculturО is lОПt out. What thОy’rО sayinР to mО 
is, “wО know it’s not quitО thО riРht moНОl but wО’rО РoinР to clinР 
onto it bОcausО wО’rО now so worriОН about what thО РovОrnmОnt 
is НoinР.” What I’m sayinР is lОt’s stОp back, lОt’s accОpt thО 
challenge about the single market, but set it out in a way that 
makes sense for the 21st century for the UK. 
AM: As a result of doing that, and putting down your own front 
bench Labour motion instead, which will not be backed by many 
Labour, many Tory rОbОls, as wО’rО rОaНinР toНay in thО papОrs, 
you are ensuring that Theresa May is not going to be defeated on 
anything substantial this week and goes on. You had a chance to 
brinР thО РovОrnmОnt Нown anН you’vО skippОН it. 
KS: Well, Andrew, two answers to that. The first, as I think you 
and others know very well, there are a number of Labour MPs 
who are very concerned about the EEA who will not vote for it, 
anН thОrОПorО wО can’t prОtОnН this is a winnablО votО. But lОt mО 
answer more, let me answer more substantially because this is a 
really important issue. We have laid the same amendment to the 
Customs Bill and the Trade Bill, which are now supposedly coming 
back before the summer, so in the next three, four weeks, and 
they are different Bills where we can have a substantive vote and 
where Tory rebels who care about the single market can lay down 
their own amendments and we can vote on it then. So the idea 
that this Tuesday or this Wednesday is the last chance saloon on 
a single market deal is misconceived. There will be another  
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chance with those Bills. I hope we get significant victories this 
week on the things that matter, which is the meaningful vote, the 
customs union. That will be the test, and I do urge Tory MPs who 
care about this – I know it’s НiППicult – to back those amendments, 



and we will back those amendments, and if that happens that will 
be a defining change this week, and it could happen if those Tory 
MPs vote with us, and I urge them to do so. 
AM: Keir Starmer, thanks very much for talking to us. 
(ends) 
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(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LARRY KING, HOST: Tonight, Alzheimer's. A fatal disease that destroys your mind 
and your memory.  
 
MARIA SHRIVER, FATHER DIES OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: It's really 
challenging to look at your father or your mother and have them not know who you 
are.  
 
TERRELL OWENS, NFL STAR, GRANDMOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: I'm trying to hold it together now.  
 
KING: A looming epidemic.  
 
RON REAGAN., PRESIDENT REAGAN'S SON: It's basically a coin flip as to 
whether or not you will have Alzheimer's.  
 
KING: More than five million Americans have it. And the numbers are rising.  
 
SETH ROGEN, ACTOR, FIANCEE'S MOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: 
More and more people in our generation are going to have to deal with it.  
 
KING: There is no cure.  
 
DR. RONALD PETERSEN, DIRECTOR, MAYO CLINIC ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE RESEARCH CENTER: This is the disease entity that is going to cripple 
the system.  
 
KING: But there is hope.  
 
LEEZA GIBBONS, MOTHER, GRANDMOTHER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: We will be victorious. We have to be.  
 
ROGEN: We felt so --  
 



KING: Seth Rogen, Angie Dickinson, Terrell Owens, Maria Shriver, Laura Bush, 
Leeza Gibbons open up about their own experiences with the disease.  
 
Plus, Ron Reagan and I travel to a cutting-edge facility to see how people are 
diagnosed. One of us will take an Alzheimer's evaluation. One of us will not.  
 
It's UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Tonight's show is an important topic. According to the Alzheimer's 
Association, every 69 seconds another person is diagnosed with this horrifying 
disease.  
 
It's the sixth leading cause of death in the United States. It has no known cure, which 
is why new guidelines have just been released to include people who have no 
symptoms yet or are only showing mild symptoms of it.  
 
Tonight those who've experienced Alzheimer's firsthand share their stories.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
ROGEN: We felt so alone in this.  
 
ANGIE DICKINSON, ACTRESS, SISTER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: It 
was horrible.  
 
OWENS: You know I just hold on to the good memories.  
 
KING (voice-over): These are the faces and voices of those touched by Alzheimer's 
disease. They are actors.  
 
ROGEN: No one we knew had experienced anything like this at this age.  
 
DICKINSON: It was horrible to watch her be afflicted. You know. I would just 
sometimes just break down crying.  
 
KING: And athletes.  
 
OWENS: You know for me to sit here and talk, I get emotional. But I just -- I just 
enjoy the moment, you know, that I had with her.  
 
KING: They are from famed political families.  
 
SHRIVER: I think anybody who's not concerned about Alzheimer's is in denial.  
 



LAURA BUSH, FORMER FIRST LADY, FATHER DIES OF ALZHEIMER'S 
DISEASE: I call Alzheimer's the sad good-bye.  
 
KING: And they're from families just like yours.  
 
JACKIE SINGER, PARENTS HAVE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: We were so 
overwhelmed.  
 
KING: Rich or poor, famous or anonymous, Alzheimer's can strike anyone and the 
outcome is always the same.  
 
GIBBONS: There is nothing more helpless and nothing more alone than knowing that 
someone you love has this diagnosis.  
 
PETERSEN: Alzheimer's disease is probably the looming epidemic on the horizon for 
the United States as well as perhaps the world in general. KING: Dr. Ronald Petersen 
is director of the Mayo Clinic Alzheimer's Disease Research Center.  
 
PETERSEN: There are probably 5.4 million people with Alzheimer's disease in the 
U.S. right now. And with the baby boomers, aging into the period of risk, this number 
is going to skyrocket.  
 
This is the disease entity that is going to cripple the system in the next decade if we 
don't address it head-on at this point in time.  
 
KING: For years the disease did not get the attention it deserved but in 1994, Ronald 
Reagan announced to the world that it had been diagnosed in him. The president put a 
very public face on what was often a very private matter.  
 
Dr. Petersen was Ronald Reagan's Alzheimer's doctor.  
 
PETERSEN: If he can get Alzheimer's disease, I can get Alzheimer's disease, so I 
think that opened up some doors for us and increased the public awareness of the 
frequency of individuals with Alzheimer's disease.  
 
REAGAN: This is something that affects all of us, really.  
 
KING: Ron Reagan Jr. says his interest in Alzheimer's began with his father's 
diagnosis.  
 
REAGAN: I mean, if you think about the fact that by the age of 85, it's basically a 
coin flip as to whether or not you will have Alzheimer's or not. You know the chances 
of either getting the disease or having to be a caretaker for someone who has the 
disease is -- the odds are pretty good.  
 



KING: We asked the president's son to share his story to help others understand what 
it's like for a family to experience it.  
 
(On camera): So what was life like when you would visit it?  
 
REAGAN: His personality remained really until the end. He was this very sort of 
warm presence in the room, even when he couldn't really express himself, which is, of 
course, a tragic irony for somebody who's known as the great communicator.  
 
DR. JEFFREY CUMMINGS, DIRECTOR, CLEVELAND CLINIC LOU RUVO 
CENTER FOR BRAIN HEALTH: This is really a terrible disease. It undermines 
human dignity. It undermines that sense of self, you know, who we know we are is 
because of our memory and who we have been until this moment in our lives. And 
now that is beginning to be erased by the disease.  
 
KING (voice-over): This diagnosis, Alzheimer's, was named after the German doctor 
who first discovered it in 1906 in the brain tissue of a woman in her 50s. What we 
know about the disease hasn't changed much. Doctors still do not have a cure. And 
only a few effective therapies exist.  
 
It tends to strike people in their 60s and 70s, but it can even surface earlier. 
Essentially erasing their memories. Destroying their brain cells. Leaving them as a 
shell of who they once were. Until it eventually kills them. And helpless family 
members are left to watch it happen before their eyes.  
 
And with warnings that the number of cases will triple by 2050 as the population 
ages, it's a growing disease that has doctors sounding an alarm.  
 
CUMMINGS: We have not somehow impressed on people how common it is, how 
terrible it is and how much we need to combat it.  
 
KING: Dr. Jeffrey Cummings of the Cleveland Clinic says the medical community is 
far behind where it needs to be.  
 
CUMMINGS: We spend $6 billion a year on cancer. We spend $3 billion a year on 
HIV/AIDS research. We spend $500 million a year only on Alzheimer's disease 
research. And it is just as much of a killer as HIV or cancer is.  
 
REAGAN: Imagine your own mind, which is really how you relate to the world, your 
mind creates the world for you in a sense, and now it's betraying you.  
 
KING (on camera): During the failing years, I saw your mother a lot, quite a bit. How 
do you -- how do you assess how she handled it and how did you deal with it?  
 
REAGAN: Well, she, of course, bore a much greater burden than I did. She was there, 
you know, every day, day in, day out. This is her spouse. This is the person she's been 



married to for, you know, 50- some odd years ultimately. And you know, the pain, the 
agony of seeing somebody you love that deeply fading away like that.  
 
KING (voice-over): Ten years after his diagnosis, President Reagan died. For the 
Reagan family, it was both a relief and an unbearable loss.  
 
REAGAN: I was with him when he died. Yes, he opened his eyes, looked at his wife 
for the last time.  
 
KING (on camera): Was there a sign in the eyes?  
 
REAGAN: Yes, yes. He looked at his wife -- he looked at my mother remarkably. I 
mean, it was -- it was something. It was something to see.  
 
KING: Do you think his death helped Alzheimer's?  
 
REAGAN: I would like to think so and I think he would like to think so. I know that 
he felt that way. Felt important. It was important that he write that letter to the 
American public.  
 
KING (voice-over): President Reagan wanted to use that letter to tell the American 
people of his fate.  
 
REAGAN: "My fellow Americans, I have recently been told I'm one the millions of 
Americans who will be afflicted with Alzheimer's disease."  
 
KING: And to help the millions of others who would also share it.  
 
REAGAN: "I now begin the journey that will lead me into the sunset of my life. I 
know that for America, there will always be a bright dawn ahead. Thank you, my 
friends. Sincerely, Ronald Reagan."  
 
Sorry. I can never get through that.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Seventeen years after President Reagan put a public face on Alzheimer's, are 
we closer to finding a cure?  
 
Ron Reagan and I learn about Alzheimer's testing and how doctors determine if you're 
at risk. One of us took a brain scan. One of us did not. Find out who did and didn't and 
why.  
 
But first, actor Seth Rogen and football star Terrell Owens open up on their own 
Alzheimer's battles.  
 



(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
ROGEN: We had turned on the TV and seen someone else who was around our age 
talking about it, it would have made us feel a lot better.  
 
OWENS: To this day she's never, you know, seen me play a football game.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Up next, on a Larry King special UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S 
EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Alzheimer's is often thought of as an older person's problem, but each year 
younger people are finding themselves face to face with the issue in a very real way.  
 
NFL star Terrell Owens is helping take care of the grandmother who helped raise him. 
He'll tell us how devastating it is when he visits her. And she doesn't know who he is. 
Or what he's accomplished.  
 
But first, actor Seth Rogen and his fiancee Lauren Miller open up about their story. 
Both are in their late 20s. And like most young, had not thought much about 
Alzheimer's until Lauren's mom was diagnosed a few years ago.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LAUREN MILLER, MOTHER HAS ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: She was diagnosed 
at 55. And now she's 59. She was a teacher her whole life and had to retire at 57. My 
dad, who retired also to take care of her. And now they, you know, just deal with it 
every day. ROGEN: It's terrible to see it happen. And I feel so bad for her father just 
to see -- I mean, I've seen a few times here or there she clearly doesn't really know 
who he is and why he's trying so hard to take care of her.  
 
KING: Lauren's dad has become one of the estimated 15 million unpaid caregivers 
who give up so much of their own lives to now care for their loved ones.  
 
MILLER: He does her hair. I mean, he takes her shopping if she needs something to 
wear. And my dad does not like shopping. And he's just amazing. You know I don't 
think you are 62 years old and, you know, one day out of retirement think that you're 
going to be taking care of your spouse with Alzheimer's.  
 
KING (on camera): Are you angry about it?  
 



MILLER: Very. It's pretty unfair. But, you know, I think the things that make me 
angry are that, unfortunately, this disease gets very little attention, especially with 
people, you know, that are our age. They know very little about it.  
 
ROGEN: If there's one thing that like, you know, we represent it is that more and 
more people in our generation are going to have to deal with it, you know. We're 
dealing with it before most people will have to, but as you get older and you see it 
happening to your parents and ultimately realize it could happen to yourself and your 
friends, it becomes much more real and not some imaginary old person problem, you 
know?  
 
KING: Why have you decided to be public about it?  
 
MILLER: It's just become much more important to us to bring an awareness to it 
because we've seen firsthand how terrible it is.  
 
ROGEN: We felt so alone in this. You know, no one we knew had experienced 
anything like this at this age. And I just know that if we had turned on the TV and 
seen someone else who was around our age talking about it, it would have made us 
feel a lot better.  
 
OWENS: I grew up with my grandmother, lived with her, and pretty much she's the 
reason, you know, why I am who I am today.  
 
KING (voice-over): Terrell Owens, the flamboyant wide receiver of the Cincinnati 
Bengals is also speaking out for his grandmother who helped raise the football star 
after his parents split up.  
 
(On camera): Did she go to your high school games?  
 
OWENS: Not much. Not much. My grandmother was very, very strict and she really 
didn't care for the sports world. You know, too much.  
 
KING: No?  
 
OWENS: She saw that as an avenue of me getting out of the house and getting in 
trouble. She just didn't really understand. KING (voice-over): T.O., a college athlete, 
was drafted into the NFL in 1996. The same year his grandmother was diagnosed with 
Alzheimer's.  
 
OWENS: It got to a point where, you know, she was kind of starting to wander off a 
little bit. She'd start misplacing, you know, her purse and things of that nature. My 
rookie season I remember exactly where I was when I got a phone call from my mom.  
 



And that's when they said she had early stages of dementia, or what have you. And so, 
put her on the phone and she started talking. And her voice sounded pretty much like -
- like a battery going dead? You know?  
 
KING (on camera): Really?  
 
OWENS: And -- yes. So I knew there was something wrong.  
 
KING: When you went home to see her, what was it like?  
 
OWENS: It got to the point where she didn't really notice or realize what I had 
become, you know as --  
 
KING: Or you were playing?  
 
OWENS: Right. Exactly. So to this day she's never, you know, seen me play a 
football game and really be conscious of --  
 
KING: Does she still know who you are?  
 
OWENS: Not anymore.  
 
KING: Now here's a woman who helped raise you, right? A important part of your 
life. What is it like when you're with her and she don't know who you are? What's it 
like for you?  
 
OWENS: You know, I'm -- it's -- I'm trying to hold it together now, but it's -- you 
know, I just hold on to the good memories.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Coming up next, Maria Shriver speaks out publicly fort first time since her 
father's death from Alzheimer's disease earlier this year.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
SHRIVER: It's just one of those diseases that there is no coming back from.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: And later, if you were at risk for Alzheimer's in the future, would you want to 
know? Ron Reagan and I traveled to the Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las 
Vegas. One of us agrees to an evaluation, one of us does not. Find out what happened 
as Larry King special UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 



 
KING: Three incredible women open up about their personal stories of dealing with 
Alzheimer's disease. Former First Lady Laura Bush's father died of Alzheimer's in 
1995. Actress Angie Dickinson's sister was diagnosed in 1984. She was only 55 years 
old. And Maria Shriver, speaking out tonight for the first time since her father, Sarge 
Shriver, died of Alzheimer's in January.  
 
Maria opens up about her dad, her thoughts on Alzheimer's research, and why the 
disease is especially hard on women.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING (on camera): How's the family doing?  
 
SHRIVER: Well, it's a lot of changes. I'd say I've lost both my parents and my uncle 
in the last year and a half, so it's an adjustment period.  
 
KING: You called Alzheimer's a defining challenge.  
 
SHRIVER: Mm-hmm.  
 
KING: Explain.  
 
SHRIVER: Well, I think it is the defining challenge of our era and certainly of the 
baby boom era. The numbers are staggering. The costs to the nation are staggering. 
The costs to individual families are staggering. And it is -- I call it a mind-blowing 
disease because not only does it blow the mind of the person who gets it, but it blows 
the mind of everybody who loves that person.  
 
KING (voice-over): Sergeant Shriver was another Kennedy family politician, the 
driving force behind the Peace Corps and the 1972 Democratic vice presidential 
candidate.  
 
(On camera): Your dad was such an amazing guy.  
 
SHRIVER: Yes.  
 
KING: Did it come on quickly?  
 
SHRIVER: Well, I don't think it might have for him, but for us, it was -- and I think 
from everybody I've spoken to, you slowly begin to notice or you think maybe but 
maybe not. And I think there's a lot of denial before you actually accept that a loved 
one has Alzheimer's.  
 
KING: Was there a moment for you?  
 



SHRIVER: No. There was no moment. There was just a slow realization and then a 
really long journey.  
 
KING: Long good-bye. SHRIVER: Well, I think it's -- or a new hello every day. 
That's what I say, because you're meeting that person and that person's meeting you 
anew every day.  
 
KING: What's it like, though, to have a father you love not know you?  
 
SHRIVER: It's challenging. It's really challenging to look at your father or your 
mother and have them not know who you are and have to introduce yourself to them 
over and over again. Even though they look like your parent, they're not your parent. 
They become really your child.  
 
KING (voice-over): As her dad's condition worsened, Maria took action. She used her 
training as a journalist and her position as California's first lady to bring attention to 
the disease, publishing a ground-breaking study looking at how Alzheimer's affects 
the economy, families and especially American women.  
 
SHRIVER: "The Shriver Report" was the first report to really place Alzheimer's as a 
women's disease. It took on redefining it, saying that, for example, you know, the 
majority of people with it were women, the majority of people doing the caretaking 
were women.  
 
We looked at the policies that were in place. We look at how women were able now 
to or not able to be primary breadwinners, primary parents and primary caretakers, 
and how society and institutions have not kept up with where women find themselves.  
 
KING: Are you concerned for yourself?  
 
SHRIVER: Absolutely. I think anybody who's not concerned about Alzheimer's is in 
denial. Everybody I've talked to who has a parent with Alzheimer's or a brother or 
sister is scared to death.  
 
KING (voice-over): Laura Bush's father started showing signs of memory loss in the 
'90s.  
 
BUSH: My dad really started to get sick. And I think we didn't know then that it was 
Alzheimer's. And it was really when my dad couldn't fill out bank deposit slips 
anymore that my mother sort of realized something was the matter. Slowly we saw 
him start to fail. And forget things.  
 
His Alzheimer's never got so bad that he didn't know me. But he did on the very last 
Thanksgiving that we spent with him, after George had been elected governor, but 
before he'd been inaugurated.  
 



We were in their living room and my dad said, who's that over there? And I said, well, 
dad, that's my husband, George Bush. And he said, you married George Bush? And I 
said, yes. And he laughed and said, I think I'll ask him for a loan. He never lost his 
sense of humor.  
 
KING: Mrs. Bush says that her dad's disease progressed slowly but it became a 
burden for her mother who took care of him. She says the most important thing for 
families is to make sure they don't do this alone. BUSH: It's very important for 
caregivers to be sure they get help. Start to ask for help, look around for ways your 
family can come in and give you a little bit of a respite or friends can.  
 
And that's, I think, the really hard part of caring for somebody. And I want to urge 
people to look around and see how you can help. For family members, for myself, I 
should have -- I felt like I should have been there more often for my mother.  
 
KING: Angie Dickinson's been speaking out about Alzheimer's for decades.  
 
DICKINSON: You don't do well with Alzheimer's. You just get worse and worse.  
 
KING: She first talked about it on our show in 1991 after her sister was diagnosed at 
age 55.  
 
DICKINSON: Everything is memory.  
 
Mary Lou was absolutely wonderful. She was gorgeous. She was loving. She was 
gentle. She was a tender soul.  
 
KING (on camera): You've spoken about her publicly for more than 20 years. Why?  
 
DICKINSON: I want everyone to know, so that they can help and be helped.  
 
KING (voice-over): Like many others, Dickinson noticed her sister's memory failing. 
She'd get lost driving, forget words, even holidays.  
 
DICKINSON: I opened her drunk of her car and Christmas presents were in there. 
And it was spring or summer. That she had never took out. So I started to watch for 
the signs.  
 
KING (on camera): Did it deteriorate fast?  
 
DICKINSON: Yes. She went down fast.  
 
KING: Did she lose recognition of you?  
 
DICKINSON: Oh, yes. Oh, sure.  
 



KING: What was it like for you?  
 
DICKINSON: Well, I knew that was coming. I -- I was only sad for her. I wasn't sad 
for myself.  
 
KING: But it is the long good-byes.  
 
DICKINSON: Yes, it is. Yes. But you pray for the good-bye to come as soon as 
possible.  
 
KING: You do?  
 
DICKINSON: Absolutely.  
 
KING: What would you say to people who are about to confront it as a family 
member?  
 
DICKINSON: Well, I would say love them and I don't mean just love them with your 
soul and your head, love them with your arms and your company and your touch and 
whatever pleasure still might be there for them. And don't ever let up. Just stay as 
close as possible. Comforting them all the way because they're lost.  
 
KING: And what would you say to someone diagnosed with it?  
 
DICKINSON: I would say, oh, shit.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: When we come back, Leeza Gibbons on the pain of being a caregiver and 
watching the person you love slowly fade away.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
GIBBONS: It is a stab to the heart the likes of which I have never experienced before.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: We'll be back with more right after this.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
DON LEMON, CNN ANCHOR: I'm Don Lemon at the CNN world headquarter 
headquarters. Here are your headlines this hour.  
 
A day of prayer for victims of the devastating tornadoes in the south. The death toll 
across six states now stands at 339.  



 
Alabama took the hardest hit losing 250 people to the twisters. Senior administration 
officials today toured some of the worst hit places. Their primary message was to 
reassure survivors they will not be forgotten and the federal government will provide 
needed assistance.  
 
Flooding is the problem in other places. A tiny Illinois town of Cairo facing pressure 
from rising waters on both the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers. The Army Corps of 
Engineers is considering blowing up a levee in Missouri to ease the pressure.  
 
That might save the town but it would send floodwaters pouring across thousands of 
acres of Missouri farmland. Missouri has already lost one court case to stop that 
demolition. It's now asking the U.S. Supreme Court to step in.  
 
Those are your headlines this hour. "UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S 
EPIDEMIC" continues right now.  
 
KING: Alzheimer's affects more than just the person with the disease. Millions of 
family members suddenly find themselves as caregivers, having to drop everything to 
deal with the illness.  
 
According to the Alzheimer's Association, some 15 million people, family members 
and friends, provided 17 billion hours or $202 billion of unpaid care to those with 
Alzheimer's disease last year.  
 
Leeza Gibbons has made caring for the caregiver her cause after losing both her 
grandmother and her mother to the disease.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
GIBBONS: No matter how smart you think you are, how educated you might be, how 
much money you might have, there is nothing more helpless and nothing more alone 
than knowing that someone you love has this diagnosis.  
 
My mom started showing symptoms in her late 50s. By the time she was 63, Larry, 
we had a diagnosis. Ten years later she was gone.  
 
KING (on camera): What was it like for you when she didn't know you?  
 
GIBBONS: That's the cruelest moment. I'm sure everyone would tell you the same 
thing. And after she was diagnosed and I was home in South Carolina helping her 
make the bed and I said, mom, I can never get the corner of the bed as great as you do. 
And she said, you're such a nice lady. What's your name?  
 
It is a stab to the heart, the likes of which I have never experienced before.  
 



KING (voice-over): Leeza helped her father care for her mom while trying to 
maintain her own life and career. She knows what a burden it was for her family and 
millions of others.  
 
GIBBONS: Many times the caregivers, because of what we call compassion fatigue, 
are sicker than their diagnosed loved ones. They're under assault. And my dad was 
under assault. We all were.  
 
KING: After feeling that assault firsthand, Leeza started a memory foundation and 
opened Leeza's Place. There are eight locations around the country. It's a facility for 
people to get help and bond with others in similar situations. It's a place for caretakers 
to catch their breath.  
 
GIBBONS: We care for the people who care for people. It's all about knowing that 
this is a journey that you cannot take by yourself.  
 
KING: Being a caregiver for an Alzheimer's patient is often an emotionally, 
spiritually, and physically and exhausting experience.  
 
GIBBONS: The caregivers have to know that the best way to love their diagnosed 
family member is to nourish themselves, mind, body, soul and spirit. And that's 
counterintuitive. These caregivers will give everything they have, but it's hard to get 
them to focus on their own needs.  
 
KING: Molly Miller and Jackie Singer know too well the burden of being a caregiver. 
The twin sisters from Las Vegas are caring for their parents. Both diagnosed with 
Alzheimer's disease just six weeks apart from each other last summer.  
 
SINGER: We weren't -- I can honestly say that we weren't familiar with many of the 
symptoms of Alzheimer's. Actually, all we had ever seen as far as the media was 
concerned and what we had read about Alzheimer's was apparently a later stage in 
Alzheimer's, which is a serious memory deficit.  
 
We didn't know about what we later discovered were symptoms of Alzheimer's. We 
didn't know that things like maybe slight paranoia, maybe losing interest in things.  
 
KING: Their parents had been married 69 years. As the disease took hold, their 
mother had trouble recognizing their father.  
 
MOLLY MILLER, PARENTS HAVE ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: He's right here, 
mom. Right here.  
 
She wanted that man out of her house. She didn't know who he was. And she's strong 
enough that she was able to convince him that he wasn't her husband. And he --  
 
So got so confused.  



 
M. MILLER: He would ask us, where's my first wife?  
 
KING: Their father responded to medication but their mother did not. Both parents 
who are independent up until a few months ago now need constant supervision.  
 
M. MILLER: It's heartbreaking.  
 
SINGER: We were -- we were so overwhelmed. It happened -- it happened very fast. 
When we realized -- it caught us off guard. We were so overwhelmed that all we 
wanted to do was try and get them help as fast as we could.  
 
KING: Between Molly, Jackie and Jackie's twin daughters, the family has set up 
round-the-clock shifts, tending to their parents' every need.  
 
SINGER: At this point right now we really have no life of our own. A typical day for 
us involves 24/7 care for them, just figuring out who's doing what.  
 
In three weeks she went from feeding her own dog, like she said, dressing herself to 
being able to do nothing. Nothing. Not lift a comb, not wash your face, not hold a 
toothbrush, nothing.  
 
M. MILLER: Toothbrush was very foreign.  
 
SINGER: Right. And also questioning, what were these things. She'll turn around and 
say to me, this is so humiliating.  
 
M. MILLER: She knows that. SINGER: She knows.  
 
M. MILLER: This is so degrading.  
 
SINGER: These are things I used to do myself.  
 
M. MILLER: You shouldn't have to help me.  
 
KING: Molly and Jackie are watching their parents slowly fade away.  
 
M. MILLER: She asked me this morning, do you have a mother? I said, yes. That's 
good. You're a nice girl.  
 
SINGER: Those are the things that can be difficult, yet we know that that's not really 
her.  
 
M. MILLER: No.  
 



SINGER: We've always had such a close relationship with her that we know that it's 
not her. You know, it tears you up. But it's not her.  
 
M. MILLER: We feel like we've lost her already.  
 
SINGER: We have. And we know it. So all we can do is make her life as comfortable 
and as peaceful and as joyful as possible. We may be crying now. It's been -- it's for 
us. It's for the loss that we know we're experiencing already.  
 
But the truth is, there's also a lot of humor in this sometimes. There's a lot of times 
where we just laugh and she laughs with us. So even though it's hard for us, if we can 
bring her comfort and we can be there for them, that's what it's about.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: Molly and Jackie's mom passed away last month. The family continues to care 
for their father. We offer them our heartfelt condolences.  
 
Ron Reagan and I visit the Cleveland Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las 
Vegas to see how doctors are treating the disease. One of us will be evaluated. The 
other will not. That's next.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Would you want to know if you were at risk for Alzheimer's?  
 
To learn more about the disease and how doctors diagnose it, I went to the Cleveland 
Clinic Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health in Las Vegas. We asked Ron Reagan to 
come along with me to see how testing and treatments have changed since his father 
was diagnosed.  
 
Well, one of us decided to take an evaluation to see if we were at risk. The other did 
not. We'll show you that in just a moment. But first, Larry Ruvo is the man behind 
this amazing center after his father died of it. He decided to do something to make 
sure others didn't go through the same frustrations his family experienced.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
LARRY RUVO, FATHER DIED OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE: He was showing 
signs but we didn't know it was Alzheimer's and had no idea at that time that much 
about the disease. We were on the way back to the airport and he -- just the two of us 
were in the car and he looked at me and he says, how long do you think I have? And I 
said, I don't know about this disease to tell you but we're going to sure investigate it 
and look.  
 



I was angry that there wasn't information that -- I knew other people had this disease 
in their families and why wasn't there information readily available in.  
 
KING: So Larry Ruvo, a famed Las Vegas businessman, started making calls, 
gathering information, raising money. His self-described Alzheimer's obsession led to 
the building of this $80 million medical facility in downtown Las Vegas, designed, by 
the way, by world famous architect Frank Gerry.  
 
To many people, it looks as if it's a giant stainless steel covered brain. Ruvo, a 
quintessential marketers, says the high profile project was all about getting people's 
attention.  
 
RUVO: We knew that the world was going to know, we were going to build 
something in Las Vegas that was going to change the course of the disease.  
 
KING: This state-of-the-art facility treats Alzheimer's and other diseases of the brain. 
Larry drew upon his own family's experiences to make sure patients here are treated 
with dignity and respect.  
 
RUVO: There are no waiting rooms in our facility. And when my father went down 
for his original diagnosis he was in a waiting room with three other patients who are -- 
had been in stage three of the disease. I said that if I ever had an opportunity to help 
anybody at all, I would never commingle stage one with stage two with stage three of 
the disease.  
 
KING: Larry partnered with the Cleveland Clinic and brought in some of the best 
brain doctors in the United States to work here.  
 
Dr. Jeff Cummings heads up Lou Ruvo Center for Brain Health.  
 
(On camera): The first signs people say, the -- I don't know if it's a joke, if you forget 
where you lost your key, that's not Alzheimer's. If you forget what the key is for, that 
is Alzheimer's, is it that simple?  
 
CUMMINGS: Well, that's not a bad -- not a bad way of thinking about it. Certainly 
memory loss is the first thing that occurs in the huge majority of cases.  
 
KING: But everybody getting older loses memory. CUMMINGS: But it's the repeated 
not learning that's important. So, if you ask me, when are we going to the show 
tonight, and I tell you, you're likely to remember that. If you keep asking that question 
and don't lay down that memory, that's Alzheimer's disease.  
 
KING (voice-over): The exact cause of Alzheimer's is still unknown but protein 
deposits called plaques and tangles are believed to play a big role in the destruction of 
brain cells, causing symptoms of the disease.  
 



CNN's Dr. Sanjay Gupta explains.  
 
DR. SANJAY GUPTA, CNN CHIEF MEDICAL CORRESPONDENT: When you 
look deep inside the brain, what you're looking for typically are neurons. People 
typically know that word. That's the brain cells, so to speak. And they're conducting 
signals all the time. This is what makes --  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
KING (on camera): Goes through the body, right?  
 
GUPTA: Yes. They go to each other and they go to the rest of the body. Then all of a 
sudden you can see what's happened here, Larry.  
 
Two things. First of all you've got these proteins. They're called plaques and tangles, 
and those cells in there, not only do they stop working well but they actually start to 
die. So part of your brain actually is shrinking away in addition to not working well.  
 
KING: Is that the memory part?  
 
GUPTA: The memory part is often affected first. But what people often don't realize 
about Alzheimer's is that it really does affect the whole brain so people start having all 
sorts of different problems with movements --  
 
KING: Headaches?  
 
GUPTA: They can have headaches. But their movement, their swallowing, their 
ability to have -- you know, normal respirations, control their heart rate, their 
heartbeat, all of that. So that's why Alzheimer's is typically fatal.  
 
KING (voice-over): Back at the Ruvo Center, Ron Reagan and I wanted to see how 
doctors make their diagnosis.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Right this way.  
 
KING: Between the two of us, only one decided to be tested to see if we were at risk. 
That's me getting ready for an MRI. It's just one part of the evaluation. Ron Reagan 
decided not to participate.  
 
First step was taking a scan of my brain. It's a 40-minute process as the technicians 
search for any signs that brain shrinkage has occurred. CUMMINGS: The MRI is one 
way of our looking at the structure of the brain. And we know that when Alzheimer's 
strikes, it strikes the memory portions of the brain first. So we can look at those 
memory portions and see if they're shrunken. And if they are, that's important 
evidence that the person has Alzheimer's.  
 



KING: This is a scan of my brain. Later we'll tell you what Dr. Cummings saw.  
 
Another part of the exam is memory testing. Since Alzheimer's affects the ability to 
learn and remember new information, Dr. Cummings is looking at my memory and 
recall skills.  
 
KING (on camera): Grass. Engine.  
 
CUMMINGS: Good. Now, tell me as many of those words as you can remember.  
 
KING: Butter, arm, short --  
 
CUMMINGS: Brain controls everything we are, Larry. Our memory, our thinking, 
our emotions, our movement, everything we are as human beings is controlled by the 
brain and that is eroded in the course of Alzheimer's.  
 
KING (voice-over): There is no official test to tell if you will get the disease. Only if 
you're showing symptoms. And for now, the brain scan is only effective on people 
over age 60. Doctors are not ready to use these tests as screening tools like, say, a 
mammogram, just yet.  
 
Ron Reagan watched me take the tests on this day, decided he didn't want to take any 
of his own.  
 
(On camera): You don't want to know if you'll get it?  
 
REAGAN: Until they come up with a cure or a real definite treatment, I'd just as soon 
remain blissfully ignorant.  
 
KING: How well is our understanding of it improving?  
 
CUMMINGS: I think we've made enormous strides in terms of understanding 
Alzheimer's disease. We know that there are several proteins involved. We know the 
cells are dying. We know that the clearance of the protein is reduced.  
 
We have new tests that can show us the protein abnormalities in the brain. We're 
making definite strides in terms of the new therapeutics that are emerging. We don't 
know enough. We need a lot more research. But we're really making progress.  
 
KING (voice-over): To change that researchers are studying segments of the 
population to see how they age, hoping to uncover clues as to what causes 
Alzheimer's in some but not others.  
 
Dr. Petersen of the Mayo Clinic. PETERSEN: A great deal of research right now on 
Alzheimer's disease is focusing on imaging tests such as MRI scans, PET scans, even 



PET scans that can pick up the protein in the brain that's thought to be responsible for 
the disease as well as other biomarkers.  
 
KING: The idea is to isolate early signs of Alzheimer's in patients with enough time to 
treat it before symptoms affect the individual.  
 
PETERSEN: It's like we did with heart disease. So we don't wait for people to have 
heart attacks to address their cardiovascular problems. We look at people who have 
elevated cholesterol, people who have diabetes, people who have been smokers in the 
past to try and develop a prediction picture as to who's going to develop the disease.  
 
Again, intervening as soon as possible to try to forestall those clinical events.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: So now we know more about what Alzheimer's is, how it affects you and what 
it does to your family. But can you prevent it? Or at least decrease the risk of getting 
it?  
 
Plus, we'll go over my Alzheimer's results next on a Larry King special 
UNTHINKABLE: THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Doctors are suggesting ways for people to begin protecting themselves from 
Alzheimer's. There are a number of steps you can take that may decrease your chance 
of getting it later in life. You do not have to wait for symptoms to appear before 
taking action.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SANDY PARKER, RICHARD PARKER'S WIFE: That was at Barbara's wedding.  
 
KING (voice-over): Richard Parker was diagnosed with memory problems several 
years ago which could eventually lead to Alzheimer's. He is a former child actor who 
starred in movies with Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney. He says he had a 
photographic memory.  
 
RICHARD PARKER, PARTICIPATING IN ALZHEIMER'S CLINICAL TRIAL: 
When you can remember things that -- and you remember them well, it just becomes 
natural but all of a sudden when you can't remember things and remember them as 
well as you used to, then it becomes a concern.  
 
KING: His wife, Sandy, convinced him to see a doctor when she noticed him having 
some memory difficulty. He's been on medication for several years, which he says has 



helped slow down his loss. But more than anything, he's kept his mind and body 
active.  
 
PARKER: I've always worked out. I just like it. It's just become a part of me. I do it 
every day. I try to walk my five miles. And when I do, I'd normally stop each mile 
around and I do 25 pushups until I've done 150. PETERSEN: What's become apparent 
in the last few years is that the development of Alzheimer's disease need not be a 
passive process. That is, let's just wait and see what happens down the road. But rather 
through lifestyle changes we can have an impact on our individual likelihood of 
developing cognitive impairment in the future.  
 
So research is showing us now that lifestyle modifications such as aerobic exercise, 
staying active intellectually, engaging in a heart- healthy diet and staying involved in 
your social networks may very well postpone the likelihood of your developing 
cognitive impairment and maybe even Alzheimer's disease in the future.  
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: So what can you do? If you or your family have any concerns, talk to your 
doctor so you can be tested. Also, doctors suggest keeping your mind and body active, 
exercise, go on hikes, take up gardening, consume a low-fat diet, eat foods high in 
antioxidants like blueberries and other darkly colored fruits and vegetables. Engage 
your mind and memory, challenge yourself with crossword puzzles and games, keep 
yourself socially and mentally stimulated. Attend lectures or plays.  
 
As someone in the age range of risk, I try to follow all of these practices.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
CUMMINGS: There's no atrophy specific to those areas of the brain that are affected 
in Alzheimer's disease.  
 
KING: And Dr. Cummings tells me my brain scan shows no visible symptoms of 
Alzheimer's disease or early memory loss. But for the millions of people who 
currently have the disease, for the millions about to be diagnosed and for the millions 
of family members caring for their loved ones, there is hope.  
 
Research facilities around the world like the Mayo Clinic and the Cleveland Clinic are 
collaborating to find a cure.  
 
With attention and activism, science is working to one day stop the UNTHINKABLE: 
THE ALZHEIMER'S EPIDEMIC.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 



KING: If you're concerned about your memory or the memory of someone you know, 
talk to your doctor. The earlier a professional can make a diagnosis, the better the 
possibility of effective treatment.  
 
If you're a family member or someone with the disease, there are organizations that 
can help you. The Alzheimer's Association is a pretty good place to start.  
 
We'd like to think everyone who opened up their lives to share these stories tonight. 
We thank you for watching. Good night, good health. 
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ANDREW MARR: 
Now was AnНrОw MitchОll stitchОН up? That’s thО quОstion bОinР askОН at 
Westminster with MPs of all parties now concerned that the former Conservative 
Chief Whip at the centre of the Plebgate affair may have been the victim of a police 
conspiracy. The story has taken some pretty extraordinary twists and turns over the 
past year or so, but what does it all say about the force at large? In simple terms, can 
wО trust our policО? I’m joinОН now by thО PolicinР MinistОr, DamiОn GrООn. 
Welcome. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
Good morning. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Do you believe that there was a conspiracy in all of this? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
Well the actual conspiracy is still being investigated (if there is one) by the Crown 
ProsОcution SОrvicО … 
ANDREW MARR: 
2 
Indeed. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
… so wО Нon’t know yОt anН wО will sОО what thОy say. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Yeah. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
Clearly what happened when those three police federation reps came out of his 
mООtinР in Sutton ColНПiОlН anН, to put it milНly, saiН thinРs that Нon’t sООm to bО 
borne out by the transcript of the meeting - that’s НisturbinР. 
ANDREW MARR: 
IП AnНrОw MitchОll haНn’t listОnОН to his wiПО anН tapОН that mООtinР with serving 
policО oППicОrs, hО woulН bО still hunР out to Нry. I mОan that’s a vОry, vОry worryinР 
thing for a lot of people. If it can happen to him, it could happen to anyone. As he 
himself says, it could happen to a kid in Handsworth. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
I mean I think that’s thО kОy point - 
ANDREW MARR: 
Yeah. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
… wО all want to havО conПiНОncО in thО policО. AnНrОw MitchОll clОarly can 



command the resources that other people might not be able to, to prove that what the 
police or what individual police oППicОrs saiН about him wasn’t truО, so that’s thО kОy 
underlying issue. 
 
ANDREW MARR: 
We know that. We also seem to know that their chief constables then changed the  
3 
rОports, so that НiНn’t comО out, so thОrО was a covОr-up of the cover-up. If it turns out 
that that’s truО, can thosО chiОП constablОs survivО? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
WОll lОt’s sОО what thО chiОП constablОs havО to say. WО havОn’t yОt … 
ANDREW MARR: 
(ovОr) ThОy’rО cominР to ParliamОnt … 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
(ovОr) … hОarН thОir siНО oП thО story. ThОy’re appearing before a select committee on 
WОНnОsНay, so lОt’s sОО what happОns thОn anН wО can all juНРО on what thОy say. I 
think … I mОan thОrО is … OnО oП thО kОy points to makО is that iП policО oППicОrs 
behave badly, then it is really serious for confidence in the police, but it is a very, very 
small minority that do behave badly. By and large the police do their job well, crime 
is falling. And I was at the Police Bravery Awards last Thursday where you heard 
story after story of everyday heroism. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Lots of great police. Some bad apples though. And if chief constables are engaged in 
cover-ups, that’s particularly sОrious, isn’t it? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
WОll at all lОvОls it’s sОrious. WО all want to havО conПiНОncО in thО policО. 
 
ANDREW MARR: 
Do you think thОrО’s a crisis oП conПiНОncО in thО policО as a rОsult oП this anН othОr 
…HillsborouРh anН so many othОr thinРs too? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
(ovОr) WОll I’m intОrОstОН in … AbsolutОly, I mОan this is onО inciНОnt amonР many. 
Ian Tomlinson, as you say, HillsborouРh. AnН what’s intОrОstinР is that ОvОn toНay, 
ОarliОr on in thО proРrammО you pointОН out thО poll in toНay’s SunНay TimОs which 
shows that 66 pОr cОnt oП pОoplО still havО trust in thО policО. That’s quitО a hiРh  
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numbОr anН it ouРht to bО. It’s lower than it used to be. So what needs to be done are 
practical measures to make sure that the relatively small, the very small minority who 
do behave badly can be dealt with properly. 
ANDREW MARR: 
So there is a worry out there. Is there anything you can do to address that worry, that 
… Not crisis oП conПiНОncО - that’s pОrhaps puttinР it too stronРly - but ebbing 
confidence in the police? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
YОs thОrО is anН that’s what wО arО НoinР. I think onО oП thО kОy chanРОs wО nООН to 
make is to stop the police investigating serious and sensitive complaints against them. 



ClОarly thО AnНrОw MitchОll aППair woulН Пall unНОr this. So what wО’rО НoinР is 
increasing the powers of the Independent Police Complaints Commission, and 
increasingly the resources for it, so that it can do much more work independently of 
thО policО, so you Нon’t havО thО policО lookinР at thО ?? complaints. 
ANDREW MARR: 
(over) So the IPCC is not working properly at the moment, you feel? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
The IPCC needs more powers, it needs morО rОsourcОs. WО’rО РivinР thОm both 
bОcausО I think it’s that inНОpОnНОnt invОstiРation oП complaints that’s kОy. 
ANDREW MARR: 
What about the culture inside the police, towards the top of the police - the 
institutional cultures. Is there anything you can do to tackle that? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
ThОrО arО two biР thinРs wО’rО НoinР to chanРО that bОcausО, you’rО riРht, it’s not just 
a quОstion oП ПollowinР rulОs; it’s a quОstion oП havinР a culturО oП honОsty anН 
opОnnОss anН transparОncy. ThО two biР thinРs wО’rО doing there are introducing 
direct entry at senior levels, at superintendent and inspector levels as well as 
potentially at chief constable level. 
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ANDREW MARR: 
To whom? Opening it to whom - to anyonО or …? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
To anyonО. So that …So iП you arО … 
ANDREW MARR: 
(over) So I could go off and be a chief constable? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
WОll, yОs, iП … 
ANDREW MARR: 
You’rО nickОН, Damian GrООn. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
AbsolutОly… 
ANDREW MARR: 
As you have been before, of course. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
… wОll I’vО haН that in thО past as well in another less than glorious episode for the 
police. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Indeed. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
So what we want is people to come who have not had to start on the beat as a police 
constablО anН work thОir way up Пor 25 yОars, so that pОoplО who’vО Рot the relevant 
skills can enter at various levels of the profession. 
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ANDREW MARR: 
(ovОr) BusinОss pОoplО, ПormОr hОaН tОachОrs Пrom schools … 
DAMIAN GREEN: 



Former army officers. 
ANDREW MARR: 
… ОvОn, НarО I say it, journalists coulН bОcomО chiОП policО oПficers? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
If journalists had the relevant skill set, which you may wish to discuss. 
ANDREW MARR: 
(laughs) If. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
ThОrО’s a biР iП thОrО. But in all sОriousnОss, thО Пact that pОoplО will brinР a nОw 
attitude and a new background, I think that will help the police service a lot because it 
will open it up. And people will come in and ask that basic question everyone does in 
a nОw orРanisation oП “Why Нo you Нo it that way?” anН whОn thОy hОar thО rОsponsО, 
“That’s thО way wО’vО always НonО it”, thОn thОy will quОstion it. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Very interesting. What about looking again at the police code of ethics and freshening 
that up? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
WОll that’s happОninР. ThО nОw CollОРО oП PolicinР, which is onО oП our rОПorms that 
I think doesn’t РОt ОnouРh attОntion bОcausО it’s a vОry biР chanРО, thО collОРО is thОrО 
to set standards and improve standards throughout the police. One of the first things 
thОy’rО НoinР is consultinР on a nОw coНО oП Оthics. ThОy’ll bО announcinР it in a ПОw 
weeks timО. It’ll bО vОry, vОry timОly. AnН that will not only sОt out vОry clОarly how 
policО oППicОrs shoulН opОratО. OnО oП thО kОy chanРОs is that ОvОry timО thОy’rО 
promotОН, thОy will havО to show that it’s still inРrainОН in thОm. That’s НonО in othОr  
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orРanisations likО thО military. It’s not bООn НonО in thО policО bОПorО. 
ANDREW MARR: 
And so do you have any simple message to people watching who will simply say if 
the police can tell untruths about a senior Conservative politician and then hide what 
has happened, distort the evidence, it could happen to anyone, it could happen to me, I 
no longer trust the police? What do you say to them - overall message? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
My simple message is twofold, if you like. That the vast majority of the police are 
honest, decent people doing a dangerous job very well and that we are improving the 
system so that those few who break the rules will be much better controlled, will be 
inspОctОН inНОpОnНОntly, will havО to siРn up to a coНО oП Оthics, anН that wО’rО 
chanРinР a culturО insiНО thО policО so that it’s much lОss inwarН lookinР than it usОН 
to be. 
ANDREW MARR: 
Is Andrew Mitchell going to get an apology from anybody? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
I hope so. He deserves an apology. 
ANDREW MARR: 
From whom? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
Well let’s start with thО pОoplО who lОПt his oППicО anН saiН thinРs that, iП you rОaН thО 



transcript, were palpably untrue. 
ANDREW MARR: 
So those three police officers should apologise? 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
ThosО … AbsolutОly thosО thrОО shoulН apoloРisО. 
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ANDREW MARR: 
What about the person who kicked him out of his job in the first place? Should he 
apoloРisО? I’m thinkinР oП a Рuy callОН DaviН CamОron. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
WОll hО НiНn’t bОcausО AnНrОw MitchОll rОsiРnОН. DaviН CamОron… 
ANDREW MARR: 
Ish-ish. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
Well no, hО … 
ANDREW MARR: 
He was resigned. 
DAMIAN GREEN: 
No, I Нon’t think so. HО rОsiРnОН. But you know lОt’s Нo this in orНОr. LОt’s ПinН out 
what the facts are, what the CPS say, whether there was a criminal conspiracy, 
whОthОr thОrО’s morО policО Нisciplinary action to be taken against those at the gates 
of Downing Street. All those questions need to be answered first. 
ANDREW MARR: 
ThОrО’ll bО a wholО plОthora oП apoloРiОs aПtОr that. Damian GrООn, thank you vОry 
much indeed for joining us. 
INTERVIEW ENDS 
  



With NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
Part 1. The Kremlin, Moscow, March 1, 2018 
 
Megyn Kelly: So, thank you very much for doing this, Mr President. I thought that 
wО’Н start with somО oП thО nОws you maНО toНay at your StatО oП thО Nation AННrОss, 
then we will move into some facts about you in preparation for our long piece that we 
are putting together, and then tomorrow when we will have a longer time together, we 
will talk about more substantive issues together, if that is ok with you. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Fine. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You announced today that Russia has developed new nuclear-capable 
weapons systems, including an intercontinental ballistic missile that you say renders 
defence systems useless. Several analysts in the West have said this is a declaration of 
a new Cold War. Are we in a new arms race right now? 
 
Vladimir Putin: In my opinion, the people you have mentioned are not analysts. What 
they do is propaganda. Why? Because everything I spoke about today was done not 
on our initiative, it is a response to the US ballistic missile defence programme and 
WashinРton’s unilatОral withНrawal Пrom thО Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty in 2002. 
 
If we speak of the arms race, it began at that very moment, when the United States 
pulled out of the ABM Treaty. We wanted to prevent this. We called on our American 
partners to work together on these programmes. 
 
Firstly, we asked them not to withdraw from the treaty, not to destroy it. But the US 
pulled out. It was not us who did this but the US. 
 
Yet we again suggested we work together even after this. I told my colleague then, 
“ImaРinО what woulН happОn iП Russia anН thО US joinОН ПorcОs in thО crucial arОa oП 
strategic security. The world would change for a long period to come, and the level of 
global security would rise to an all-timО hiРh.” ThО rОply was, “This is vОry 
intОrОstinР.” But thОy ultimatОly rОjОctОН all our proposals. 
 
ThОn I saiН, “You unНОrstanН that wО will havО to improvО our oППОnsivО arms 
systems to maintain a balance and to have the ability to overcome your BMD 
systОms.” ThОy rОpliОН that thОy wОrО not НОvОlopinР thО BMD systОms to countОr us, 
that we were free to do as we pleased, and that they would not view our actions as 
spearheaded against the US. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That happened right after 9/11, three months after 9/11. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, it was after the US withdrew from the ABM Treaty in 2002, and 
the conversations I mentioned were in 2003–2004. 
 



Megyn Kelly: At the time that happened, I believe you were quoted as saying that you 
thought it was a mistake on the part of the United States, but not a threat. Do you 
perceive the United States as a threat today? 
 
Vladimir Putin: We have always said that developing the missile defence system 
creates a threat to us. We have always said that. Our American partners would not 
publicly admit it, claiming that the system was spearheaded mainly against Iran. But 
eventually, in conversations and during talks they admitted that, of course, the system 
will destroy our nuclear deterrence potential. 
 
Imagine the situation. What was the point of signing the treaty back in 1972? The 
United States and the Soviet Union had only two regions that they defended from 
missile attacks: one in the United States and one in the Soviet Union. That created a 
threat for a potential aggressor who would be struck in response. In 2002, the United 
StatОs saiН, “WО Нo not nООН this anymorО. WО will crОatО anythinР wО want, 
Рlobally, all ovОr thО worlН.” 
 
Megyn Kelly: Again, it was in the wake of 9/11, just to make it clear. 9/11 happened 
on September 11, 2001, and the United States was reassessing its security posture in 
thО worlН Пor РooН rОason, woulНn’t you aНmit? 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, not for good reason.This is complete nonsense. Because the 
missile defence system protects from the kind of ballistic missiles that no terrorists 
have in their arsenal. This is an explanation for the housewives watching your 
programme. But if these housewives can hear what I am saying, if you show it to 
them and they hear me, they will understand that 9/11 and the missile defence system 
are completely unrelated. To defend themselves from terrorist attacks, the major 
powers must join their efforts against the terrorists rather than create threats for each 
other. 
 
With NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
With NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
Megyn Kelly: About the weapon that you announced today, the ICBM, have you 
actually tested it and it works? Because some analysts are suggesting that you have 
tested it, and it failed. And that is why you only showed animations of it today, and 
have not yet produced any actual videos. 
 
Vladimir Putin: I spoke about several systems today. Which one are you referring to, 
the heavy-duty intercontinental ballistic missile? 
 
Megyn Kelly: Yes, the one that you claimed renders defence systems useless. 
 
Vladimir Putin: All the systems I mentioned today easily overcome missile defence. 
Each one of them. This is the point of all these developments. 
 
Megyn Kelly: But you have tested it? 



 
Vladimir Putin: Yes, of course. 
 
Megyn Kelly: And it worked? 
 
Vladimir Putin: It did, very well. 
 
Some of these systems require additional work. Some of them are already deployed. 
Some are in serial production. 
 
Getting back to the beginning of our conversation, there is a missile defence system 
deployed in Alaska. The distance betwООn Russia’s Chukotka anН Alaska is only 60 
kilometres. 
 
Two systems are being deployed in Eastern Europe. One is already in place in 
Romania. Construction of another one is almost finished in Poland. There is also the 
navy. US ships are based very close to Russian shores both in the south and the north. 
 
Imagine if we placed our missile systems along the US-Mexico or the US-Canada 
border in their territories on both sides and brought our ships in from both sides. What 
would you say? Would you take action? Meanwhile we would respond that you are 
ОscalatinР thО arms racО? RiНiculous, isn’t it? This is Оxactly what is happОninР. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Just to come back. Are you saying that we are in a new arms race? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I want to say that the United States, when it withdrew from the ABM 
Treaty in 2002, forced us to begin developing new weapon systems. We told our 
partnОrs about it, anН thОy saiН, “Do whatОvОr you likО.” FinО, that is what wО НiН – so 
enjoy. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You disclosed that Russia was developing an intercontinental ballistic 
missile that was powered by nukes that could render defence systems useless? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Of course not. I did not know at the time how we could respond, to be 
honest. So it seems that our partners believed we would have nothing to respond with. 
Our economy was is dire straits, as well as the defence sector and the army. 
Therefore, I do not think anobody could have thought that in such a short period of 
time we would be able to make such a gigantic leap in the development of strategic 
weapons. I think the CIA must have told the US President that we would not do 
anythinР in rОsponsО. WhilО thО PОntaРon saiН somОthinР likО, “AnН wО will НОvОlop 
a powerful cutting-edge global anti-missilО systОm.” So thОy НiН. 
 
But I will answer your question directly. I can tell you what we told our American 
partners, what I said personally at the time. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Just to clarify, do you mean George W. Bush? 



 
Vladimir Putin: Who was President in 2002, 2003 and 2004? 
 
Megyn Kelly: But did this happen continuously or just during that timeframe? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Actually, we kept going on about it for 15 years. I said, almost 
literally, that we would not develop a system of anti-missile defence the way you are 
doing. Firstly, because it is too expensive, and we do not have the resources. And 
secondly, we do not know yet how it would work: you do not know, and we certainly 
do not either. 
 
But, to preserve the strategic balance so that you would not be able to zero out our 
nuclear deterrence forces, we will develop strike systems that will be able to break 
your anti-missile systems. 
 
We said this plainly and openly, without any aggression, I just told stated we would 
do. Nothing personal. 
 
AnН thО rОsponsО was, “WО arО not НoinР this aРainst you, but you do whatever you 
want and we will presume that it is not directed against us, not against the United 
StatОs.” 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let us talk about present day and going forward, because what you said 
today was that you would use these weapons if Russia or her allies come under attack. 
And the question is whether you meant any attack or only a nuclear attack on Russia 
or its allies? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I heard you. 
 
I would also like to say that in 2004 – I mentioned this today –I said at a news 
conference that we will be developing weapons and even mentioned a concrete 
missile system, Avangard as we call it. 
 
It is called Avangard now, but then I simply spoke of how it would work. I openly 
said how it would work. We hoped that this would be heard and the US would discuss 
it with us and discuss cooperation. But no, it was as if they had not heard us. Strategic 
offensive arms reduction and an antimissile defence system are different things. 
 
MОРyn KОlly: So, you НiНn’t ПООl likО you nООНОН to НisclosО. 
 
Vladimir Putin: We will be reducing the number of delivery vehicles and warheads 
under the New START Treaty. This means that the numbers will be reduced on both 
sides, but at the same time, one party, the United States, will be developing 
antimissile systems. 
 



This will ultimatОly lОaН to a situation whОrО all our nuclОar missilОs, Russia’s ОntirО 
missile potential will be reduced to zero. This is why we have always linked this. This 
is how it was in the Soviet-American times; these are natural things, everyone 
understands this. 
 
Megyn Kelly: But is it your contention that the 4,000 nukes that Russia now has 
cannot penetrate the existing military defence system? 
 
Vladimir Putin: They can. Today they can. But you are developing your antimissile 
systems. AntimissilОs’ ranРО is incrОasinР, anН so is thОir accuracy. ThОsО wОapons 
are being upgraded. This is why we need to respond to this appropriately, so that we 
are able to penetrate the system not only today but also tomorrow, when you acquire 
new weapons. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is why it would be a big deal if you really did have a nuclear-
powered ICBM, which people are questioning, whether you have a usable one right 
now. When you said earlier that you have some that had tested positively and were 
excellent, you said others had not. So, for the record, right now, do you have a 
workable ICBM that is powered by nukes that you have tested successfully? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Look, I did not say that the testing of some of these systems had been 
unsuccessful. All the tests were successful. It is just that each of these weapon 
systems is at a different stage of readiness. One is already on alert duty in line units. 
Another is in the same status. The work is proceeding on schedule with regard to 
some systems. We have no doubt that they will be in service, just as we had no doubt 
in 2004 that we would make a missile with the so-called cruise glide re-entry vehicle. 
 
You have been referring all the time to intercontinental ballistic missiles, new 
missilОs… 
 
During an interview to American TV channel NBC. 
During an interview to American TV channel NBC. 
Megyn Kelly: You keep mentioning ICBMs. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No. I am saying that we are developing just one brand of new heavy 
missile, which will replace a missile that we call Voyevoda, and you have dubbed it 
Satan. We will replace it with a new and more powerful missile. Here it is: a ballistic 
missile. All the other missiles are not ballistic. 
 
Therein lies the entire meaning of this, because any antimissile defence system 
operates against ballistic missiles. But we have created a set of new strategic weapons 
that do not follow ballistic trajectories and the antimissile defence systems are 
powОrlОss aРainst thОm. This mОans that thО US taxpayОrs’ monОy has bООn wastОН. 
 



Megyn Kelly: But again, you say that you are going to use these weapons, these 
nuclear-powered weapons if Russia or its allies come under attack. Any attack or only 
a nuclear one? 
 
Vladimir Putin: There are two reasons why we would respond with our nuclear 
deterrence forces: a nuclear attack on the Russian Federation or a conventional attack 
on thО Russian FОНОration, РivОn that it jОoparНisОs thО statО’s ОxistОncО. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is consistent with the existing Russian doctrine on the use of 
nuclear weapons. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Exactly, there are two possible reasons for a nuclear retaliation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Are you interested in new talks to extend the new strategic arms control 
treaty? 
 
Vladimir Putin: The START-3 Treaty will expire soon. We are ready to continue this 
dialogue. What do we consider important? We agree to a reduction or to retaining 
current terms, to a reduction in delivery vehicles and warheads. However, today, 
when we are acquiring weapons that can easily breach all anti-ballistic missile 
systems, we no longer consider the reduction of ballistic missiles and warheads to be 
highly critical. 
 
Megyn Kelly: So will these weapons be part of those discussions? 
 
Vladimir Putin: In the context that the number of delivery vehicles and the number of 
warheads they can or will carry should, of course, be included in the grand total. And 
we will show you from a distance what this will look like. 
 
Our military experts know how to conduct these inspections. In this sense, there are 
fine-tuned mechanisms and a sufficiently high level of trust. Generally, military 
experts are working together professionally. Politicians talk a lot, but military experts 
know what they are doing. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You are a politician 
 
Vladimir Putin: I am also an officer, and I am the Commander-in-Chief. I also served 
as a military intelligence officer for 17 years. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Are you proud of that fact? Do you like the fact that you were in the 
KGB? Do you like people to know that? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I do not see it from an emotional perspective. This gave me a lot of 
experience in the most diverse fields. I found it useful when I moved on to the civilian 
sector. Of course, this positive experience helped me in this sense. 
 



Megyn Kelly: How so? How did it help? 
 
Vladimir Putin: You know, after I left the intelligence service, I worked as Assistant 
Rector at St Petersburg University. I worked with people, established contacts, 
motivated people to act and brought them together. This is very important in the 
academic environment. Later, I was Deputy Mayor of St Petersburg. I assumed even 
РrОatОr anН broaНОr rОsponsibility. I НОalt with St PОtОrsburР’s intОrnational tiОs, anН 
that is a metropolis with a population of five million people. While working in this 
capacity in St Petersburg, I first met Henry Kissinger. Of course, all this helped me in 
my work at that time, and my additional experience later helped me in my work in 
Moscow. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Do you think it gives you an advantage over your adversaries and your 
allies? 
 
Vladimir Putin: It is hard for me to say. I have no other experience. The only thing I 
know is that my partners, including heads of state and government, are exceptional 
and outstanding people. They have gone through stringent selection and elimination 
procedures. There are no chance people at this level. And each of them has his or her 
own advantages. 
 
Megyn Kelly: What about that? You have been in power for a long time here in 
Russia, poised to go into another term as president. You have had four American 
presidents come and go during that time. I am wondering if you had a favourite, if 
there was one you liked more than the others? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I am sorry, but this is not a very tactful question. Each of my partners 
is good in their own right. In all, we had good relations with practically all of them. 
With Bill Clinton, though he was leaving office, we were able to work together for 
several months. Then with presidents Bush, Obama, and with the current President 
too, but to a lesser extent, of course. All of them have something to respect them for. 
At the same time, we can argue and disagree with each other, and it happens often, we 
have diverging views on many issues, even on key ones, but we nevertheless managed 
to maintain normal, human relations. If it were not for that, it would have been not 
only harder, but much worse for everyone. 
 
Megyn Kelly: How important do you think it is to project strength as a President? 
 
Vladimir Putin: It is important not to project strength, but to show it. It is also 
important how we understand power. It does not mean banging the table with a fist or 
yelling. I think power has several dimensions. 
 
Firstly, one should be confident that he is doing the right thing. Secondly, he must be 
ready to go all the way to achieve the goals. 
 



Megyn Kelly: I wonder this because one of the images that we see of you in the 
United States is without the shirt on a horse. What is that about? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Well, I have breaks. There are your Russian colleagues, there is the 
internet. But we do not do this on purpose. They take the photos they like. I have lots 
of photos of me in the office, working with documents, but nobody is interested in 
them. 
 
Megyn Kelly: (Laughs.) You are saying they like the shirtless photos? 
 
VlaНimir Putin: You know, I havО sООn “photos” oП me riding a bear. I have not 
ridden a bear yet, but there are such photos already. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Now what about you personally? Your elections are coming up in two 
weeks. You are 65 years old now. Most people would be slowing down a little in their 
lives. Do you see that for yourself at all in the future? 
 
Vladimir Putin: First, there are many politicians around the world who are older than I 
am and who are still working active. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Including in my country. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Not only in the United States, in other countries, too. There are many 
such people, in Europe and everywhere in the world. But if a person assumes the 
highest offices, he must work as if he is doing it for the first and last day of his life. 
 
There is the Constitution. I have never violated it and have never changed it. Of 
course, if voters give me the opportunity to serve another term, I will do it to the best 
of my ability 
 
Megyn Kelly: Last question for tonight, it is late. Forgive me; this may be a long one. 
What do you see as your greatest accomplishment as president and what do you see as 
your biggest mistake? And what did you learn from it? 
 
Vladimir Putin: You know, these would be very close. 
 
Our biggest achievement is that our economy has changed radically. It has almost 
doubled in scale. The number of people living below the poverty line has decreased 
by half. 
 
At the same time, the number of people living below the poverty line remains large, 
and we must work on that. We must remove the gap between people with very high 
and very low incomes. In this context, we have many achievements and many 
unresolved issues. 
 



Back in the early 2000s, our population shrank by nearly a million people a year. Can 
you imagine the scale of the disaster? Almost 900,000 people. We have reversed this 
trend. We have even achieved a natural population increase. We have very low infant 
mortality, and we have reduced maternal mortality to almost zero. We have prepared 
and are implementing a large-scale programme of supporting mothers and children. 
Our life expectancy is growing at a high rate. 
 
NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
Much has changed in our economy. But we have not achieved our main economic 
goal: we have not yet changed the economic structure as we need to. We have not yet 
reached the required growth of labour efficiency. But we know how to do it, and I am 
confident that we will do it. The thing is that we had no opportunity to do this before, 
because until recently we did not have the macroeconomic conditions for taking 
specific measures in these areas. 
 
At the beginning of our path, inflation was about 30 percent, but now it is 2.2 percent. 
Our gold and currency reserves are growing, and we have achieved macroeconomic 
stability. This offers us an opportunity to take the next step towards enhancing labour 
efficiency, attracting investment, including private funds, and changing the structure 
of our economy. 
 
I am talking in large blocks. There are also more specific areas, such as modern 
technology and artificial intelligence, digitalisation, biology, medicine, genome 
research, and so on. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Much more on the economy and how Russia is doing – tomorrow, and 
on your re-election. Thank you so much for your time. You have had a long day. I 
look forward to meeting up with you in Kaliningrad. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Thank you. 
 
* * * 
 
Part 2, Kaliningrad, March 2, 2018 
 
Megyn Kelly: Mr President, good to see you again. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Good afternoon. 
 
Megyn Kelly: So, we are here in Kaliningrad. Why is that? This is a port that, I am 
told, could not be more threatening to NATO, to Europe. It is a Russian military base. 
It is a Russian military port. It is home to some of your nukes. Are you trying to send 
a message? 
 



President of Russia Vladimir Putin: Why Kaliningrad? Because I regularly visit 
Russian regions. This is one of these regions. This time, I came here to attend a 
conference of the regional media, which they decided to hold here. It was not my 
decision but theirs, your colleagues from the Russian regional media. I have an 
agreement with them that I attend such meetings once a year and meet with them, and 
that is why I am here today. It does not have anything to do with any external signals; 
it is our domestic affair. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Understood. So, the last time we met in June, I asked you about the 
conclusion of our American intelligence agencies that Russia interfered in our 
presidential election. You told me that there was nothing specific in these reports, that 
if there is anything specific, you said, then there will be something to discuss. You 
told me, as they used to say in the KGB: addresses, houses, names. Since then, 13 
Russians and three Russian-owned companies have been indicted by a special 
prosecutor named Robert Mueller in the United States for interfering in our election. 
The IRA agency, Yevgeny Prigozhin and others running a cyber warfare operation out 
of an office at 55 Savushkina Street, St Petersburg, Russia. Addresses, houses, names. 
So, can we have that discussion now? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Of course. We not only can but I think we must discuss this issue if it 
keeps bothering you. But if you think that the question has been asked, I am ready to 
answer it. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Why would you allow an attack like this on the United States? 
 
Vladimir Putin: What makes you think that the Russian authorities and I gave our 
permission to anyone to do anything? You just named some people; I have heard 
about some of them, some of them I do not know, but they are just individuals, they 
do not represent the Russian government. Even if we suppose, though I am not 100 
percent certain, that they did something during the US presidential election campaign 
(I simply do not know anything about it), it has nothing to do with the position of the 
Russian government. Nothing has changed since we spoke last time in St Petersburg. 
There are some names, so what? It could just as well be some Americans who while 
living here, interfered in your own political processes. It has not changed anything. 
 
Megyn Kelly: But it was not Americans. It was Russians. And it was hundreds of 
people, a monthly budget of 2.5 billion dollars, all designed to attack the United States 
in a cyber warfare campaign. You are up for re-election right now. Should the 
Russians be concerned that you had no idea this was going on in your own home 
country, in your own hometown? 
 
Vladimir Putin: You know, the world is very large and diverse. We have rather 
complicated relations between the United States and the Russian Federation. And 
some of our people have their own opinion on these relations and react accordingly. 
At the level of the Russian Government and at the level of the Russian President, 



there has never been any interference in the internal political processes in the United 
States. 
 
You have named some individuals and said that they are Russian. So what? Maybe, 
although they are Russian, they work for some American company. Maybe one of 
them worked for one of the candidates. I have no idea about this, these are not my 
problems. Do you know that, for example, after the presidential election in the US, 
some Ukrainian officials sent messages congratulating Hillary Clinton, even though 
Trump had won? Listen, what do we have to do with this? 
 
Now, in my opinion, Mr Manafort, that is his name, he was initially accused of having 
somОthinР to Нo with Russia’s intОrПОrОncО in thО prОsiНОntial ОlОction in thО UnitОН 
States. It turned out that just the opposite was true: in fact, he had connections to 
Ukraine. And he had some issues with Ukraine. What do we have to do with this? 
 
You know, we have no desire to interfere in the internal affairs of other countries. But 
if you are interested in talking about this, I would like to widen the scope of our 
discussion. 
 
Megyn Kelly: I want to go through it. I do want to go through it. If we can do it step 
by step that would be more clear for the viewers who are following us. Let me ask 
you this: you say the Russian Federation did not order it. Do you condone these 
activities? 
 
Vladimir Putin: We do not condone or order. But I say that there are internal political 
processes in the United States itself and there are people who wanted to achieve some 
result. They could have used some tools in other countries: such technologies exist. 
They could have sent relevant information from France, from Germany, from Asia, 
from Russia. What do we have to do with this? 
 
Megyn Kelly:But it was not the Russians. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Well, all right, Russians, but they were not state officials. Well, 
Russians, and so what? The are 146 million Russian people, so what? 
 
Megyn Kelly: What have you done to satisfy yourself with that fact? 
 
Vladimir Putin: What fact? 
 
Megyn Kelly: What have you done to satisfy yourself that it was not Russians? You 
suggest maybe it was Americans, maybe it was the French. What have you done to 
satisfy yourself that the 13 Russian nationals who have just been indicted, those three 
Russian companies, including, as you pointed out, some of your close friends, were 
not behind this? This has caused an international incident. 
 



Vladimir Putin: I know that they do not represent the Russian state or the Russian 
government. And I have no idea what they did and what they were guided by. Even if 
they did something, then our American colleagues should not just say something in 
interviews with the media but give us specific data, with proof. We are ready to 
consiНОr it anН talk about it. But you know what I woulН likО to say… 
 
Megyn Kelly: That would be great. Will you extradite them to the United States? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Never. Just like the United States, Russia does not extradite its 
citizens anywhere. Have you ever extradited any of your citizens? This is my first 
point. 
 
Second, I do not believe anything illegal was committed. 
 
And, third, we have repeatedly suggested that the United States and Russia establish 
relations in this area and sign a corresponding interstate treaty on extraditing 
criminals. The United States has evaded this proposal and does not want to sign it 
with Russia. What are you hoping for? That we will extradite people to you whereas 
you will not? This is not a proper way to go about international affairs. 
 
There is more to it. Please listen to me and take to your viewers and listeners what I 
am about to say. We are holding discussions with our American friends and partners, 
people who represent the government by the way, and when they claim that some 
Russians interfered in the US elections, we tell them (we did so fairly recently at a 
vОry hiРh lОvОl): ”But you arО constantly intОrПОrinР in our political liПО.“ WoulН you 
believe it, they are not even denying it. 
 
Do you know what thОy tolН us last timО? ThОy saiН, ”YОs, wО Нo intОrПОrО, but wО arО 
entitled to do so, because we are spreading democracy, and you are not, and so you 
cannot Нo it.“ Do you think this is a civilisОН anН moНОrn approach to international 
affairs? 
 
Yesterday, you and I talked about nuclear weapons, and that once the United States 
and the Soviet Union realised that they were moving towards possible mutual 
destruction, they agreed on rules of conduct in the security sphere given the 
availability of weapons of mass destruction. Let us now agree on how to behave in 
cyberspace, which never used to have such a big role and scope. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Okay, so let me ask you: you have stated explicitly you believe that 
America interfered in Russian elections, right? 
 
Vladimir Putin: We made a proposal to the United States, our partners back during 
PrОsiНОnt Obama’s watch: lОt us aРrОО on how wО builН our rОlations, НОvОlop 
common rules acceptable for all, and adhere to them in cyberspace. 
 



The first reaction of the Obama Administration was negative, but then, at the very end 
oП his prОsiНОntial tОrm, thОy tolН us: ”YОs, it is intОrОstinР, lОt us talk about it.“ But 
again, everything disappeared and vanished in some swamp. Well, let us agree on this, 
we are all for it. 
 
With NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
With NBC anchor Megyn Kelly. 
Megyn Kelly: Okay, so let me ask you: you have stated explicitly you believe that 
America interfered in Russian elections, right? 
 
Vladimir Putin: The US does this all the time. 
 
MОРyn KОlly: But Russia НiН not intОrПОrО in AmОrica’s ОlОction? 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, and there are no plans in Russia to do so. It is impossible. It is 
impossible for us. 
 
MОРyn KОlly: Why not? Why woulНn’t you? 
 
Vladimir Putin: First, we have principles whereby we do not allow others to interfere 
in our НomОstic aППairs anН Нo not pokО our nosОs into othОr pОoplО’s businОss. This is 
a principle we have. This is the first point I wanted to make. 
 
My second point is that we do not have a comparable number of tools. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Come on. Come on. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, we simply cannot do that. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You told me just yesterday, because we were amping our missile 
defence systems, we have to respond in kind with increased nuclear technology. Now 
you want me to believe that we attacked your Russian elections and you say, we are 
going to take that road. 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is not a matter of missiles. This is a completely different area. 
 
In addition, we lack the necessary instruments. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Cyber warfare. 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is a completely different area of activity. It has nothing to do 
with cyber warfare. Russia does not have the kind of tools the US has. We do not have 
global media outlets comparable to CNN. You think we do? We have Russia Today, 
and nothing else. This is the only Russian media outlet, and even then, it was 
НОsiРnatОН… 
 



Megyn Kelly: Is that cyber tools? 
 
Vladimir Putin: You keep interrupting me, this is impolite. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Forgive me, sir. 
 
Vladimir Putin: We have one media outlet, Russia Today, and even it was designated 
as a foreign agent so that it is unable to do its work properly. It is the only media 
outlet of this kind, while the US has a whole range of outlets, and immense 
possibilities online. The internet is yours. The United States control all the internet 
governance tools, all located on US territory. Do you think that a comparison can be 
made in any way? This is simply impossible. Let us come together and agree on the 
rules of conduct in cyber space. But it is the US who refuses to do so. 
 
Megyn Kelly: David and Goliath. The Mueller indictment is very specific about what 
the Russians were doing. There is a specific email, a damning email that is cited 
therein by a female Russian who appears to have been caught red-handed. She says as 
Пollows, “WО haН a sliРht crisis hОrО at work. ThО FBI bustОН our activity. Not a jokО. 
So I got preoccupied with covering tracks together with the colleagues. I created all 
these pictures and posts and the Americans believe that it was written by their 
pОoplО.” AnН now you want to sit hОrО anН say you Нo not havО thО tools to Нo it? 
That we have the market cyber interference? This is just not true. 
 
Vladimir Putin: I do not even understand what you are talking about. You see, this is 
just nonsense. The US Congress analysed the information from Russian sources that 
appeared online. The information coming from media outlets like Russia Today was 
also analysed and turned out to be one hundredth of a percent of the overall 
information flow in the United States, just one hundredth of a percent. Do you think 
that this Пraction haН any impact on thО ОlОction? This is just nonsОnsО, Нon’t you sОО? 
This is the same old business when the people who lost refuse to admit it. You see, I 
have commented on this on a number of occasions. It has yet to be seen what the US 
policy toward Russia will be like under the current administration. Many things 
remain unclear, since we have not yet been able to start working or to establish 
normal contacts. 
 
However, it is absolutely clear that the current US President adopted a specific stance 
in terms of domestic policy, and decided to reach out to the people who were ready to 
support his campaign promises. This is what led to his victory, not any kind of outside 
interference. To claim otherwise makes no sense. Will anyone believe that Russia, a 
country located thousands of kilometres away, could use two or three Russians, as you 
have said, and whom I do not know, to meddle in the elections and influence their 
outcomО? Don’t you think that it sounНs riНiculous? 
 
Megyn Kelly: Now you are talking about causation. But I am still on whether you did 
it. And it is not true that you do not know the individuals who were accused of 



conducting this. One of your good friends is actually accused of helping conduct this. 
His name is Yevgeny Prigozhin. Do you know him? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I know this man, but he is not a friend of mine. This is just twisting 
the facts. There is such a businessman; he works in the restaurant business or 
something. But he is not a state official; we have nothing to do with him. 
 
Megyn Kelly: After you heard about him being indicted, did you pick up the phone 
and call him? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Certainly not.I have plenty of other things to worry about. 
 
Megyn Kelly: He is your friend. He has been indicted. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Did you hear what I just said? He is not my friend. I know him, but he 
is not a friend of mine. Was I not clear? There are many people like that. There are 
146 million people in Russia. That is less than in the US, but it is still a lot. 
 
Megyn Kelly: He is a prominent businessman. 
 
Vladimir Putin: A prominent businessman? So what? There are many prominent 
people in Russia. He is not a state official, he does not work for the government; he is 
an individual, a businessman. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Some people say his real job is to do your dirty work. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Who are those people? And what dirty work? I do not do any dirty 
work. Everything I do is in plain view. This is your prerogative; some people in your 
country enjoy doing dirty work. You think we do the same. That is not true. 
 
Megyn Kelly: It is a) the fact that you know him, you admit that. He is a prominent 
Russian businessman. And he is specifically accused of running this operation; b) this 
is the same man who has been accused of sending Russian mercenaries into Syria and 
they attacked a compound held by American back militia. This guy gets around. 
 
Vladimir Putin: You know, this man could have a wide range of interests, including, 
for example, an interest in the Syrian fuel and energy complex. But we do not support 
him in any way. We do not get in his way but we do not support him either. It is his 
own personal initiative. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You did not know about it? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Well, I know that there are several companies, several Russian 
companies there, maybe his among others, but this has nothing to do with our policy 
in Syria. If he does anything there, he does not coordinate it with us; he probably 
coordinates it with the Syrian authorities or the Syrian businesses he works with. We 



do not interfere in this. Does your government interfere in every step your businesses 
take, especially small businesses? It is essentially a medium-sized business. So, does 
your president interfere in the affairs of every medium-sized US business? That is just 
nonsОnsО, isn’t it? 
 
Megyn Kelly: If the 13 Russian nationals plus three Russian companies did in fact 
interfere in our elections, is that okay with you? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I do not care. I do not care at all because they do not represent the 
government. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You do not care? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Not at all. They do not represent state interests. If you are worried 
about anything, state it officially, send us documents proving it and explain what 
Оxactly thosО pОoplО arО accusОН oП. WО will sОО iП thОy havО violatОН Russian laws… 
 
Megyn Kelly: I did that. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, this is not true. If they violated Russian law, we will prosecute 
them. If they did not, there is nothing to prosecute them for in Russia. But after all, 
you must understand that people in Russia do not live under US law but under 
Russian law. This is how it is. If you want to reach an agreement with us, let us 
negotiate, choose the subject, make an agreement and sign it. But you refuse to do 
this. I am telling you for the third time: we have proposed working together on 
cyberspace issues. But the US refuses to work like this and instead throws 13 
Russians to the media. Maybe they are not even Russians, but Ukrainians, Tatars or 
Jews, but with Russian citizenship, which should also be checked: maybe they have 
dual citizenship or a Green Card; maybe, the US paid them for this. How can you 
know that? I do not know either. 
 
Megyn Kelly: I will give you one piece of evidence. Andrei Krutskikh is an advisor to 
the Kremlin when it comes to cyber issues. In his speech to an information security 
Пorum in FОbruary 2016, hО rОportОНly saiН, quotО, “I am warninР you. WО arО on thО 
verge of having something in the information arena which will allow us to talk to the 
AmОricans as Оquals.” What Нo you think hО mОant? BОcausО it cОrtainly sounНs likО a 
threat right before an election hack. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Sometimes I think you are joking. 
 
Megyn Kelly: No, I am deadly serious. 
 
Vladimir Putin: A man says something about how he sees our contacts and our work 
with our foreign partners, the US in this case, in a certain area. I have no idea what he 
said. Ask him what he meant. Do you think I control everything? 
 



Megyn Kelly: He is an advisor to the Kremlin on cyber. 
 
During an interview to American TV channel NBC. 
During an interview to American TV channel NBC. 
Vladimir Putin: So what? There are 2,000 people working in the administration; do 
you think I control everyone? Peskov is sitting in front of me, he is my press secretary 
and he sometimes says things that I see on television and think, what is he talking 
about? Who told him to say this? 
 
I have no idea what he said. Ask him. Do you really think I can comment on 
everything administration or government personnel say? I have my own work to do. 
 
Megyn Kelly: I think when it comes to our two countries you know exactly what is 
РoinР on. AnН this is Russia’s problОm now. It is. ThО hОaНs oП thО US intОlliРОncО 
agencies just testified to Congress that Russia, Russia poses the greatest threat in the 
world to the American security, greater than ISIS. You cannot get the sanctions lifted. 
The relationship between our two countries is nearly non-existent right now. Did not 
this interference, whether you knew or you did not know about it, backfire against 
Russia? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Listen, you are exaggerating. I do not know about someone saying 
something and I am not going to comment on it, and neither do I follow what is going 
on at your Congress. 
 
I am more interested in what is going on at the State Duma, if they have approved a 
bill on a healthcare or utilities issue; if they delay certain discussions or not. Is a 
special interest lobbying against a nature conservation, or forestry, or environmental 
law? This is what I am interested in. You should follow what they are discussing in 
Congress; I have enough on my plate without that. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You know that the sanctions have not been lifted. You know that the 
relationship between our two countries is at not an all-time low but is getting there. 
And this is in part the reason. And so, Russian interference in the American elections 
is important. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Listen, sanctions have nothing to do with the myth of some Russian 
interference in the US election. Sanctions are about something else entirely: the desire 
to halt Russia’s proРrОss, to contain Russia. This policy oП containinР Russia has bООn 
pursued for decades, on and off. Now it is back. It is a misguided policy, which not 
only affects Russian-US relations but also US businesses because it frees up space for 
their competitors on our market. 
 
You and I were at the St Petersburg Economic Forum. The largest business delegation 
was from the US. People want to work with us, but they are not allowed to; they are 
contained in order to contain Russia. They have been contained and contained so that 
our defence industry cannot develop, among other things. We discussed this 



yesterday. Did they manage to achieve anything? No, they did not: they have never 
managed to contain Russia and never will. It is simply, you know, an attempt with 
tools that… 
 
Megyn Kelly: Can we contain Russia in cyber warfare? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I think it is impossible to contain Russia anywhere. You need to 
understand this. Listen, you cannot even contain North Korea. What are you talking 
about? Why would you do that? Why do we have to contain, attack or cast suspicion 
on each other? We are offering cooperation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is my question to you. That is my question to you. Why, why 
would you interfere in our election time and time again? And why would not you, for 
that matter? Let me put it to you that way. You have spent a day, every time I have 
seen you, in St Petersburg, in Moscow and now here in Kaliningrad, telling me that 
AmОrica has intОrПОrОН in Russia’s ОlОctoral procОss anН that Russia has a robust cybОr 
warfare arsenal. And yet you want us to believe that you did not deploy it. Do you 
understand how implausible that seems, sir? 
 
Vladimir Putin: That does not seem implausible to me at all, because we do not have 
such a goal, to interfere. We do not see what we have to gain by interfering. There is 
no such goal. Let us suppose this was our goal. Why, just for the sake of it? What is 
the goal? 
 
Megyn Kelly: Creating chaos. That is the goal. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Listen to me. Not long ago President Trump said something 
absolutОly corrОct. HО saiН that iП Russia’s Рoal was to sow chaos, it has succООНОН. 
But it is not the result of Russian interference, but your political system, the internal 
struggle, the disorder and division. Russia has nothing to do with it whatsoever. Get 
your own affairs in order first. And the way the question is framed, as I mentioned – 
that you can interfere anywhere because you bring democracy, but we cannot – is 
what causes conflicts. You have to show your partners respect, and they will respect 
you. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You once said, Mr President, that you believed the interference in our 
election was done by some patriotic Russians. An answer like that, you understand, 
will lead people to ask, are you the patriotic Russian? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I am the President of the Russian Federation. It is my constitutional 
Нuty to aННrОss a host oП issuОs concОrninР thО protОction oП Russia’s intОrОsts. When I 
spoke of patriotic people, I meant that you can imagine that, in the face of a 
deteriorating Russian-US relationship, people – and people use cyberspace – will 
express their points of view, their opinions, including on this global network. Of 
course, they are free to do so. How can we really prohibit it? But we cannot control it 



and, most importantly, we are not directing it. Please note that this is not the position 
of the Russian state. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You cannot? The Russian intelligence services cannot find out who is 
doing this, bring it to your attention? You are unable to stop it? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Perhaps if we looked into it carefully we would find those people, if 
they exist. But we have no such goal. We propose holding official talks and you 
refuse. So what do you want? For us to open investigations just because Congress said 
so? Let us sit down, sign an agreement on working in cyberspace and comply with it. 
How do you want to do it? There is no other way of conducting international affairs. 
 
Megyn Kelly: So you have no goal to stop it. So what does that mean for our elections 
in 2018 and 2020? We can expect more of the same? 
 
VlaНimir Putin: I НiН not say that stoppinР it is not a Рoal. I saiН wО haН… 
 
Megyn Kelly: You just said that. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, I НiН not. I saiН wО Нo not intОrПОrО in our pОoplО’ privatО livОs 
and cannot stop them from expressing their opinion, including on the internet. But I 
also saiН that Russia’s oППicial position is that wО Нo not intОrПОrО in thО political 
processes of other countries as a state. That is the most important part. I want it to be 
recorded in our conversation today, for people in the US to understand this. 
 
Megyn Kelly: And forgive me, but I am trying to get to one level below that, whether 
you have the goal of stopping your own citizens from behaving in this manner, which 
has undermined relationships between our two countries? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I want to say that we will stand in the way of everything that violates 
Russian law or our international agreements. For the third or fourth time, I will say 
that we are ready to sign a corresponding agreement with the United States. You still 
refuse. Let us sit down at the negotiating table, identify what we consider important, 
sign the document and comply with it with proper verification. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You are the President, sir. Respectfully, I still did not hear an answer 
about whether you want to crack down on the Russians who committed those crimes. 
It sounds like the answer is no. If I am wrong, please correct me. I understand you 
want a negotiation with the United States directly. But internally, you could put a stop 
to this if you had the desire. 
 
Vladimir Putin: I want you to listen to me. We will counter anything that violates 
current Russian law. If the actions of our citizens – no matter what they are and whom 
they target – violate current Russian laws, we will respond. If they do not violate 
Russian law, we cannot respond. 
 



Megyn Kelly With this? 
 
Vladimir Putin: With anything. If no Russian law has been broken, no one can be held 
accountable. 
 
Megyn Kelly:Will this violate Russian law? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I must look at what they have done. Give us the materials. Nobody 
has given us anything. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You know this. Hacking into the Democratic National Committee, 
hackinР into John PoНОsta’s Оmail, crОatinР intОrПОrОncО in our ОlОction by crОatinР 
bots that spread false information on Twitter, on Facebook. Spreading this 
information when it comes to Black Lives Matter, when it comes to the shooting we 
just had in Parkland, Florida, when it comes to our presidential election. Spreading 
fake news in order to alter the course of the presidential race. That is what I am 
talking about. 
 
Vladimir Putin: With all due respect for you personally and for the body of the 
pОoplО’s rОprОsОntativОs, thО US ConРrОss – and we treat all these people with respect 
– I want you to really understand this. Do you have people with training in law? Of 
course, you do. One hundred percent. Highly educated people. We cannot even launch 
an investigation without cause. Our conversation today or an inquiry in the US 
Congress is not sufficient cause. Give us at least an official inquiry with a statement 
of facts, send us an official paper. After all, a conversation on air cannot be grounds 
for an investigation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: The intelligence agencies in the United States, now a special prosecutor 
with a criminal indictment – that is not enough for you to look into it? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Absolutely not. If you do not have legal training, I can assure you that 
an inquiry is required for this. 
 
Megyn Kelly I do. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Then you should understand that a corresponding official inquiry 
should be sent to the Prosecutor-GОnОral’s OППicО oП thО Russian FОНОration. That 
said, we do not even have a treaty on how to proceed. But send us something in 
writing at least. 
 
Megyn KellyVladimir Putin could not order an investigation into whether this was 
done in a way that undermines its relations with a major partner, the United States of 
America? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Give us something in writing, an official inquiry. We will look at it. 
 



Megyn Kelly: You said that the last time and now I am back with an indictment. 
 
Vladimir Putin: There is nothing in writing. Send an inquiry to the Prosecutor-
GОnОral’s Office. It is necessary to go through official channels rather than with the 
help of the media and harsh words in the US Congress, levelling accusations against 
us that are totally unsubstantiated. Give us something in writing. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let me ask you this: you were President back in 2001 when the FBI 
arrested one of its own, Robert Hanssen, for spying for the Russian Federation. In 
retaliation, President George W. Bush kicked 50 illegit Russian spies out of the 
United States, and the Kremlin did the same, throwing 50 Americans out of the US 
Embassy in Moscow immediately. This is a tradition that goes back for decades. 
December 2016: after our intelligence agencies agreed that Russians interfered in our 
election President Obama expelled dozens of Russians and seized two Russian-owned 
properties. And yet, you did nothing, you did nothing in response. Why not? 
 
Vladimir Putin: We believed andI still believe that there were no grounds for this 
whatsoever. This is the first point. 
 
Secondly, this was done in clear violation of international law and the Vienna 
Convention on DiplomaticRelations. The totally groundless seizure of our property 
constitutes a flagrant violation of international law. We were strongly hoping for a 
response from the new Administration. But since none is forthcoming – and I have 
already said this and the Foreign Minister repeated this – we will turn to the 
appropriate courts of the United States to protect our interests. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let me ask you about President Trump. Any time he says anything 
about you it is supremely deferential. Never a harsh word for you. Although if you 
look at the ways he speaks about members of his own party, even members of his own 
staff, never mind of the other political leaders, he frequently personally insults them. 
Why do you think he is so nice to you? 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is not about being nice to me personally, in my view. I think he 
is an experienced person, a businessman with very extensive experience and he 
understands that if you need to partner with someone, you must treat your future or 
current partner with respect, otherwise nothing will come of it. I think this is a purely 
pragmatic approach. This is my first point. 
 
Second, even though this is his first term as President, he is a quick study, and he 
understands perfectly well that trading accusations or insults at our level is a road to 
nowhere. It would just mean depriving our countries of their last chance for dialogue, 
simply the last chance. This would be extremely unfortunate. 
 
You may have noticed that I, for my part, show respect to him and all my other 
colleagues, not only in the United States, but also Europe and Asia. 
 



Megyn Kelly: You may, but the truth is our President has referred to the leader of 
North KorОa as “littlО rockОt man.” So hО is not quitО as Нiplomatic НОpОnНinР on who 
he is talking about. I am sure you saw that, yes? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Yes, I did. You are aware of our position on that account. We urge 
everyone to show restraint. 
 
Megyn Kelly: So what do you think of President Trump? 
 
VlaНimir Putin: ThО quОstion is not ОntirОly appropriatО, bОcausО PrОsiНОnt Trump’s 
work should be assessed by his constituents, the American people. There is one thing 
I would like to say: like it or not – we may dislike certain things as well – he does his 
best to keep the election promises that he made to the American people. So, he is 
consistent in this sense. I think that, in fact, this is the only proper way to show 
respect for the people who voted for him. 
 
Megyn Kelly: He has praised your leadership. Is he an effective leader? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Well, again, this is up to the American people to decide. He has 
strong leadership qualities, of course, because he takes responsibility when he makes 
decisions. To reiterate, whether some people like his decisions or not, he still goes 
ahead and does it. This, of course, is a sign of leadership qualities. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Do you ever read his tweets? 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, I do not. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Do you ever tweet? 
 
Vladimir Putin: No. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Why not? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I have other means of expressing my point of view or making 
decisions. Well, Donald is a more modern person. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Would you say he is more colourful than you are? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Maybe. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let me ask you one question going back to the election interference 
issue. There are two theories on you at least. One is that when Hillary Clinton was 
Secretary of State you felt that she interfered with the elections here in 2011 and 
2012, inciting protests here, including against you and it made you angry. Two is 
when the Panama Papers were leaked showing a massive money trail that led to you 



and some of your associates that that was the last drop for you. Do either of those 
things make you angry? 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is complete nonsense. Speaking about Hillary, I know her 
personally, and we generally always maintained a good dialogue every time we met. I 
cannot unНОrstanН why at somО staРО… HОr aНvisОrs probably suРРОstОН that shО 
focus part of her election campaign on criticising developments in Russia. Well, it 
was their choice. I never took it personally. It was just their policy. 
 
As for all those files, this is complete nonsense. They mention some of my friends. So 
what? As you know, this has had no effect whatsoever. This is nothing but nonsense 
and media chatter. I have forgotten all about it. I do not remember what it was all 
about. Actually, nothing of this kind can make me angry. I am guided by pragmatic 
considerations, not emotions. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Since you mention it, a friend of yours was mentioned in those Panama 
Papers. Let me ask you about him. Sergei Roldugin. Legend has it that this guy 
introduced you to your ex-wife, that he is the godfather to one of your daughters. He 
is a cellist by trade, right? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Yes, I know him very well. He is a friend and a wonderful musician. 
He has devoted his life to art and music. By the way, many artists here are also 
involved in business one way or another. Apart from me, Sergey also has other ties in 
the country, including business people who have involved him in this work. He has 
made his money legally. He has not made hundreds of billions [of dollars]. Everything 
he earned he has spent on the purchase of musical instruments abroad, which he has 
brought to Russia. He uses some of these instruments personally, for example the 
cello. He plays the cello. 
 
Megyn Kelly: A $12 million Stradivarius. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Yes, something like that. But it is a unique instrument. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is a lot of money. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Yes, it is. He must be eccentric, but then, all artists are eccentric. To 
spend all this money on musical instruments. I think he bought two cellos and two 
violins. He plays one himself and has given the others to other musicians, who are 
playing them. He has brought all these instruments to Russia. 
 
Megyn Kelly: According to the Panama Papers, this mass of series of leaked 
documents about offshore bank accounts, he has got assets, this cellist, of at least a 
$100 million, including a one-eighth stake in Russia’s biРРОst TV aН aРОncy, a $6 
million yacht, a stake in a truck manufacturer, a 3-percent interest in a Russian bank. 
He must be one heck of a musician. 
 



Vladimir Putin: Well, I know nothing about his business, but I do know that he has 
only enough money to buy these musical instruments. All the rest is on paper. He does 
not have anything else apart from what he has bought. Maybe he does have something 
else, but you should ask him about it. I do not control his life. 
 
Megyn Kelly: But the question is how a cellist makes that much money? People ask it 
because many people believe that is really your money. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Listen, just look at many Russian art figures, and probably there are 
people like this in your country as well. After all, there are art personalities in the US, 
incluНinР HollywooН cОlОbritiОs who ОithОr run rОstaurants or own somО stock. ArОn’t 
there many people like this in the US entertainment industry and art world? I am sure 
that there are many people of this kind, and more than in Russia. In Russia, there are 
also quite a few art figures who do business apart from their creative work. In fact, 
there are many such people, and he is just one of them. So what? The question is not 
whether he runs a business or not or whether he made a profit or not. The question is 
whether there were any violations. As far as I know, he did not commit any violations. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is right. There is no issue with making money. I am an American, 
we are capitalists. The question is whether that is really your money. 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is not my money, that is for sure. I do not even know how much 
Mr Roldugin has, as I have already said. As far as I know, he has not committed any 
violations in his business and creative undertakings, he did not violate any Russian 
law or norm. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Speaking of money, back in the 1980s and 1990s, in the wake of 
multiple bankruptcies, the Trump Organisation found it hard to secure loans in the 
UnitОН StatОs anН lookОН ОlsОwhОrО. Mr Trump’s son, DonalН Trump Jr., said that ten 
yОars aРo anН I quotО, “Russians makО up a prОtty НisproportionatО cross-section of a 
lot oП our assОts. WО sОО a lot oП monОy pourinР in Пrom Russia.” WОrО you awarО oП 
the degree of Russian money flowing into properties? 
 
Vladimir Putin: This is all nonsense. There were no investments in Trump properties 
in Russia, as far as I know. I do not even know if there were any serious plans for 
making these investments. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Come on. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Look, you keep thinking that the whole world revolves around you. 
That is not the way it is. 
 
Megyn Kelly: It is not about me. It is about what Donald Trump Jr. says. 
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Vladimir Putin: Do you think wО know ОvОrythinР what DonalН Trump’s son has 
said? You see, this is not the way things are. Donald came here to Russia when he was 
not even nominated. I did not even know that he had been to Russia. I learned about it 
only afterwards, when I was told that as it turned out he had been to Russia. By the 
samО tokОn, I iРnorО what his son saiН on this occasion. DiН DonalН Trump’s son 
infringe on any rules or laws? If so, charge him. If he did not, why do you keep 
picking on every word? 
 
Megyn Kelly: Years ago, before Donald Trump ran for president, he said he knew you 
and he spoke with you a lot. Is that true? 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, I had never met him. You mean before he became President and 
before he decided to run for President, right? 
 
Megyn Kelly: Before he ran. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, we had not met. We never talked to each other, neither by phone 
or otherwise. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You are poised to be re-elected for your fourth term as president here in 
Russia, right? 
 
Vladimir Putin: We will see what the Russian voters decide. 
 
Megyn Kelly: How does somebody like Vladimir Putin, who is as popular as you are 
here in Russia, feel any threat from Navalny? I realise he has got in legal trouble, but 
could you pardon this guy and let him mount a meaningful challenge to you? 
 
Vladimir Putin: As for the question about whom I could work together with and 
whom I would not want to work together with, I can tell you in all honesty that I 
would like to and am ready to work with people who want Russia to become a 
stronger, more effective, competitive and self-reliant country. But to achieve that, the 
people we are talking about should have a clear plan of action designed to promote 
national НОvОlopmОnt in toНay’s ОnvironmОnt. ThОrО arО pОoplО likО that, incluНinР … 
 
Megyn Kelly: But Navalny is such as man and has a fair amount of popularity here in 
Russia. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Any person can be pardoned if he deserves it. 
 
MОРyn KОlly: Why Нon’t you? 
 
Vladimir Putin: If he deserves it. There are no exceptions for anyone. No exceptions. 
But we are not talking about pardon now; we are talking about certain political forces. 
They do not have a development programme for the country. What do they have that 
is positive and what I like? That they expose problems, and this is actually good, this 



is the right thing to do, and it needs to be done. But this is not enough for the 
country’s proРrОssivО НОvОlopmОnt, simply not ОnouРh. BОcausО ПocusinР on 
problems is not enough; moreover, it is even dangerous, because it can lead to 
destruction, while we need creation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Our political analysts tell me you are exactly right about your chances 
in the upcoming election, that you have no meaningful opponents so you will likely 
win. What is next after that? The Chinese President just abolished term limits. Is that 
something you would ever do? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I do not think that I should talk about my political plans with you now 
at this meeting, in this conversation, in this interview for American television. But I 
think I told you yesterday, I never changed the Constitution or adjusted it to my needs, 
and I do not have any such plans today. 
 
As for China, before criticising decisions in a country like China, you need to think 
and recall that there are 1.5 billion people living there and, after thinking about it, you 
need to come to the conclusion that we all are interested in China being a stable and 
prosperous state. How it should be done best, it is probably up to the Chinese people 
and the Chinese leadership. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Can you leave power? Because some of the experts that we have 
spoken to have said it would be near impossible for you because someone in your 
position would likely either be thrown in jail by your adversaries or worse. They say it 
is actually sad that you will have to stay in power in order to stay well. 
 
Vladimir Putin: What your so-called experts say is their wishful thinking. I have heard 
a lot of nonsense like this. Why do you think that I will necessarily be succeeded by 
people ready to destroy everything I have done in recent years? Maybe, on the 
contrary, a government will come to power determined to strengthen Russia, to create 
a future for it, to build a platform for development for the new generations. Why have 
you suddenly decided that some destroyers would arrive and wipe out whatever they 
can? Maybe there are people who would like this, including in the United States. But I 
do not think they are right, because the United States, I think, should be more 
interested in the other option – in Russia being a stable, prosperous and developing 
country, I mean if you really can look at least 25–50 years ahead. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Have you groomed a successor? Is there anyone in mind? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I have been thinking about this since 2000. Thinking is not a crime, 
but in the end, the choice will still be up to the Russian people. Whether I like or hate 
someone, other candidates will run for president and eventually the citizens of the 
Russian Federation will make the final decision. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let me ask you a bit about Syria. Do you believe the chemical weapon 
attacks in Syria are fake news? 



 
Vladimir Putin: Of course. 
 
Firstly, the Syrian Government destroyed its chemical weapons long ago. 
 
SОconНly, wО know about thО militants’ plans to simulatО chОmical attacks by thО 
Syrian army. 
 
And thirdly, all the attempts that have been made repeatedly in the recent past, and all 
the accusations were used to consolidate the efforts against Assad. We are aware of 
these goings-on, anН thОy arО not intОrОstinР. OnО wants to say, “BorinР.” 
 
Megyn Kelly: The bodies of dead children thanks to sarin gas attacks? That is boring? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Are you sure that these deaths are the result of chemical attacks by the 
Syrian Government? I, on the contrary, blame this on the criminals and radicals, on 
the terrorists who are staging these crimes in order to lay the blame on President 
Assad. 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is not what the United Nations has concluded. They autopsied the 
bodies of the dead children. Your Foreign Minister suggested it was all made up. Do 
you believe that? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Of course. I am absolutely sure that it was. Because there was no 
serious investigation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: There were no dead bodies? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Maybe there were dead bodies, which is to be expected in a war. 
Look how they liberated Mosul: it was razed to the ground. Look how they liberated 
Raqqa: the dead have not yet been removed from the ruins or buried. Do you want to 
talk about this? 
 
Megyn Kelly: That is what we call whataboutism. That is you pointing to somebody 
ОlsО’s baН bОhaviour to justiПy your wronР or that oП your ally. WО arО talkinР about 
Assad and dead children thanks to sarin gas. Sarin gas. And you are telling an 
international audience it never happened? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Look here, to be sure that this was indeed how it happened, a 
thorough investigation must be conducted and evidence must be gathered at the site. 
Nothing of this has been done. Let us do this. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Let us do it. They wanted to investigate the helicopters and the UN 
wanted to go and check the helicopters that were on site. And Russia said no. Russia 
said no. Why? 
 



VlaНimir Putin: ThОrО was nothinР oП thО kinН. Russia НiН not say “No.” Russia is Пor 
a full-scale investigation. If you do not know this, I am telling you this now. It is not 
true that we are against an objective investigation. That is a lie. It is a lie just as the 
vial with the white substance that allegedly proved that Iraq had weapons of mass 
destruction, which the CIA gave to the US Secretary of State. He later apologised, but 
the damage had been done, the country had been ruined. This is yet another piece of 
fake news, which has no substance behind it. An investigation should be conducted to 
gather the substance. We are in favour of such an investigation. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Since the beginning of the year, there have been at least four chlorine-
based chemical weapons attacks in Syria. Our Secretary of State Tillerson just said 
that Russia bears the responsibility for this given your earlier promises to reign in 
chemical weapons attacks in Syria. Your response? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I will tell you that a) we have nothing to do with this, and that we 
demand a full-scale investigation. 
 
As for crimes, go back to Raqqa and at least bury the dead bodies, which are still 
lying amid the ruins after the air strikes at residential neighbourhoods there. And 
investigate these attacks. This will give you something to do. 
 
Megyn Kelly: One of the questions that our audiences have is how do we walk this 
back? How do we get to the place where these two great nations are less adversaries 
and something closer to allies, which we clearly are not right now. Do you agree we 
are not? 
 
Vladimir Putin: Unfortunately, we are not. But we were not the ones who made the 
US our adversary. It was the US, the US Congress, who called Russia its adversary. 
Why did you do that? Did Russia impose sanctions on the United States? No, it was 
the US that imposed sanctions on us. 
 
Megyn Kelly: You know why. 
 
Vladimir Putin: No, I do not. Can I ask you a different question? Why did you 
encourage the government coup in Ukraine? Why did you do that? The US directly 
acknowledged spending billions of dollars to this end. This was openly acknowledged 
by US officials. Why do they support government coups and armed fighting in other 
countries? Why has the US deployed missile systems along our borders? 
 
Listen, Russia and the US should sit down and talk it over in order to get things 
straight. I have the impression that this is what the current President wants, but he is 
prevented from doing it by some forces. But we are ready to discuss any matter, be it 
missile-related issues, cyberspace or counterterrorism efforts. We are ready to do it 
any moment. But the US should also be ready. The time will come when the political 
elite in the US will be pushed by public opinion to move in this direction. We will be 
ready the instant our partners are ready. 



 
Megyn Kelly: Before I leave you, what do you hope your legacy will be? 
 
Vladimir Putin: I strongly believe that my legacy would be to create a powerful 
development momentum for Russia, and make the country a resilient and balanced 
democracy that is able to benefit from the latest advances of the technology 
revolution. We will keep up our efforts to improve our political system and the 
judiciary. And I am certain that all this, taken together, would strengthen the unity of 
the Russian Federation and the unity of our people, and enable us to move forward 
with confidence for years to come. 
 
Megyn Kelly: Mr President, thank you very much for having us here. 
 
Vladimir Putin: Thank you. 
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AM: Can I ask you, on your watch has provision for mental health 
got better or worse? 
JH: It’s Рot bОttОr, but it nООНs to РОt a lot bОttОr still. WО arО 
treating now 1400 more people every day. We are seeing a real 
increase in resources hitting the frontline. But when we made that 
historic change in the law in 2012, when we said that we wanted 
to end the terrible injustice of the fact that if you break a leg you 
get treated immediately in an A&E, but if you have a mental 
health crisis you might have to wait weeks or months to be seen. 
To change that is going to take a bit of time and we are making 
proРrОss in thО riРht НirОction but thОrО’s a lot morО to Нo. 
AM: You say it’s РОttinР bОttОr. For a younР pОrson who may havО 
an anxiety disorder or depression or an eating disorder or 
whatОvОr, how lonР shoulН thОy havО to wait bОПorО thОy’rО sООn 
by the NHS? 
JH: WОll, wО’vО saiН Пor an ОatinР НisorНОr wО havО introНucОН a 
waitinР timО stanНarН. I think wО’rО thО Пirst country in thО worlН 
to do that Пor ОatinР НisorНОrs. WО’vО saiН iП it’s an ОmОrРОncy 
you should be seen the same week. But you should certainly be 
seen within four weeks. We are setting up a whole series of 
eating disorders units across the country. 
AM: Psychosis, depression? 
JH: On psychosis again, another example, we are the first country 
in the world to set up a waiting time standard for your first 
incidence of psychosis. But in order to deliver that we have to  
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train up staff, we have to train up psychiatrists, mental health 
nursОs, anН that’s why I announcОН in July an aННitional 21,000 
posts that will be recruiting for in the NHS in order to deliver 
those ambitions. 
AM: The Quality Care Commission did a study on this and found 
some young people were waiting 18 months for any kind of 
treatment. 
JH: Well, that is totally unacceptable. And that is why a couple of 
years ago we put together a big report, it was actually authored 
by Paul FarmОr, who’s thО ChiОП ExОcutivО oП MIND, as to how we 
make progress towards this parity of esteem. And what we said 
was that by 2020-21 we would aim to treat a million more people 
ОvОry yОar. WО’vО put a billion pounНs Оxtra oП rОsourcОs into 
mental health. But that it was going to take some time to get 



there because of all the training of new staff, the expansion of 
capacity that you need. But we are, as I say, making good 
progress in delivering that. 
AM: You makО it sounН likО it’s all vОry sunny, but thО ChilНrОn’s 
Society said, for instance, 30,000 children were turned away in a 
single year, getting no help at all from the NHS. There is a real 
problem. And if we look at why there is a real problem it comes 
down to resources. When you came to power, can you remember 
how many mental health nurses there were, very roughly 
speaking? 
JH: Well, I do know – I think you’rО РoinР to tОll mО that thО 
number of mental health nurses has gone down. 
AM: By 5,000, a lot. 
JH: Yes, and let me explain why that is. Because over the last five 
yОars wО’vО bООn НОalinР with the terrible problems that we had  
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in mid-Staffs, and what that meant was that we needed to get 
more nurses into hospital wards. Actually over that period we 
havО 11,000 morО nursОs in thО NHS as a wholО. But thОy’vО 
tended to go into hospitals where we had that urgent problem to 
deal with. Overall, in terms of mental health staff, the staff 
workinР in mОntal hОalth trusts, wО’vО Рot 4,000 morО than wО 
had seven years ago. So we are expanding the numbers. Buy you 
know – 
AM: Was it a mistake to take out 5,000 mental health nurses? 
JH: WОll, it wasn’t ОvОr a conscious НОcision. ThО rОality is that wО 
had a crisis in that we realised that a number of our hospitals 
across the country were unsafe. And so we had a big effort to 
make them safer. I think that has borne fruit. But the unintended 
consОquОncО is prОssurО on mОntal hОalth nursinР. AnН what’s thО 
ovОrall lОsson oП this? It is that wО Нon’t havО ОnouРh nursОs, anН 
that’s why at thО ConsОrvativО Party conПОrОncО just a few weeks 
ago I announced a 25 per cent increase in the number of nurse 
training places. Because the fact is we need more nurses as we 
need more doctors. 
AM: It does sound slightly – РivОn that you’vО cut thО nursОs in 
the first place, it does sound slightly as if Jeremy Hunt has 
decided to clear up the mess made by Jeremy Hunt. 
JH: Well, with respect, we have 11,000 more nurses in the NHS 
now than when I became Health Secretary. So I think the one 
thinР you can’t say is that I havОn’t prioritisОН thО importance of 
nurses in delivering safe care. We also have more people working 
in mental health. There has been a specific issue on mental health 
nursinР but wО’rО sortinР that out. 
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AM: What about bОНs? BОcausО it’s morО or lОss thО samО story 
isn’t it? A sОvОn anН a halП thousanН cut in mОntal hОalth bОНs, Пor 
instance. 
JH: Well, there are two things going on here. The first is that we 
know that it is much better if you possibly can to treat someone 
with severe mental health problems in the community, where 
thОy’rО propОrly lookОН aПtОr, oПtОn by NHS staПП, than it is in what 
we used to have, the old asylums. So there is a trend away from 
hospital care. 
AM: But there are people who need hospital care. June 1st last 
year there was a moment in London when if you were a young 
person with a mental health problem there was not a single 
hospital bed available for you in London, in the capital, one of the 
worlН’s РrОat citiОs. That’s scanНalous isn’t it? 
JH: Well, we do have a problem with what we call the tier four 
beds. And in fact we have increased the number of mental health 
beds in the last year as a response to those issues. But what I 
would say is in all of this the thing that is most unacceptable is if 
you’rО a younР pОrson anН you nООН to bО an NHS in-patient in a 
mental health organisation, to have to go to the other side of the 
country. Because what really matters in terms of your recovery is 
that you can be visited by your parents or friends.. 
AM: That is happening again and again because of the lack of 
nurses and the lack of beds. On your watch. 
JH: Andrew, I think you are mischaracterising what is happening, 
because there is more money, there are more people working in 
mental health, we are increasing the number of beds, particularly 
Пor younР pОoplО. But RomО wasn’t built in a Нay, anН iП wО arО 
РoinР to achiОvО ThОrОsa May’s ambition oП Пull parity bОtwООn 
mental and physical health, then we are going to need to train up  
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many, many morО pОoplО to НОlivОr that. That’s what wО’rО НoinР, 
anН wО’rО absolutОly НОtОrminОН to ОnН this injusticО that wО havО 
at thО momОnt with that. But Нon’t ПorРОt, as wО Нo this - 
AM: You’vО haН sОvОn yОars to ОnН this injusticО. You’vО bООn in – 
you’rО ОntОrinР your sixth yОar as HОalth SОcretary, which makes 
you thО thirН lonРОst in thО post sincО NyО BОvan, anН I can’t 
remember who else. But nonetheless – 
JH: Normal Fowler. 
AM: Normal Fowler. One of the longest-serving Health Secretaries. 
Do you not recognise that given the cuts in nurses, given the cuts 
in beds over time, part of the mental health crisis has happened 
on your watch, and is the result of the cuts that were made at the 
beginning of your time? 



JH: Andrew, you are only painting a limited picture. What has 
actually happened on my watch is the biggest expansion of 
mental health provision in Europe. Other countries are looking at 
what wО’rО НoinР. As I mОntionОН at thО bОРinninР oП – 
AM: So iП it’s not thО bОНs anН thО nursОs whОrО is thО Оxpansion 
taking place? 
JH: Well, for example, on treatment for anxiety and depression, 
whОrО what wО’rО НoinР now is consiНОrОН worlН lОaНinР, it’s ОvОn 
being copied by the Swedes, who are looking to import what 
wО’rО НoinР on psycholoРical thОrapiОs into Stockholm. OvОrall, 
we are treating – and I say this for the second time because I 
Нon’t think it rОРistОrОН – 1400 more people every single day. 
There is a big expansion. We have 3,000 more people working as 
talkinР thОrapists. But it’s not РoinР to – 
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AM: Both sides are saying so many different things. James Munby, 
who is PrОsiНОnt oП thО Family Court, I’m surО you’ll rОmОmbОr 
this case. There was a 17 year old girl who was suicidal and was 
about to bО rОlОasОН anН hО conНОmnОН, thО ‘НisРracОПul,’ hО 
saiН, ‘anН uttОrly shaminР lack oП propОr provision in this country.’ 
AnН hО saiН, ‘wО, thО systОm, thО sociОty, thО statО, will havО 
blooН on our hanНs.’ AnН hО took that juНРОmОnt anН hО maНО 
sure it went to you. Then things changed for that girl, 
nonetheless. But it took a high court judge to say that, say it 
publicly and come to the Secretary of State to get some changes, 
НiНn’t it? 
JH: And he was right to say that. But that is why we are 
changing. I mean, let me just give you an example. In the last 
year we are spending over half a billion pounds more on mental 
health in the NHS. This is at a time when you know, as you know, 
when NHS resources are very constrained. But the reality is that 
because we are proud to offer a service that is free at the point of 
use in the NHS, and rightly so, there is huge untapped demand 
for mental health provision. We know now that you can in many 
cases make a mental illness completely better, and because 
pОoplО unНОrstanН that thОrО’s a lot oП pОoplО who want NHS 
care. But it’s not РoinР to bО solvОН ovОrniРht, anН wО havО to bО 
honest with the British people. Our plan is 2020-21 we will deliver 
the Paul Farmer plan and be treating a million more people every 
yОar. WО’rО on track to Нo that. But it’s not РoinР to happОn 
ovОrniРht. ThОrО’s no silvОr bullОt. I’m aПraiН it НoОs takО timО. 
AM: I want to talk about the NHS a little bit more generally in a 
momОnt. BОПorО I Нo can I just ask you about this morninР’s Пront 
paРОs hОrО? You’vО bООn at WОstminstОr a vОry lonР timО, you’rО 
heard all these stories about sex pests, and one of your colleague, 



Mr Garnier, has been named on the front page of the Mail on 
SunНay. Do you think that’s thО kinН oП bОhaviour that allows him 
to stay as an MP, as a Minister? 
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JH: Well, I mОan, thОsО storiОs, iП thОy’rО truО, arО obviously 
totally unacceptable and the Cabinet office will be conducting an 
invОstiРation as to whОthОr thОrО’s bООn a brОach oП thО 
Ministerial Code in this particular case. Because, as you know, the 
facts are disputed. But what I would say is that there are mums 
and dads who have daughters who are politics students hoping to 
get a job in Westminster, and they must be able to be confident 
that if they get that job their daughter will not be subject to some 
of thОsО bОhaviours that wО’vО bООn sООinР. AnН so it’s absolutОly 
essential that we sort this out. 
AM: NoboНy wants trial by tОlОvision. I’m not РoinР to Рo thОrО. 
But nonetheless, the Ministerial Code covers this area, does it? 
JH: It covers this area and many othОr arОas. But I think it’s 
important - I know you were having the same discussion with 
Diane Abbott just now, and the other point to make is that this is 
somОthinР that covОrs bОhaviour by MPs oП all partiОs. AnН that’s 
why thО othОr thinР that’s Рoing to happen is that today Theresa 
May is going to write to John Bercow, the Speaker of the House of 
Commons to ask for his advice as to how we change that culture. 
Because I would actually agree with Dianne Abbott. I think things 
havО Рot bОttОr in rОcОnt yОars but thОrО’s still a lonР way to Рo. 
AM: Do you agree with John Mann that there should be some kind 
of parliamentary Tsar or character who receives allegations of this 
nature, looks into them and does so in private? That there should 
be another place that people can go if they feel worried? 
JH: Well I think there is merit in the idea of having someone 
anonymous that you can talk to iП you’rО unhappy about thО way 
that you’vО bООn trОatОН, but I think thОsО thinРs nООН to bО 
lookОН at I think probably by thО SpОakОr bОcausО it’s about thО 
conduct of parliament as a whole. 
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AM: LОt’s turn back to thО NHS in that casО. What normally 
happens in these interviews is I have statistics and you have 
statistics and we kind of throw them at each other and the public 
– 
JH: WО’vО sort oП НonО that havОn’t that wО a littlО bit this 
morning. 
AM: WО’vО НonО it anН thО public probably РОt quitО borОН, so I’m 
going to do something slightly different and ask you to listen to 
the testimony of a nurse who spoke to Newsnight last week. She 



was in Birmingham and this is what she said: 
Nurse: The way that things have become in A&E over the last two 
yОars you know, wО arО at brОakinР point. It can’t carry on. ThО 
queues on the corridor and the situation that the patients are in 
anН thО НОpartmОnt’s in it’s unsaПО. 
WО’rО probably sООinР about a hunНrОН patiОnts morО pОr Нay 
than we were a year ago. It just seems to be acceptable to treat 
pОoplО on thО corriНor anН it’s not НiРniПiОН rОally, is it? To sОО thО 
NHS as it is now I Нon’t sОО it РОttinР any bОttОr. In my ОyОs it’s 
just gonna get worse. 
AM: Now that’s how it ПООls Пrom thО pОrspОctivО oП onО nursО in 
Birmingham. What would you say to her? 
JH: Well I listened to that with a great deal of sympathy because I 
think she speaks for a lot of people who feel an enormous amount 
of stress on the frontline. Our hospitals have never been busier. 
Our NHS staff have never worked harder. We have this enormous 
pressure of an aging population and you know, there is no doubt 
that we are going to need to find more money for the NHS in the 
years that come ahead of us because we have a million more over 
75s coming down the railway track in the next decade. And what 
do we want? We want the NHS to be the safest and best health  
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service anywhere in the world. As a Conservative I believe that 
good public services are the moral purpose of a strong capitalist 
Оconomy. That’s why wО Нo it. AnН so what we need to do as a 
government is to make sure the NHS gets the resources it needs 
and that has been very difficult because of the financial situation 
thО country’s in, but ovОr thО last ПОw yОars wО’vО startОН to sОО 
some significant increases and we nООН to aННrОss that nursО’s 
concerns, because what she wants it what I want which is to 
make sure we give NHS patients the very best care. 
AM: ThО last timО wО talkОН you wОrО vОry clОar anН you’vО just 
been very clear again that the NHS does need more resources. 
Now you’rО just about to liПt thО onО pОrcОnt cap on NHS pay 
which will delight an awful lot of people working in the NHS I 
have to say. Are they actually going to get a pay increase? 
JH: WОll wО havО a procОss now. ThОrО’s an inНОpОnНОnt pay 
rОviОw boНy anН thОy look at this anН I think it’s you know – it will 
be wrong for me on air to make a – to give you a view as to 
where I thought that process would end up because I want to 
hear what the independent experts say would be a fair pay rise. 
But I think that one of the things that is behind the frustration of 
that nurse and other nurses is that they have had pay restraint for 
many, many years and they want to see some recognition of the 
vОry harН work thОy’rО НoinР. 



AM: So even a 3% rise would not actually be a pay rise for most 
people give where inflation is, but just to give people a sense of 
thО scalО oП what wО’rО talkinР about, how much woulН a 3% risО 
cost the NHS? 
JH: Well something of that probably would cost a billion pounds, 
so it’s a serious amount of extra money and you know the 
Chancellor has said that if we can have a negotiation and look at 
some of the ways that we could improve productivity at the same  
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timО that hО’s willinР to havО a Нiscussion with mО about whОthОr 
extra resources can be found. 
AM: BОcausО this is thО rОally crucial quОstion. You’vО Рot lots anН 
lots of pressures, mental health, many other things and now the 
pay pressure too. Are you going to be able to emerge from this – 
he said delicately – with the kind of new money from the 
Chancellor that allows you to pay NHS people more without 
actually cutting back elsewhere in hospitals? 
JH: Well this government is absolutely committed to making our 
NHS thО saПОst, bОst hОalth carО systОm. WО rОcoРnisО thОrО’s a 
lot oП work to Нo, you’vО just bООn talkinР about mОntal hОalth, 
but there are lots of other areas as well. So I will be making a 
very robust case for the NHS to get the resources it needs as I’m 
sure other Cabinet ministers will for their departments. But when 
it comes to money and the NHS every week we have avoidable 
death, avoidable harm in the NHS that is nothing to do with 
rОsourcОs or not principally to Нo with rОsourcОs, anН iП wО’rО 
gonna be the safest and best we also need to have a culture of 
safety and quality that comes from inside as well as the cheque 
from the Chancellor. The two need to go together and so what I 
would say is that look at what the CQC say, there are signs that 
they say that the care is getting safer. The Commonwealth Fund, 
an independent American think tank say that the NHS is the best 
health care system in the world, so the final thing I would say to 
that nursО is yОs, wО ПacО Оnormous prОssurОs, wО’rО not thО only 
country to do so. Other countries are facing them as well but I 
think our NHS and our values put us in a better place to deal with 
those pressures than many other countries. 
AM: Perhaps some of those pressures are because we ask the 
NHS to do so much and do so relatively little ourselves and a very 
intОrОstinР ОxpОrimОnt in HОrtПorНshirО whОrО thОy’rО not only 
saying to people that if they want non urgent operations they  
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can’t it whilО thОy’rО still smokinР, thОy’rО actually РoinР to 
breathalise them to check that they have not been smoking for 6 



to 8 weeks before the operation. Is that the kind of thing that you 
think is a good idea, it should be expanded, we should see more 
of this? 
JH: Well I do think that we have to allow some local discretion for 
- to allow for new ways and there are a number of operations 
whОrО your rОcovОry is much quickОr iП you’rО not a smokОr anН 
so the thinking behind these kinds of schemes is that they – you 
know you will havО bОttОr surРical outcomОs iП you Нo this. But it’s 
not something I would mandate for the whole NHS. I think we 
need to see if works in Hertfordshire. 
AM: SОО iП it works thОrО. But it’s morО thО РОnОral philosophical 
question as to whethОr iП you Нrink too much, iП you’rО too Пat, iП 
you’rО smokinР that shoulН bО takОn into account as a kinН oП НОal 
bОtwООn you anН thО NHS. That it’s not all on thО NHS to НОal 
with these things. 
JH: Well I think I believe in a tax payer funded system where care 
is not rationed and everyone pays their taxes. But I also believe in 
personal responsibility and I think we all have a responsibility in 
terms of the lifestyles that we lead to ourselves and also to our 
fellow citizens and also in terms of the pressures that we put on 
the NHS. But I think British citizens understand that because the 
NHS belongs to all of us and we all need to do our bit to make 
surО that wО Нon’t ОxacОrbatО thО prОssurОs that arО vОry rОal. 
AM: ThОrО’s bООn a rОal Нrop, quitО a Нramatic drop in the 
number of nurses coming into the NHS from the rest of the EU 
after the Brexit vote. Are you concerned about that? Are you 
worriОН about thО ОППОcts oП that anН inНООН as you’vО saiН in thО 
past, no deal? 
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JH: Well I think of course Brexit brings a number of concerns to 
the NHS and what I always try and do is to reassure the brilliant 
doctors and nurses from the EU who are working in the NHS that 
wО think you Нo a Пantastic job. WО want you to stay, wО’rО vОry 
confident you will be able to stay. But in a period of difficult 
nОРotiations it’s probably not surprisinР that you’rО РoinР to havО 
some tailing off of applicants from other EU countries. Not least 
because they have their own aging populations and countries like 
Spain and Portugal are recruiting nurses in significant numbers for 
the first time for a while. 
Ends 
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LARRY KING, CNN HOST: He's one of the biggest stars in the world. One of the 
most acclaimed actors or our time. 
 
Tonight Johnny Depp. The man who rarely grants interviews sits down with me and 
opens up about his fame. 
 
JOHNNY DEPP, ACTOR: This is the card I drew, so I'll deal with it, that's fine. 
Doesn't mean every single moment you have to be sort of OK with it. 
 
KING: His family. 
 
DEPP: I don't want my kids to experience me as a novelty. I want my kids to know 
me as dad. 
 
KING: And his famous friends. Brando had that big an effect on you? 
 
DEPP: He was a wonderful man. You know? He'd give you anything. 
 
KING: Plus we'll go on a tour of his private office full of personal memorabilia and 
his paintings. 
 
It's all ahead on this LARRY KING SPECIAL, "Johnny Depp." 
 
We're sitting here in Johnny Depp's office. An office like none I have ever seen. That 
later we'll get a chance to explore a little. He, of course, one of the most celebrated 
and versatile actors of his generation. He's also a director, producer, accomplished 
musician. 
 
His new movie "Rum Diary" will open October 28th. The only novel ever written by 
Hunter S. Thompson. We'll talk about that a little later. 
 
You don't do many things like this. Do you not like to be interviewed or -- 
 
DEPP: No. I'm just not very good at it, you know. Never have been very good at it. 
 
KING: Why not? 
 



DEPP: I don't know. There's a -- you know, there's a strange thing, you know. I'm OK 
when I'm a character. If I'm playing a character, I can do, you know, virtually 
anything in front of a camera. But if I'm just me, I feel, you know, exposed and sort 
of, you know, it feels awkward. 
 
KING: We won't expose you. 
 
DEPP: OK. Good. 
 
KING: Do you like being other people? 
 
DEPP: Yes, I do. I do because I'm fascinated with people. I mean, I'm fascinated -- I 
like to watch people. And that's the one sort of thing, you know, as an actor in terms 
of job necessity is the ability to be able to watch people, to observe, to be the 
observer. As a journalist, you know, to observe. And it's one of my favorite things, to 
sort of pick apart, you know, various traits. 
 
KING: Marlon Brando told me that one of the problems is when you get very well 
known is they're observing you. 
 
DEPP: That becomes the problem. 
 
KING: You can't -- you're not observing them really. 
 
DEPP: Yes. Exactly. No, that becomes the problem. You become the focus of others. 
So, therefore, your ability to observe is tainted. You know it's a little bit -- yes. It 
changes quite radically. 
 
KING: How did you go from guitar to acting? 
 
DEPP: Accident. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: How did it happen? 
 
DEPP: I'd moved to Los Angeles in 1983 and was living here playing -- you know, 
playing music. And we did a couple of good gigs. You know, the band and stuff. And 
we went on the road for a little bit. And that was all fine. But, I mean, in terms of 
making a living, it was pretty straight -- you know pretty close to the bone there. 
 
So I was filling out job applications for just various -- like video stores or anywhere, 
you know. And I happened to be with an old buddy of mine, Nicolas Cage. And who 
was -- who was then coming up the ranks. And he said that, you know, why don't you 
just -- I think you should meet my agent. You should investigate acting. 
 



KING: You hadn't thought of it? 
 
DEPP: No, not really, no. No. And so I met his agent. She sent me to read for a part. 
And got a call back and then they hired me for the gig. You know that was the first 
"Nightmare on Elm Street." That was 1984? Three or four. 
 
KING: Did you like it right away? 
 
DEPP: No. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: It was a job? 
 
DEPP: It was just a gig. You know I just thought, well, this will get me through, you 
know, until, you know, the music picks up or whatever. You know. So I just -- you 
know, the first two or three, four films to me were just, you know, a lark. You know, 
just -- 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
KING: Would you rather have been a musician? 
 
DEPP: In retrospect, no, you know. In retrospect, no. Because it's -- I suppose had that 
become my bread and butter, as they say, you know, the main gig, I would have 
probably fallen out of love with it on some level. And I still to this day, you know, 
have the -- the same love, you know, first love feeling for music as I did when I was 
12. 
 
KING: Do you play? 
 
DEPP: All the time, yes. Constantly. Still, yes. 
 
KING: How did you react to getting famous? 
 
DEPP: I'm still reacting, you know. I'm still sort of dealing with it. I don't think it's 
anything you ever get used to, you know. I could never -- for many years I could 
never sort of put my name in the same sort of category as the word "famous" or 
anything like that. And I just found it very uncomfortable. So it's weird. 
 
It's something like if you -- I find if you get used to it, then something must be wrong, 
you know. If you get used to that constant kind of thing, it's -- something's got to be 
wrong. There's got to be still a part of you that -- somewhere in there that pines for 
anonymity. 
 



KING: Allen Alda told me one that he doesn't like giving autographs because he feels 
it demeans the person asking for the autograph. It put them on a lower level. And 
Brando didn't like much being photographed. Is it true you don't like being 
photographed? 
 
DEPP: I suppose, like, for example when you're doing something organized like a 
photo shoot, essentially amid the faux pas of, you know -- there was a piece in 
"Vanity Fair" where I should have used the word "violated." However, you know, in 
my -- in my lack of vocabulary in the moment I used another word, which I've, you 
know, apologized for radically. 
 
But the thing -- the thing with doing a photo shoot, that's sort of an organized thing. 
You feel dumb. OK. But you just get through it. But what I find still to this day, kind 
of, like an attack on the senses, is really just being bombarded by paparazzis. 
 
You know I'll take photographs with kids. People, you know, who want to take 
photographs with me. People who like the movies. People who supported me. I'll do 
that all day, all night, that's fine. But the bombardment, you know, of the paparazzi is 
just -- it's like a -- it's just -- 
 
KING: What do they get out of it? I mean, they take your picture. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: And then they take it a minute later. It's not any different than a minute before. 
 
DEPP: And it's not any different than the year before, or the year before that. 
 
KING: So what is the -- what do you think it is? 
 
DEPP: I truly don't understand. I think it must be just this kind of -- I don't know. It 
just feels like this kind of gluttonous, horrific sport. It's like sport. It's like hunting or 
something. 
 
KING: Do you therefore go out of your way to try to avoid them? 
 
DEPP: Yes. I try to avoid, you know, any and all, you know, press or -- especially that 
nature. You know, just to -- yes. I just -- 
 
KING: So do you -- 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
DEPP: I don't want my kids to experience me as a novelty. I want my kids to know 
me as dad, you know. And already, you know, if they have access to the Internet or 



whatever, I mean they understand what the deal is. But I don't want them to have to 
live through and experience that kind of attack, you know. 
 
KING: So what do you do when you go out to eat? 
 
DEPP: I don't go out very much, you know. I stay at home a lot. Or when you go out 
to eat, you know, you've got to -- it becomes a strategic sort of plan. 
 
KING: Getting in through the side door. 
 
DEPP: OK, we're going in the back. We're going to walk through the slippery kitchen 
and we're going to go into the private room or, you know, that kind of thing. 
 
KING: It's a tough way to live. 
 
DEPP: It's -- you know, I suppose it's what I -- it's the card I drew. So I'll deal with it. 
That's fine. But you know it doesn't mean that every single moment you have to be 
sort of OK with it. I certainly am not one of those guys and would -- you know, can't 
stand the idea of, you know, one of those guys who whines about, you know, how 
horrible success is. 
 
I do realize and understand very well on a profound level how lucky I am and what a 
privileged position it is and what it's done ultimately for me, my family and my kids. 
But at the same time, you know, there are moments in a man's life when you just kind 
of want to feel somewhat normal, you know. 
 
KING: He's one of the biggest stars in the world. But it wasn't always that way. 
 
DEPP: I had been essentially known within the confines of Hollywood as the -- you 
know, as box office poison. You know basically I'd built a career on 20 years of 
failures. 
 
KING: Plus, later, Johnny shows me the inside of his private office. It's an up close 
and personal look at a Johnny Depp you will not want to miss. When this LARRY 
KING SPECIAL, "Johnny Depp" returns. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Paul Newman told me that any successful person in any field who in 
discussing their career doesn't use the word luck is a liar. 
 
DEPP: Yes. He's absolutely right, yes. 
 
KING: So you consider yourself lucky? 
 
DEPP: Very lucky, yes. 



 
KING: But you have to have talent to meet the luck, right? 
 
DEPP: Somebody hands you the ball and you run, you know. And then if you get hit, 
you get hit, or maybe you make it through, you never know. But, I mean, I just know 
that somebody handed me the ball at a certain point. And I was hungry enough to 
keep running. And I'm still running. So -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Now what do you think makes you good at what you do? You have to think 
you're good. 
 
DEPP: I'm OK. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: You don't watch yourself, right? 
 
DEPP: I don't. No. I don't. I don't like to watch myself. I think, you know, I maintain a 
hunger, but not an ambition. You know, I -- I'm very happy to explore all possibilities 
of a character and really, you know, dive into the role. You know to the point where 
Disney wanted to -- wanted to fire me. 
 
KING: They wanted to fire you from "Pirates"? 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: Because? 
 
DEPP: They couldn't understand what I was doing. You know? They didn't 
understand the character. They were actually contemplating subtitling the film, you 
know. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
DEPP: You will always remember this as the day that you almost caught Captain 
Jack. What are you doing? You burned all the food, the shade, the rum. 
 
KYRA KNIGHTLY, ACTRESS: Yes, the rum is gone. 
 
DEPP: Why is the rum gone? 
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 



 
KING: Ever turned down something you regretted? 
 
DEPP: No. 
 
KING: No? 
 
DEPP: Don't regret any of it, no. No. Everything that I turned down was -- it was -- 
weirdly, it was more important what I turned down than what I accepted in terms of 
films. 
 
KING: For your own happiness? 
 
DEPP: Mm-hmm. 
 
KING: So even if it became a hit? 
 
DEPP: Yes. "Pirates" was a complete accident, you know? I mean prior -- 
 
KING: What do you mean? 
 
DEPP: Well, prior to "Pirates of the Caribbean," you know, the first one in 2003, that 
was -- I mean I had been essentially known within the confines of Hollywood as the -- 
you know, as box office poison, you know what I'm saying? You know basically had 
built a career on 20 years of failures. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Did it surprise you, its success? 
 
DEPP: Hugely. I had no idea. 
 
KING: Are you going to do more? 
 
DEPP: You know, it depends. 
 
KING: Does it ever become maybe too much? 
 
DEPP: Not yet, you know. Not yet for me. I mean, maybe -- maybe to the masses. I 
don't know. Maybe. I don't know. I still feel like in terms of character, Captain Jack is 
one that I'd like to explore. 
 
KING: He's still evolving? 
 
DEPP: Yes. Because he's -- because he's fun, you know. It's his fun. It's a license to be 
totally and utterly irreverent and get away with it. 



 
KING: He's going to age, then? 
 
DEPP: I suppose he'll have to. 
 
KING: Discuss some others. Some incredible roles you've played. Edward 
Scissorhands. 
 
DEPP: Probably the most important film that I've ever done, just in terms of the -- the 
transition for me, you know, from basically at the time, you know, being known as 
having come up the ranks as a TV actor, essentially, in the minds of Hollywood. 
"Scissorhands" was the one that sort of put me on the road that I wanted to be on. So 
for me that one's -- yes, that's probably the most important of all. 
 
KING: "Mad Hatter." 
 
DEPP: A gas. You know, I mean, just a gas. Again, one of those things where you get 
a call from Tim and he says what do you think about this? And you just -- you just 
start to travel, you know. 
 
KING: You just did "Dark Shadows," right? 
 
DEPP: Just finished. 
 
KING: Finished. That was a soap opera about a vampire. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: What attracted you to that? 
 
DEPP: Well, I had watched it as a kid, you know. Religiously. I remember sprinting 
home from school to see it. Didn't want to miss, like, a minute of it. Ironically, you 
know, Tim had gone through the same experience. You know running home from 
school. And then back when we were doing Sweeney, we were doing "Sweeney 
Todd" a couple of years ago, it -- one day we're just sitting there talking, and I said, 
you know, we should do a vampire movie sometime. 
 
Let's do a vampire movie. It was before all the "Twilights" and all that, you know, 
stuff. And yes, that's a good idea. I went, oh, "Dark Shadows," man. And so we got on 
the "Dark Shadows" tangent. And then one thing led to another. 
 
KING: So was "Willy Wonka" fun? 
 
DEPP: Absolutely fun. Yes. Really fun. 
 



KING: Do you have to enjoy it to do it? DEPP: I think you have to. I mean I think it's 
got to be fun. The process itself must be fun. You have to enjoy what you're doing. 
And as we all know, as you know as well as I do, it's a collaborative process, you 
know. It's not just let's put the actor in front of the camera. There are many people 
behind the scenes that make it all go. 
 
So I would -- I would find it really a drag if they stick me out in front of the camera 
and the guys behind the camera weren't having a good time, too. All I do is try to 
make them laugh. 
 
KING: Still ahead, Johnny talks about his famous co-stars and friends. Al Pacino. 
 
DEPP: He says, I'm nuts, but he's really -- like, he's certifiably nuts. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Marlon Brando. 
 
DEPP: We got along like a house on fire. You know. Instantly. There's a dangerous 
element. You never know what to expect from him. 
 
KING: And Hunter Thompson. 
 
DEPP: I realized that this was the voice of truth. He was without question I mean, I 
think the most important nonfiction writer of the 20th century. 
 
KING: Plus, get a tour of his private office. Wait until you see what's in there. 
 
But first, after supporting them for years, Johnny opens up on the release of the West 
Memphis Three. 
 
Did you have anybody say to you, you know, Johnny, you go out on a limb on a thing 
like this? 
 
DEPP: Oh, yes. 
 
KING: Find out why when this LARRY KING SPECIAL: JOHNNY DEPP" 
continues. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: What do you make of finally the release of the Memphis Three? You got 
involved in that battle. We did a whole show on it. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 



KING: We had them on. And they still not -- they're guilty. They're out. But it's crazy. 
 
DEPP: It's a very strange thing the state of Arkansas presented to them. Essentially, 
you know, to say, OK. All you have to do is say that we have the evidence to convict 
you again, and -- but we'll do time served and you're out. Admitting guilt, maintaining 
your innocence. So it's a very -- you know, it's a really floppy piece of ground to stand 
on. 
 
KING: Why did you get involved? 
 
DEPP: Because I -- I knew immediately, you know, when I -- when I first started to 
get, you know, kind of familiarize myself with the case, I knew instantly that they 
were innocent. I knew instantly that they were wrongfully accused. And the more 
research I did and the more people I spoke to, it was absolutely apparent. 
 
KING: Did you have anybody say to you, you know, Johnny, you go out on a limb on 
a thing like this. 
 
DEPP: Oh, yes, yes. A lot of people. 
 
KING: Like what if they did it? You're going to look bad. 
 
DEPP: There was that kind of thing. Yes. But I just knew. I just knew, you know. I -- 
it was just -- it was ugly and -- and a raw deal from the get-go. Back in '93. And 
you're thinking of these three kids, you know, one, Damien Echols on death row for 
18 years. Ten years in isolation. You know, for a crime that he did not commit. 
 
KING: You think Obama should pardon them? 
 
DEPP: I mean, it would be wonderful. I don't -- I think he's probably got a few other 
things on his mind at the moment. But, yes, yes. What I'm hoping is that the 
investigation will continue outside the courthouse right now and we will be able to 
prove the real killers. 
 
KING: Back to some roles. One I want to play a little clip for you here. Because you 
did one of my favorites, one of my all-time favorite movies with one of my dear 
friends, Al Pacino. And that was, of course, "Donny Braskow." So let's hear -- let's 
watch Al talking about you. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Working with Johnny Depp. 
 
AL PACINO, ACTOR: I love him. I love Johnny Depp. 
 
KING: What makes him special? You did "Donny Braskow." 



 
PACINO: Yes. Yes. And he's done so many things. I mean He's gone from A to Z, 
you know. It's just gifts. It's really his gifts. And has a personality. And as a person, I 
just loved him. I loved being with him because he made me laugh every day I was 
there. He's really nuts, too. 
 
KING: He's nuts? 
 
PACINO: Oh, yes. He'll say I'm nuts but he's really nuts. He's nuts in that way that 
just -- you know, it's just fun to be with. (END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: You the same way toward him? 
 
DEPP: Yes. Although when you're working with Pacino, you know he's great. I mean 
in that moment, you know, of course you lock in, as he said. You lock in and you're in 
the scene and stuff like that. But you know, as soon as cut comes, you go, Jesus 
Christ, man. Wow. He's monumental. 
 
KING: He said you're nuts. 
 
DEPP: He might be right. But he's -- I mean, he's really -- I mean he says I'm nuts but 
he's really -- he's like certifiably nuts. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: And one of the funniest human beings I've ever known in my life. 
 
KING: From Pacino to Brando. Now there's a puzzling aspect of your life that puzzles 
me. You directed and appeared with Brando in a movie. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: That we have never seen. 
 
DEPP: Yes. "The Brave," yes. 
 
KING: Why have we never seen it? 
 
DEPP: I was sort of rushed to take it to the Cannes Film Festival. Took it there. And 
then -- 
 
KING: And it was praised there, was it not? 
 
DEPP: It was kind of praised. The first night was really wonderful, you know. I mean 
you had Bertolucci there and Antonioni and Kustavitza (ph) and all these filmmakers 
that I really admired and have admired for years, you know, saying bravo, bravo. And 



then, you know, and then the next day the American press just absolutely lambasted, 
you know, me and the film saying it's the -- you know we haven't seen a weirder 
group of people since Bunel and, you know, and all these kind of strange things. And 
I just -- 
 
KING: Shelved it? 
 
DEPP: Yes, I didn't shelve it. You know I owned the North American rights. And I 
just thought, you know what? I mean, what's the point? You know? 
 
KING: Might you release it? 
 
DEPP: Yes. Maybe. I tell you why. For one reason only. It's certainly not a perfect 
film. What I will say about that film and what I will say about Marlon in particular, 
it's one of the best performances he's given since "Last Tango." It's one of the 
performances where he dug down deep and gave of himself so monumentally. 
 
KING: Was he a little ticked that you didn't release it? 
 
DEPP: No. He didn't care. No, he was fine. 
 
KING: That's Marlon. 
 
DEPP: Yes. He was fine with it. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Now you did do a movie with him. Did you enjoy doing that? 
 
DEPP: "Don Juan"? 
 
KING: "Don Juan." 
 
DEPP: Yes. Very much. That was the first. That's when we met and we got along like 
a house on fire, you know, instantly. And that's where we got very -- we got close 
doing "Don Juan." 
 
KING: What did he do that others in the -- what did he do that the rest of you didn't 
do? 
 
DEPP: Well, Marlon early on, I mean, Marlon reinvented -- Marlon reinvented acting. 
He revolutionized acting. He made it -- it was not about behavior in a sense as it was 
just about being in a moment. And he was a dangerous element. I mean, he was a 
dangerous element. He remained a dangerous element. 
 
KING: Risk taker. 



 
DEPP: Oh, yes. All the way through, man. Until, you know, his last -- his last breath. 
You know, he was -- he was a dangerous element. You never knew what to expect 
from him. 
 
KING: Coming up, Johnny explains how he made Hunter S. Thompson's final wish 
come true. Shooting his ashes out of a cannon. 
 
DEPP: He came down over all of us. You know we were covered in Hunter's ashes. It 
was something that I knew that had to be done and we got it done, yes. 
 
KING: And get an inside look at his office. It's all next on this "LARRY KING 
SPECIAL: JOHNNY DEPP." 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
DON LEMON, CNN ANCHOR: I'm Don Lemon. Live in the CNN world 
headquarters in Atlanta. Here are your headlines this hour. 
 
Tragedy in the world of sports to report to you. Two-time Indy 500 winner Dan 
Wheldon was killed today in a fiery crash. It happened early in the Las Vegas Indy 
300 race. The season ending championship race for the Indy car series. 
 
The race was halted and the drivers were informed that Wheldon had died from his 
injuries. The remaining cars that were not damaged in the multi-car crash later saluted 
Wheldon with five slow trips around the track. Dan Wheldon was married and had 
two small children. 
 
Philadelphia police have made a horrifying discovery. Four mentally challenged 
adults locked and chained in the basement of an apartment building. The three men 
and one woman are believed to have been there about a week. Three people are now 
in custody. They are suspected of holding the captives to get their Social Security 
checks. 
 
Martin Luther King Jr. Now stands with presidents as a nation dedicates a memorial 
in honor of the civil rights leader. 
 
The first family was among the dignitaries at today's ceremony. King's 30-foot-tall 
likeness is placed between the Lincoln and Jefferson Memorials on the National Mall. 
And to reach King's statue called "The Stone of Hope" visitors walk through the 
"Mountain of Despair" where a wall contained inscriptions of Dr. King's most famous 
quotes. 
 
Saudi Arabia's King Abdullah has arrived at a hospital in Riyadh. He is expected to 
undergo back surgery. His third back operation within the last year. The 87-year-old 



king has suffered in the past from a debilitating herniated disk that put pressure on his 
spine. 
 
Those are your headlines this hour. Now back to the "LARRY KING SPECIAL" 
featuring award-winning actor Johnny Depp. 
 
KING: Johnny Depp's personal office. As interesting and unique as the man himself. 
Inside the walls are lined with personal mementos and photos from his life and work. 
Here, a cabinet of curiosities from his movie "Sweeney Todd." Willy Wonka's throne 
from "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory." And his walking stick and that golden 
ticket. One of his guitars. Awards and accolades. 
 
Perhaps one of the most interesting things to see, Johnny's self-made portrait of his 
friend and mine, the legendary Marlon Brando. 
 
DEPP: I said, hey, I made this painting of you. You know? And he's, you paint? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Another amazing man in Johnny's life, Hunter S. Thompson. Here he shows us 
a letter and a check. Something he received after Thompson lost a bet over the 1998 
World Cup. Johnny became friends with Thompson before he filmed "Fear and 
Loathing" in Las Vegas. It was a friendship that endured for years and one that led to 
his latest movie "The Rum Diary." 
 
All right, let's talk about Hunter Thompson. And your friendship with him. You led to 
this movie, "Rum Diary" based on him. You found this novel, right? He never written 
-- we never knew he wrote a novel. DEPP: No, no. I happened upon it. Hunter and I -- 
it was when I was researching "Fear and Loathing" in Las Vegas, and I was living in 
his basement, you know, and I happened upon this box. As we were looking through 
the manuscript of "Fear and Loathing," and I see this, you know, folder. 
 
"Rum Diary" across it in his hand. I thought, wow, what's that? You know -- so we 
started to read it, sitting, you know, cross-legged on the floor. You know, reading this 
amazing thing. And he's like, my, god, that's pretty good, isn't it? Yes, it's very good, 
Hunter. 
 
You know, what are you doing? But then he brought up the idea of, you know, he 
used to call me Colonel. Colonel Depp, you know. As a colonel, we must produce 
this. We'll produce this together. It'll be our -- you know, so that was the plan. 
 
KING: Did he know you were going to do it? 
 
DEPP: It took a little while. And you know, years, years happened. And then Hunter 
made his exit, you know. So he never got to -- 
 



KING: Did you kind of make a promise that you'd make it? 
 
DEPP: Yes. Absolutely. Yes. 
 
KING: So this is a commitment? 
 
DEPP: For sure. No, this was -- this was fulfilling a commitment to hunter. This was 
absolutely a major promise, we are going to produce this thing together. And I even so 
far as to have -- you know I mean Hunter had his chair on set every day with his name 
on it. He had his script there with his name on it. He had -- there was a bottle of 
Chivas there every day. A highball glass filled with rocks. And we'd bang in the 
Chivas. We had his Dunhills, we had his cigarette filters. 
 
KING: It's a very unusual film, you'll agree with that. 
 
DEPP: It is, yes. 
 
KING: People will react different ways to it. 
 
DEPP: I think so, yes. 
 
KING: So explain to the uninitiated who Hunter Thompson was? 
 
DEPP: He was without question, I mean, I think the most important nonfiction writer 
of the -- of the 20th century. 
 
KING: When he died, you -- you blew his ashes? 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: How did you come to do that? 
 
DEPP: It was -- KING: From a cannon? 
 
DEPP: Yes. Built a cannon. He -- it was his last request. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: You know? And it was something that we'd talked about here and there. But I 
knew that that's what he wanted. And I knew that that had to be done at whatever, you 
know -- at whatever cost. So I met with some -- you know, some kind of architectural 
wizards and stuff. And we built -- we devised a cannon of 153 feet in the shape of the 
gonzo fist that would shoot Hunter into the stratosphere. 
 
KING: Did it make a big sound? 
 



DEPP: Oh, boy. It was huge. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: He came down all over all of us. You know we were covered in Hunter's 
ashes. But the idea also is to take Hunter -- you know, his ashes and then mix that in 
with gun powder, there was something so poetic about that. You know it's something 
so kind of symmetrical about Hunter becoming basically large bullets. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: That he would have loved. So I mean it was -- again, it was something that I 
knew that had to be done and we got it done, yes. 
 
KING: He's gone from pumping gas to being one of the highest-paid actors in the 
world. 
 
DEPP: I haven't changed. I'm still exactly the guy that used to pump gas, you know. 
I'm still the guy that was a mechanic for a minute, you know. I'm still exactly. I just 
happen to have a weird -- weirder job at the moment. 
 
KING: And Johnny tells us the latest on the "Lone Ranger." Finally back on? It's 
going to happen? 
 
DEPP: Yes. We got the budget down. 
 
KING: That's good to hear. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: That's coming up on this "LARRY KING SPECIAL: JOHNNY DEPP." 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Ever want to do theater? 
 
DEPP: Yes. There is a part of me. There is a part of me that wants to do it, you know. 
 
KING: I mean to have the audience and get the reaction. 
 
DEPP: Yes, yes. There is a part of me that wants to do it. But at the same time, you 
know, I -- I suppose the reason to do it is because it just scares the absolute, you know 
-- 
 
KING: It does scare you? 
 



DEPP: Oh, yes. 
 
KING: You don't have the protection of "cut." 
 
DEPP: Yes. You don't have the protection of cut. But also you just walk out there and 
suddenly just go -- line. You know, I mean -- I'm up. What's the line, you know? That 
would be a real drag. 
 
KING: Is there a play you've liked that you've said to yourself, if I do do it, I would 
do that play? 
 
DEPP: It was one -- one conversation with Marlon where he said -- he asked me how 
many movies I did a year. And at the time I said, I don't know, maybe three or 
something. He says, too much, kid. That's too much. We only have so many faces in 
our pockets, you know. I said, OK, I get it. He said, why don't you play Hamlet? You 
should play Hamlet. 
 
I said, I don't know, you know, Hamlet's the kind of cliche thing. He said, no, man. 
Do it before you're too old to do it. He said, I never got the chance. I never did it. You 
should do it. Go do it. And -- so that still sticks in my head is the possibility of, you 
know, before I'm too long in the tooth to play Hamlet. It's just -- 
 
KING: Have you -- 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
DEPP: Have I? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
DEPP: Yes. Every time. Me? Yes. Sure. 
 
KING: But what got you down? 
 
DEPP: Well, I don't know -- throughout life, and many things, but I mean certainly, 
you know, losing Marlon, you know, took me down. Losing Hunter took me down. 
Because, you know that these -- these friends, these mentors, these teachers, these 
father figures, you know, these -- someone who you really -- it was amazing to be 
accepted by them and to -- and to be loved by them. And suddenly they're gone, you 
know. Yes. Those are pretty down times. 
 
KING: Do you have faith? 
 
DEPP: I have faith in my kids. 
 



KING: Me, too. DEPP: Yes. I have faith in my kids. And I have -- I have faith, you 
know, that as long as you keep moving forward, just keep walking forward, things 
will be all right, I suppose, you know. Faith in terms of religion, I don't -- religion is 
not my specialty, you know. 
 
KING: Do you enjoy success? Now you know you're successful. Are you -- do you 
enjoy it? Do you enjoy the fruits of it? 
 
DEPP: Sure. I mean, I've been very -- like I said, very, very lucky, you know, in a 
sense that, you know, I mean, how ironic is it that, you know, as I said you get -- 
 
KING: You were pumping gas. 
 
DEPP: I was pumping gas, most definitely. Printing T-shirts and selling ink pens, and 
you know anything and everything. Yes. And then the fact that you have a 20-year 
career of failures and then you do a pirate movie and that buys you an island is pretty 
-- the irony of that is pretty good. 
 
KING: Do you think about the times when things weren't so good a lot? 
 
DEPP: Yes, yes. Oh, yes. You know, there was a guy who I worked with many years 
ago. And we were talking about success and money and all that stuff. And he told me 
this one thing. He said, you know, money doesn't change anybody. Money reveals 
them, you know. Same thing with success. 
 
And I believe that, you know, wholeheartedly. I think I've been revealed. I don't think 
-- I haven't changed -- I'm still exactly the guy that used to pump gas, you know. I'm 
still the guy that was a mechanic for a minute, you know. I'm still exactly. I just 
happen to have a weird -- weirder job at the moment, you know? 
 
KING: It is a weird profession. 
 
DEPP: As Marlon said, he had -- Marlon had the best definition of acting that exists, 
you know. It's a strange job for a grown man. And that's it. 
 
KING: You do that good. 
 
DEPP: It's a strange job for a grown man. Right? 
 
KING: But he called something else that people in the business got mad at. He said it 
on our show. He called it lying for a living. 
 
DEPP: Right. 
 
KING: And most actors say they're not lying. 
 



DEPP: Mmm. 
 
KING: Did you think that was an unfair expression? 
 
DEPP: I think it's totally -- I think it's totally right, yes. It's lying. It is lying. Why 
wouldn't it be? You can make it lying. You can make it not lying. You know it's -- 
you can find your own truth. But it's still a lie. You know what I mean? You're going 
to go to the craft service table. You're not Henry VIII, man. You're not going to have 
some Fritos or whatever, man. You know? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Have a donut and then go, yes. 
 
DEPP: Right. You know? He's not going to eat a giant chicken leg and chuck it 
somewhere and start screaming "wench". Right? You know? And that's not -- 
 
KING: Do you like the camera? Burt Reynolds used to say every day he'd go up and 
say to the camera, love me today. 
 
DEPP: Oh, really? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Please love me. You don't look at your films, right? 
 
DEPP: I don't. I don't look at my films. But what I do is -- the strange thing is what 
happens at a certain point, it's kind of like that thing Marlon said about being observed 
and having been the observer. You get to a place at a certain point where you're more 
comfortable in front of a camera doing, behaving, living in front of a camera than you 
are in normal life. That is to say, like, out at a restaurant or something like that. You 
know, the camera becomes sort of just part of the -- 
 
KING: Same thing in my profession. I don't want to discuss myself. 
 
DEPP: But you know what I mean? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
DEPP: It's just there and that's part of it and that's it. 
 
KING: It's your comfort zone. 
 
DEPP: Yes, yes. 
 
KING: Up next, Johnny talks about being a family man. 



 
DEPP: Kids are great. So fun. As you know, they just grow up so fast. It's just 
shocking. 
 
KING: Explains those tattoos. 
 
Do the kids like it? 
 
DEPP: Yes, they're OK with it, you know. Yes. I mean they're sort of used to it by 
now, you know. When I come home with a new one they're like oh, yes, that's good. 
Nice one, dad. 
 
KING: And announces details on his next projects. Are you doing a film about Dr. 
Seuss? 
 
Find out all about his future coming up on this "LARRY KING SPECIAL: JOHNNY 
DEPP." 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: You're not into "National Enquirer." 
 
DEPP: No. I mean, thank god. You know, early days, you know, they tried to sort of 
slop me into those things but now not so much. You know I think they kind of -- after 
almost 14 years of Vanessa and two kids I think they kind of -- 
 
KING: How did you meet Vanessa? 
 
DEPP: I had met her before. But very briefly. And then it was '98 when I went to do 
this film with Roman Polanski in Paris. I was in the hotel lobby sort of getting my 
messages. And I turned around and was walking back towards my room and then I 
saw -- I saw across the room, I saw this back, this sort of skin of this back and this 
neck attached to it. 
 
I just thought, my god, what's that? And then instantly it turned towards me and 
walked over and said hello. And it was Vanessa. And it was that moment when I 
knew I was absolutely in deep trouble. It's over. I just knew it. It was over. And she -- 
you know, we were going to have a kid. You know within three months she was 
pregnant, so it was over. 
 
KING: What are the kids like? 
 
DEPP: The kids are great. So fun. 
 
KING: Now you live here, right? You live in Los Angeles? 
 



DEPP: Yes, yes. We basically try and spend -- spend sort of half and half. But with 
the kiddies in school we do a lot here. The kids are great, you know, they just -- as 
you know they just grow up so fast. It's just shocking. 
 
KING: I mean you and your sister are very close, right? 
 
DEPP: My sister, yes. Christy is my best friend in the world. She's always kept me 
alive since I was a little kid. 
 
KING: So you were family oriented early. 
 
DEPP: Very much so. 
 
KING: Maybe you changed. It's hard to change. 
 
DEPP: Well, unfortunately I have a tendency, you know, especially these days now 
when -- you know the way the work is coming, I work a lot. And I probably work too 
much. If I could change that, I'd love to be able -- 
 
KING: You can change that. 
 
DEPP: -- to spend more time. Yes, you can. But once you've committed to certain 
things. 
 
KING: You need that camera. 
 
DEPP: Well, I need to have the brain occupied for sure. You know, the brain canopy 
occupied at all times. Otherwise I will go sideways. 
 
KING: Why tattoos? 
 
DEPP: Like a journal. You know. 
 
KING: You keep a journal of your life on your body? 
 
DEPP: Basically, yes. It started when I was 17 I got my first tattoo. And every single 
one means something and they all -- 
 
KING: And the kids like it? 
 
DEPP: Yes. They're OK with it, you know. Yes, I mean they're sort of used to it by 
now. You know? When I come home with a new one they're like, oh, yes, that's good. 
Nice one, dad. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 



KING: What happened to "The Lone Ranger"? 
 
DEPP: It's still up and running. They -- 
 
KING: I heard that the budget was too high and they're not going to do it. You're 
going to play Tonto, right? 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: You have Indian blood, right? 
 
DEPP: Yes, yes. 
 
KING: What tribe? 
 
DEPP: I was told -- you know I was always told it was Cherokee growing up and 
stuff. It may be Cherokee. It may be Creek. I don't know exactly, you know? 
 
KING: Is there a script? 
 
DEPP: There is a script. There's a very funny, good script. 
 
KING: Is it a takeoff of "The Lone Ranger"? 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: It's funny. 
 
DEPP: There's humor. Yes. There's a boat load of humor. KING: Does Tonto get to 
say kimosabe? 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: Yes, yes. 
 
KING: Who's Lone Ranger is made? 
 
DEPP: It going to be Army Harmer. Looks like it's going to all come together in 
January. 
 
KING: So it's going to happen. 
 
DEPP: Yes. We got the budget down, yes. 
 



KING: That's good to hear. 
 
DEPP: Yes. 
 
KING: So you play him tongue in cheek? How are you going to approach Tonto? 
 
DEPP: I think -- what I like about Tonto is the idea that this character who's thought 
of as the sidekick, you know, it was the thing that bugged me always about "The Lone 
Ranger" is why is the Indian the sidekick? Why does he have to go get you that thing? 
Why does he -- 
 
KING: Because he's the slave. 
 
DEPP: Right. And I couldn't stand that always. And my approach to Tonto is that he's 
this sort of -- there's sort of a crazy like a fox stoicism to Tonto, you know, that -- that 
Tonto probably believes that the Lone Ranger is his slave, his sidekick. So he's like, 
go get me the thing. No, no, no. 
 
KING: He's going to say no? 
 
DEPP: You go get it. You go. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: You're the one dressed in the funny outfit. You do it. 
 
(LAUGHTER)\ 
 
KING: Are they going to do the beginning where all these bunch of rangers are killed 
and Tonto saves the Lone Ranger's life and -- 
 
DEPP: Yes. There's certainly elements of that, yes, for sure. You remember it well. 
 
KING: Oh, is there a love interest? 
 
DEPP: Not for Tonto. KING: I see, he doesn't get -- 
 
DEPP: Not for Tonto, no. 
 
KING: Will you do your own Tonto makeup? 
 
DEPP: Will I do my own Tonto makeup? 
 
KING: Have you figured out will Tonto -- one little feather? 
 
DEPP: I think it's a little more than that. I think -- 



 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DEPP: I'll tell you what, I'll send you a picture of it. 
 
KING: Please. 
 
DEPP: I've done some tests. I'll send you a picture of it. Because it's -- it's a little -- it's 
a little different than that. What I like about Tonto, what I feel good about in terms of 
Tonto is that I feel like he's, you know, when I -- when I came up with Captain Jack, I 
thought, OK. I've really arrived at something, you know, different here, you know. 
And Tonto feels right on par with Captain Jack. It feels like another Captain Jack to 
me. 
 
KING: Are you doing a film about Dr. Seuss? 
 
DEPP: It's something, yes, something we're developing. With Seuss's widow, you 
know. Guisele's widow. And it's a very exciting possibility. Because it's a sort of 
combination of live action and -- 
 
KING: "Cat in the Hat"? 
 
DEPP: Not "Cat in the Hat" so much but the characters. The characters will certainly 
have a role. 
 
KING: Thank you, Johnny. 
 
DEPP: Thank you. What a pleasure. What an honor. 
 
KING: Let's go around then. 
 
DEPP: That was fine really, yes. 
 
KING: Johnny Depp. 
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(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
LARRY KING, CNN ANCHOR (voice-over): Tonight -- 
 
JERRY SEINDFELD, COMEDIAN: My final appearance on the Larry King Live 
Show. 
 
KING: Jerry Seinfeld. He has kept one of Hollywood's most buzzed about secrets 
until tonight. The comic reveals the true identity --  
 
SEINFELD: It's like not even know just total shock.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Oh, come on, Jerry, please, please, please, please, 
please. 
 
KING: Someone we've only read about.  
 
SEINFELD: It was a nom de plume.  
 
KING: One of the funniest men on the planet is here. 
 
SEINFELD: I mean, I think missing in the show is a menu. 
 
KING: Jerry Seinfeld is next on LARRY KING LIVE. 
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING (on-camera): Good evening. I have to say this? Jerry Seinfeld is an actor, 
author, director and comedian. 
 
SEINFELD: Keep going. 
 
KING: I'm telling you, you may not know who he is. He is making his Broadway 
directing debut with comedian, Colin Quinn's one-man show, "Long Story Short, 
History of the World in 75 Minutes." And he wrote the forward to an all-new "Letters 
From A Nut," one of the funniest books you will ever read. And tonight, he will 
reveal the secret author a little later. 
 



Jerry has been a frequent guest, long-time friend to this show. Watch. We'll show you 
some examples. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SEINFELD: Look at this piece of junk. Look at it Give me a camera. Look at this. 
This is like, you know, this like a 4.95 opening act. You're a headliner now. 
 
This is a nice weather map you have here. This looks like a game of risk.  
 
KING: What about financial success? I mean, you don't have financial worries?  
 
SEINFELD: No. 
 
KING: How's that changed you? You can buy anything you see.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: OK. 
 
SEINFELD: I want that clock. Here's the question.  
 
KING: Go ahead.  
 
SEINFELD: Who's the victim? Where's the victim here? You're all a victim.  
 
KING: This looks like QVC, doesn't it? What else, Jerry? What else?  
 
SEINFELD: That's not all you get. You get the knives. 
 
KING: What do you make of our earlier conversation which bumped you 20 minutes?  
 
SEINFELD: Well, I can't tell you how flattered I am that it takes the president's 
genitals to push me back 20 minutes. I mean, that's how big a star I am. 
 
Let's tell them about this movie. 
 
That shot of you and Cattenburg (ph), nose to nose -- 
 
KING: Historically. 
 
SEINFELD: I have not seen that since I left Hebrew school.  
 
You know, I have a Larry King in the human world too.  
 
KING: It's a common name. Next week on the LARRY KING.  



 
SEINFELD: No, no, I mean, he looks like you. He has a show with suspenders and 
different color of dots behind him -- 
 
KING: Next week on the LARRY KING.  
 
SEINFELD: Old-guy glasses and these quotes along the bottom from the guest you're 
watching even though you just heard him. It's not even a new one. Do you tape this in 
your luggage? Oh, boy. What a budget. Goodbye, clock. Get another one. 
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) KING: We used to have a little clock in there. We used it 
frequently until Seinfeld's last appearance then we couldn't afford another. Why did 
you take our clock?  
 
SEINFELD: Larry, this is my final appearance on the LARRY KING LIVE show.  
 
KING: Because LARRY KING LIVE leaves in December.  
 
SEINFELD: No. You will be here. I'm going. 
 
KING: Oh, I see. 
 
SEINFELD: And because this is my final appearance. 
 
KING: No.  
 
SEINFELD: I have in my hand.  
 
KING: What?  
 
SEINFELD: A clock that I'm going to give you. It's the cheapest clock I could find. 
It's $3. But I wanted a clock that looked most like the clock that you usually have on 
this show, which I could never even conceive that you don't know what time it is or 
you need to -- so, I'm replacing the clocks that I have been stealing all these years. I'm 
putting one down. And it got a snooze. Can you get a shot of that? It got a snooze, 
because when you get older, that's what counts. 
 
KING: This clock shall be a permanent part of LARRY KING LIVE. It shall be 
embellished in our hearts.  
 
SEINFELD: At the Smithsonian.  
 
KING: And will go to Smithsonian when we send the set over. By the way, what 
prompted you to take it the first time?  
 



SEINFELD: It's just annoying that a big-time, big-shot guy like you has a piece of 
Chazarai (ph) like that. It offended me. Chazarai, by the way, is an inexpensive item. 
 
KING: That's correct. You're going to put the rumors to rest tonight about who wrote 
"Letters From A Nut."  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: Who was identified as Ted L. Nancy, which of course was a nom de plume.  
 
SEINFELD: It was a nom of plume. Now, this idea of this character started 15 years 
ago. And when the idea arose, we decided to keep it a secret, who was writing these 
letters. 
 
KING: And tonight, we'll meet -- SEINFELD: Tonight, you're going to meet the 
person who has conceived of this entire character. And it was really thought of -- we 
did it as kind of a gag, just for ourselves to have fun and the books took off. And 
there's been, I think, four or five of them now. They've best sellers, and it was never 
intended to be that. 
 
KING: The trouble with the book and just called trouble is you can't read it without 
breaking up. I mean, we'll read some letters later. This guy fiction (ph) writes crazy 
letters to people. 
 
SEINFELD: And they answer him. 
 
KING: He writes to hotels, businesses, corporations.  
 
SEINFELD: Because people are so afraid of offending a customer now. No matter 
what he asks them for, they say, well, we don't know if we can have 10,000 -- 
 
KING: We'll reveal that in a little while. Why did you choose LARRY KING LIVE to 
reveal it?  
 
SEINFELD: I have to be honest with you.  
 
KING: Please. 
 
SEINFELD: This is the funniest show on TV.  
 
KING: What?  
 
SEINFELD: This show makes no sense. That you sit here and ask these questions 
night after night and nobody answers them and nobody cares. And it goes on and on 
and on and you sit here and you look like you're ready to order. This is what this show 
looks like to me on TV is a guy in a deli waiting to order. 



 
To me, the only thing missing on the show is a menu. I always think you're going to 
look up and go, "is the corned beef lean? Is it lean?"  
 
KING: So, you have chosen us?  
 
SEINFELD: Because this show is funny. Do I want to do the "60 Minutes" funny? 
 
KING: No. 
 
SEINFELD: No. 
 
KING: So, you see me with President Carter, you laugh?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: You laugh?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. Because it's -- you know -- you're like an uncle that cornered 
somebody at a Thanksgiving dinner and you just start peppering them with questions 
and they're looking -- they're holding a piece of cake and they can't get away. And you 
keep asking them questions, and they're avoiding the answers and that's who you are. 
You're like an annoying relative that people love, but you're annoying.  
 
KING: OK. You -- by the way, I was honored to appear in "Bee Movie."  
 
SEINFELD: I loved you in "Bee Movie." Let me tell you why you were in "Bee 
Movie." First of all, you have been in more movies --  
 
KING: 26 I think.  
 
SEINFELD: Than any talk show host.  
 
KING: Correct. I have that record.  
 
SEINFELD: And that is because the show makes no sense.  
 
KING: That's why they want me.  
 
SEINFELD: That's why they want you. But there's something about we thought, if 
there was a fantasy universe where bees lives, when talked like people, no matter 
what universe you could conceive of, there would be some version of Larry King 
there. That's how Omni present you are.  
 
KING: Omni present?  
 



SEINFELD: You're so much a part of culture. The idea of a world with no Larry King 
is inconceivable, which is why CNN will change their mind before this season is over, 
before, what is it December 18th?  
 
KING: 16th.  
 
SEINFELD: 16th. It will go to the 18th. That's how strong you're -- 
 
KING: You're on a role, man. By the way, you directed me in "Bee Movie."  
 
SEINFELD: I did.  
 
KING: And of all the movies I do, you were the most, maybe next to Warren Beatty 
in "Bulworth" who drove me crazy. 
 
SEINFELD: Right. 
 
KING: You were the most involved director, changing scripts, little lines. 
 
SEINFELD: I'm a nuts. 
 
KING: We were whole day with it. 
 
SEINFELD: Yes. I noticed. I -- I wanted -- I wanted -- you weren't quite giving me 
Larry King.  
 
KING: That's right. You needed more.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. It's too much Larry, not enough King. Too much King. Less Larry.  
 
KING: Will you do a sequel?  
 
SEINFELD: To "Bee Movie"? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
SEINFELD: No. 
 
KING: Why not?  
 
SEINFELD: I loved it. In case, you haven't noticed, if you look at my career and you 
see what I do, being a standup comedian aside, I do things and then I just walk away. 
Have you noticed that? And I never go back. Do you think I'll do another sitcom?  
 
KING: No.  
 



SEINFELD: No. Can we roll the clip, by the way, of you asking me, it was my 
favorite one, one of your producers asked me, what was my favorite moment of being 
on LARRY KING. My favorite moment was when you asked me if my show was 
canceled. Do you remember that? 
 
KING: And you got ticked. 
 
SEINFELD: No. I was joking.  
 
KING: You were acting, yes. 
 
SEINFELD: But it was a big internet sensation, you know. 
 
KING: I know. 
 
SEINFELD: Because people thought that I really was upset.  
 
KING: But, yes, you did it pretty good and then we were on Conan the next night. 
Both of us were on Conan.  
 
SEINFELD: That's right.  
 
KING: The cast of "Seinfeld" reunites, next. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SEINFELD: George Costanza?  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes.  
 
SEINFELD: Is getting married. How am I going to wear this? I can't wear this.  
 
Hey, this looks better than anything you own. I'm out.  
 
You faked with me? 
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes. 
 
SEINFELD: You faked with me?  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes. 
 
SEINFELD: No. 
 



UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes. 
 
SEINFELD: What about the breathing, the panting, the moaning, the screaming?  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Fake, fake, fake, fake.  
 
SEINFELD: You want bread?  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Yes, please.  
 
SEINFELD: $3!  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What?  
 
SEINFELD: No soup for you! 
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: That's too funny. The cast of "Seinfeld" recently reunited on "Curb Your 
Enthusiasm." Let's take a look at some behind the scenes footage as they all walk onto 
the set.  
 
SEINFELD: It was a year ago.  
 
KING: Yes. Once again, let's watch. Let's go back in time. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SEINFELD: Oh, all right. Oh, my God. Wow.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: You got granite countertops.  
 
SEINFELD: Upgrade.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Oh, this is the same.  
 
SEINFELD: This is the same.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: The experience of walking out and seeing the sets was 
interesting. The coffee shop set is exactly the same.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Frank, take one, easy Mark.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: What's wrong? UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What's wrong?  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: What's wrong?  



 
SEINFELD: I kept thinking about the moment when I would stand in the kitchen and 
lean against that counter again.  
 
What is with the blackberry people?  
 
I couldn't believe I was going to do that again.  
 
Hello, Newman.  
 
I'm just really enjoying performing with Larry, because he was always there with us, 
but we never got to do a scene together. So, now, we're doing scenes together. It's just 
fantastic. 
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: What was that like to go back?  
 
SEINFELD: It was mind boggling. It was mind boggling, because, you know, they 
rebuilt the set and we were all there. And so, you know this is 12 years ago. You walk 
away. It's like if you go back to your old neighborhood, you can see the 
neighborhood, but if you go back to your old house, it's not the same. So, it was the 
same. So, we got to really go back in time.  
 
KING: How do you explain the success of "Curb Your Enthusiasm"?  
 
SEINFELD: Just really a show. 
 
KING: It's brilliant.  
 
SEINFELD: It's a brilliant show. And Larry has all the gifts, you know? He knows 
how to write. He knows how to cast. He is funny himself, you know. It's one of my 
favorite shows.  
 
KING: How did "Seinfeld" come about?  
 
SEINFELD: It came about because NBC had talked to me about doing a show, and I 
was standing in catch a rising star on first avenue in 1988 with Larry David, and I 
said, so NBC is talking to me about you know that they might want to do something, 
and I can't think of anything to do. 
 
So, then, we go across the street to a Korean deli, and we're buying some food to eat, 
some, you know, junk, you know, chips and things, and we start making fun of 
everything. And he goes this is what the show should be, two comedians just talking. 
And that's what we started with. 
 



KING: And did NBC -- was it a hit get-go?  
 
SEINFELD: No. No. Four years. Four years.  
 
KING: Really?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. It had good demographics. In other words, we had a good audience 
that was sort of whatever the advertisers want, but we did have very low ratings, very 
low ratings. Very low ratings. 
 
KING: Now, you continue now to do your standup? You play Vegas? How many 
times a year do you go?  
 
SEINFELD: Oh, I do about 100 shows a year. 
 
KING: That many?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. All over the country.  
 
KING: New material?  
 
SEINFELD: Not all the time. As much as I can.  
 
KING: But a lot? You write all your own --  
 
SEINFELD: I write all my own stuff. Yes. Do you want to hear a joke?  
 
KING: Yes. Do a joke. Do a joke. Go ahead. Say something funny. A-ha.  
 
SEINFELD: That's the worst setup for a comedian and you know it. 
 
KING: I know that. You can't do that. 
 
SEINFELD: Any guy in a deli knows that you don't tell a comedian be funny.  
 
KING: You got me back in the deli. 
 
SEINFELD: I love you in the deli. I don't know why this is not a deli set. There 
should be sandwiches here and waiters walking with around. Because that's where you 
belong in a deli.  
 
KING: This is the world.  
 
SEINFELD: Speaking of food.  
 
KING: I'm going to get to that in a minute.  



 
SEINFELD: Sorry to go out of order. You want to hear a joke? Two peanuts are 
walking long, one was a salted.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Oh, man. 
 
SEINFELD: The kids (INAUDIBLE) 
 
KING: I know. "Letters From A Nut," the secret revealed, next. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: "Letters From A Nut" by Ted L. Nancy with an introduction by you.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: Explain this. Is there a guy named Ted Nancy?  
 
SEINFELD: There is a guy, but I've never met him.  
 
KING: But he gets big cut of this book.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. Well, I know a guy who knows him and that's where I -- 
 
KING: You have never met him. 
 
SEINFELD: I have never met. 
 
KING: The hero of this book? 
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: He wrote all the letters?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: And that was a little falsehood there, because in a minute, you're going to meet 
who the real Ted Nancy is with a new edition of "Letters From A Nut." But first, 
another first.  
 
SEINFELD: One of the things that's great about being me --  
 
KING: Among many, yes.  
 
SEINFELD: Among many is I get to present people that I love, that have great talents 
and great things, and I get -- I use you to do this.  



 
KING: I'm your prop?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: OK. 
 
SEINFELD: I wouldn't say prop. I would say you're my -- 
 
KING: I'm your idol. 
 
SEINFELD: You're my idol. 
 
KING: OK. 
 
SEINFELD: If that helps you. So, tonight is three people that I'm really here to talk 
about because I don't talk about myself. Not about me.  
 
KING: I know. 
 
SEINFELD: And this, for the first time, my wife had a huge hit book.  
 
KING: Unbelievable.  
 
SEINFELD: Two years ago called "Deceptively Delicious." I thought of the title, but 
she did everything else, and it was a giant hit, and she's finally come out with a 
sequel. Now, I know that your wife loves this book.  
 
KING: Loved it.  
 
SEINFELD: And I know that you drove all around San Francisco trying to find a 
copy. 
 
KING: The last copy they had.  
 
SEINFELD: I got the first copy of the sequel, which has never been seen anywhere 
before this appearance on LARRY KING LIVE. Here it s "Double Delicious," and it's 
signed from my wife to your wife, Shawn, warmest regards, Jessica. And that's for 
you, Larry. 
 
KING: Wow. Oh, and this book is in stores when?  
 
SEINFELD: I think you can buy it now.  
 
KING: OK. Jessica Seinfeld, "Double Delicious," you saw it here first.  
 



SEINFELD: She's not here.  
 
KING: I know. 
 
SEINFELD: She's going to be on Oprah next month.  
 
KING: Oh, good. 
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: I've heard of that show, too. 
 
SEINFELD: Yes. 
 
KING: She goes to Oprah, you come to me. I like that.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. Another one, gone. Nobody can hold a job around here.  
 
KING: We're going to do a show together, a network in a deli.  
 
SEINFELD: But the most exciting thing tonight, go ahead.  
 
KING: Jerry read one of my favorite letters back in 1997 when he was here. It's about 
of all things, Mickey mantle's toenails. Watch. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEOTAPE) 
 
SEINFELD: This is a letter to the National Baseball Hall of Fame Museum in 
Cooperstown. OK? 
 
KING: My kind of place.  
 
SEINFELD: I have a valuable which I would like to donate to the great hall of fame in 
Cooperstown. In 1960, I was an employee of a hotel in Miami where Mr. Mickey 
Mantle was staying. As I was setting up the room service tray, I noticed Mr. Mantle 
clipping his toenails. 
 
I watched out of the corner of my eye, he clipped every toe. He was then called out of 
room at that moment. I dropped to the carpet and secured all the toenails that had been 
clipped off. There are almost ten nails, nine and some shavings, but a full set.  
 
KING: They answered?  
 
SEINFELD: They answered. "Dear Mr. Nancy, we are very interested in your story of 
the Mickey Mantle toenails." This is the Hall of Fame in Cooperstown!  
 



KING: Correct. 
 
SEINFELD: They want the nails. They want them! 
 
(END VIDEOTAPE) 
 
KING: All right. That's -- all these are nutty letters. Jerry, who's with you here?  
 
SEINFELD: Now, the man sitting next to me, the reason I am bringing him out 
tonight, is because in the 15 years since we have been doing this, the internet has 
started up and a lot of people have been out there taking credit for these letters.  
 
KING: Oh, really?  
 
SEINFELD: And saying I wrote the books, and they're for sale on my site and, 
because of the internet and you know what that's all about, it was time to reveal the 
mystery. It's his fifth book coming out. Ladies and gentlemen, the real author of 
"Letters From A Nut" is Barry P. Marder, sitting next to me, who has been a colleague 
of mine for over 25 years.  
 
KING: Colleague in what way? He writes?  
 
SEINFELD: He's a comedian, a comedy writer. 
 
KING: How have you lived, Barry, in unanimity through all of this with famous 
books you know you did them?  
 
BARRY MARDER, "LETTERS FROM A NUT" AUTHOR: Well, I don't know how 
to answer that.  
 
SEINFELD: Let's move on to our next guest. 
 
KING: Thanks to Barry. We'll have you back soon., probably December 17th, you'll 
be back. MARDER: No, I just -- you know, I was just writing them and it just got out 
of hand and, you know.  
 
KING: You did it originally as a lark?  
 
MARDER: I did them about -- started about actually 16 years ago in 1994. 
 
SEINFELD: With Fritos bag, wasn't it? 
 
MARDER: Yes. I was sitting with -- 
 
SEINFELD: He was eating a bag of Fritos.  
 



MARDER: You know, the actual way it happened when I was sitting in the bedroom. 
I was with my girlfriend, Phyllis Murphy. And she was kind of -- it was like 4 in the 
morning. She was watching television. This is actually how the whole thing came 
about, and she was watching television. I was kind of mindlessly sitting on a chair 
eating a bag of Fritos.  
 
SEINFELD: You weren't thinking about the Fritos?  
 
MARDER: No, I was just kind of, you know, just kind of looking at them.  
 
KING: Don't interrupt him. He's on a roll.  
 
MARDER: The Fritos bag said you, hey, you want to talk with us. You got any 
issues? Write Fritos, we want to hear from you. And I was like who in the world is 
going to write Fritos? So, I was kind of like, a nut, that's who, and she was kind of, 
you know, looking at me (INAUDIBLE) 
 
KING: Did you write to them?  
 
MARDER: Not at that point. At that point, you know, I just kind of, you know, 
drafted a letter and the next day, I noticed that these, you know, president's messages 
were all over. I had some Bon-Ami cleanser. And they actually had a thing on the 
side. It was a smudgy stamp from the president, and hey, you got some issues, we 
want to hear from you from Bon-Ami. Tell us what's on your mind, and then, you 
know, signed like, you know, Gordon Bukar, III or Gordon --.  
 
KING: Get a break, come back and if you can remember the first letter. And we're 
going to read some of the new ones. 
 
MARDER: OK. 
 
KING: More with Jerry and Barry after the break. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Do you remember your first letter?  
 
MARDER: Gosh, it's been about 15 years. KING: Did you write to Fritos?  
 
MARDER: I did write to Fritos.  
 
KING: What did you ask them?  
 
MARDER: I said, you know, I bought a bag of Fritos, and you know, I've actually 
described the Fritos. I said they were all curled and crunchy and salty and hard, and I 
threw the bag away even though I was describing a Frito. And then I bought another 



bag. I got the same thing, it was curled and crunchy and hard and I said help me, 
Fritos, help me. 
 
And then, you know, I just -- I even wrote to the Bon-Ami guy, you know. 
 
KING: What did you say to him? 
 
MARDER: I said, you know, your name was smashed and smudged, and Gordon 
Bukar, are you the third, are you the fifth, and I though the fifth guy named Gordon 
Bukar in the Bon-Ami thing is what a weird life he got, you know, which is kind of 
communicated. That was actually (INAUDIBLE)  
 
KING: Is he little nuts, right, your friend?  
 
SEINFELD: A little? Let me read you a letter he wrote to the Oakland Chamber of 
Commerce.  
 
KING: Oakland Chamber of Commerce.  
 
SEINFELD: I want to come to your city for the tiny man convention. Let me be clear, 
we are not midgets, small persons, diminutives, , petiteos or fun size. We are tiny 
men. I would like to buy tickets to the performance of Tiny Bennett. This is a tiny 
man that sings like Tony Bennett. They write him back. 
 
Dear Mr. Nancy, we could not find any information on a show appearing with Mr. 
Tiny Bennett, but I attached a schedule for Tony. He writes back to them. I told you, 
it's not tiny, it's small McCartney. He is a fun-sized man that looks like Paul 
McCartney, and these correspondences go back and forth.  
 
KING: They answer? 
 
SEINFELD: They answer. 
 
MARDER: They answer. 
 
SEINFELD: Because they're so afraid of losing a customer. 
 
KING: They answered because they fear?  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. Yes. Fear. 
 
KING: All right. Let's do another one. This is about -- this is about opening a 
sandwich stand in a casino bathroom. Do you have that?  
 
MARDER: Yes.  
 



KING: OK. Read this letter.  
 
SEINFELD: You want too read it?  
 
MARDER: Go ahead you read it. 
 
SEINFELD: All right. I'll read it. 
 
KING: Who is it to?  
 
SEINFELD: This is to the Chinook Winds Indian Casino. "I want to sell happened 
ham sandwiches in your restrooms. You once had a sign on the restroom mirror that 
says we have the potty melt. Can you direct me to what office I would contact to 
request casino credit?  
 
They reply, dear Mr. Nancy, we thank you for your interest, but at this time, we are 
not interested in putting any businesses in the restrooms. We have five food outlets for 
our customers. Thank you for considering us, but at this time, we are fine.  
 
KING: What do you make -- your mind is wild.  
 
MARDER: I think so.  
 
KING: Yeah. I mean, you are -- you know you're a little nuts?  
 
SEINFELD: What do you think the craziest one you ever wrote?  
 
KING: Mickey Mantle wasn't bad.  
 
SEINFELD: Mickey Mantle wasn't crazy.  
 
MARDER: The Hamsterdam one was --  
 
KING: What was that?  
 
MARDER: I had written a letter to a hotel in Amsterdam. I said I am staging my play 
in Amsterdam and need to know what health permits I need. My play is called 
"Hamsterdam," and it's telling of the history of your beautiful city using hamsters. I 
need to bring 300 loose hamsters into your hotel and have them live in the room with 
me. This is for 12 nights.  
 
The hotel replied our hotel cannot accommodate 300 hamsters in a room, please.  
 
I wrote them back. I understand your concern about keeping 300 hamsters in my 
room. It is wrong. I now realize this is a disease issue. That is why I have decided to 
restage my "Hamsterdam" play. It is now called "Amsterclam." It involves a telling of 



your beautiful city using clams. I will check in with 500 clams and have them live in 
the room with me. Clams are not like filthy hamsters, they are wet. Please alert 
housekeeping, so when they open the door, they can spray.  
 
KING: Now, let's hear about your request to bring an ice machine to a hotel?  
 
MARDER: We had other better ones.  
 
(CROSS TALK)  
 
KING: All right.  
 
SEINFELD: I like the one where you wanted to --  
 
KING: This book is now out, "The New Letters From A Nut."  
 
SEINFELD: Hold it up, Larry. That's how we get sales.  
 
KING: OK. OK, one more.  
 
MARDER: I like this one that I, you know -- I wrote to a -- I was trying to get a sign 
made, I am opening a business next to a coo-coo restaurant. My business is called I 
am the walrus. I need one big sign that I'll put next to them so the one big sign says, "I 
am the Walrus, koo koo ka-roo."  
 
SEINFELD: You know Koo-Ka-Roo chicken and --  
 
KING: Of course. hey, you are a genius much.  
 
MARDER: That is awfully nice.  
 
KING: Thanks for introducing him to the world. All you people on the Internet, here 
he is.  
 
SEINFELD: Finally, the mystery is over.  
 
KING: The name is Barry Marder. The book is "All new Letters From a Nut" by Ted 
L. Nancy. This is Ted Nancy. Jerry stays with us. We will be right back. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: When we get married, we have to get rid of any evidence 
that we've ever had a prior relationship.  
 



UNIDENTIFIED MALE: She wants this guy to get rid of a sofa. And she's got her 
husband's old prosthetic leg. Are you kidding? 
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: The couch they had sex on, the plastic leg, it is a recipe 
for disaster.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: It is getting weirder. It is getting weirder.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: They're so moronic, I don't even want to help them. (END 
VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: That is from Jerry's show, "The Marriage Ref." Madonna, Larry David, Ricky 
Gervais, what qualified them to give advice? How did you come up with this?  
 
SEINFELD: I just love talking about marriage fights. I find them funny and I love to 
hear how people respond to other people's -- other people's marital issues are comedy 
for the world.  
 
KING: Not yours?  
 
SEINFELD: Not mine, no. And not yours.  
 
KING: No, not mine. But theirs.  
 
SEINFELD: Theirs. Anybody else, it makes you laugh. So I just thought it would be 
fun to have a show with funny people coming on and talking about marriage. It seems 
to provoke natural comedy. I love that show. 
 
KING: When is it on?  
 
SEINFELD: It's coming back on NBC I think the beginning of next year, January of 
next year.  
 
KING: It's not on the early winter, right?  
 
SEINFELD: I don't know what they do, but they are starting to shoot them now, the 
next season.  
 
KING: Explain television to me.  
 
SEINFELD: It is like --  
 
KING: Like "Seinfeld," you lasted four years without being a hit? Couldn't happen 
today?  
 



SEINFELD: I don't know about that. Don't you believe quality always survives 
somehow?  
 
KING: You really believe that?  
 
SEINFELD: You busted out laughing at that? Quality survives somehow always. Not 
always, but most of the time. Don't you believe in that?  
 
KING: A television network would stick with a show having --  
 
SEINFELD: Anything that's good eventually somehow --  
 
KING: Finds its way.  
 
SEINFELD: You have to believe in that or you don't go into this business, right?  
 
KING: I guess so, yeah. It can be disappointing when you have to deal with --  
 
SEINFELD: I have never been disappointed, fortunately.  
 
KING: You have always had success?  
 
SEINFELD: Always, yes.  
 
KING: How do you deal with the suits in the business?  
 
SEINFELD: The suits? The lawsuits or the guys wearing suits?  
 
KING: The guys up at the --  
 
SEINFELD: I agree with them. It's like a wife. You agree. You say that makes perfect 
sense. From now on, we are going to do it that way. And then you do whatever you 
want.  
 
KING: Of course the suits don't watch.  
 
SEINFELD: They don't know. They don't even watch their own network.  
 
KING: So you agree with them. They call you in; you've got a "Seinfeld" episode they 
didn't like. You tell them, OK, we will change it.  
 
SEINFELD: When we were doing "Seinfeld," a lot of times they would come in and 
they would go, we don't understand what you are doing. But go ahead. That was the 
way "Seinfeld" worked.  
 
KING: Why did it work?  



 
SEINFELD: It worked because there was a very loyal, powerful audience out there 
that loved what we did, no matter -- and no matter how crazy it was, they stuck with 
us. And the networks, they do watch that and they understand that. So even though 
they didn't get it, they knew the audience got it and the audience liked it.  
 
So we were free. And that's the ultimate thing in this business, when you're free to do 
whatever you want. That's the ultimate.  
 
KING: You have attained that now?  
 
SEINFELD: I have. Well, obviously. I don't need to be here. I'm here because I'm free 
to do whatever I want.  
 
KING: So you actually chose to come here?  
 
SEINFELD: I choose to come. I am no place that I don't want to be.  
 
KING: What time do you wake up? What do you do in the morning? What do you do?  
 
SEINFELD: Do you really want to know? I have three kids.  
 
KING: That's enough. SEINFELD: They are nine, seven and five. If you have three 
kids, it is like having a blender but you don't have the top. You wake up ready. You 
hit the ground ready. So I wake up and I have breakfast with the kids and we watch 
Elmo. And people say, are you ever going to do another TV series? And I say to them, 
I watch Elmo every morning and he jumps around and he tells jokes or she. I don't 
even know what the hell this thing is. And I watch Elmo every morning and I think, 
you know what, let him bust his little red ass.  
 
KING: Jerry is headed for Broadway. Broadway is next. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(NEWS BREAK) 
 
KING: We're back with Jerry Seinfeld. We're joined by Colin Quinn. Colin is a 
comedian, writer. And his new Broadway show "Long Story Short, History of the 
World in 75 Minutes" debuts you said November 9th?  
 
COLIN QUINN, DIRECTOR: I said -- that's 13 days after Jerry's wife's book really 
comes out.  
 
KING: October's 26th Jerry's wife's book comes out.  
 
SEINFELD: 28th.  



 
QUINN: Twenty sixth, Jerry.  
 
SEINFELD: Twenty six. My wife's book.  
 
KING: Why are you producing a Broadway show?  
 
SEINFELD: I'm directing, Larry. Directing. I wear a cape. I have a beret. I have a 
cane.  
 
QUINN: He sits like this in the third row.  
 
SEINFELD: I don't know.  
 
KING: How did this come about?  
 
SEINFELD: This is a great story. We started this in the spring, right? We were sitting 
around. We have breakfast together, Colin and I, multiple times a week. Like you, you 
go to Nate and Al's, right? We have a place here, not going to mention the name.  
 
QUINN: Not the diner from "Seinfeld".  
 
KING: OK.  
 
SEINFELD: And I said to him, you know what you should do? You should do a one-
man show, because one of the things that a comedian has that no other person -- an 
actor doesn't have is if you don't feel like dealing with networks or producers, you can 
go right to the audience and present what you do. And he was looking to do 
something, and he was thinking of television and movies. He was talking to people 
and having meetings. And it gets annoying.  
 
Let's just do a one-man show where you can just go out and do your thing.  
 
KING: What is "The History of the World in 75 Minutes"?  
 
QUINN: Jerry wasn't done. Now look, Larry, "The History of the World in 75 
Minutes" --  
 
SEINFELD: He goes and writes this thing.  
 
KING: Oh, Colin, I don't know why you're laughing.  
 
QUINN: I don't know.  
 
KING: What is the history --  
 



SEINFELD: Nobody is paying attention. Ask Barry to read this letter, he goes, I don't 
want to read that one, I want to read another one with. You let him get away with it. 
You're Larry King. You should have said, Barry.  
 
KING: I don't care.  
 
QUINN: All right, I'm sorry: Jerry is on fire tonight.  
 
KING: He is. He is cooking.  
 
QUINN: He is rolling tonight.  
 
KING: What is the "History of the World in 75 Minutes."  
 
QUINN: Just that. That's exactly what it s.  
 
SEINFELD: What is it that you don't get about that?  
 
KING: Begin with Genesis?  
 
SEINFELD: No.  
 
QUINN: No.  
 
SEINFELD: Way before that.  
 
QUINN: No offense, I start with the New Testament. No, I'm kidding. But we start -- 
we start with the cavemen. We get to Genesis in a way.  
 
KING: Caveman?  
 
SEINFELD: Then the birth of Larry King right after that, right?  
 
KING: Oh.  
 
SEINFELD: Oh, I'm sorry. Excuse me. Excuse me for making fun of anything. 
QUINN: The Greeks first.  
 
KING: When you're directing a one-man show, what do you do tell him, move to the 
left, stand there? What do you do?  
 
SEINFELD: That's what I do, exactly that, move to the left.  
 
QUINN: What does a director who directs a ten-person show say? Move to the left.  
 



SEINFELD: I go, who do you have to know to get a latte around here? That's what I 
do. 
 
KING: It's all a monologue, right? Background scenes?  
 
QUINN: Background scenes, bunch of background stuff, music and lighting.  
 
SEINFELD: But Colin really has a very -- he is very smart. He doesn't seem smart. 
He is very intelligent. He is well read. And he knows about culture and, you know, 
different --  
 
KING: He is smart.  
 
SEINFELD: He's really smart. Yeah.  
 
QUINN: Erudite. The fact that I know the word erudite should tell you I'm kind of 
smart.  
 
SEINFELD: He knows about Serbian empires and Ottomans and --  
 
KING: Will the public get it, though?  
 
SEINFELD: It is a comedy. I know comedy. He is smart.  
 
KING: Does you know Serbian empires?  
 
SEINFELD: No, I don't know half of what he is talking about.  
 
KING: Why are we going to laugh?  
 
SEINFELD: Because we present it as a comedy. It is a comedy telling of the history 
of the world in 75 minutes. Is that clear, Larry.  
 
KING: Yes. Did you write it all?  
 
SEINFELD: He wrote the whole thing.  
 
KING: And you're the director?  
 
SEINFELD: I'm the director. Have you ever seen --  
 
KING: Are you nervous.  
 
SEINFELD: This doesn't look like Broadway to you.  
 
KING: No. No.  



 
SEINFELD: You're thinking Broadway? Maybe off-Broadway.  
 
QUINN: Tommy Tune Christmas.  
 
KING: Are you nervous about opening night?  
 
SEINFELD: We are terrified.  
 
KING: Are you in rehearsal?  
 
QUINN: Sure, we're in rehearsal. We rehearsed yesterday.  
 
KING: You're new to 75 minutes. You know what you're doing. There's no 
intermission, I guess?  
 
QUINN: No intermission.  
 
SEINFELD: Here is the great appeal, and this is why you would love a show like this. 
You'll think, I could be at dinner by 9:00.  
 
QUINN: Asleep by 12, and Nate and Al's next morning.  
 
KING: You could pitch this easy to people. Get out early.  
 
SEINFELD: We will get you the hell out of there. Yes. That is why people love this 
show.  
 
KING: You really like it if they look at their watch?  
 
SEINFELD: Yeah.  
 
KING: That means you're succeeding.  
 
SEINFELD: We apologize if it is 76 minutes.  
 
QUINN: He has been on a roll. I'm not going to make it to the next segment, am I? Be 
honest.  
 
KING: No, you're not. But November 9th --  
 
SEINFELD: Wait a minute. 
 
KING: Helen Hayes Theater.  
 



SEINFELD: Do you know how rare it is? You know, because you know a little bit 
about this business. We started in how many seats down there in 45 Bleaker? A 
hundred seat -- we did 100-seat theater. Investors came in. They loved the show, said 
-- we didn't want to take it to Broadway. 
 
QUINN: No. 
 
SEINFELD: We were just screwing around. And they go this is a Broadway show. 
We went, really? They go, yeah, we will put up all the money. QUINN: It is true.  
 
KING: You didn't put up any of your money.  
 
SEINFELD: No! Well --  
 
KING: Good luck, Colin.  
 
QUINN: Thank you, Larry.  
 
KING: We will be back with more of this. By the way, if you understand this, please 
send us a card, I understand this at CNN. Don't go away. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
SEINFELD: Jerry Seinfeld remains with us. Time now for our Heroes section. 
Anderson Cooper reveals our top ten for 2010.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
ANDERSON COOPER, CNN ANCHOR: I'm Anderson Cooper. All year, we've been 
introducing you to our CNN Heroes, everyday people changing the world. Today, 
we're announcing the top ten CNN Heroes for 2010.  
 
The honorees are, in alphabetical order, Guadeloupe Arizpe De La Vega. She's 
providing health care in the increasingly violent Juarez, Mexico. Susan Burton, her re-
entry program helps female ex-convicts get back on their feet.  
 
Linda Fondren, she's brought her community together to shed pounds. Anuradha 
Koirala rescues and rehabilitates Nepali girls from sex trafficking.  
 
Narayanan Krishnan serves three meals a day to homeless by hand.  
 
Magnus MacFarlane-Barrow feeds more than 400,000 kids every day.  
 
Harmon Parker build bridges connecting Kenyans with life-changing resources.  
 



Aki Ra restores safety by finding and diffusing land mines planted by the Khmer 
Rouge.  
 
Evans Wadongo is lighting the way to prosperity for rural Kenyans with his solar 
powered lanterns. 
 
And Dan Wallwrath, who builds custom homes for wounded veterans returning from 
service.  
 
Congratulations to the top ten CNN Heroes of 2010. Which one inspires you the 
most? Go to CNNHeroes.com right now to vote for CNN Hero of the year. 
 
KING: OK, Jerry, follow that.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes, thanks, Larry. Let's throw up the Zapruder film also.  
 
KING: But you like our heroes concept.  
 
SEINFELD: I do. I love the Heroes. That's beautiful.  
 
KING: It's nice to salute everyday people.  
 
SEINFELD: That is the classiest thing on CNN. I love it. Don't you think? That's 
really classic. That's great. That's great. No jokes.  
 
KING: Have you done heroic things ever?  
 
SEINFELD: What was this?  
 
KING: This is a heroic thing?  
 
SEINFELD: This is like a medevac. I come on -- you're on a show here as a comedian 
with no audience. That's, you know --  
 
KING: But there's people here.  
 
SEINFELD: Yeah, I guess. But I would say to you, what's funny about this show is 
there's no audience but you can still bomb. You can still go right down in jokes.  
 
KING: When's your next in-person appearance?  
 
SEINFELD: I'm in Memphis tomorrow night, Friday.  
 
KING: Memphis.  
 
SEINFELD: Memphis, Tennessee. Yes, the good people of Memphis.  



 
KING: Theater. Big theater?  
 
SEINFELD: It's a little tiny theater. Of course it's a big theater. It's a huge theater. I 
don't know what it is.  
 
KING: Do you -- truly, do you ever bomb any more? Are you too big to bomb?  
 
SEINFELD: No one's too big to bomb. No one's too big to bomb.  
 
KING: So you don't automatically have -- you have them for the first -- Bob Hope 
said you have them for the first minute.  
 
SEINFELD: You get a free minute, because if you have -- if you're well known. But 
after -- nobody -- as I like to say, nobody laughs at a reputation. If you're funny that 
night, they laugh. If you're not, they don't. They want to say, I went to see this guy. He 
bombed. They're dying to tell that story.  
 
KING: How self confident you are.  
 
SEINFELD: Yes. KING: We'll be back with our remaining moments with Seinfeld. 
He's in Memphis. Don't bother, they're sold out, I'm sure.  
 
SEINFELD: Sold out. Double Delicious, October 26th. 
 
KING: Don't go away. We'll be right back. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Wish we had more time, Jer. When we did the scene in the bee movie, you 
pulled up in one of the wildest looking cars.  
 
SEINFELD: Oh, really? 
 
KING: You're a car freak.  
 
SEINFELD: I'm a total car nut, yes.  
 
KING: How many cars do you own?  
 
SEINFELD: More than I need.  
 
KING: Why? You only need one to get somewhere. Why? 
 
SEINFELD: Because when you're in a car, you're inside, and you're outside. And 
you're moving and you're still, all at the same time.  



 
KING: You're moving and you're still.  
 
SEINFELD: You're moving and you're still, and you're inside and you're outside.  
 
KING: So why do you need four of them or five of them?  
 
SEINFELD: Because I -- I love that experience of --  
 
KING: What's your favorite car?  
 
SEINFELD: My favorite car is a Porsche 73 RS, that only a Porsche fanatic would 
know.  
 
KING: What does it do that other cars -- 
 
SEINFELD: It makes certain sounds. It has a certain feel to it. It's just a hobby. It's an 
interest.  
 
KING: Are you a fast driver?  
 
SEINFELD: No, I drive reasonably --  
 
KING: You live in the city of New York?  
 
SEINFELD: I live in New York City, yes.  
 
KING: You drive around New York City?  
 
SEINFELD: Not around. No, I leave. I go outside the city and I drive.  
 
KING: I don't know why that's -- you have space to park all these cars?  
 
SEINFELD: I have a little garage I keep my cars. I keep most of the cars someplace 
else. I'm not telling the thieves where they are.  
 
KING: You lived in L.A. for a while, didn't you?  
 
SEINFELD: I lived in L.A. for 18 years, from 1980 until the end of the show in 1998. 
Then I came right back to New York, because I believe New York makes you funny. 
And L.A. makes you less funny.  
 
KING: Why? Why would a city --  
 
SEINFELD: Some cities are funny. Do you ever watch the local news in New York 
and they interview a garbage man? He's always funny, right?  



 
KING: That's right. Not funny in L.A.?  
 
SEINFELD: Not funny. Garbage men aren't funny in L.A.  
 
KING: What's another funny city?  
 
SEINFELD: Minneapolis is funny. Miami is funny. Wouldn't you agree? Miami is 
funny. Tijuana is funny.  
 
KING: Is New Haven funny?  
 
SEINFELD: New Haven is not funny.  
 
KING: Toronto.  
 
SEINFELD: Funny.  
 
KING: Montreal?  
 
SEINFELD: Less funny.  
 
KING: You've got to be so hip to get this, the band don't get it. Do you have any goals 
left? You've got a Broadway show, books.  
 
SEINFELD: I wasn't kidding you. I love these people I brought on the show tonight, 
Barry Marder, Colin Quinn. I love these people. I think they're great talents. And that 
is my goal, that the public should connect with this talent that hasn't quite been 
discovered yet. So that's my goal for Barry and for Colin.  
 
KING: And you will succeed, because you're a good guy and you're a funny guy.  
 
SEINFELD: Thank you, Larry. And you're a great man. And we thank you for all 
your years of service.  
 
KING: And thanks for the clock. It shall be here nightly.  
 
SEINFELD: That really makes me feel good.  
 
KING: The cast of "Saturday Night Live" is here tomorrow night.  
 
SEINFELD: Where?  
 
KING: In New York.  
 



SEINFELD: That was my gag in the bee. He's always telling you about some other 
show. Tomorrow night.  
 
KING: It's time now for "AC 360." 
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(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
LARRY KING, CNN ANCHOR: Tonight my good buddy, my best man. Al Pacino.  
 
AL PACINO, ACTOR: I love the people I play.  
 
KING: One of the world's greatest actors. And a very private guy. He's going to sit 
down for a rare and revealing interview.  
 
We thought that "The Godfather" would bomb at the box office.  
 
You ever turned down a role you regretted?  
 
PACINO: Let me see -- yes.  
 
KING: The Academy Award winner Al Pacino. We'll talk about George Clooney, 
Brad Pitt and others all next on LARRY KING LIVE.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: We're in Al Pacino's backyard in Beverly Hills. Yes. The last time he was with 
us after much begging and cajoling was back in 1996. We thought it would be the 
start of hundreds of interviews, and this is the second time.  
 
We've become very close friends. We spent a lot of time together. This is only the 
second time on the show.  
 
Let's show you a little clip of the first time from 15 years ago.  
 
PACINO: No. No, don't. Don't. No.  
 
KING: Watch.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Why have you finally come?  



 
PACINO: Come here?  
 
KING: Yes, finally, after years of asking?  
 
PACINO: Senility, I guess.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Why do you dislike interviews?  
 
PACINO: Well, I don't -- I think it's because it starts with the whole idea of being an 
actor, which is something that is kind of -- the anonymity of an actor. The more 
anonymous you are, the easier it is for an audience to accept you in the role. I think it 
starts -- it starts there. And it's also basically because I think I'm somewhat shy.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: You still feel that way?  
 
PACINO: Sure.  
 
KING: Do you still feel --  
 
PACINO: Yes, I do. But I'm so shy now I wear sunglasses everywhere I go.  
 
KING: I mean you play so --  
 
PACINO: I sleep with these.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: You do -- you do so many things, you're so outgoing, why would you be shy 
and --  
 
PACINO: I've often said there's two kinds of actors. There's a more gregarious type 
and the shy type. And both going to acting for the reason that they're able to access 
stuff because they have these big personalities and they're able to get involved in -- 
and they're open and they do things.  
 
And the others go into acting because they can't do that. And in acting it allows them 
that freedom. So I think there's -- I'm sure there's people who are a little bit of both. 
But --  
 
KING: Do you enjoy fame?  
 



PACINO: This play I did, remember the local stigmatic, which you saw, the movie of 
-- I filmed it -- that the quotation in there from the author at the start was, "Fame is the 
perversion of the natural human instinct for validation and attention."  
 
Can you follow that?  
 
KING: Yes.  
 
PACINO: I didn't make it up, but I just said it. It's a strange thing. When it first 
happened to me, it was quite daunting, and I got the best advice I ever got --  
 
KING: Was it after "Godfather"? PACINO: Yes, after the big movie started coming 
out. It started early in the theater, too. It was escalating. And I got the best advice I 
could ever get from anyone, Lee Strasbourg. The great Lee Strasbourg said to me, 
"Darling, you simply have to adjust." About fame.  
 
KING: All right. Al is currently starring on Broadway --  
 
PACINO: I haven't adjusted, but I'm trying, you know?  
 
KING: He's currently starring in Broadway in "Merchant of Venice." He played it in 
the summer outdoors in Central Park. That was free, right?  
 
PACINO: That was free theater. Yes.  
 
KING: You worked for nothing?  
 
PACINO: Yes. Yes. Joseph Papp, the great emissary --  
 
KING: Started it.  
 
PACINO: He started it, yes. It's a great place. And they do it every summer. They do 
Shakespeare. They're even doing other things.  
 
KING: Is it different when you're working without pay?  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
PACINO: No, of course not.  
 
KING: No? I mean no?  
 
PACINO: No.  
 
KING: You don't even think of that?  
 



PACINO: No, you don't think about that. I mean you don't think you're -- because 
again, it's a job. It's -- and again doing it in the park, it's so -- because you're dealing 
with all the elements in the park. It's not quite what you think it's going to be. It's 
outdoor theater. But it doesn't work out kind of the way you think it would be.  
 
KING: And so like these planes go overhead while you're acting?  
 
PACINO: Everything happens. Everything happens.  
 
KING: It rains.  
 
PACINO: And it rains. As a matter of fact, we were in the middle of a scene and it 
started raining.  
 
KING: What do you do?  
 
PACINO: You stop the show. But you don't stop until the announcement comes up by 
the stage manager. He announces, all right, ladies and gentlemen, we're going to stop 
the show for a while, and the audiences love it. They love it when that happens. You 
know? You go back --  
 
KING: Why?  
 
PACINO: I don't know why. They just do. They're like -- they're a part of something 
that's different. You know? And so -- but we did and we stopped for a full half hour 
and went back out again.  
 
KING: By the way, the advance for "Merchant of Venice" was the largest on 
Broadway this year. It was $4 million as of weeks ago.  
 
PACINO: Wow.  
 
KING: Before you open so you should be very proud. The reviews were amazing. I 
want to touch a lot of bases.  
 
PACINO: Yes.  
 
KING: You play Shylock.  
 
PACINO: Yes.  
 
KING: In a times Shakespeare -- was Shakespeare anti-Semitic, in your opinion, 
when he wrote that?  
 



PACINO: In my opinion no, he wasn't. But it's hard to tell what was going on back 
then. That's 400 years ago. What -- what was being interpreted. There's a lot of 
interpretations of the play.  
 
To me, I think there is anti-Semitism in the play, of course, but I also think Shylock is 
also a blatant cry against prejudice in some ways, when you think of what they do to 
this person because he's a Jew. And how he reacts to it and what he's become. What 
he is made into.  
 
KING: So before you play him --  
 
PACINO: Because of prejudice.  
 
KING: Do you think about it a lot? Do you think about, how I'm going to -- how I 
view him? Do you have to like him?  
 
PACINO: Well, yes, I mean -- you know, you don't -- you first of all, you think of 
anybody you're playing as a human being, and what his needs are, what drives him. 
Why he is where he is and what he's doing.  
 
These are the things you focus on. And in that point of view, you are -- as far as I'm 
concerned, I'm looking at the play through Shylock's point of view, and he's defiant. 
He's defiant in the face of prejudice. He defies it. That's what I love about the 
character.  
 
KING: You like playing Shakespeare? PACINO: I love playing Shakespeare, yes. 
Yes, I do.  
 
KING: And I just saw "Salome." Another one. When is that going to come out? You 
directed it, you star --  
 
PACINO: Well, one maybe knows. You know you -- you know this has been an 
ongoing thing for me for four years. It's sort of -- it isn't rare for documentaries to go 
on for a long time. You work on them, you develop them because there's no script to 
start with, so I had an idea.  
 
As I did with "Looking for Richard." There was an idea I had. And that took me three 
or four years to do. And you do it while you're doing other things and it goes back and 
forth.  
 
KING: Do you then -- by the way, it's a brilliant movie, whenever it comes, see it.  
 
PACINO: Awesome.  
 
KING: When you do Hollywood, sometimes are you doing it for money? Because 
you love theater so much.  



 
PACINO: Well, I wouldn't do some of the pictures I did for nothing, I'll tell you that.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: That's a good way to put it.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Sailors but men. There be land rats and water rats. Water thieves and land 
thieves. I mean, pie rats.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Say hello to my little friend.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: When I look at your credits, just some of them, "Godfather", "Serpico", "Dog 
Day Afternoon," "Scarface." That great line. Do that line. The great lines --  
 
PACINO: Every day -- every day above ground is a good day?  
 
KING: No --  
 
PACINO: That's an Oliver Stone line. KING: No, my little friend.  
 
PACINO: Oh, say hello to my little friend, yes.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Say hello to my little friend.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: My little son told me that. He said someone said that to him. What's that 
line your dad says? Say hello to my little friend. It's a catchy -- it's a catchy phrase.  
 
KING: When you take an accent like that, a Cuban accent, do you keep it the night 
you go home for dinner, too?  



 
PACINO: You sort of get involved. And you -- yes, it becomes a part of your fabric, it 
becomes a part of your life. But even after the movie is other, you're still a little bit in 
it. Your frame is -- you know. It was interesting because it was a relief for me to come 
home.  
 
And I was lucky enough to be -- I had fallen in love during "Scarface." I'd fallen in 
love. Doing that 10, 12 hours a day, and then coming home and listening to my 
girlfriend's problems and her day would take me out of what I was doing. And it's -- 
because I -- you know, it's like you don't talk much when you're doing something like 
that afterward.  
 
You're not in -- you know, it's almost tantamount to being a fighter, like a boxer, 
right? Who's in the ring. He doesn't fight much afterward. You know? He doesn't go 
out and get into a brawl in a bar. Usually, it's because it's -- you know it's what we do. 
And doing "Scarface" every day for 12, 14 hours a day, kind of -- I want to hear other 
people's issues and their problems.  
 
"Scarface" was written -- people don't realized this -- by Oliver Stone, and directed by 
Brian De Palma, produced by Martin Bregman. But Oliver Stone wrote that text. So 
when you say, say hello to my little friend, I think of Oliver.  
 
KING: When you see your films, are you very self-critical?  
 
PACINO: No, I stopped being that long ago. It doesn't serve -- you know, let the 
others be because I'm going to have enough critics without it being myself, so what I 
look for is where the actor is working, where it's working, what I can do about it. I 
don't like seeing movies when I can do nothing about them.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Who put this thing together? Me. That's who. Who do I trust? Me.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) KING: But it's that universally wrapped?  
 
PACINO: Yes. Yes, it did. Yes.  
 
KING: Yes, it's a cult, right? It's -- everyone talks about it?  
 
PACINO: Well, there's probably -- yes. I would say it's the most successful movie I 
made. And -- for me, yes.  
 
KING: In dollars taken in?  
 
PACINO: Yes. Yes. It's really -- and it's been that way for -- it's gotten all this -- and 
it's across the board. When I go to Europe, when I go around, that's the picture they --  



 
KING: Have you ever turned down a role you regretted?  
 
PACINO: Let me see. Yes, I did.  
 
KING: Without embarrassing the actor, what did you turn --  
 
PACINO: I don't want to embarrass anybody, that's the problem. Because, you know, 
you mention a role you turned down and -- but I realized about this role that I could 
have -- when I first read it, I said, no, this is -- I'm not right for it. But later when I saw 
it, and I -- when I saw a comic, I gave it away now. Anyway, it doesn't matter.  
 
KING: It was a comedy?  
 
PACINO: I saw somebody doing something in a club, and I suddenly saw what I 
would want to do with this part.  
 
KING: Plenty?  
 
PACINO: And what happened -- it's going to -- that was a great performance by 
Dustin Hoffman, it was amazing. It was amazing.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I know it was you, Fredo. You broke my heart.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: "Godfather I & II" may be the best movies ever made. Many consider that 
now, right? Ranked with "Citizen Kane."  
 
PACINO: Wow. I know. I know. I know.  
 
KING: Did you like Michael Corleone?  
 
PACINO: I loved him. I loved the people I play.  
 
KING: He killed people -- PACINO: I loved -- you know, that's like saying to a 
painter, when he paints a painting that, how could you -- you know, how could you 
paint this painting of who ever? Do you -- you know, you don't feel as though, you 
don't do that? You see always looking at the metaphor, you're always looking at what 
the character is, what is the deeper -- what is being said about our life and our world 
through this character.  
 



You know? And one can make the argument that Michael Corleone -- why did the 
audience like him? Because it was couched in a drama so it had a different -- it comes 
at you differently, it comes out of the drama.  
 
KING: Do you agree "Godfather" is about a family, basically?  
 
PACINO: Well, that's what I mean about this -- that was the thing that turned people 
on so much at the first one. I remember I was there, and, you know, the reaction was 
so universal across the board. Had a lot to do with family, the family structure. And 
people related to it. You didn't have to be an Italian American or -- you just related to 
the whole family dynamic.  
 
KING: When he goes into the bathroom, gets the gun and comes out and shoots the 
cop, was it your idea to throw the gun in the air?  
 
PACINO: I guess it just happened.  
 
KING: It was very effective.  
 
PACINO: Yes, I think -- I think --  
 
KING: You tossed it and out.  
 
PACINO: Yes, it had that -- the way it was going, sure, it was in the script. I can't 
remember that far back. But it's sort of -- yes, I think it was in the script.  
 
KING: Well, we're all over the board tonight because I'm just so happy to have you.  
 
PACINO: I don't mind.  
 
KING: No, I'm going --  
 
PACINO: I'm glad to be here.  
 
KING: I'm going everywhere with you.  
 
PACINO: Yes.  
 
KING: Do you ever watch --  
 
PACINO: You want to stay here tonight?  
 
KING: Do you ever --  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 



KING: Do you ever watch other movies and say, I would have liked to have played 
that?  
 
PACINO: No.  
 
KING: No?  
 
PACINO: No. As far as I can see, any part that anyone's doing, I couldn't do. So I just 
look at it and say -- you know, because I look at all parts, movies, as an audience 
looks at it.  
 
KING: You do?  
 
PACINO: Yes, it's like going to a baseball game or something. You watch them, the 
pitcher pitch the ball. The hitter hit it. You just -- you know, you don't want to go out 
there and do it yourself. But you know --  
 
KING: But you were at a film?  
 
PACINO: I am.  
 
KING: Your own craft?  
 
PACINO: Yes. I don't see it that way.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: You don't cry?  
 
TOM HANKS, ACTOR: There's no crying in baseball.  
 
KING: No crying.  
 
HANKS: Yes.  
 
SEAN CONNERY, ACTOR: And I'm inclined to agree with that but --  
 
SIDNEY POITIER, ACTOR: They know when he or she is missing the mark.  
 
BRAD PITT, ACTOR: I can't tell you anything more than it just felt right.  
 
GEORGE CLOONEY, ACTOR: Apparently now I'm in big trouble.  
 
TOM CRUISE, ACTOR: We start training now.  
 
MICHAEL DOUGLAS, ACTOR: Well, we're humble guys, Larry.  



 
MARLON BRANDO, ACTOR: I'm going to make him an offer he can't refuse.  
 
KING: Good-bye.  
 
BRANDO: Good-bye.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: "Godfather" is a term that was used by his friends, one of affection, one of 
respect.  
 
BRANDO: Michael, why is it not done?  
 
PACINO: We'll get there, pop. We'll get there.  
 
In my home, in my bedroom where my wife sleeps? I know it was you, Fredo, you 
broke my heart.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Working with Brando, what was that like for a young guy?  
 
PACINO: Well, when you think of growing up with the image of Brando as your sort 
of source of inspiration, because I remember seeing him in a movie when I was 16. 
And I went into this movie house and I saw the "Waterfront", I was alone.  
 
And I had seen "A Member of the Wedding" came first with Julie Harris and Ethel 
Waters. It was a great movie. She was great. You know? And then I saw this movie, 
and those days these two movies -- so I'm sitting there, and this movie comes on, "On 
the Waterfront," and I'm just -- you know, I'm just locked because of the degree. 
Kazan directing it.  
 
It's over and I just sat there. Did not move. Sat through the whole "Member of the 
Wedding" movie again. Just to see "Waterfront" again. So that's how it impacted me. 
And it truly -- it -- it's -- it was a -- you know, today when you tell young people today 
about it, the response isn't quite the same.  
 
You have to understand, this wasn't that period, it was a revelation. It was a 
breakthrough. His acting on screen was different than anything we had all seen. So it 
was a -- so playing with him in the movie. I'll get to that answer.  
 



KING: What was that like?  
 
PACINO: It was a little --  
 
KING: Nervous?  
 
PACINO: A little -- a little unnerving, and you don't know. And Marlon would play 
that a little bit. You know he was -- he was always -- he was --  
 
KING: Very sharp (ph). PACINO: Yes. But he was so good to me. He was so 
sensitive to the condition that I -- because I was in a precarious condition to say the 
least. Because they were going to let me go, I think.  
 
KING: They were going to let you go?  
 
PACINO: Yes. Yes. They had made a mistake.  
 
KING: They thought you were wrong for Michael?  
 
PACINO: Well, they did. Yes. Because I started out slow. And that was my plan. My 
plan was to do Michael Corleone slow. And discover it. He discovers who he is in this 
thing, in a way. He really doesn't know who he is by the end of the picture, he could 
be anything.  
 
And I wanted to see if I could get to that, so that when the moment of whatever 
comes, we know that this guy, where did he come from? That's what I was trying to 
get. Because he's kind of a schlep during the thing a little bit. He's a kind of he's here, 
he's there. We get a sense that he's an independent kind of guy. But he's the kid. You 
know? He's the kid. And eventually he becomes the don.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Then I'll kill them both.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: And I thought, you know, if you start like this, you got nowhere to go, 
really. And that impact of that moment of change won't be strong.  
 
KING: Was it difficult for --  
 
PACINO: But you know what kept me was that restaurant scene, you see? When they 
saw that scene, they kept me in the movie because I would have been gone.  
 
KING: Wow.  
 



PACINO: Even Francis said to me, you know I had a lot of belief in you when I hired 
you, I wanted you, I just felt you could do this thing. And now there you are. You're 
not cutting it for me, kid. So I want you to see some of the rushes. I said, all right. By 
that time I didn't want to be in the movie any more. I just -- you know, you get the 
feeling you're not wanted so you don't want to be there.  
 
KING: So you're thinking like, you might not be in a movie when you did that gun 
shot scene?  
 
PACINO: Yes. But I saw the rushes. I went it and saw what he was talking about. 
And I looked at the movie and I thought, wow, I don't know. I seemed to be doing 
what I wanted to do. But I'll just pretend like -- I said, oh, yes, you know you're right? 
I can see it. But I know I was into something right. But I didn't say anything. But they 
kept me after the -- after the shooting.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
PACINO: "Scent of a Woman" playing -- you are wearing glasses now, sun glasses. 
You wore glasses as a blind man, right? No, you didn't. You had them off a lot too.  
 
PACINO: I had them a lot too. I didn't wear sunglasses that much.  
 
KING: When you're playing a blind person and you had to do that scene of the dance -
-  
 
PACINO: Yeah.  
 
KING: -- what do you see?  
 
PACINO: It's the oddest thing, you don't see anything.  
 
KING: What do you mean?  
 
PACINO: You don't focus your eyes. And what happens is, you just go into a state. 
As a matter of fact, I had an eye injury during the shooting of the film, because I fell 
into a bush. And the worst kind of eye injury is when plant life gets into your cornea. 
It stuck into my cornea. As I was falling, my eyes weren't focusing and the thing went 
into my eye. So it's also dangerous to do that.  
 
PACINO: So you're saying you were blind during that movie?  
 
PACINO: Yeah. You know what's so interesting is because I asked my little daughter 
at that time -- she was at that time about three -- I said to her, Julie, could you show 
me -- if you were doing something, how do you do a blind person?  
 



She was spot on. She was just perfect. I said, bam, no work, no preparation, no 
nothing. She just did it. So it's -- I didn't -- I did a variation on that theme. But --  
 
KING: Was it difficult?  
 
PACINO: No, it wasn't. Having an affliction of something, it's sort of like having an 
accent. It gives an actor something to feed into. It feeds you. It serves you as an actor.  
 
KING: How did you come up with Hoo-ah?  
 
PACINO: Well, I had this guy who was teaching me how to assemble and 
disassemble a .45 blind. And I would spend countless -- 
 
KING: You did that yourself? 
 
PACINO: Yes. And I spend hours just learning how to take it out on. He was there 
and he was a real lieutenant or one of the guys, I don't know what his rank was. One 
time I did it right and he went Hoo-ah. Hoo-ah (BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Hoo-ah. 
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I said, what's that? He would do it every time I did something right. It's an 
expression that's used in the Army. So I thought -- and it worked its way into the 
movie.  
 
KING: That was a hell of a movie. "Sea of Love."  
 
PACINO: "Sea of Love." 
 
KING: That sex scene.  
 
PACINO: Yes. I thought you would never ask, Larry. 
 
KING: You and Ellen Barkin, one of the sexiest scenes ever filled. I don't want to 
bring up names. 
 
PACINO: That's because I had all my clothes on. 
 
KING: Marcello Mastroianni (ph) told me that sex scenes are the hardest thing to do, 
because it's hard to be sexy when there's 43 cameramen around.  
 
PACINO: Yes. Well, you know, I think that had to do with Harold Becker's direction, 
because he had orchestrated that in such a way all you had to do was show up. He had 



just moved it in different ways. Yeah, it's not the hardest thing in the world to kiss 
Ellen Barkin. That you do. 
 
But at the same time, if it's orchestrated, if it has a purpose, if it's made to do 
something, and it's orchestrated, literally planned and worked out, moment by 
moment, step by step. And that's what Harold Becker did. He knew what he wanted. 
He knew how to get out of it this quality, this sexual --  
 
KING: Did you get excited?  
 
PACINO: Well, you know --  
 
KING: Well, do you or don't you?  
 
PACINO: I'm excited now. I'm always excited.  
 
KING: You're kind of passionate.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: "Godfather," "Serpico," "Dog Day Afternoon," "Scarface."  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I'm done with this cockroach. (END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: It's like you don't talk much when you're doing something like that 
afterward. You're not in -- you know, you've -- it's almost tantamount to being a 
fighter.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I'm going to get him.  
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Like a boxer who is in the ring.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Inch by inch, play by play, until we're finished.  
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: He doesn't fight much after. You know, he doesn't go out and get into a 
brawl on the bar.  



 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: See, this is how we keep score.  
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Are you easily directed?  
 
PACINO: Well, yeah, kind of in a way. If the director knows what they want, yeah. 
Sure. I kind of like -- as Sidney Lumet once said, a director directs. He says, go here, 
you go there, you go there.  
 
KING: You follow it well? But have you --  
 
PACINO: Well, I don't know if I follow it well -- well, look, with a guy like Lumet, 
he tells you this is where you go when you come in the bank. You go here. You go 
there. You go around there. You do that. You do this.  
 
And you know what, you're in a bank robbery. You don't have to act. You're just 
doing what he tells you and you're there. There's the bank robbery. That's genius. So 
when you work with a genius, that's what you -- that's good. That doesn't happen 
often, but sometimes you get lucky.  
 
KING: One of the great movies ever made -- you made so many of the great movies 
ever made. "The Dog Day Afternoon."  
 
PACINO: "Dog Day," yeah.  
 
KING: And that actor you worked with --  
 
PACINO: John Cazale.  
 
KING: He was a great actor.  
 
PACINO: He was a great artist. 
 
KING: When he was Fredo, was that different? He had to play such a weak character, 
yet the oldest brother. That was quite a job he did, because -- yet you were 
sympathetic to him.  
 
PACINO: Yeah, I tell you. Nobody liked John. How about the guy in "Dog Days".  
 
KING: Yeah. That guy -- you were two gay guys robbing a bank?  
 
PACINO: Well, that's what he -- he wasn't. Remember when that moment comes?  



 
KING: He wasn't? You were gay.  
 
PACINO: I was gay. Well, I was AC/DC. So it was this moment where they say two 
gay robbers in the bank and John's character says, I'm not gay.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
JOHN CAZALE, ACTOR: I'm not a homosexual.  
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: John Cazale says to Sidney Lumet, why do I say I'm gay? Why do I say I'm 
not gay? And Sidney looked at him and said well -- they started talking. Knowing 
John, I know this is going to go on for a while, right. Because I know John. I worked 
with him. And Sidney starts to satisfy his question, but it won't get satisfied.  
 
And he goes on and on. But I knew enough to go off to the side and sort of practice 
whatever I wanted to --  
 
KING: He didn't want to say I'm not gay. 
 
PACINO: He didn't understand why he said it. Then Sidney finally -- you hear Sidney 
say, you're saying it because it's in the script and I'm telling you to say it. He said, oh, 
you should have told me that in the first place.  
 
KING: That was a hell of a movie.  
 
PACINO: But the thing about movies that's so interesting is that you can -- and I've 
heard Dustin Hoffman talk like this -- is you can suddenly do something in a movie 
that's absolutely spontaneous and right there. Like in "Dog Days" when I was going to 
say Attica, Attica.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Attica! Attica! Attica! (END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I have to go out there and talk to a mob and this guy, Bert Harris, a great 
AD, assistant director to Sidney Lumet, comes up to me and says, why don't you say 
Attica? Just say Attica? Because it just had happened where they went into the prison 
and killed all those prisoners. And it was really in the air, hot and heavy in the air.  
 
And I just got it. And I thought, OK. And I went out there and said, you know, Attica! 
And the crowd just went Attica! I said Attica! And there was like this -- you know, it 
was a cyclical thing. It came back and forth, and before we knew it, we were in the 
zone together.  



 
KING: Working with De Niro.  
 
PACINO: Oh, my, Bobby -- Well, Bob is --  
 
KING: The two of you are like -- he doesn't do theater?  
 
PACINO: No, he doesn't. You know, Bob is a kind of artist who has always been 
connected to movies. That's his art form. That's where he expresses himself. And it's a 
different kind of thing. He's -- there are actors who find their art through film. A lot of 
them today, most of them today.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: Now that we've been face to face, if I'm there and I've got to put you away, 
I won't like it, but I'll tell you, if it's between you and some poor bastard who's wife 
you're going to turn into a widow, brother, you are going down. 
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(NEWS BREAK) 
 
KING: How did you defeat alcoholism?  
 
PACINO: Well, I didn't defeat it. One doesn't look at it that way.  
 
KING: How long are you sober?  
 
PACINO: All I can say is I'm never sober. I don't want to be sober. But I have to say, 
I don't -- just don't drink, but a part of being involved in alcohol and the way of that 
life and all, which is today -- it's extremely interesting to see the way it's dealt with 
today. Mainly because of the DUI's, because of drunk driving, because that's -- that's 
just -- that's not permissible.  
 
But aside from that, people drink and -- it's a different world today because of the 
scrutiny and the attention being paid to us. In my day, it was an old part of being -- as 
they used to say to Lawrence Olivier -- Sir Lawrence Olivier, what's your favorite part 
of acting? He'd say the drink after the show. That's his favorite part.  
 
So it was all part of a world. And then when it started to replace -- when the cart was 
in front of the horse and it sort of replaced the work and all other parts -- I was 
reluctant to stop, but my great friend Charlie Lawton, who I have talked about so 
many times -- 
 



KING: Not the actor but the same name. 
 
PACINO: The same name. He was a real influence on me, because he was my 
mentor, my closest friend. Really begged me to stop for a while. Just to take a look at 
it, and ask me if I would -- he had stopped for about a year, and I was continuing. And 
he was quite worried about -- it was during one of those episodes of drinking in 
London that I turned down "Dog Day." I actually turned it down. I said I don't want to 
go into a bank, rob a bank and do al of that stuff.  
 
I was talking like this. And I actually turned it down after I said yes. And I was very 
lucky I had someone like Marty Bregman and Sidney Lumet around.  
 
KING: Made you do it. 
 
PACINO: They didn't just make me do it. They understood I wasn't going to do it. I 
quit and they got somebody else. During the course of this time, Bregman was on me, 
on me, on me. I said, Marty, I don't want to do this. I don't want to do this. He said, if 
you stop drinking for a while -- could you just stop for a while. I said, OK, for a 
while, and read the script.  
 
I said, OK. He said, no, I mean it, just don't drink. I didn't drink for a couple days and 
I read the script. It was clear. I said, why am I not doing this? I should be doing this. 
And I called him, I said, you know, Marty, you're right, this is a great script. He said, 
OK. Talk to you later. Boom.  
 
And he got on it. And he somehow wangled and wiggled as only he can -- and he 
knows how to do it -- and I was very lucky I had him there.  
 
KING: How did you stop drink something.  
 
PACINO: I didn't just stop dead-on. It's a gradation, you know. You gradate (ph) from 
one stage to the another. It takes a while to even -- like as they often say, unscramble 
your brains. You have a certain period of time. And then slowly I got to understand 
what it was and --  
 
KING: Are you ever tempted?  
 
PACINO: You know, as Norman Mailer once said, why he keeps drinking and he 
know us how difficult it is for him to do it -- he said I can't give it up because it would 
be one less way to relax. And the truth is, you know, we need our anodynes. You 
know that word, anodynes? We need that in life some times. A good warm bath can 
be one for you, or a whatever.  
 
And a nice glass of wine is an anodyne. You know, at the end of the day, you have 
something, sit back, drink it and enjoy it?  
 



KING: Are you tempted?  
 
PACINO: As we speak I am. No, I'm not. I'm not. It's been a long time. I don't see the 
need for it. I don't think about it.  
 
KING: Could you ever act while drunk?  
 
PACINO: No, I didn't like that. And I've done it. And I did it with John Cazale on 
stage. And he said to me what are you doing afterwards? I said -- he says, what are 
you doing? And I realized I had a few beers, that's all, before I went on. And it 
changed things for me. But the great actors of the past and all, they would be -- they 
would drink in the wings on stage. They'd done the part. And it was part of the trade.  
 
But in our way, our approach to it, drinking wasn't a part of that day. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGNI VIDEO CLIP) 
 
PACINO: I don't know how to do anything else. 
 
ROBERT DENIRO, ACTOR: Neither do I.  
 
PACINO: I'm in love with you. I love you. I am totally, completely mad for you.  
 
Love you! If you was a broad, I'd marry you.  
 
Somebody trying to shake me up? Huh? Huh?  
 
(END VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Working with Johnny Depp.  
 
PACINO: I love him.  
 
I love Johnny Depp.  
 
KING: What makes him special? You did "Donny Brasco" with him.  
 
PACINO: Yes. He's done so many things. He's gone from A to Z. It's his gifts. It's 
really his gifts. As a personality and as a person, I just loved him. I loved him. I loved 
being with him because he made me laugh every day I was there. He's nuts, too.  
 
KING: He's nuts?  
 



PACINO: He'll say I'm nuts, but he's really nuts. But he's nuts in that way that he's 
just fun to be with.  
 
KING: When you're doing a scene with him, are you aware while acting that he's 
great?  
 
PACINO: No. No. I mean, you lock in with your partner. It's as though you were 
playing tennis and you just hit the ball back, and you are going this way and that way, 
and you're in sync as much as you can be. And you're playing with each other. You're 
not observing the other person. That's really for the director to do and watch. You're 
in it with him.  
 
"Frankie and Johnny," that movie --  
 
KING: Oh, "Frankie and Johnny", and you were obsessed with her, crazy in love. 
 
PACINO: With Michelle Pfeiffer, yes. 
 
In "Scar Face II," I was in love with her too.  
 
KING: That's right. But in "Frankie and Johnny" that was like --  
 
PACINO: That was a Terrence McNally play, which was a great play. Kathy Bates 
had done it. She was great at it. So was Michelle, by the way. Sometimes people were 
a little hard on her because she was so beautiful and she was supposed to be playing a 
plain person.  
 
KING: A waitress.  
 
PACINO: But the truth is, she was a plain person. She was in this movie. She's quite 
good in this movie. You can see she was a very sad person. And it shows. You don't 
see her glamour in the movie?  
 
KING: why did you do one of the Ocean's movies for our friend Larry Weintraub?  
 
PACINO: It seems like a good idea at the time.  
 
KING: "Ocean's 12?"  
 
PACINO: "Ocean's 13" 
 
KING: You were the hotel owner?  
 
PACINO: Yeah.  
 
KING: Was that for fun?  



 
PACINO: No. No. I don't -- I don't think that was for fun. That was because it was 
there. They're a great cast. They do these great films. They're a franchise that does 
fantastic with all these great people in it. And there offering me a part. And I thought, 
one of the main reasons I did it is because I was here in Los Angeles to see my kids 
and it was like given to me on a platter.  
 
And it was a good script and I thought, well, OK, I'll try it. But, you know --  
 
KING: Clooney, Pitt --  
 
PACINO: I love George Clooney. I love him.  
 
KING: what makes him special? He's our Carry Grant.  
 
PACINO: Well I think what makes him special is he's different. Believe it or not, he's 
not Carry Grant. He's different than Carry Grant. As individual as Carry Grant was 
and as great as he was, George has his own place. You could say in a way, in a 
manner of speaking, he's sort of falls into that pantheon, but he's very special.  
 
KING: What are you going to do after Venice?  
 
PACINO: What's he talking about?  
 
KING: After "The Merchant of Venice."  
 
PACINO: Oh, "Merchant of Venice?" Venice, I thought where am I going, Venice? 
I'd love to go there. 
 
KING: Did I lose your train of thought there. 
 
PACINO: After Merchant, I'm going to probably do a movie, I think, with Adam 
Sandler.  
 
KING: Adam Sandler?  
 
PACINO: Yeah, I think so.  
 
KING: I heard about this.  
 
PACINO: You don't want to go into it.  
 
KING: You play yourself?  
 
PACINO: You don't want to go into that though. It's not a done deal yet.  
 



KING: But it's a very funny concept.  
 
PACINO: It's very funny. And Adam is great and he's very funny. And not only is he 
a great actor but he's a great comic writer. I want to go on stage again, too.  
 
KING: Why do you keep working?  
 
PACINO: Because I'm here. Because I still, you know, have my health. And you 
know, I had a few setbacks, as you know, that people have heard about in my life, 
financially and --  
 
KING: Guy took all of your money?  
 
PACINO: Not exactly. 
 
KING: He took a lot. He's in jail.  
 
PACINO: He's in jail, yes. 
 
KING: You have to work?  
 
PACINO: In a way, I do, yeah. And maybe that's good. You know?  
 
KING: Al, an honor to have you here.  
 
PACINO: It's an honor to be here. Congratulations for everything. Congratulations. 
 
KING: Al Pacino. 
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(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
LARRY KING, HOST: Tonight Ricky Martin sizzles on the world stage and now on 
the pages of a revealing new book celebrating an incredible career. 
 
The international pop star gets personal about a private life. A secret he kept for so 
long. How his love for his twin sons forced him to go public.  
 
Ricky Martin answers my questions and yours still next on LARRY KING LIVE.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: We love him. Good evening and a very special welcome to our CNN Espanol 
viewers.  
 
Ricky Martin, as you know, is the Grammy-winning recording star. He sold more than 
80 million albums worldwide and is the author of a new memoir simply titled "Me."  
 
We hold the book in our hand and in a while we'll have Ricky even reading from the 
book.  
 
Why did you title it that?  
 
RICKY MARTIN, GRAMMY AWARD-WINNING SINGER: Very simple. It was 
my life. It was my moments, my ups and downs. It's about me.  
 
KING: Why now?  
 
MARTIN: I'm going talk about my children for a minute. When I held them in my 
arms.  
 
KING: They're twins, right?  
 
MARTIN: They're twins. Twin boys. I said this is about -- it's about dignity, it's about 
love, it's about transparency. I need to do something about this. And then one day I sat 



in front of the computer and I started writing about my foundation and my trips to 
India.  
 
And I said I think I found the right way to do it. So it was something that was -- it was 
there. It was very organic how it happened. KING: You didn't think much about 
having kids did you?  
 
MARTIN: I always wanted to be a dad.  
 
KING: Yes?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. Yes. I have amazing memories with my father. And I always said, 
maybe, you know what, I -- this is something that needs to happen. I didn't know how 
I was going to tell I was going to do it. And then the work that I do with my 
foundation which is about human trafficking, child trafficking, you know, I read so 
many -- I read and I heard so many testimonies of children. And the way they heal 
easily.  
 
I guess something happened there that triggered the paternity.  
 
KING: Was it hard to write?  
 
MARTIN: It was intense. Very intense at moments. Very painful at moments. Very 
extremely vulnerable moments. And then moments of joy.  
 
KING: You didn't have to write it.  
 
MARTIN: I didn't have to write it, but you know it was -- it felt amazing at the end 
when I said my book is done. It just felt liberating. It felt -- it just felt right.  
 
KING: In describing this journey that brought you where you are today, your memoir 
includes a section you call baby steps.  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: Would you -- want to read part of that first?  
 
MARTIN: Sure. Baby steps.  
 
KING: And then we'll get into this. This is from the book "Me."  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
"It was approximately five years ago when I understood and felt deep down in the 
bottom of my heart and my soul that I was finally ready to accept my truth. I had 



plenty of time to think, to fall in and out of love, and to live through everything that I 
had to live through.  
 
"Until then, even though I knew deep down in my heart what I was about, I didn't own 
it. And I didn't feel the need to tell the rest of the world. On one hand I felt that it was 
nobody's business but my own. On the other hand I simply didn't see how I was going 
to change everything."  
 
And I have to go back to my children. Transparency.  
 
KING: How did you come to have the twins? MARTIN: I stopped my last tour, the 
"Black and White" tour, an amazing tour, world tour, and I said this is the right 
moment. I can take it anymore. I also talk about this in the book.  
 
KING: How did you get them?  
 
MARTIN: Surrogacy. I searched many options. Adoption is a very beautiful option 
and maybe in the future that would be the way. But science and medicine has given us 
so much.  
 
KING: You had a surrogate mother?  
 
MARTIN: I had a surrogate mother. And --  
 
KING: Your sperm?  
 
MARTIN: My sperm and an egg donor. And then a volunteer. That's how it came. 
Very simple. Since the moment I typed surrogacy in my computer until the moment 
until I was -- I held my children, it was exactly a year.  
 
KING: All right. During all the years of your fame -- you were in that baby group, 
right?  
 
MARTIN: Menudo.  
 
KING: Menudo. Well, how old were you then?  
 
MARTIN: I was 12 years old.  
 
KING: That group hit it early, right?  
 
MARTIN: In 1977 they were -- they were -- they started. And then they became a 
phenomenon by the beginning of the '80s.  
 
KING: All from Puerto Rico?  
 



MARTIN: All from Puerto Rico. I started in the band in 1984. July 1984.  
 
KING: And then you broke away, of course, on your own.  
 
MARTIN: Five years later I was done with the band. I was so tired. And I just went to 
New York City to live and to relax. It was the first time in my life that I was literally 
not following a schedule and it was very important for me to do so.  
 
KING: Well, I have seen you work. I've seen your concert. You entertained at a gala 
for our Heart Foundation.  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: When my son was six months old. He danced with you on stage.  
 
MARTIN: Right. KING: There were always rumors about you. And you'd heard 
them, right?  
 
MARTIN: Yes, yes. Yes, of course.  
 
KING: What was -- what was that like? What was that life like to live?  
 
MARTIN: I was just not ready to even focus on the idea of --  
 
KING: Coming out?  
 
MARTIN: Coming out. And telling the world that I was -- that I am gay. And the way 
I was treated for some members of the media, it was -- it didn't feel right. It didn't feel 
good. It was --  
 
KING: How do you mean?  
 
MARTIN: Well, they -- it was treated in a very remarkable way. Everything within 
told me don't do it. It's just not right. Are you? Are you gay? Are you bisexual? What 
are you? Who are you?  
 
To be honest, Larry, I didn't know why I didn't know back then. But I just -- I wasn't 
ready. And no one should be forced. No one should be forced to come out.  
 
KING: How did you come out?  
 
MARTIN: Well, first to my mother. And she actually asked me, my son, are you in 
love? And I was in love. And she said, is it with a man? And I said yes, mom, it's with 
a man.  
 



It's fantastic. Stand up and give me a hug, she said. And with my father, pretty much 
the same way. He said, I just want you to be happy.  
 
KING: All along -- of course the people saw your act, you know. It was very sexual 
and sensual act.  
 
MARTIN: Mm-hmm.  
 
KING: Right? Were you --  
 
MARTIN: And it still is. And it will always be.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Were you, though, at -- during the earliest stage or before this, pretending? I 
mean women would flock, right? They'd throw underwear at you. I mean people --  
 
MARTIN: Yes. Yes. But you know what, Larry? I'm gay and I enjoy dancing with 
women.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: And I will always enjoy -- I just allow myself to feel the music and just go 
for it. I don't --  
 
KING: But you had to pretend a life, didn't you?  
 
MARTIN: I didn't -- I don't know if I was pretending because I didn't know who I 
really was. I didn't know. It was -- denial is very powerful. And whenever I had an 
encounter with a man I would do -- not think about it and keep walking.  
 
You see, sexuality is very complex and it's very different for everybody. There are 
moments that I said yes, yes, I am. How am I going tell the world? And then there are 
moments when I started dating a woman and it felt right and it felt very comfortable.  
 
KING: So you had relations with women?  
 
MARTIN: I had very steady and formal relationships with women. And I can say, I 
fell in love with women and it felt right. It felt --  
 
KING: Physically in love?  
 
MARTIN: I fell physically in love. Now a lot of people would say yes, Rick, maybe 
you were trying to prove to yourself something. OK. Maybe I was. But in the 
meantime I was feeling. I was feeling comfort, passion. I felt passion. And it felt 
beautiful.  



 
KING: So can that still come again? With a woman?  
 
MARTIN: You know, like I say in my book, you know, love is about souls and 
encounters. Today I am a gay man. And everything about saying this feels right.  
 
For many years I thought I was bisexual. And then I would ask myself, what is 
bisexual? Does that even exist?  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
MARTIN: Well, maybe yes. But when I was with a woman I was loyal and faithful to 
that woman. And I would not look any other way. And --  
 
KING: But there was a but?  
 
MARTIN: There was a but. But that but didn't -- the thought of that wouldn't last two 
seconds. I would try not to think about it.  
 
KING: So you never thought you'd be sitting on a worldwide television program 
saying I am a gay man?  
 
MARTIN: I never thought. And I -- trust me Larry, if I knew, and I've said this in 
many occasions. If I knew how good it was going to feel I would have done it 10 
years ago.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Much more on -- on Ricky's life. We're going to preview his new single, too.  
 
The book is "Me." We'll be right back.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: You're listening to Ricky's new single, "The Best Thing about Me is You." It's 
a duet with Joss Stone. And from the sound of it you'll be hearing a lot more of this 
one.  
 
This could be a big hit, right? Is this out?  
 
MARTIN: Thank you. Very simple. Reggae-ish, kind of tropical vibe. A lot of people 
were saying, Ricky, I was not expecting this kind of music from you on your come 
back. I thought you were going to do either a power ballad or a "Living La Vida 
Loca" kind of vibe. And I'm like, well, you know what? I guess life is more simple 
than that.  
 



KING: Speaking of coming back, from where? Where did you go?  
 
MARTIN: I don't know, Larry.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Where did you go?  
 
MARTIN: A lot of people say come on back.  
 
KING: You owned the world and then suddenly you were gone.  
 
MARTIN: It was so healthy for me to do so, Larry. I needed to step back.  
 
KING: Did you hibernate? Did you --  
 
MARTIN: Yes. I mean I started working in 1984 and I did not stop until like two days 
ago.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: It was very important for me to find silence. That's why for me my trips to 
India, like I said in my book, my trips to India, just spending time in my home in the 
U.S. going across country. And really finding silence was something that I was not 
used to. That I was really afraid of. And I haven't been -- I've never been more 
creative than since I took the time.  
 
KING: You came out on your Web site, right?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. And to twitter.  
 
KING: March 29th of this year you published a letter that concluded, "I'm proud to 
say I am a fortunate homosexual man. I am very blessed to be who I am."  
 
Was that hard to put those letters?  
 
MARTIN: Larry, I was -- I was so ready.  
 
KING: You were?  
 
MARTIN: I was so ready.  
 
KING: Not scared?  
 
MARTIN: I couldn't take it anymore. I was ready to -- I wrote that letter on a Friday. 
And I think I made it public on a Monday. So that weekend for me was eternal. But 



you know, I wanted to wait for everyone in the office to come back, you know, to 
work and I sent it to everybody first.  
 
My mother was coming to Miami where I lived, from Puerto Rico. I'd wanted her to 
be near me before I sent -- made it public. And all I know is that when I pressed send, 
I just felt alive, really.  
 
KING: Where there very rough days when you're -- the hiding -- hiding is the wrong 
word. When you're trying to find who you are?  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: I mean that must be terrible.  
 
MARTIN: Yes. You know what happens, Larry? Everything around me was telling 
me that what I was feeling was not right. That was probably evil. You know from my 
faith?  
 
KING: Evil?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. My faith.  
 
KING: Your faith.  
 
MARTIN: You know, a lot of people say maybe your culture. I don't think about the 
culture. I think this is something that people from all over the world deal with. It 
doesn't matter if you're European, Latin American or, you know, Hispanic in the U.S., 
Asian. You deal with acceptance. And it was -- it was -- it happened at my age. Right 
now there are men and women that are dealing with this and they're 17.  
 
KING: How are you?  
 
MARTIN: I'm 38.  
 
KING: To the Latin, though, this is the image. To the Latin, the thought of being gay 
is very difficult. It's very not macho.  
 
MARTIN: Right.  
 
KING: And that's hard?  
 
MARTIN: Maybe that was one of the reasons why it took me so long.  
 
KING: You're afraid?  
 



MARTIN: Yes, because my emotions were not compatible at all with everything that 
I represented. But then again, I would think about for a minute and then I would keep 
working. Working, working, working, working. That's what I did. Not to think about 
this.  
 
And there was a moment in my life where the only thing that was keeping me away 
from actually accepting or actually confronting my reality was work, but then work 
was also taking me there because everybody was asking me about it.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: So it's very confusing.  
 
KING: When you saw the gays put down or anti-gay material or people speak about 
against gays, weren't you pained? How did -- how did you handle that?  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
MARTIN: In the past?  
 
KING: Yes.  
 
MARTIN: It was -- it was very painful. I think it was probably one of my lowest 
moments where I was seeing injustice. And me with the power that I had --  
 
KING: You did.  
 
MARTIN: To be able to be in front of a camera and talk about something that is not 
right. And not do it, that was devastating for me.  
 
KING: We'll talk about Ricky's sons, his charity work, his friendship with a Supreme 
Court justice. Yes. Lots more with Ricky Martin coming up.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: The book is "Me." The author is Ricky Martin.  
 
Barbara Walters interviewed Ricky for her "2000 Oscar Special" and pushed him 
pretty hard about his sexuality. Watch this.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
MARTIN: I think that sexuality is something that each individual should deal with in 
their own way. And that's all I have to say about that.  
 



BARBARA WALTERS, ABC NEWS: Well, you know, you could stop these rumors. 
You could say, as many artists have, yes, I am gay. Or you could say no, I'm not. Or 
you could leave it as you are. Ambiguous. I don't want to put you on the spot. You 
know that this is being said.  
 
MARTIN: I know. I understand. And thank you so much --  
 
WALTERS: And you're even being named.  
 
MARTIN: -- for giving me the opportunity to express the rumors. But, Barbara, for 
some reason, I just don't feel like it.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Only our dear Barbara could say, I don't want to put you on the spot, but are 
you gay?  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: I love Barbara.  
 
MARTIN: It really is funny now that I look at it. I haven't seen that video in a while.  
 
KING: Did that bother you? Because she has said that she kind of regrets questioning 
you as she did.  
 
MARTIN: You know, at the moment, I felt invaded. I -- once again, Larry, I was just 
not ready. I was not ready. Why? I don't know. Could be a thousand reasons why I 
was not ready. But you know, two days later I was already working again.  
 
KING: Was there a time you knew you were gay? I mean what --  
 
MARTIN: Yes, yes. Yes, maybe like --  
 
KING: How old?  
 
MARTIN: I was in my early 20s. Probably I was 20, 21 years old. I fell in love and I 
fell in love with a man. And I was about to give up everything, you know. My career -
-  
 
KING: Was he in show business?  
 
MARTIN: No. Not in the show business. But I was like, you know what? We're 
young, let's go, explore the world. Let's go and live in Europe or in Asia. Let's just 
live a beautiful life. How romantic and naive. But --  
 



KING: What happened to it?  
 
MARTIN: You know, like any other relationship it didn't work. It didn't happen. But 
it felt horrible when we broke up. It felt really painful. I was in my early 20s. It just -- 
it was felt so bad that I said, OK, maybe this is just not right. Look how -- ignorant on 
my part, I guess.  
 
It's not right. Maybe it's because I'm not gay. So I started dating women again. And it 
felt good.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: But --  
 
KING: Boy, you must have been mixed up.  
 
MARTIN: It was very confusing. It's very confusing. And you know what? Right now 
as we're talking there are thousands of men and women that are struggling with 
acceptance.  
 
It's very difficult because, you know, unfortunately when -- what you're feeling is not 
compatible with what society dictates or with what your faith dictates, or what your 
family are telling you to feel. And it's just not right unfortunately. Because this is the 
reality we're dealing with.  
 
KING: Did you -- did faith play a part in this?  
 
MARTIN: Totally.  
 
KING: You're Catholic?  
 
MARTIN: Totally. I grew up Catholic. But -- I don't want to say it is Catholicism. It 
can be any religion. There are many religions that accept homosexuality and I have no 
problem with it. But unfortunately the one I grew up in, yes.  
 
KING: Ricky Martin. The book is "Me." Still lots more to go and lots more to talk 
about. We'll talk about that Supreme Court justice as well.  
 
Judge Judy is here tomorrow night. Thursday night, "Dancing with the Stars," the 
finalists will be with us. And Michael Moore on Friday.  
 
Back with Ricky Martin after this.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Are you having as much fun as it appeared?  



 
MARTIN: When I was on stage, Larry -- when I am on stage I am always having fun.  
 
KING: You never let anything bother you when you're on?  
 
MARTIN: I never let anything bother because it's my -- it's like -- you're dealing with 
20,000, 25,000 --  
 
KING: Do you miss it?  
 
MARTIN: I do miss it a lot. I do miss it. But I'm going to be real honest. I stopped -- 
one of the things that made me stop and go home for a minute years ago was the fact 
that not even being on stage was giving me that rush and that happiness and that joy.  
 
So I said wait a minute. One thing is not to like interviews too much because they are 
invasive. But to be on the stage and not -- you know, not be having a good time, 
what's going on? It's time to stop. And now I'm ready to go back.  
 
KING: You're going back, right?  
 
MARTIN: I'm going back. March, hopefully, yes. World tour.  
 
KING: All right. You've been -- do you call yourself gay or bisexual? Are you still 
bisexual? I mean you -- what are you?  
 
MARTIN: Very confusing. For everybody, but for me. I am gay.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: No interest in women at all?  
 
MARTIN: But I am gay. G-A-Y. Gay.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: We been tweeted -- we get a lot of tweets for you asking if you are involved 
with someone now?  
 
MARTIN: I am in a relationship and I am very happy.  
 
KING: Are you open? Do you bring him around? Are you --  
 
MARTIN: It's usually very overwhelming to start a relationship, like we were talking 
in the break. And to be in a relationship with Ricky Martin it gets a little bit more 
overwhelming for some reason now at this moment in my life when I am presenting 
my book and everything.  



 
But you know, we're not afraid of anything, we're not hiding anything. It's just when 
ever we decide to make it public well, we'll walk into the red carpet together I guess. I 
don't know. We'll see.  
 
KING: Were you ever bullied?  
 
MARTIN: You know, Larry, I am bullied today. You know?  
 
KING: How so?  
 
MARTIN: It's very weird because you know I'm a twitter fan. And I check my 
messages all the time, and you can get 100 messages of love. And you're very happy. 
And then you get that one message of a hater and -- you know, if you're in a bad day it 
ruins your afternoon. It's so sad that there is still hate out there.  
 
KING: Then why look at it?  
 
MARTIN: Yes, of course. You don't look at it, you ignore it. But you had your bad 
moment and you look at it and you --  
 
KING: Tell me why bother to see what they're saying?  
 
MARTIN: I know for me, networking is amazing. For me --  
 
KING: Well, you're nuts then.  
 
MARTIN: For me what --  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: I'm nuts. But I think that, you know what twitter has done for me and 
Facebook and all this social networking is just have an immediate reaction of what's 
going on out there.  
 
And in fact when I was recording my music I would let them know what I was -- you 
know, what my -- what I was learning, what I was listening, and they would say, I 
love this, I don't. It's very interesting. Networking is a new way. It's a new era.  
 
KING: As a kid, how did you handle success early?  
 
MARTIN: When I was 9 years old I really wanted to be in the show business. I really 
wanted to be an artist. I would grab a wooden spoon and I would start singing even if 
it was for my uncles and my aunts. And I would just sing any lah-lah song.  
 
KING: But you got well known early, right?  



 
MARTIN: At the age of 12 I became part of the music band Menudo. And one day I 
was riding my bike to go to school, the next day I was flying a private 737, you know, 
living in a -- suite of a hotel suite and singing for 200,000 people.  
 
It was pretty drastic.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: But I enjoyed it. It was -- it was an amazing beginning. A great school of 
discipline. And up until today, I am benefiting from that.  
 
KING: You told me during the break that the group doesn't keep -- you don't keep in 
touch with the group?  
 
MARTIN: Not really. I mean I'm sure that if we see each other we'd say, hey, bro, 
what's up? How you doing? Give me a hug, you know? But not really. We're not 
touch.  
 
KING: Ricky performed at the Grammys for the first time in 1999. Indeed that was 
the year you did our gala.  
 
MARTIN: That's true.  
 
KING: You sang the "Cup of Life." You got a standing ovation. This was the 
Grammy Awards. This was like coming out. Watch.  
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: Now even though you had been in the business all this time that made you 
what they call an overnight sensation, right?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. Well, maybe here in the United States. For the Anglo market. 
Because that in 1999, I released the album "Vuelve" and that album in the United 
States was already -- I think it was already three times platinum in the U.S. But the 
Anglo market didn't know who I was. And that was an amazing platform for me.  
 
KING: So you were -- you were always big in the Latino market?  
 
MARTIN: Well, since 1984 because of the band and then when I released my first 
soloist album. As a soloist. It was successful.  
 
KING: But was that Grammys that made you, right?  
 
MARTIN: In the United States. In the United States. Because with that album, the one 
that I got the Grammy for that evening, I was already nine -- almost a year on a world 



tour. It was amazing because I was performing in Delhi, India and Tokyo and 
Singapore and Sydney with a Spanish album.  
 
And I was doing stadiums in New Delhi. I did a 55,000 people stadium with a Spanish 
album. It was a very beautiful year for me. But definitely I'm very grateful to -- you 
know, obviously the Grammys because it was -- it was like the next level.  
 
KING: As we go to break we're going to have Ricky ask our viewers at CNN Espanol 
to stay with us. So you do the break.  
 
MARTIN: In Spanish?  
 
KING: Yes.  
 
MARTIN: (Speaking in Spanish.)  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Ricky Martin is the guest. The book is "Me".  
 
Tell me about this relationship with Justice Sotomayor.  
 
MARTIN: Well -- what an honor. I don't even know how to start. I received a phone 
call from her office inviting me to that very special moment when she -- you know, 
she was being --  
 
KING: Sworn in?  
 
MARTIN: Sworn in. And --  
 
KING: Why you?  
 
MARTIN: I don't know, but I'm not going ask. I was honored.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: I was honored by the detailing of it. It was a great moment. And I just sent 
her my book. We had a very beautiful conversation. She talked to me about her 
struggles when she went to college as a Hispanic woman years ago.  
 
And I told her about my grandmother who also went to college in the United States 
back in the '40s and how intense it was for a Hispanic woman. And it was a very 
beautiful, full of respect relationship that we have.  
 
KING: How did you grandmother come to go to college in America?  
 



MARTIN: She wanted to do her masters and she went to Boston in the '40s. She 
hopped on a plane and she said it's time to keep on working -- to keep on studying. 
And now that I was -- you know I was talking to Justice Sotomayor about it.  
 
I was like, wow, then my grandmother was a very special woman. She became a 
senior professor at the University of Puerto Rico in the pharmacy school. She wrote 
many books. A very, very passionate woman. Very intense. And I write about her in 
my book because I'm definitely very, very proud of her.  
 
KING: You ought to be.  
 
We get a lot of questions posted via Facebook.  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: One of your favorite things. Would you get married?  
 
MARTIN: I would get married. That's -- that's why I want to have that option, Larry. 
There are many countries around the world where same-sex marriage is a right.  
 
KING: Not Puerto Rico.  
 
MARTIN: Not in Puerto Rico, unfortunately. And not in many states -- in America.  
 
KING: But why don't you go somewhere if you're really in love with this man now 
here with you. You could go somewhere where it's legal.  
 
MARTIN: Yes, we could go to Spain and get married. We can go to Argentina and 
get married. But why do we have to go somewhere else? Why can't I do it in my 
country where the laws are -- you know, protecting me?  
 
I can go to Spain. I have many friends in Spain. And get married. And make it very 
beautiful and symbolic. But that I can do it in the backyard of my house. I want to 
have that option. I don't want to be a second class citizen anymore. I pay my taxes. 
Why can't I have that right?  
 
We're not talking about getting married now. That's not part of our conversations. But 
--  
 
KING: Would your partner like to have children?  
 
MARTIN: Maybe. Maybe. All I know is that he loves my children. And my children 
love him. And it feels very beautiful.  
 
KING: What's the part about fatherhood you like the most?  
 



MARTIN: The love. When my -- when my child Valentino would tell me, "Papi, te 
amo," you know, I melt. And they tell me "te amo" every other hour. And it feels 
amazing.  
 
KING: They own you.  
 
MARTIN: Yes. Before I used to ask permission to my parents to leave the house. 
Now it's -- I ask permission to my children to leave the house. They own the house.  
 
KING: What are going to do when you tour, though?  
 
MARTIN: They already have their passports. They're coming with me everywhere, 
Larry. Everywhere. A lot of people say yes, but you know what? Children, they need 
stability. Their stability is to be with daddy, and that is going to be what's normal for 
them. To grow up --  
 
KING: How are you going to tell them about what's normal on the outside world, 
though? And that they have a father and don't have a mother?  
 
MARTIN: Well, when they ask me I will say, you know, every family is different. 
Every family is very particular. I would say that there are families with a mom and a 
dad and there are families with two moms, and families with three moms.  
 
And right now it's about the love that we have among each other and you have to walk 
through life with pride and happy and honored to be part of a modern family. And I 
would talk about it with honesty. And that's how it'll be.  
 
KING: There are rumors that Ricky is headed for Broadway in a revival of "Evita." 
Boy, would he fit that part. We'll ask him about that next.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
MARTIN: And we got embraced (ph). I brought you home from the hospital the day 
you sprained your ankle.  
 
UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE: Yes, you did. And you were so kind and patient.  
 
MARTIN: Well, it's my job.  
 
(END OF VIDEO CLIP) 
 
KING: That was Ricky Martin looking like Moses on "General Hospital."  
 
You were on "General Hospital"?  



 
MARTIN: I was on "General Hospital." And it was a very intense moment of my life. 
Very beautiful moment of my life.  
 
KING: It was a one-time appearance or --  
 
MARTIN: I -- no, I spent --  
 
KING: You were a regular?  
 
MARTIN: I was a regular. Two and a half years. Maybe three.  
 
KING: Who did you play?  
 
MARTIN: Miguel Morez.  
 
KING: Miguel Morez.  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
MARTIN: I was a bartender/orderly in a hospital.  
 
KING: And you had romances with nurses?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. I had romances, yes.  
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MARTIN: With Lilly. There was a romance with -- who else?  
 
KING: All right. Any truth to the rumors about "Evita"? Because a lot of Broadway 
hits are coming back now. If "Evita" comes back, would you be interested?  
 
MARTIN: No, it's not -- it's a fact. I am going be part of --  
 
KING: This is a done deal?  
 
MARTIN: This is a done deal. 2012. I'm really happy. I had the opportunity to do 
"Les Mis" many years ago. And I always said, you know, I need to go back to 
Broadway. And then my agent, you know, he said let's work on something and 
"Evita" was a part --  
 
KING: Che.  
 
MARTIN: And I'm going to do Che. I'm really looking forward to it. I can't wait.  
 



KING: Who will be Evita?  
 
MARTIN: Elena Rogers. She is an amazing, amazing singer, amazing actress. And it's 
going to be -- it's going to be beautiful. Next week I'm going to work on my tour. I'm 
going to be hopefully going around the world with my tour and then I will focus 
entirely on Broadway. Because it is one of my passions. To have -- every night to be 
in front of an audience and you have to sweat to get a standing ovation, that is 
something that turns me on, Larry.  
 
KING: Who did you play in "Mis"?  
 
MARTIN: I was Marius Pontmercy.  
 
KING: The hero?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. Yes. Very beautiful experiences.  
 
KING: And every night repeating the same -- it's like concertizing, yes.  
 
MARTIN: Yes, but you know what? Every night you find something different. That 
being the silence of the audience or something in the character. Something in the stage 
that will trigger something different every night.  
 
Yes, it's beautiful.  
 
KING: How do you look at where you are now, Ricky? Assess yourself. The book is 
out. You're starting the tour again. You're are out-out.  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: You're going to be in "Evita." I mean --  
 
MARTIN: Yes. I'm a father.  
 
KING: Twins.  
 
MARTIN: Beautiful healthy boys. Nothing but gratitude. Live as it is at the moment 
is balance and I don't want to sound cliche, but I am only being honest. This part of 
my life after writing this, I don't -- you know, no masks, nothing. I am in a really good 
place spiritually, mentally, physically, and I am ready to do more. It's very, very 
beautiful internal strength that I have got.  
 
KING: How is your mother?  
 



MARTIN: My mother is amazing. You know for 10 years I've been telling her, mom, 
you know, Miami, come and visit her. You know what? Why don't you stay? And all 
of a sudden now she lives in Miami because the babies are there.  
 
I have an amazing relationship with my parents.  
 
KING: Is your dad still living?  
 
MARTIN: Yes. My father is a psychologist. Retired. He lives in Puerto Rico. Yes, 
really nice.  
 
KING: You have an amazing life. I mean you've --  
 
MARTIN: I can't complain.  
 
KING: No?  
 
MARTIN: Larry, you know, you have your ups and downs. And everybody goes 
through dark moments in their lives. But they've always --  
 
KING: What was your darkest?  
 
MARTIN: My darkest probably that, but you know --  
 
KING: Living a --  
 
MARTIN: Trying to find myself. Trying to really accept who I was and not be afraid 
and/or ashamed of what my emotions were about. And -- it really was a struggle.  
 
KING: Ricky has lent his name and energy to a number of causes. We'll talk about 
that next.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: We'll be right back with Ricky Martin. The book is "Me." But let's check in 
with Anderson Cooper. He'll host "AC 360" at the top of the hour.  
 
What's our lead, Anderson?  
 
ANDERSON COOPER, CNN ANCHOR: Keeping them honest tonight, Larry.  
 
Facts matter, the truth matters, and that's why we're digging deeper into Sarah Palin's 
exchange with a "Wall Street Journal" reporter who corrected her on a minor 
economic factual error.  
 



Everyone makes mistakes, right? Well, we're going to show the twitter/Facebook 
battle that ensued and talk with our panel about why Sarah Palin and other politicians 
cling to mistakes even when confronted with the truth.  
 
And a senseless thrill killing a quiet New Hampshire town. So brutal. The judge said 
today in sentencing the murder that, quote, "I could go on for days about the depth of 
your depravity. It's sufficient to say you belong in a cage."  
 
Find out what punishment he did receive.  
 
Those stories and a lot more, Larry, at the top of the hour.  
 
KING: That's 10:00 Eastern, 7:00 Pacific with Anderson Cooper.  
 
Ricky Martin is the guest. The book is "Me."  
 
You do a lot of philanthropic work, the Ricky Martin Foundation. You're an activist 
against human trafficking. What got you into that?  
 
MARTIN: Many years ago I was invited by my colleagues, someone that was 
building an orphanage in Calcutta, India. And he told me, come and check it out. And 
I hopped in a plane, I went to Calcutta to see what was going on and when I was there 
he told me come on, let's go out to the street and let's rescue girls.  
 
And I'm like, OK, let's rescue girls. And then we brought girls that were from the ages 
of 4 to 7, and he told me, you see girls like them could become preys for human 
trafficking. And I'm like, what does that mean? Literally. He goes, you know, children 
are being forced into prostitution.  
 
And I'm like, what are you talking about? She's 4 years old, 7 and 9? Yes, men pay for 
their virginity.  
 
I went crazy, Larry. I went back home and I started doing research about human 
trafficking and I had no idea about the magnitude. I said now I know about this. I can't 
be silent about this because it would be like allowing it to happen.  
 
And I went to Washington, D.C., and I started meeting with amazing activists, people 
who are my mentors today, and I'm doing my part. A little bit. There's so much that 
needs to be done.  
 
KING: I understand also that you went to Thailand after the tsunami and Haiti after 
the earthquake.  
 
MARTIN: Yes.  
 
KING: And these experiences affected you a great deal.  



 
MARTIN: Well, that's what happens. Traffickers take advantage of situations like --  
 
KING: Like that?  
 
MARTIN: Like that, well, because children become orphans or semi orphans and they 
are vulnerable and they go and they kidnap the children. So I went there. And I said, 
this could be happening right now.  
 
Media, listen to me. This could be happening right now. So let's be aware. And I had 
the opportunity to meet the younger survivor, Baby Wave. Baby Wave was a month 
old, and he was in a hospital being protected by the nurses, because in five days, five 
different men went to the hospital saying that's my nephew, that is my son. That is my 
--  
 
KING: What are they going to do with the baby, then?  
 
MARTIN: You know, human trafficking -- to be raped or for organs, or for false 
adoption. Human trafficking is terrible. It's a slavery of the new era.  
 
KING: We'll have Ricky read another passage from the book "Me" right after this.  
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: You want to read from the end of the book? The book is "Me." MARTIN: 
Yes. OK. It says, "Throughout these pages I've shown myself exactly as I am. Without 
censorship. The truth is never easy to pin down, especially when it's a matter of 
personal truth. Which is why I will always continue -- why I will always continue on 
with my search. My spiritual path for the rest of my days.  
 
"It is this constant search that will always bring me about intense emotions. It teaches 
me how to challenge myself, question myself, and always push forward. But the most 
important thing and what inspires me the most is that this book can help to inspire 
other people to face their fears and push forward and their lives as well. And that for 
me is the greatest gift of all."  
 
KING: Looking -- as you look retrospectively now, should you have come out 
sooner?  
 
MARTIN: Like I've said, Larry, I wish I knew how good it was going to feel, I would 
have done it 10 years ago. But I guess I had to go through my spiritual search, my 
spiritual path to get to conclusions and be able to be comfortable enough to look at 
myself in the mirror and say, everything is going to be fine. You're a good person. 
And God doesn't make mistakes.  
 
KING: Were you surprised at how well your parents handled it?  



 
MARTIN: My parents are amazing. I was very lucky because I know it's not 
everyone's case.  
 
KING: Had you to be nervous about that, though.  
 
MARTIN: I was nervous, but you know in my case my mom asked me and it was 
like, OK, half of the work is done. Yes, mom, and then she gave me a hug and she 
told me that I love you. Then my father, he told me, I just want you to be happy, son. 
Go ahead and live life to the fullest.  
 
But that was not enough for me. It still took me a long time to make it public. But it 
feels amazing and I never felt better.  
 
KING: All right. The tour starts when?  
 
MARTIN: March. March in Puerto Rico.  
 
KING: In Puerto Rico.  
 
MARTIN: And then we'll come to the United States. We'll do Latin America, 
hopefully Europe and definitely Asia and Australia and New Zealand. It's a long tour.  
 
KING: And then "Evita" will come to Broadway when? Fall of 2012?  
 
MARTIN: No, it would be spring 2012.  
 
KING: Not far away.  
 
MARTIN: Not far away. We're almost there. We're already dealing with the schedule 
of two years from now.  
 
KING: You're going to have two very busy little twins.  
 
MARTIN: I'm really looking forward to this. And they inspire me. They inspire me to 
become a better person.  
 
KING: Great seeing you again, Ricky.  
 
MARTIN: Likewise, Larry.  
 
KING: Ricky Martin. The book is "Me."  
 
Hey, if you want to interview me, right here, enter our "Be the King" contest. Just go 
to CNN.com/Larryking for details.  
 



Our buddy Judge Judy is here tomorrow night and the "Dancing with the Stars" 
finalists on Thursday, and Michael Moore on Friday.  
 
Right now it's time for "AC 360" and Anderson Cooper. Anderson?  
 
COOPER: Larry, thanks a lot. 
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LARRY KING, CNN HOST: Tonight -- 
 
SHAWN SOUTHWICK, LARRY KING'S WIFE: We're having a party, and you're 
invited. 
 
KING: Come on in. My wife Shawn and I are hosting a dinner party. 
 
CONAN O'BRIEN, COMEDIAN, HOST, "CONAN": Nice to see you. 
 
KING: And invited some of the biggest names in Hollywood. 
 
SOUTHWICK: Hi. 
 
KING: And we're saving a seat at the table just for you. 
 
O'BRIEN: I'm just wondering why we're being served by the CIA. 
 
KING: Conan O'Brien. Russell Brand. Tyra Banks. Seth MacFarlane. Shaquille 
O'Neal. Quincy Jones and Twitter inventor Jack Dorsey. All opening up about life, 
love, success and failure. 
 
O'BRIEN: The most shocking thing that anyone would hear from a table like this is 
there's a tendency for people to look and say they've made it. What they don't 
understand is the amount of insecurity that drives you when you're 15, but it's still 
there when you're 48. 
 
KING: Nothing's off limits. 
 
SETH MCFARLANE, "FAMILY GUY" CREATOR: Any discussion of this type 
always makes me kind of secretly kind of squirm a little. 
 
O'BRIEN: This is big news. I just want to make sure that we stick with the headline 
here which is that you wish to be frozen. Your head. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 



MACFARLANE: Would you want to live forever? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
MACFARLANE: You would? 
 
KING: You bet your ass. 
 
You have never seen a dinner party quite like this. RUSSELL BRAND, COMEDIAN: 
I'm looking through Larry's drawers. 
 
KING: Russell, does anything embarrass you? 
 
All coming up next. 
 
O'BRIEN: You know what? None of this is airing. This is clearly not airing. And if 
it's not airing, we all have to chip in for the meal. 
 
KING: I think -- I think this goes on HBO. 
 
O'BRIEN: No. HBO would not air this. 
 
KING: On this LARRY KING SPECIAL, "Dinner with the Kings." 
 
Sean and I decided to bring together a group of diverse and successful people to share 
some food, great conversation and a few laughs. Of course, it helps to have friends 
like Wolfgang Puck, celebrity chef of Spago fame, and his fabulous team of cooks 
who spent the whole day preparing an amazing meal for us to enjoy. 
 
WOLFGANG PUCK, CELEBRITY CHEF: For the first course we have a fantastic 
tomato salad, with virgin olive oil, balsamic vinegar, a little basil and the two little 
greens. So our next course is going to be a wonderful salmon. We just got it two days 
after the (INAUDIBLE) in Oregon. 
 
KING: And in between courses we all have a chance to learn about ourselves and 
each other. 
 
How about success? Everyone here is successful. 
 
TYRA BANKS, SUPERMODEL, HOST: Conan? 
 
O'BRIEN: I'm still trying. I'm happy to be here and get a free meal. What is success? 
What is successful? These are interesting questions. 
 
QUINCY JONES, RECORD PRODUCER, MUSICIAN: The first years were the 
hardest. 



 
KING: You find it difficult to deal with? Some people do. 
 
O'BRIEN: What's that? 
 
KING: Success. 
 
O'BRIEN: Oh, no. I would love to have a lot of success. I would have no problem 
dealing with that. 
 
KING: How do you deal with it, Russell? 
 
BRAND: Well, I suppose, Larry, one has to look at those definitions. If you want 
material success and artistic success, there are a good many people at the table that 
could make that claim. But perhaps the pursuit of individual success is one of the 
problems that's causing our planet to ecologically implode currently and perhaps this 
imbalance, this constant service of the top 1 percent is causing all this configuration. 
 
SO it's difficult. How I deal with my personal material success is guiltily. 
 
MACFARLANE: I feel like the second you feel like I'm doing great work and I feel 
terrific about it, then whatever you're doing has to be terrible. I hate everything I do. 
 
O'BRIEN: That makes two of us. I met with -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MACFARLANE: You hate everything I do, too. 
 
O'BRIEN: Yes, I do. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: I mean on -- Seth, his work is reprehensible. But we'll get to that. Enjoy 
your meal. I met with -- we had a group come visit the show recently of inner city 
kids. And they were gifted, you know, all in different ways. And they were talking 
about they wanted to speak with me for a little bit. And so I spoke with them at the 
show, and one of the girls who must have been 16, 17 years old, said to me, "How do 
you get over your insecurity? When does that go away?" 
 
And I said, you never get over it. And she was shocked. And I said -- and she's 
looking at me. And I've been doing this for a long time. And to her I might as well be 
1,000 years old even though I'm only in my early 30s. And -- but she said, how do you 
get over your insecurity. And I said, it's never going to go away. 
 
If you're any good at what you do you'll always be afraid. You'll always -- 



 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That's right. 
 
O'BRIEN: Yes, you always think you're fooling everyone. You always think you're 
the one at the table -- 
 
MACFARLANE: Not for a second do I think that ever. 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right. 
 
MACFARLANE: I'm still working on hiding my insecurity 100 percent. 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: Right. 
 
KING: Athletically, though, it's hard to be insecure when you're -- 
 
SHAQUILLE O'NEAL, NBA LEGEND: Not really. 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: That question (INAUDIBLE), give me a break. O'NEAL: 
Not really. I mean I was always just taught to -- excuse me -- stay humble. You know, 
I always -- my mother and father always told me that pressure, the real definition of 
pressure is when you don't know where your next meal is coming from. So, you 
know, we're all blessed here at the table. 
 
And you know, I've always had the attitude that I'm a lucky kid. I won the lotto a 
couple of times. You know, don't turn my luck into bad luck and just stay humble and 
I've been blessed. 
 
BANKS: Were you ever insecure? 
 
O'NEAL: Always, always. But to be here next to Conan, I'm so blessed. 
 
O'BRIEN: Thank you. Thank you. Thank you, Shaq. Your hand weighs 60 pounds. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: You just crushed my vertebrae. But the kiss was amazing, by the way. And 
-- 
 
KING: You can't be insecure, though, if you're scoring 30 points for LSU and you're 
number one pick. You can't be insecure. 
 
O'NEAL: I mean, you know, I felt that, you know, that was my job. You know, when 
it comes to being insecure, I'm sort of like Seth. You know, I'm not really ever happy 
with what I do. Especially being at the free throw line, missing, you know, four or 



five free throws in a row and, you know, we lose the game. So, you know, there are 
times that would go on that I would just have a fit. 
 
O'BRIEN: I think -- I think that would be the common -- the most shocking thing that 
anyone would hear from a table like this is there's a tendency for people to look at a 
table like some of the people that are here and say they are -- they've made it. They 
have it. 
 
KING: I want to be there. 
 
O'BRIEN: And I want to be there because their lives are great and what they don't 
understand is the amount of insecurity that drives you when you're 15, but it's still 
there when you're 48. 
 
KING: Quincy, you ever feel insecure? 
 
JONES: Not a drop. No. Let me just say something. I learned from a very early age, I 
started at 13. Ray Charles and I started from 14, 16, all the way. The prime rule back 
in the '40s was you have to be humble with your creativity and gracious with your 
success. We didn't think about money or fame ever. 
 
KING: You never were insecure about your talent? 
 
JONES: Oh, sure I was. But, I mean, I mean, I tried to support my insecurity with 
learning my craft, you know. 
 
KING: When you're this pretty -- and you're pretty, Tyra. Do you ever feel insecure? 
You look in the mirror, feel insecure? 
 
SOUTHWICK: Sure. I see -- I see the things that I want to change when I look in the 
mirror. I'll see -- I'm fine. I'm good. I'm not complaining. But, no, when I look in the 
mirror as I'm getting older especially I look at my skin. And that -- whose body is 
this? You know? What is happening to me? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Tyra, you ever feel -- you ever look at yourself, you ever feel insecure? 
 
BANKS: Do I feel insecure physically? Probably every day. I had this -- 
 
KING: We're all (EXPLETIVE DELETED) then. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: This is the most depressing dinner I've ever been to. Tyra Banks is 
physically insecure. It's time to push this into my sternum. 



 
MACFARLANE: You're not the one who has to sit across from you. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
BANKS: No. Every day. I have this new apartment I built in New York. And in the 
bathroom I put all these, like, mirrors everywhere, you know. Just, oh, put one over 
there. Put one over there. Make it look bigger. But I see my ass and the dimples in my 
ass every time I'm brushing my teeth. It's -- there's a mirror there reflecting there. And 
I'm looking at my ass with the dimples in my ass. So yes, of course I feel it. 
 
KING: Russell, you know you're funny, right? You know you're funny? 
 
BRAND: Yes, yes. Under the right circumstances when the pressure is on, perhaps a 
fabricated dinner with a variety of celebrities. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
BRAND: Good times for (INAUDIBLE). 
 
KING: Coming up next, dinner heats up as my guests reveal what makes their blood 
boil. 
 
O'BRIEN: I can't stand it when people think they're entitled to something. I think our 
culture is very entitled. 
 
KING: Plus -- 
 
MACFARLANE: Any discussion of this type always makes me kind of secretly kind 
of squirm a little bit. KING: Find out what is making Seth and Conan so 
uncomfortable. 
 
O'BRIEN: Thank you. You've destroyed all of our careers. 
 
KING: When this LARRY KING SPECIAL "Dinner with the Kings" continues. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
PUCK: The next course is going to be a Sweet Corn Agnolotti. One of our famous 
dishes from Spago so this is really, really very special. It's a small pasta like a small 
ravioli with filled with a puree of corn, a little ricotta cheese. It's really delicious. And 
we're going to finish it with some summer truffles. Enjoy. 
 
KING: What gets you angry, Jack? 
 
JACK DORSEY, TWITTER INVENTOR: Facebook. 



 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DORSEY: Not at all. I think -- I think it's mainly around inaction. You know, people 
seeing something just inhumane going wrong and just not doing anything about it. 
Not speaking out. Being silent. We have such amazing tools to share. And we -- we've 
just been given so much opportunity to help. And we don't take it. We do think it's 
going to be given to us. We think we're entitled to not do anything. 
 
KING: I hate hypocrisy. I hate the politician that preaches anti-gay and is gay. That 
drives me up a wall. 
 
O'BRIEN: I think entitlement is my least favorite. I can't stand it when people think 
they're entitled to something. I think our culture is very entitled. And I honestly don't 
think I'm entitled to anything. I think, you know, I come from a culture where you get 
what you can and you're grateful for it. But I don't think I'm -- I don't think I deserve 
anything. 
 
I grew up not really knowing what class my parents were. My father is in academic 
medicine, and my mom didn't work when we were kids. And then she went back to 
law school much -- went back to being a lawyer much later on. So we were 
comfortable but we were driving crappy station wagons and class was never an issue. 
And my father always said it's good that you grew up -- he was very proud of the fact 
that we grew up not knowing where we were. 
 
We didn't feel any entitlement. And I've never felt that. I'm happy to be here. If I get 
kicked out in 20 minutes, I'll be upset and you'll hear from my publicist but I will 
accept it and then move on. And I think there is a lot of entitlement in our -- in our 
culture specifically. I don't know about globally. But I think in America, there's a lot 
of I am owed this and this and this and this. 
 
KING: Yes. Where does that come from? 
 
O'BRIEN: And I don't know where it comes from. BRAND: It comes from consumer 
culture. Because you're told that you're nothing unless you can consume, unless you 
can purchase. And now people are (INAUDIBLE) and they want it. People are being 
accidentally marketed that can't afford the products that they're being sold and they're 
being told they should have that they deserve because you're worth it, just do it. These 
constant, endless, jinglistic slogans filling people's head. And there's been a void 
created, spiritual void because there is no religious or spiritual culture promoted. 
 
MACFARLANE: And you also have every politician on the planet saying you know 
what, you're getting screwed. You deserve more. How are you -- why are you 
tolerating this? And it's almost akin -- 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: For your own benefit. 



 
MACFARLANE: It's almost akin to the way in Hollywood if your agent tells you, 
you don't have to take that, you know? You're worth 100 times more than that. You 
know? You hold your ground and oftentimes they're wrong. And -- but you start to 
believe it unless you're -- unless you're -- you know you have a strong psychological 
constitution. 
 
KING: What makes you laugh? 
 
BRAND: I think misunderstandings are funny, Larry. People's misapprehensions. 
Watching a misunderstanding unfold and seeing it from someone else's perspective. 
 
KING: It's all a surprise, right? There has to be surprise. 
 
BRAND: Sudden revelation. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
MACFARLANE: The "Dick Fran Dyke" show that was -- that was -- it features -- 
he'd spent an afternoon talking to a class of grade schoolers telling them this -- to 
somebody, what is -- what is funny? And they summed it all up into that one little 
nugget. It's what's unexpected. 
 
BANKS: When I was a kid I loved that show "Three's Company." And every episode 
was a misunderstanding. Jack thought Chrissy was doing this and Chrissy thought 
Jack was doing this. Every episode was a misunderstanding. 
 
BRAND: Right. So -- yes, it can slightly (INAUDIBLE) to the characters or that we 
can be surprised by it. What about -- what do you think, Conan? 
 
KING: Or jokes, right, Conan? Every show. 
 
O'BRIEN: You know, I don't love jokes. I never liked jokes. People on the street are 
always saying, hey, Conan, how about a joke? I hate jokes. I don't -- 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: They come from prison. 
 
O'BRIEN: Well, I don't -- 
 
KING: Stars supposedly -- 
 
O'BRIEN: I don't like anything that you can memorize that's supposed to be funny. I 
like -- and I agree with Russell that I like to be funny with people in the moment. You 
find it. It's -- you know, it's a little like music. I'm a horrible musician but I love it. 
And I think there is something akin to music where -- 
 



JONES: Absolutely. 
 
O'BRIEN: -- you're just trying to find a little moment and play it out. 
 
JONES: Improvisation. 
 
O'BRIEN: Yes. 
 
KING: I want to hear what Sean -- makes Sean laugh other than me. 
 
SOUTHWICK: Hearing old stories. Hearing old stories over and over and over again. 
 
KING: Old stories they still make you laugh. 
 
SOUTHWICK: And I don't know why they still make me laugh, but they do. 
 
DORSEY: We do such stressful things every single day. And it's the greatest stress 
reliever. It's also the greatest team builder. 
 
JONES: And health is, too. 
 
DORSEY: Yes. And -- 
 
UNIDENTIFIED MALE: The health is now. 
 
DORSEY: I mean nothing is more bonding than having a laugh together and making a 
fool of yourself to do it. It's all situational. 
 
JONES: Leaving yourself. 
 
DORSEY: Yes. Yes. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
MACFARLANE: It always makes me squirm about analyzing it, though. About -- 
any discussion of this type always makes me kind of secretly kind of squirm a little 
bit. 
 
O'BRIEN: Well, it should. Because I always think it's grabbing it missed. 
 
MACFARLANE: Yes, exactly. O'BRIEN: Whenever you -- whenever you hear 
people start to, you know, my standard line with journalists is if you like it, great. If 
you don't, I can't help you. This is what I do. But it's grabbing at fog. You grab it -- 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 



MACFARLANE: Almost in a weird way -- in a weird way in its attempt to elevate it 
almost diminishes it. 
 
KING: All right. This is -- I'll close it out. 
 
O'BRIEN: So you've ruined comedy, Larry. Thank you. You've destroyed all of our 
careers. 
 
KING: Coming up, we talk about friends. 
 
I have an unusual situation because I have three people I grew up with that I knew 
them since 10 years old. 
 
O'BRIEN: Well, these are people you fought in the Civil War with. 
 
KING: Right. 
 
And family -- 
 
O'NEAL: My mother has always been there for me. She's my best friend. 
 
MACFARLANE: My parents were unbelievably supportive. They were ex- hippies. 
And so, thank god, never wanted me to become a lawyer or anything like that. 
 
KING: Plus, later. 
 
BRAND: I'm ruffling through Larry's drawers. 
 
KING: Russell Brand's on the loose in my house. 
 
BRAND: If I can discover anything more, we'll just (INAUDIBLE). 
 
KING: Find out what he uncovered. 
 
Russell, does anything embarrass you? 
 
When this Larry King Special "Dinner with the Kings" continues. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: We had dinner recently that went very well. And we talked about friends and 
what friends mean in your life and friendships because I have an unusual situation 
because I have three people I grew up with that I knew them since 10 years old. And, 
you know, I was defining what friendship is, and I've made some new friends since. 
Great friends. But there's nothing like a friend. Do you have any friends -- O'BRIEN: 
Well, these are people you fought in the Civil War with, Larry. 



 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: See, now, normally I would be hurt by that. 
 
O'BRIEN: That's a bond. When you're fighting the Confederacy, that's an incredible 
bond, Larry, that you're not -- 
 
KING: You can make a joke about ages. You can make -- 
 
O'BRIEN: No, please. Please, I make my -- please, I'm in my late -- early 30s, late 20s 
myself. And I know better than anyone at this table what it's like to lose your 
incredible physical prowess that you had just years ago. Two years ago. 
 
KING: True. 
 
O'BRIEN: Although -- 
 
KING: Do you have -- do any of you have close friends like that? 
 
O'BRIEN: Oh, yes. 
 
BANKS: I have -- my close, close friends are from, like, elementary school, junior 
high and high school. 
 
KING: Jack? 
 
DORSEY: I don't have -- I don't have close friends that I've been friends with for 
years and years and years. But recently just going deeper and deeper with. But, you 
know, they're grounding. They have perspective. They're inspiring. 
 
KING: And they like you for you, not for Twitter. 
 
DORSEY: Absolutely. They knew me before Twitter. Yes. 
 
KING: Russell? 
 
BRAND: Yes. I think it's really important because otherwise you lose yourself in this 
mad context. Although now I can't remember my life before I came into this room. 
This is completely how I define myself now. 
 
KING: A friend is someone I think that if you call at 3:00 in the morning and say, I 
got a problem. They don't say what it is. They come over. 
 
O'BRIEN: That's my agent. 
 



KING: And you don't -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) JONES: You don't make friends, you discover them. They'd say, 
forget about the people in your past until they make it to your future. It's true. You 
know the ones who don't know how to stick with you. Because a real friend knows 
who you are and accepts you for your badyou're your good sides. 
 
KING: Shaq? 
 
O'NEAL: Believe it or not, my best friend is my mother. You know we struggled 
together in New Jersey. Throughout all the tough times, she was there. You know she 
was really my real role model. You know that -- you know people always talk about 
role models. But my mother has always been there for me. She's my best friend. You 
know before I do something or say something crazy, I always think about how it 
could affect her. 
 
KING: Do you have great friends? 
 
O'BRIEN: I would like to be friends with Shaq's mom. She sounds -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: She could straighten me out, probably. I'm -- I come from a big Irish 
Catholic family. And I'm one of six kids. And we're all very close so -- 
 
KING: The family. 
 
O'BRIEN: The family is very close. And I've just been lucky and my good friends 
have been friends of mine for 20, 30 years. And it's -- they're great. They don't -- you 
know, they don't see me as any different. 
 
KING: Do you have any individual impact on your life? 
 
O'BRIEN: My parents were the formative people in my life who, you know, taught 
me to work hard and be nice to people which is, you know. And then there's a million 
comedy influences and people that I look up to. And so it's hard to boil it all down to 
just one person. 
 
KING: Do you have an impacting person? 
 
SOUTHWICK: My dad. Because he -- he's my best friend. 
 
KING: Your mother is the answer to that question, right, Shaq? 
 
O'NEAL: Yes. 
 



KING: Your mother is your impact. Do you have an impact person? 
 
BANKS: It's actually my momma as well. 
 
KING: Seth, do you have anybody? 
 
MACFARLANE: You know, as long as we're all on the -- on the mother train. 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Confessional. Your mother, too? 
 
MACFARLANE: Yes. And actually, it's worth noting when my mother passed away 
last year, you did a very, very heartfelt -- 
 
KING: I called you. 
 
MACFARLANE: Very much appreciated tribute to her on air which is -- which 
remains a very precious thing. But yes. You know, my -- I mean, both my parents 
were unbelievably supportive. They were ex- hippies. And so thank God never 
wanted me to become a lawyer or anything like that. 
 
And, you know, my mom used to call every Monday morning after the show would 
air, after "Family Guy" would air, and would, you know, either rave about the show or 
say, I didn't think this was as funny as some of the other ones. And I would always 
look forward to that call. I would always -- I would always -- you know you do a 
show for millions of viewers. And yet I would still always look forward to that call. 
Mainly because she'd always genuinely got it. This wasn't just somebody from an 
older generation saying, "I love it because you did it." 
 
No. She got the jokes. She was just a wickedly dark person. Got all the -- the jokes. It 
was impossible to offend her. And in a way it was like weirdly, you're kind of like 
putting that really, really expensive macaroni drawing on the -- on the refrigerator, 
you know, every week. So that was -- that was -- I miss that very much. 
 
KING: Jack, do you have an impact person? 
 
DORSEY: Yes. My -- it was definitely my parents as well. 
 
KING: Really. 
 
DORSEY: My -- they were both -- they were both entrepreneurs. My dad started a 
pizza restaurant when he was 19 with his best friend. And it was called Two Nice 
Guys. And it -- 
 
KING: Where? 
 



DORSEY: In St. Louis, Missouri, where I'm from, and started doing really well. And 
they started to need to hire some help. And they made one rule which was they would 
not date the wait staff. They hired my mom a month later. And my dad fell in love 
with her, said, you know, I broke the rule. I have to give up the business. It's all yours. 
And I was born nine months after that. 
 
BANKS: Wow. 
 
DORSEY: But they've been entrepreneurs ever since. My mom started a coffee store 
and my dad has his own business. Both my brothers work there. It's -- they've been a 
constant inspiration. KING: Coming up, what keeps these people laying awake at 
night. 
 
O'BRIEN: I just watch episodes of my own show over and over again. And I just -- 
god, that guy's good. 
 
BANKS: I feel like my problems are ridiculous and dumb and what the hell, why did I 
not sleep? It happens all the time. 
 
MACFARLANE: Are you maybe a little obsessed with your own mortality like I am? 
 
KING: Plus, a personal revelation that had my guests doing a double take. 
 
O'BRIEN: This is big news. I just want to make sure that we stick with the headline 
here which is that you wish to be frozen. Your head -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MACFARLANE: Would you want to live forever? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
MACFARLANE: You would? 
 
KING: You bet your ass. 
 
When this LARRY KING SPECIAL "Dinner with the Kings" continues. 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
DON LEMON, CNN ANCHOR: Hello, everyone. I'm Don Lemon live at the CNN 
world headquarters in Atlanta. 
 
I want to give you some headlines now. 
 



"Occupy" protesters have gone to new heights to make their point about widening 
wealth. The widening wealth gap in America. We mean to heights literally. Look at 
these live pictures now. Because in Washington, demonstrators erected a wood 
structure to protect them from the cold overnight. But police have been using cherry 
pickers to arrest people who have refused to take down the structure and leave the 
park. 
 
This is the last person up there. They're getting him down now. As many as 200 
people gathered to watch the standoff. We'll follow. 
 
Iran claims it shot down a U.S. spy drone over its airspace. State TV quotes an Iranian 
military official calling it a clear example of aggression. NATO says it may have been 
an unmanned plane that was flying over western Afghanistan when operators lost 
control last week. 
 
For years the American government has maintained that it does not fly drones over 
Iran. Activists say 22 people were killed today in Syria's brutal crackdown on pro-
democracy activists. The Arab League had given Syria until today to end the violence 
plaguing the country. If Syria's government refuses to sign on to a peace deal, it could 
face new sanctions. The opposition says sanctions will weaken the ruling regime, but 
are unlikely to topple it. 
 
Forty-five thousand Germans returned to their homes today after two World War II 
bombs and a third device were successfully dismantled. One was a 4,000 pound air 
mine likely dropped by the British Air Force. A second bomb was diffused while a 
fog producing-device was destroyed. 
 
For 65 years the bombs were hidden in the Reine River until dropping water levels 
exposed them. The evacuation was the largest in Germany since the end of the war. 
 
Those are your headlines this hour. I'm Don Lemon. Now back to the CNN special, 
"Dinner with Kings." 
 
KING: At one point during our dinner party, Russell excused himself and left the 
table. And decided to go explore our house. In just a few minutes, you'll find out 
exactly what he was up to. 
 
PUCK: We're going to have a wonderful filet mignon (INAUDIBLE) which is like a 
crust. It's a beef filet. A cross between Japanese beef and American beef. So it's very 
tender and great, so it's really delicious with some mushrooms and a few potatoes and 
a light sauce with it. So it's really simple. And for you, we have something special. 
 
BRAND: Thank you. 
 
PUCK: OK. All right. And we'll continue for the next one. 
 



KING: What keeps you up at night? You, I know. 
 
SOUTHWICK: What you think keeps me up at night is not what keeps me up at 
night. 
 
JONES: You keep her up at night. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: No, no. She's up all night with the -- with the iPad, with the Twitter, with the -
-- 
 
SOUTHWICK: No. I'm thinking. I'm thinking and I'm worrying. And I'm thinking 
about the kids. 
 
O'BRIEN: What are you worried about? 
 
SOUTHWICK: You know what? I'm worried about what's happening with -- with our 
kids and who their friends are and what's going on with -- how the world is changing 
so quickly and trying to contain it and make sure they get on the right path. There's so 
many things available to everybody through the Internet, through television, through 
friends. That I wouldn't normally maybe introduce to them. But how do you -- how do 
you fix it? How do you guide them without being overbearing? 
 
O'NEAL: Believe it or not, every night before I go to sleep I like to go through a 
checklist. Was I a good father today? Did I make people laugh today? Did I help 
someone in need today? Did I laugh a lot today? You know, I just say, OK, I lived 
today like it was my last day. Now I lay me down to sleep. You know I say the prayer. 
And hopefully I wake up the next day and every day when I wake up, thank God. 
Thank my parents. You know, just -- you know go through the next day and just try to 
do the same thing. Try to do the same thing. 
 
KING: Conan, what keeps you up? 
 
O'BRIEN: I just watch episodes of my own show over and over again. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: And I just -- god, that guy's good. I laugh and laugh. You know, I don't 
think anything -- I'm a reader. I like to read. I like to read history. So -- and I'll get 
these ridiculously -- I just finished a book on Chairman Mao. I don't even know where 
I find these things. And I like to -- I like anything that's exact -- I don't know if you're 
the same way, Seth, but I like anything that's the exact opposite of what I do for a 
living. 
 



So I don't like to read comedy at night. I don't like to watch comedy at night. My wife 
always says let's watch the funny sitcom, let's go and see the funny movie. And I 
always want to go and see the documentary where they invade Poland again. You 
know that -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: So I always like to go to a different place. That's what puts my mind at rest 
at night. 
 
BANKS: My work keeps me up at night. I think about my business. Like, you know, I 
tend to have insomnia sometimes. Actually, I didn't sleep much last night. But, like, 
work. Business. Or minor things like HR. Like, you know, maybe a staffer is -- you 
know, just -- and it's just dumb. And then I wake up in the morning and I'm like, wait, 
I lost sleep over that? 
 
When the sun comes and the world is awake, I don't feel alone and I feel like my 
problems are ridiculous and dumb and what the hell, why did I not sleep? It happens 
often. 
 
O'BRIEN: Can we just, so we have it for editing, could you say you think about me at 
night? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: Just for editing. We don't -- we're not going to use this. 
 
BANKS: OK. We'll do it for editing. 
 
O'BRIEN: Just for editing in case. 
 
BANKS: Yes. 
 
MACFARLANE: What keeps you up at night? 
 
KING: I read a lot at night. I generally -- 
 
MACFARLANE: Are you -- are you maybe a little obsessed with your own mortality 
like I am? 
 
KING: Oh, I fear that. 
 
MACFARLANE: Yes. 
 
KING: My biggest fear is death. 
 



MACFARLANE: Yes. 
 
KING: Because I don't think I'm going anywhere. And -- 
 
MACFARLANE: No. I -- 
 
KING: Since I don't think that and I don't have a belief, I don't share a belief -- I'm 
married to someone who has the belief. So she knows she's going somewhere. And I 
want to be frozen. On the hope that they'll find whatever I died of and bring me back. 
And if she said to me, if you come back in 200 years, you won't know anybody. OK. 
I'll meet new people. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: This is big news. 
 
KING: I like to believe -- 
 
O'BRIEN: Let's make sure we're -- 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
KING: Cryonic. 
 
O'BRIEN: Russell is chewing loudly. Please, Russell. 
 
KING: Cryonic. 
 
O'BRIEN: You would like to be frozen. This is -- this is news to me. 
 
KING: The only hedging of a bet. 
 
MACFARLANE: There's a great quote from Mark Twain that I use to comfort myself 
whenever I have the same thoughts because I have many of the same thoughts. He 
said there were -- there were billions upon billions upon billions of years before I was 
born in which I did not exist. And during that time I was not in the least 
inconvenienced by that fact. 
 
KING: That wouldn't help me. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: I just want to make sure that we stick with the headline here which is that 
you wish to be frozen. Your head -- 
 
(LAUGHTER) 



 
MACFARLANE: Would you want to live forever? 
 
KING: Yes. 
 
MACFARLANE: You would? 
 
KING: You bet your ass. 
 
SOUTHWICK: Larry is narcissistic during dinner table. 
 
KING: No, I'm curious. Who's going to win the World Series? Who's going to win the 
next election? What's going to happen after that? 
 
BRAND: Won't really matter when you're dead, mate. 
 
KING: What happens to the world? Where does Twitter go? 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
O'BRIEN: I'm with Russell on this. I want out. I want out. The sooner, the better. That 
was crazy. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: Give me six more years. But you know, what's this obsession with sticking 
around forever? I don't want to stick around forever. 
 
MACFARLANE: But do you believe in an afterlife? Do you have -- I mean how deep 
is the Catholicism -- 
 
O'BRIEN: If my mother is watching, yes. If she's not watching, I think, you know, as 
Theodore Roosevelt said, we just go down in the darkness. So I'm not sure. And who 
knows. 
 
JONES: That's right. Who knows. 
 
O'BRIEN: But I find -- I find my voice annoying. And I think it's reedy and it's high 
pitched. And I think it should just go away at some point. And my own self-loathing, 
I'm rooting for my death. 
 
KING: That's Catholic. 
 
O'BRIEN: Yes. 
 
KING: And what do you think about at night? 



 
BRAND: Well, what keeps me up mostly at night, Larry, is your wife's underwear. 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
BRAND: Most nights I lie awake thinking about, what does Shawn King wear? 
What's keeping Larry so lively that he wants to be frozen for eternity? This man 
refuses to die. Because that's what he goes to bed with. Yes. You have me in your 
house. I've been rooting, Larry. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
SOUTHWICK: Why didn't you pick a matching set? 
 
BRAND: Because it's dark in there, OK? I spent a lot of time rummaging around in 
Larry's (INAUDIBLE). 
 
KING: Russell, does anything embarrass you? 
 
O'BRIEN: Clearly not. 
 
KING: Clearly not. 
 
BRAND: It's the artful (INAUDIBLE), yes, he is. Hello, hello. I'm a touring scamp. 
I've got no morality. 
 
KING: What keeps you up, Jack? 
 
BRAND: Yes. Just move on. 
 
KING: Yes, thinking about new things. 
 
BRAND: Whoever's holding Shawn King's undies can talk. 
 
O'BRIEN: Here's the question. Here's the thing. You just revealed that you want to be 
frozen. 
 
KING: Why are you hung on that? 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: Listen, two things just happened. You revealed you want your head 
chopped off and frozen and Russell Brand went into your wife's room and stole her 
underwear and now you're moving on with prepared questions. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 



KING: Coming up, my guests are about to reveal a very personal side you have not 
heard before. 
 
BANKS: In real life, I'm like passive aggressive. I'm anti- confrontational. I'm even in 
coaching to, like, learn how to be confrontational. 
 
DORSEY: I've made hundreds and hundreds of mistakes and learn from them. 
 
MACFARLANE: I think people because of "Family Guy" think that I'm -- BANKS: 
Heartless? 
 
MACFARLANE: Yes. A heartless frat guy, playboy type. Could not be further from 
the truth. 
 
KING: Find out what they are all really like when no one's around. Up next on this 
Larry King special "Dinner with the Kings." 
 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: What's the biggest misunderstanding about you? What don't people know 
about you or think wrongly about you? 
 
O'NEAL: They probably don't know that I'm a nice guy. 
 
SOUTHWICK: Yes. He's so sweet. 
 
KING: Because you look evil on the court. 
 
O'NEAL: Yes. 
 
KING: You do. You do. 
 
O'NEAL: I look evil. And you know, sometimes when I don't want to be bothered, I 
give people the short answer. You know, I just -- you know, but, you know, most of 
the time I'm friendly. I make people laugh. I like to laugh. I think if I can laugh at 
myself, then I can laugh at anything. 
 
KING: What don't we know about? What's misunderstood about you? 
 
BANKS: Misunderstood? Well, when I did my show, created my show, whatever, I 
also created a persona on "Top Model." And it's a character. So when I'm sitting there 
and I have all this make-up on and I'm, like, your picture is not fierce and you know 
talking all that and reprimanding the girls, and like that is a character. Like I don't do 
that. 
 



Like, in real life, I'm, like, passive aggressive. I'm anti- confrontational. I'm even in 
coaching to, like, learn how to be confrontational. So it's a character. But people think 
it's real. 
 
KING: You're very sexy. You realize that you're like a sex symbol to me. 
 
BANKS: Am I? No, I'm not. I'm so not sexy. I know how to turn it on for a picture 
but I'm not sexy in real life. Like I'm not sexy right now. 
 
KING: No, no. 
 
BANKS: I'm not a sexy person but I know how to turn it on for a camera. I know how 
to turn it on for a camera, but I'm not like sexy normal. 
 
BRAND: Would you mean you do not like having sex? BANKS: I'm not talking 
about that. I'm talking about -- 
 
BRAND: That's what sexy is. It's about sex. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
BANKS: I'm talking about like sitting -- I don't know how to go like hello. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
O'BRIEN: You know what? None of this is airing. This is clearly not airing. And if 
it's not airing we all have to chip in for the meal. 
 
KING: I think -- I think it does go on HBO. What -- 
 
O'BRIEN: No. HBO would not air this. 
 
KING: What don't -- what's misunderstood about you? 
 
DORSEY: I think the biggest thing for me is that people assume when they see a 
Twitter or a square that it just happens and there were no mistakes, there were no 
wrong decisions. But I've made hundreds and hundreds of mistakes. And -- and 
learned from them. 
 
And that's what makes a successful company. That's what makes a successful, 
creating endeavor is learning from your mistakes. And it's so easy to assume when 
you see something at a moment in time that it's been perfect up to that point. 
 
BRAND: Jack Dorsey there, debunking the myth. 
 
KING: Russell. What's the biggest myth about you? 



 
BRAND: I don't know, mate. Because other people's perspectives in it. Like, if you 
spend too much time thinking about what other people think of you I think you've 
gone a bit mental. I'm bloody lucky I've got a conception at all, let alone a 
misconception. I'd be very grateful if anyone is thinking anything. 
 
KING: Seth, what do we -- what do we misconceive about you? 
 
MACFARLANE: I don't know. There's a million things that anyone at this table could 
read about themselves that is a misconception. I think people because of "Family 
Guy" think that I'm -- 
 
BANKS: Heartless? 
 
MACFARLANE: Yes. A heartless frat guy. A playboy type. Could not be further 
from the truth. I'm actually very -- not withdrawn. I'm very shy. I fall asleep each 
night with a book in my hands, my favorite movie is "The Sound of Music." I mean 
I'm -- 
 
KING: You're not a player? 
 
MACFARLANE: In no way whatsoever. That's always fascinated me. If I had had 
that reputation in high school, my god, it would have been wonderful. But no. I'm 
actually very -- I'm actually very -- 
 
KING: Well, you're a single, good looking, creative, inventive, successful guy. 
 
MACFARLANE: Gosh, I don't know what to say, Larry. You're not frozen to me. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Coming up, our dinner's almost over. And my guests tell me what they're 
thankful for. 
 
BRAND: I'm lucky not to be dead. I was a drug addict for years. I'm very, very lucky 
to be here with all these beautiful and intelligent people. 
 
O'BRIEN: Grateful that I'm at a party with these wonderful people and there are 
rubies on the table. The country is in a tight spot right now. And you're having a -- 
 
JONES: And Larry King is having away -- 
 
O'BRIEN: A televised function that Caligula would be embarrassed. Look at these. 
 
KING: Stick around for dessert. Next on this LARRY KING SPECIAL, "Dinner with 
the Kings." 



 
(COMMERCIAL BREAK) 
 
KING: Most grateful for. Anything. 
 
BRAND: In 104 characters or less. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
DORSEY: I'm most grateful for being able to wake up every day and do what I love. 
And -- and define every day completed. You know, I don't -- I can't think of anything 
else more magical than that. I can -- I can find my day and do exactly what I want to 
do. 
 
KING: Russell? 
 
BRAND: I think I'm most grateful for Shawn King's bra. This close to my heart. 
 
KING: It's a serious moment, Russell. 
 
BRAND: Oh, serious moment. 
 
KING: What are you most -- 
 
BRAND: I'm so sorry for undercutting the paradigm. 
 
I'm grateful for everything. I'm grateful to be included in this. I'm lucky not to be 
dead. I was a drug addict for years. I'm very, very lucky to be here with all these 
beautiful and intelligent people. And very grateful to still be alive. Pioneers, brilliant 
comedians, beautiful, intelligent people. I'm grateful for these. I shouldn't even be 
here. I don't think I should be here now. I've (INAUDIBLE) loads of stuff from your 
house. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: Tyra? 
 
BANKS: What am I most grateful for? I'm most grateful that I had a woman that 
raised me and kept me sane -- 
 
BRAND: Just finish the sentence there. 
 
BANKS: -- in a world that's insane, full of insane people. 
 
JONES: What are you looking at him for? 
 



BANKS: I don't know. I don't know, right? 
 
MACFARLANE: I'm grateful that I'm still a drug addict. I don't know how I would 
have gotten through this evening. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
MACFARLANE: I think it would have been a disaster. I wouldn't have had a thing to 
say. No. I think -- I think I got -- I got to be unoriginal and duplicate Jack's sentiment 
that there's a million things I could be doing and I'm -- I couldn't be more delighted to 
be doing what I'm doing. I think a lot of it has to do with luck and timing. But, you 
know, pitching the right thing at the right time to the right people. 
 
And so I'm grateful for being in the right place at the right time and getting the 
opportunity to do everything that I've been able to do. 
 
KING: Shaq? 
 
O'NEAL: I'm most grateful for being a medium level juvenile delinquent that made it. 
Because as you know many young African- Americans don't make it. And you know 
my key was being a leader, not a follower. Listening to my parents. And I consider 
myself one of the luckiest people in the world. 
 
I can remember a day, you know, I want to be a rapper and I'm doing my thing. And I 
get a call from Quincy Jones. He wants me to rap on his album. Remember that? 
That's why -- so that's why -- so -- that's why for me it's key that I remain humble. 
Because all this right now is luck. I mean, I remember timing where, you know, if I 
would have went this way, I wouldn't be here. If I would have went that way, you 
know, I wouldn't be here. 
 
So you know I'm -- you know I'm grateful to have friends. I'm grateful that, you 
know, Conan has me on the show. I'm grateful to be sitting next to Tyra. So you 
know, I'm grateful that you invited me to this dinner. I thank you very much. I'm just a 
-- you know, a kid that's from northern New Jersey who followed his dreams, stayed 
out of trouble and I'm here. 
 
KING: Quincy? 
 
JONES: I'm grateful that I'm a motherless that lived -- was going to go from infancy 
to Alzheimer's. Never passed grown up. I don't ever want to be grown up. Seven of 
the most beautiful kids. Six daughters, one son. Grand kids and the best friends in the 
world. I work with every major artist in the world in the last 60 years. Every major 
artist. Louis Armstrong and Billy Holiday, too. All those rappers. It's a blessing. You 
have to take the light. The light part of your life, you know. Wipe out the darkness. 
 
KING: Shawn? 



 
SOUTHWICK: Most grateful for -- redundant. My family. My sons. I cry when I talk 
about them. So, yes, I'm thankful for them. And I'm really thankful for you. 
 
KING: I'm grateful for this whole thing in life. Her, the kids. I can't believe -- I pinch 
myself every day. My kid who was -- my father died when I was 9 1/2. I was on relief 
for three years. New York City, bought my first pair of glasses. I dreamed of being on 
the radio. And that is all I ever dreamed of. 
 
And I never thought all this would happen to me. And I'm grateful for it happening 
and for where I am right now. And still got things to do. 
 
Conan? Are you praying, Conan? 
 
O'BRIEN: I have an amazing -- yes. I was -- first of all, I'm grateful that I'm at a party 
with these wonderful people and there are rubies on the table. Rubies. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: We spare nothing. 
 
MACFARLANE: They are fabulous. 
 
O'BRIEN: This is insanity. 
 
MACFARLANE: This is like the banquet in the temple of doom. 
 
O'BRIEN: Well, it's ridiculous. This is making me feel horrible because the country's 
in a tight spot right now. And you're having a -- 
 
MACFARLANE: Larry King is giving away precious gems. 
 
O'BRIEN: -- a televised function that Caligula would be embarrassed. Look at these 
rubies and There's rubies. I think I'm probably most grateful for -- I see the absurdity 
in things. I think that's -- I'm very grateful for that. This is absurd in a very nice way. 
But it's absurd that I get to sit at this table and -- and I think it's absurd that I get to do 
a show. And I think it's -- there are just so many things in my life that I think are 
absolutely -- 
 
KING: What am I doing here? 
 
O'BRIEN: Yes. What am I doing here? And my grandfather directed traffic in 
Worcester, Massachusetts. And why am I here? And I -- my root has been so 
improbable. And I find myself to be an absurd person. I think it's ridiculous that I get 
to exist. So I think that sense of absurdity is -- keeps me going. 
 



I just think is whole thing is insane and I've got your wife's underwear in my pocket. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
KING: You got -- anybody got a credit card? I'll pay you back. 
 
PUCK: You have a credit card? I have my -- 
 
KING: I left it upstairs. 
 
PUCK: Who has a credit card? 
 
KING: This is something that Jack has invented. All right. Tell what this is, Jack. 
Show is and tell what it is. 
 
PUCK: They call it a Square. 
 
DORSEY: It's called Square. And it allows anyone to accept credit cards. 
 
BANKS: Anyone. 
 
MACFARLANE: For any reason at all? 
 
DORSEY: Personal trainer. For whatever reason. 
 
MACFARLANE: That seems incredibly dangerous. 
 
BRAND: They've been misuse. 
 
KING: Where do you get it now, Jack? 
 
DORSEY: What's that? 
 
KING: Where do you get this? 
 
DORSEY: You get it from the app store. You download it from Android or the 
iPhone app store. And it's really important for this particular economy because people 
are starting businesses and they want to start their own -- their own functions. And 
accepting payments has been the barrier. 
 
KING: And you invented this? 
 
DORSEY: Yes. Myself and my co-founder. We both (INAUDIBLE). 
 
KING: What do you call it? 
 



O'BRIEN: This will revolutionize prostitution. 
 
(LAUGHTER) 
 
O'BRIEN: No. Congratulations. Here, here. 
 
PUCK: I'm leaving. 
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
KING: For Wolfgang. 
 
PUCK: Bye. Thanks, everybody. 
 
KING: Thank you, all. Thank you, all, for a wonderful evening. 
 
And with that, dinner was done. We hope you enjoyed it as much as we did. Thank 
you all for watching. And Happy Holidays. 


